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Preface

The field of thoracic and cardiovascular surgery continues to evolve at a pace in which
almost by definition any idea that is published is instantly out-of-date. Ideas are in con‐
stant evolution and new, exciting, and innovative technologies are often featured not only
in mainstream Journals, but the lay-press media as well. While such progress is exciting–
particularly for those at the forefront of such developments–unfortunately, it often takes
years for some of these technologies to mature to the point in which they are safely and
readily available to our patients. Many of these developments sometimes become restrict‐
ed to specialized centers and occasionally only available to those patients with access to
referrals and resources. Furthermore, it is also unclear the extent in which such advances
may actually benefit patients as some of the most significant, exciting, and expensive
therapies are indicated for potentially only a small number of patients. Nevertheless, there
are still numerous problems–beyond some of the basics - in which the management con‐
tinues to challenge all of those who are involved in the care of the cardiothoracic patient.
As more and more of these problems require the management of multi-disciplinary
Teams, the ability to speak a common language and understand complex problems be‐
comes even more important. Furthermore, as patients–for many reasons–present in vari‐
ous stages of their diseases, some very early and some very late–combined with the
challenges of dealing with more complex co-morbidities, unusual problems are becoming
more common and common problems are presenting in more unusual ways.

The goal of Principles and Practice of Cardiothoracic Surgery is not to be an all encom‐
passing text of an endless field, but rather to highlight some of the challenges that might
be facing the Team that is often faced with dealing with the wide-spectrum of problems
that can, and often are, encountered at centers throughout the world on a daily basis. Ob‐
viously topics like percutaneous valves, long-term ventricular assist devices, and thoracic
organ transplantation continue to fascinate those who follow our field–but unfortunately,
for many reasons, these topics, not only are constantly changing, but are rarely available
outside of major medical centers and have limited availability to patients. Entire textbooks
have been dedicated to these individual topics. As such, they can be of limited practical
interest to the practicing surgeon who is not already at a center that performs these proce‐
dures or, conversely, who is still in training or trying to figure out how to get involved
with a field that might be moving too quickly–and potentially in too many different direc‐
tions.

This text is divided into 3 sections – Thoracic Surgery, Cardiac Surgery, and Great-vessel
Surgery – with not only state of the art discussions of the current literature on some of the
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topics, but as importantly and emphasis on the basic“tried and true”approaches to the
management of some unusual and difficult to manage problems such as the mesothelioma
and post-myocardial infarction ventricular septal defects. In addition, chapters on such
topics ranging from extra-corporeal membrane oxygenation and surgery for massive acute
pulmonary embolism are also presented as potentially valuable references for those clini‐
cians who rarely encounter such problems, but when they do, immediate access to a
standard reference with a recipe for success is critical in the setting of an acutely life-
threatening problem.

In addition, chapters that focus specifically on the peri-operative management of these pa‐
tients and their complex problems are also included. The field of anesthesia for thoracic
surgery is constantly changing as clinicians continue to strive to make the task of single
lung ventilation and even general anesthesia for pulmonary resections safer. The insights
from this chapter are of value to surgeon and anesthesiologist alike as there are few areas
in medicine in which it is so critical that physicians from different specialties be able to
communicate in a common language. Similarly, the chapters that discuss the management
of complications after thoracic procedures and potentially catastrophic gastrointestinal
problems after cardiac surgery are also included to serve as a reference point for dealing
with these issues when their arise.

Of course, no text on cardiothoracic surgery would be complete without a foundation in
the complex anatomy and the embryologic development of the heart to assist in putting
any procedure into a proper context. A fundamental understanding of anatomy and em‐
bryology is critical to our field and one can never be too educated on this topic–in fact, I
am sure most practicing physicians could always benefit from further education in this
area.

The international and diverse nature of the authors allows the reader to also avoid some
of the inherent regional bias that comes from texts in which the opinions and experiences
of a single center are discussed. While such experiences are of considerable value and are
considered sometimes“state of the art”, there are concerns about whether some of the
techniques and outcomes can be translated into common and daily practice–and in the
spectrum of environments that might be represented by the anticipated audience.

The open-access model of this text also addresses some of the practice concerns to provid‐
ing knowledge to those who need it most but who are typically the least likely to have
access to it (typically due to financial constraints of scientific publishing). While physical
copies of this text are available, the real benefit stems for the ability to access and down‐
load individual chapters on an as-needed basis from anywhere in the world and without
charge. The benefits of this model of distribution of medical knowledge will only continue
to grow in the future as more and more medial, in general, is distributed electronically
and availability is provided anywhere, anytime, for anyone–and without cost.

Principles and Practice of Cardiothoracic Surgery will only be one of countless texts on the
topic. The information, like all texts, will reflect a“snap-shot”of the understanding of the
topics presented at a point in time. While it would be foolish of any author or editor to
claim their work is the definitive, complete, and final word on any topic–the true goal of
this work is to provide a foundation of knowledge of common, unusual, and intriguing
problems that will hopefully spark further curiosity on the various topics, serve as a new
baseline for further growth in the field, and most importantly–help clinicians to help pa‐
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tients, sometimes at their time of greatest need and uncertainty. Basically, the hope is that
this text will be a starting point for a life-long journey.

Michael S. Firstenberg, MD FACC
Department of Surgery (Cardiothoracic)

Summa Health Care System – Akron City Hospital
Assistant Professor of Surgery and Integrative Medicine

Northeast Ohio Medical University, USA
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Chapter 1

Anesthesia for Thoracic Surgical Procedures

January Tsai, Teresa Moon, Shital Vachhani,
Javier Lasala, Peter H Norman and
Ronaldo Purugganan

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/56104

1. Introduction

As thoracic surgery evolved, anesthesia evolved in parallel, allowing even the most compli‐
cated surgical procedures to be performed relatively safely. This co-evolution mirrors the close
association of the thoracic surgeon and anesthesiologist when caring for their patients. This
unique association is predicated on the nature of thoracic procedures, where the surgeon and
anesthesiologist share a “thoracic workspace” - the surgeon operating on vital thoracic
structures and the anesthesiologist managing ventilation, oxygenation, and hemodynamics.
Because of this close partnering, it is valuable for thoracic surgeons to be familiar with
anesthetic considerations exclusive to their patients.

2. Considerations for One-Lung Ventilation (OLV)

Thoracic Surgery poses unique challenges to the anesthesiologist, including surgery in the
lateral decubitus position, an open thorax, manipulation of thoracic organs, potential for major
bleeding, and, unique among all potential surgery scenarios, the need for lung isolation.

2.1. Physiologic effects of lung isolation

Successful lung isolation (one-lung ventilation, OLV) requires the management of oxygena‐
tion, ventilation, and pulmonary blood flow. Remarkably, OLV decreases total minute
ventilation minimally. In fact, it has been shown that the non-isolated lung receives close to
the same minute ventilation as ventilation to two lungs. The rate of CO2 elimination undergoes
minimal changes because CO2 is readily diffusible and has no plateau in its dissociation curve.

© 2013 Tsai et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2013 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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When a patient is placed on OLV, inevitably a shunt is developed. The non-dependent lung
is no longer being ventilated but is still perfused, resulting in a right to left shunt. When this
occurs, the pulmonary system has physiological adaptations to decrease this shunt. Given that
the patient is in the lateral decubitus position, one of the responses is a decrease in blood flow
to the non-dependent lung due to gravitational forces. These effects are significant because the
pulmonary system has a much lower blood pressure than the systemic circulation. Another
adaptation is hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction of the vascular supply in the non-depend‐
ent lung. Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction is a physiological phenomenon in which
pulmonary arteries constrict in the presence of hypoxia (unlike the systemic circulation),
redirecting blood flow to the dependent lung. Surgical compression of the non-dependent lung
can also serve as a way of decreasing shunt as the pulmonary vasculature is compressed. One
last factor contributing to a decrease in shunt fraction is apneic oxygenation—residual oxygen
in the non-dependent isolated lung diffusing into the pulmonary circulation. All these factors
combined allow for better oxygenation during OLV.

2.2. Preoperative anesthetic evaluation of the thoracic surgery patient

Patients undergoing OLV should undergo a perioperative assessment of their respiratory
function that includes testing of lung mechanical function, pulmonary parenchymal function,
and cardiopulmonary reserve. The best assessment of respiratory function comes from a history
of the patient’s quality of life [1]. It is useful to think of respiratory function in three related but
independent areas: respiratory mechanics, gas exchange, and cardio-respiratory interaction [2].

The most valid test for perioperative assessment of respiratory mechanics is the predicted post-
operative forced expiratory volume in one second (ppoFEV1). This test is the best at predicting
post thoracotomy respiratory complications [3].

Percentage of predicted postoperative (ppo) FEV1 after lobectomy is given by

ppoFEV 1= preoperative FEV 1 x No. of  segments  remaining
total  No. of  segments

Nakahara et al found that patients with a ppoFEV1 of more than 40% had no or only minor
post resection respiratory complications [4]. Major respiratory complications were only seen
in the sub group with ppoFEV1 < 40%; post-operative mechanical ventilator support was seen
in those < 30%.

For the assessment of lung parenchymal function, the most useful test of the gas exchange
capacity is the diffusing capacity for carbon monoxide (DLCO). This test correlates with the
total functioning surface of the alveolar-capillary interface. The DLCO is used to calculate a
post resection value using the same calculation as FEV1. A ppoDLCO less than 40% of
predicted correlates with increased cardiac and respiratory complications and is relatively
independent of the FEV1 [5].

Stair climbing is the most traditional test of respiratory function in the assessment of cardio‐
pulmonary interaction. Ability to climb three flights or more is closely associated with a
decrease in morbidity and mortality. The ability to climb fewer than two flights is associated
with a very high risk [6]. The “gold standard” for assessment is formal laboratory exercise

Principles and Practice of Cardiothoracic Surgery4

testing with maximal oxygen consumption. Climbing five flights of stairs approximates a
VO2 max value of >20 ml/kg/min and less than one flight is associated with values <10 ml/kg/
min (S9). Ventilation-perfusion (V/Q) scintigraphy can also be used as a preoperative assess‐
ment when pulmonary resection is to be undertaken. This modality is particularly helpful for
patients undergoing pneumonectomy or any patient with a ppoFEV1 less than 40% [2].

Slinger et al. proposed a “3-legged” stool of pre-thoracotomy respiratory assessment, which
encompasses the prior mentioned pre-operative tests [7]. This model summarizes the results
of those tests and reveals that patients have lower expected post-operative morbidity if they
have a ppoFEV1 > 40%, cardio-pulmonary reserve with a VO2 max >15 ml/kg/min, and lung
parenchymal function with a ppoDLCO >40%. These three tests are the most valid for pre-
operative assessment. Other tests that can be used are maximal volume ventilation (MVV),
residual volume/total lung capacity (RV/TLC), and forced vital capacity (FVC), but these are
less valid for respiratory mechanics. Stair climbing (two flights), a 6-minute walk, and
measurement in the change in SpO2 (<4%) during exercise are other tests that can be used to
measure cardio-pulmonary reserve. Measurement of arterial blood gas values can also serve
as a respiratory assessment; indicators of good prognosis are PaO2 > 60 and a PaCO2 < 45.

In regards to post-thoracotomy anesthetic management, Slinger et al. devised an algorithm
derived from pre-operative assessment using ppoFEV1 [7]. If the patient’s ppoFEV1 is > 40%
and the patient is awake, alert, warm, and comfortable, immediate postoperative extubation
is recommended. If the ppoFEV1 is between 30-40%, extubation should be considered based
on exercise tolerance, DLCO, V/Q scan, and associated diseases. If the ppoFEV1 < 30%, staged
weaning from mechanical ventilation is recommended. However, when the patient has a
functioning thoracic epidural catheter providing adequate analgesia, extubation may be
attempted even at ppoFEV1 values as low as 20% [7].

2.3. Tracheo-bronchial anatomy for lung isolation

Knowledge of tracheo-bronchial anatomy is important for achieving and maintaining proper
lung isolation. Other chapters in this text describe lung and bronchial anatomy in detail.
Features of the anatomy that are relevant to anesthetic considerations are presented here.

A critical landmark when placing lung isolation devices is the primary carina, where the
trachea splits into two main bronchi. The diversion angle differs between these main bronchi,
with the right bronchi angled at 25 degrees and the left bronchus at 45 degrees. Because of the
steeper angle of diversion of the right main bronchus, foreign bodies (including lung isolation
devices) are more likely to travel into this bronchus. Left and right side double lumen tubes
(DLTs) are designed with curvatures to accommodate left or right main bronchi diversion
angles to make intubation into the specified main bronchi easier (Figure 1).

Because of the steeper angle of the right mainstem bronchus, it is not uncommon to inadver‐
tently intubate the right mainstem when intending to intubate the left mainstem with a DLT
(using blind or non fiberoptic guided placement techniques). Operators unfamiliar with distal
bronchial anatomy sometimes confuse secondary carinas with the primary carina. For
example, the right main bronchus divides at the secondary carina into the upper lobar
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Percentage of predicted postoperative (ppo) FEV1 after lobectomy is given by

ppoFEV 1= preoperative FEV 1 x No. of  segments  remaining
total  No. of  segments
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bronchus and bronchus intermedius; this secondary carina may be mistaken for the primary
carina when viewed under bronchoscopy. Therefore, knowledge of distal bronchial anatomy
is fundamental in confirming correct placement as well as in correcting misplacement.

Knowledge of distal bronchial anatomy is essential for additional reasons. First, the operator
must recognize that a right DLT has an additional slot to allow for ventilation of the right upper
lobe and must place it at the correct depth and rotational alignment to assure adequate
ventilation of all three lobes. Secondly, anatomy is abnormal in a small percentage of patients.
For example, in up to 2% of patients, the right bronchus originates directly from the supra
carinal trachea (a so-called bronchus suis) [8]. Abnormal anatomy is also seen in patients who
have had previous lung surgeries. The operator must be able to recognize and respond to
abnormal anatomy by selecting the appropriate device to provide effect lung isolation in any
scenario.

2.4. Indications for lung isolation

Patient pathology and/or operative requirements determine the indication for OLV. Patients
with lung pathology may need lung protection. For example, OLV may be used to protect the
unaffected lung from contamination with pus or blood from the affected lung. Alternatively,
OLV may be used to provide differential lung ventilation to minimize volutrauma and
barotrauma to the affected lung while optimizing ventilation to the non-affected lung. Certain
operative scenarios require OLV. Because it optimizes visualization of the operative site, OLV
is absolutely indicated in closed procedures (for example, thoracoscopic surgery) but is also
useful in open procedures to maximize exposure.

2.5. Lung isolation devices

Three standard methods for lung isolation include DLT, bronchial blockers, and mainstem
intubation.

Figure 1. Left (top) and right (bottom) conformations of double lumen tubes. Note the right upper lobe ventilation
lumen on the right conformation tube.
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2.5.1. DLT

The standard device for providing lung isolation is the DLT. It provides reliable lung isolation,
offers the ability to suction both lungs, allows for bilateral differential lung ventilation with
minimal device manipulation, and allows for simple procedures such as bronchoalveolar
lavage. DLTs range in size from 28 to 41 Fr. Posteroanterior (PA) chest x-ray is the standard
method for sizing comparison between DLT, trachea, and bronchial diameter [9]. However,
patient sex, age, and height are commonly used to choose DLT size. As discussed above, DLTs
are made in right-side and left-side conformations to accommodate the differences in the
anatomy of the right and left main bronchi (i.e., the right upper lobe branch).

2.5.2. SLT with bronchial blocker

Bronchial blockers used with conventional single lumen tubes have advantages in difficult
airways, in patients with indwelling endotracheal or tracheostomy tubes, in patients who are
nasally intubated with SLTs, and in cases where sub-segmental blockade may be required [10].
Bronchial blockers have several disadvantages, however. They are easier to displace and
provide limited suction and drainage to the isolated lung, which may lead to an accumulation
of pus, blood or secretions [11]. They are deployed in the operative lung, which may interfere
with the surgical procedure, and the device must be repositioned for contralateral lung
isolation.

Despite their specific enhancements, bronchial blockers are essentially modeled after vascular
embolization catheters (albeit with high compliance low pressure cuffs and a deflation port).
They are manufactured as separate units or units integrated with an endotracheal tube.
Separate units include the Cohen Flexi-tip BB (Cook Critical Care), Fuji Uni-blocker (Fuji
Systems, Tokyo) (Figure 2A) and the Arndt wire-guided BB (Cook Critical Care, Bloomington,
IN) (Figure 2B). An example of an integrated unit is the Univent tube (Fuji Systems, Tokyo).

2.5.3. Mainstem intubation

Mainstem bronchial intubation with an SLT may be used for lung isolation in emergent
scenarios or in pediatric cases. However, with this method, exhalation of the operative lung is
limited, airway protection at the vocal cords is compromised, and the endotracheal tube tip is
advanced into the operative lung; lastly, repositioning is required if contralateral isolation is
needed. Furthermore, standard endotracheal tubes may be too short to effectively mainstem
intubate either main bronchi; specialized longer tubes, such as Micro Laryngoscopy Tubes
(MLTs), may be required.

2.6. Difficult airway and lung isolation

Campos describes two categories of patients at risk for difficult intubation during OLV: those
with complications related to the upper airway and those related to the lower airway [12]. The
former include a short neck and increased neck circumference, prominent upper incisors with
a receding mandible, limited cervical mobility, limited jaw opening due to previous surgery,
radiation therapy of the neck, previous hemiglossectomy or hemimandibulectomy, and
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tumors of the upper airway. Lower airway risk factors include an existing tracheotomy, a
distorted tracheobronchial anatomy, and compression at the entrance of the left mainstem
bronchus. Patients with any of the above conditions might pose a difficulty for lung isolation
with a conventional DLT and might be candidates for SLT placement with subsequent lung
isolation with a bronchial blocker. However, if a DLT is indicated, fiberoptic intubation may
be used to facilitate placement [13]. However, because of the long length of the DLT, it is
difficult to maintain distal control of the fiberscope, especially with patients having longer oral
to vocal cord distance. Additionally, the small diameter bronchoscope required (to assure fit
for the DLT) results in an inferior view and restricts suction capabilities. Therefore, new
generation indirect laryngoscopes may be preferable. Indirect laryngoscopes (e.g., CMAC
[Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany], GlideScope [Verathon,Bothell, WA], Airtraq (Prodol Meditec
S.A., Vizcaya, Spain)) improve airway grade and have been shown to improve the ease of
intubation with DLTs in patients with difficult airways [14].

2.7. Confirming proper lung isolation

Regardless of the device used for lung isolation, the anesthesiologist must confirm correct
placement of the device. Chest auscultation has traditionally been used to confirm correct DLT
placement. The process is straightforward in patients with normal pulmonary anatomy. First,
inflate both tracheal and bronchial balloons and auscultate to confirm bilateral breath sounds
(if bilateral breath sounds are absent, suspect malposition – the DLT may be too deep). Next,

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2. Examples of bronchial blockers. (A) Fuji Uni-blocker (Fuji Systems, Tokyo); (B) Arndt wire-guided BB (Cook
Critical Care, Bloomington, IN).
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sequentially clamp the tracheal and bronchial inflow limbs of the DLT and auscultate the chest.
Absent breath sounds corresponding to the tracheal or bronchial lumen clamped, should be
confirmed. Different malposition scenarios may be deduced depending on type of DLT (L v.
R), intended mainstem to be intubated, DLT lumen occluded and the absence or presence of
breath sounds. Although auscultation is an important tool in situations where fiberoptic
bronchoscopy is unavailable, studies have shown a large margin of positioning error when it
is not used [15-18]. Fiberoptic confirmation is required for proper positioning of bronchial
blockers because they lack basic ergonomic design features that enable blind placement (like
curvature or specialized ventilation port configurations of DLTs). Furthermore, because
malpositioned lung isolation devices may be potentially be fatal, and auscultation is usually
not an option intraoperatively, fiberoptic bronchoscopy has become the standard for proper
placement and maintenance of lung isolation devices.

3. Intraoperative care for the thoracic surgical patient

3.1. Ventilator strategies for one-lung ventilation

For thoracic surgery, the incidence of pulmonary complications now out-numbers that of
cardiovascular complications [19], and pulmonary complications are the most common cause
of postoperative death in esophageal cancer patients [20]. Injury from one-lung ventilation
(OLV) can manifest as re-expansion pulmonary edema (REPE), acute lung injury (ALI), or
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). While late causes of ALI (3-10 days after surgery)
are secondary to bronchopneumonia or aspiration, early ALI is predicted by high intraoper‐
ative ventilation pressures, increased surgery duration, excessive intravenous volume
replacement, pneumonectomy, and preoperative alcohol abuse [21]. Most likely, a combina‐
tion of a patient’s health status, intraoperative fluid management, the use of epidural analgesia,
inflammatory responses due to surgical manipulation, alveolar recruitment, and reexpansion/
reperfusion lung injury [22, 23] underlie the development of ALI following OLV [24]. While
chronic patient risk factors are difficult to modify, protective ventilatory strategies and
judicious fluid use may decrease the incidence of ALI [21].

Prior ventilatory schemes focused on the detrimental effects of atelectasis, primarily increased
pulmonary shunt via local alveolar hypoxia and hyperoxia. Tidal volumes of 10-12mL/kg were
advocated, as it was previously held that tidal volumes <8mL/kg resulted in decreased
functional residual capacity (FRC) and worsening atelectasis in the dependent lung. The lowest
positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) for acceptable oxygenation and normal arterial CO2

levels (35 to 38 mmHg) were suggested [24]. OLV was achieved with parameters similar to
two-lung ventilation, with consequent stimulation of stretch-activated cation channels,
oxygen-derived free radicals, activated neutrophils, and cytokine upregulation contributing
to increased microvascular-alveolar permeability [25].

The current strategy to minimize OLV-associated lung injury utilizes so-called lung protective
ventilation. Overdistension (volutrauma), excessive transpulmonary pressure resulting in
barotrauma, repeated opening and closing of alveoli resulting in ateletotrauma, and biotrauma
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caused by inflammatory mediators are considered contributing factors to ventilator-induced
lung injury (VILI). These factors combined may induce inflammatory changes in pulmonary
alveolar and vascular endothelium, predisposing them to pathological apoptosis and necrosis.
In this way, VILI can both exacerbate existing lung injury and sensitize the lung to further
injury via a two-hit model [26]. Reduction of tidal volumes during OLV to 5ml/kg was shown
to reduce alveolar concentration of TNF-α and sICAM-1 [27] (will it be obvious to the reader
what implications this has?). Moreover, with fixed tidal volumes of 9mL/kg, the addition of
5cm H2O PEEP was associated with better oxygenation and earlier extubation [28]. PEEP
improves the (ventilation:perfusion) V:Q relationship via increased FRC at end expiration.
However, excessive PEEP may redistribute blood flow away from the dependent ventilated
lung. Thus, protective ventilation consists of:

• maintaining the fraction of inspired O2 (Fi02) as low as possible to avoid absorption atelec‐
tasis and worsening shunt [29]

• PEEP above the lower inflection point on the static pressure-volume curve

• a tidal volume of 5-6 mL/kg, plateau pressures of less than 20 cm H2O above the PEEP value

• peak inspiratory pressures less than 35 cm H2O

• respiratory rate (RR) 10-18

• inspiratory:expiratory (I:E) ratio 1:2 to 1:3

• permissive hypercapnia

• preferential use of pressure-limited ventilatory modes [24].

Hypoxemia may require continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) to the nondependent
lung, allowing apneic oxygenation and increasing overall partial pressure of O2 (pa02).
Permissive hypercapnia is generally tolerated with protective ventilator strategies during
OLV. Not only does hypocapnia worsen parenchymal and ischemia-reperfusion injury [30],
but hypercapnia itself may have beneficial effects on serum cytokine levels, apoptosis, and free
radical injury [31]. The optimal level of paCO2 has not been determined.

Pressure controlled ventilation achieves lower airway pressure, and the homogeneous
distribution of inspired gas allows recruitment of collapsed lung and improved oxygenation
[32]. This method is thought to minimize end-inspiratory distension and collapse of lung units
and has demonstrated a decreased inflammatory response, improved lung function, and
earlier extubation [28]. As compared with conventional ventilation, this protective strategy
was associated with improved survival at 28 days, a higher rate of weaning from mechanical
ventilation, and a lower rate of barotrauma in patients with ARDS. However, protective
ventilation was not associated with a higher rate of survival to hospital discharge [25]. Even
with protective lung ventilatory strategies, it is possible that certain patchy segments of alveoli
are intermittently and inconsistently recruited, resulting in impaired surfactant effectiveness
and barotrauma.

Lung protective ventilation primarily refers to the dependent lung, which shows a more
pronounced inflammatory response than the nonventilated lung [33, 34]. However, it is likely
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that the overall postoperative clinical picture amounts to the combination of differing insults
to the operative and nonoperative lung. Hypoxia-induced lung inflammation [30] and stress-
induced mechanical injury affects the operative lung as well, as the atelectatic, nonventilated
lung is periodically inflated to assess air leaks. Additionally, the operative lung is subject to
pulmonary contusion due to surgical manipulation and mechanical trauma. After 30 minutes
of OLV, the collapsed lung releases inflammatory mediators into the epithelial lining fluid,
indicating tissue insult and possibly resulting in systemic physiological changes [35]. Finally,
barotrauma may occur at the end of OLV as previously atelectatic alveolar units are recruited.

The contribution of the type of anesthetic to the inflammatory response and clinical outcomes
is currently unknown. Studies comparing propofol to volatile anesthetics such as sevoflurane
and desflurane have yielded conflicting results [36]. Overall, differences in surgical time,
duration of OLV, and laboratory techniques in existing studies have complicated interpreta‐
tion of the data[24]. Volatile agents are thought to have immune-modulating effects. While
previous work showed anti-inflammatory effects of propofol, recent studies have demon‐
strated decreased inflammatory markers in both the operative and nonoperative lung with
volatile anesthesia[36-38]. Sugasawa and colleagues found that sevoflurane use was signifi‐
cantly associated with a suppressed inflammatory response compared to propofol [38]. Thus,
the choice of anesthetic agent and other drugs such as ropivacaine, ketamine, thiopental, and
dexmedetomidine may have anti-inflammatory effects that may be protective during lung
surgery with OLV. Further study is needed to elucidate the role of these agents [39].

In conclusion, lung protective ventilator strategies which minimize Fi02, barotrauma, and
volutrauma are currently being used during OLV. Optimal lung protection, however, is
multifactorial and may also depend on fluid administration techniques and perioperative drug
administration. Alternative lung protective strategies for experimental or rescue use, such as
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation and high-frequency oscillatory ventilation are dis‐
cussed elsewhere.

3.2. Fluid therapy — Goal directed therapy for thoracic surgery

Intravenous fluids are administered perioperatively in order to optimize systemic oxygen
delivery to meet metabolic demands. Cardiac preload, afterload, and contractility are fre‐
quently used as surrogate indicators of global tissue perfusion. Inadequate intravascular
volume can predispose to ischemia and end-organ dysfunction. Excessive fluid administra‐
tion, on the other hand, can lead to tissue edema and compromised perfusion. In the operative
setting, surgical insults may theoretically cause an inflammatory response characterized by
alterations in microvascular integrity, allowing abnormal transmicrovascular fluid flux. Due
to this increase in microvascular permeability, interstitial edema may develop, which decreas‐
es O2 diffusion, resulting in hypoxic cell injury. This injury propagates a vicious cycle involving
further cell death and the subsequent release of inflammatory cytokines.

In  esophagectomy patients,  the  goal  of  intraoperative  fluid  administration  is  to  balance
perfusion pressure and oxygen delivery to vital  organs including the gut mucosa, while
preventing  excessive  fluid  accumulation  that  may  delay  recovery  of  gastrointestinal
function, impair wound and anastomotic healing, coagulation, and cardiac and respirato‐
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caused by inflammatory mediators are considered contributing factors to ventilator-induced
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that the overall postoperative clinical picture amounts to the combination of differing insults
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ry  function.  Restrictive  fluid  regimens  were  thought  to  result  in  better  gastrointestinal
recovery time, reduced overall morbidity[40], improved respiratory parameters, decreased
incidence  of  postoperative  pulmonary  complications,  and  shorter  recovery  periods  [41].
Conversely, fluid overload had a direct negative relationship to function and structure of
the intestinal anastomoses [42].

The thoracic surgery population is particularly prone to pulmonary complications, which have
significant implications for patient outcomes. In the setting of pulmonary resection, for
example, postoperative pulmonary edema confers a high mortality risk. Three significant risk
factors include right pneumonectomy, increased perioperative intravenous fluids, and
increased postoperative urine output [43]. Patel (1992) found that fluid replacement of greater
than 3L in the 24 hours surrounding surgery was correlated with increased mortality [44].
While pulmonary edema is associated with fluid overload, there is no clear causal relationship
[45]. With histology compatible with ARDS, postpneumonectomy pulmonary edema occurs
despite a normal PAOP, and the high protein content of edema fluid points toward low-
pressure endothelial damage[46]. Nevertheless, appropriate fluid administration may mitigate
the deleterious effects of pulmonary pathology.

Traditional static cardiac preload measures such as CVP may fail to provide reliable estima‐
tions of actual preload and cardiac responses to fluid therapy. Studies on supine patients have
demonstrated improved intraoperative hemodynamic stability, reduced ICU admissions,
lower incidence of complications, and reduced mortality after major surgery with the use of
dynamic preload indicators and goal-directed fluid therapy (GDT) [47, 48]. Commonly used
monitors include esophageal Doppler monitoring and measures of arterial pulse pressure
variation with respiration, such as the Lithium Dilution Cardiac Output (LiDCOplus) system
and FloTrac/Vigileo. Using an esophageal Doppler probe, Gan (2002) found that GDT in
patients undergoing major elective general, urologic, or gynecologic surgery with an antici‐
pated blood loss of greater than 500mL resulted in an earlier return of bowel function, lower
incidence of postoperative nausea and vomiting, and decreased length of postoperative
hospital stay [49].

GDT does not consistently result in either increased or decreased amounts of fluid adminis‐
tered. One study[50] showed that the GDT group received more volume. However, in a cohort
of septic patients, GDT patients received significantly more fluid during the first six hours than
those assigned to standard therapy; but in the overall period from baseline to 72 hours after
the start of treatment there was no significant difference between the two groups in the total
amount of fluid administered. Early GDT provided significant outcome benefits: of the patients
who survived to hospital discharge, those assigned to standard therapy had significantly
longer hospital stays than those with early GDT[51].

Slinger describes one rational approach to fluid administration [45]. The thorax is not assumed
to be a third space. Total positive fluid balance in the first 24 hours postoperatively should not
exceed 20ml/kg or approximately 3L of crystalloid. Unless the patient is at high risk of
developing renal insufficiency, urine output of greater than 0.5mL/kg/hr is probably unnec‐
essary. In the case of reduced tissue perfusion, as in the case of epidural-induced sympathec‐
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tomy, it is preferable to invasively monitor and use GDT. The use of inotropes may be
preferable to aggressive fluid overload.

One limitation of GDT, however, involves the extrapolation of studies correlating cardiac
output measurements via PACs with those obtained via dynamic indices during abdominal
surgery to thoracotomy patients who are positioned laterally and subjected to varying
intrathoracic conditions, such as exposure to atmospheric pressure and OLV. The value of
dynamic preload indicators in the thoracic population has not been systematically examined.
Possible problems with extending the use of this device to thoracic surgery patients include
lung compliance and intrathoracic pressure variations during positioning changes or insuf‐
flation for RATS, laparoscopy and changing intraabdominal pressure, the open chest, pressure
changes with VATS, and differing ventilatory settings (TV, PEEP, OLV, DLV). One study has
shown that GDT is at least not deleterious or does not result in pulmonary fluid overload when
used for thoracic surgery requiring lateral thoracotomy and OLV[52]. While changing from
the supine to the reverse Trendelenburg or prone positions significantly alters SV and thus
SVV, 30° left or right recumbent and supine positions do not appear to affect SV or SVV
measurements [53]. Kobayashi concludes that SVV, as displayed on the Vigileo monitor, is
considered an accurate predictor of intravascular hypovolemia and is a useful indicator for
assessing the appropriateness and timing of applying fluid for improving circulatory stability,
but only during the perioperative period after esophagectomy [54]. De Waal (2002) demon‐
strated that while PiCCO-derived dynamic preload indicators were able to predict fluid
responsiveness under closed-chest conditions, both static and dynamic preload indicators
failed to predict fluid responsiveness in open-chest conditions [55]. Stroke volume variation
(SVV) and pulse pressure variation (PPV) seem to be critically dependent on the undisturbed
transmission of these pressure changes to cardiovascular structures within the closed thorax
[56]. For example, sternotomy alone decreases SVV [57]. Additionally, one study [58] found
that SVV could predict fluid responsiveness in patients undergoing OLV with acceptable levels
of sensitivity and specificity only when tidal volumes were at least 8mL/kg. They state that
dynamic indices of preload are based on the concept that positive pressure ventilation induces
variations in SV. By definition, this concept requires that the preload is significantly affected
by cyclic changes in intrathoracic and transpulmonary pressures, and these changes may be
too small when patients undergoing OLV are ventilated with low tidal volumes (i.e. 6mL/kg).
In short, the ability of SVV to predict volume responsiveness in thoracotomy patients is
currently unknown.

Finally, the optimal type of fluid is debatable. Some animal models have demonstrated greater
interstitial edema with crystalloid administration and better preserved effective capillary
cross-sectional area in the colloid group[59]. Other studies conclude that when given in similar
volumes, colloids are more beneficial for anastomotic healing than crystalloid [24, 42].
Improved microcirculatory blood flow and tissue oxygen tension were observed after ab‐
dominal surgery in one animal model [60, 61]. However, no difference in anastomotic healing
was found in another animal model of colloid use [62]. To date, no consensus has been reached
as to the superiority of crystalloids versus colloids. Pulmonary edema due to excessive
crystalloid may clear faster than that caused by colloids.
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In summary, intelligent fluid administration is vital to maintaining tissue perfusion and
minimizing edema in the perioperative period. New methods of GDT based on SVV may offer
useful tools to guide clinicians during thoracic surgery cases. However, the applicability of
this technology to the thoracic population has not been fully investigated. Most likely, avoiding
fluid overload by tailoring GDT in an educated manner to the patient’s specific deficit and
type of fluid loss yields optimal results.

3.3. Special intraoperative monitoring

Since thoracic surgery involves hemodynamic shifts with a goal of tight, goal-directed fluid
therapy, knowledge of cardiac output (CO) and fluid responsiveness is important in the
perioperative period. The historical gold standard for evaluation of left ventricular end-
diastolic pressure (LVEDP), thermodilution (TD) uses a pulmonary artery catheter (PAC) to
generate a measured time/temperature curve, from which CO can be calculated. These
measurements are averaged over 2-9 minutes, so monitoring is not continuous. Recent studies
show that fluid management based on TD may not improve patient outcomes and may, in fact,
increase morbidity and mortality. PAC use itself may be complicated by arrhythmia, infection,
pulmonary artery rupture, and damage to right heart structures [63]. PAC use may be
unreliable due to the low pressure environment of the pulmonary vascular tree and the
interference by hydrostatic pressure. With pre-existent pulmonary hypertension PAC use may
become more reliable but conversely have more chance of a complication. The standard
deviation (SD) for TD is about 1 L/minute or about 20% of the average CO [64]. Clearly, reliable
and less-invasive methods of measuring CO are needed. Current options include lithium
dilution, esophageal Doppler monitoring (EDM), pulse contour cardiac output systems, partial
CO2 rebreathing, and thoracic electrical bioimpedance.

Two methods of generating continuous CO measurements require a central venous catheter
(CVC), which is arguably invasive, though less so than pulmonary artery catheterization.
PiCCO (PULSION Medical Systems AG, Munich, Germany) generates CO via thermodilution
from a CVC to a femoral or axillary arterial line. Using the Stewart-Hamilton principle, cold-
saline thermodilution is used to provide calibration of the continuous CO analysis. Similarly,
PulseCO (LiDCO Ltd, London, England) uses the Stewart-Hamilton equations as applied to
lithium chloride (0.15 - 0.3 mmol for an average adult) dilution from a CVC or peripheral vein
to an arterial line. The arterial lithium concentration-time curve can be subject to error in the
presence of certain muscle relaxants. Recalibration is recommended after changes in patient
position, therapy or condition. Clinical studies have demonstrated that over a wide range of
cardiac outputs the LiDCO method is at least as accurate as thermodilution [65, 66].

Esophageal doppler monitoring uses a continuous wave sensor on the end of a probe which
measures the velocity of blood flow within the descending thoracic aorta. Nomogram esti‐
mated aortic cross-sectional area based on the patient’s weight, height, and age enables
calculation of left ventricular (LV) stroke volume (SV) from the area of the velocity-time
waveform. The total time that blood is traveling in a forward direction within the area is the
systolic flow time, which is corrected for heart rate to give the corrected flow time, which is a
good index of systemic vascular resistance and is sensitive to changes in LV preload. There is
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positive correlation between measures of cardiac output made simultaneously with the
esophageal doppler and a thermodilution PAC [67]. Limitations of this monitor include
assumptions of the diameter of the aorta based on the weight and height of the patient, a
learning curve requiring about 12 probe placements [68], the need for patient sedation, and
inability to be used during esophagectomies. This method has good validation; however, it
only measures aortic blood flow and not true CO, and this may be potentially influenced by
disproportionate changes in blood flow between the upper and lower body, although this is
only important at the extremes of CO.

Pulse pressure (PP) methods measure the pressure in an artery over time to derive a waveform
and use this information to calculate cardiac performance. However, any measure from an
artery includes the changes in pressure associated with changes in vascular characteristics such
as compliance and impedance. Physiologic or therapeutic changes in vessel diameter seen in
the arterial waveform are assumed to reflect changes in CO. The ambiguity of the combined
results of CO and vascular tone limits the application of PP methods. The values obtained by
the LiDCOplus can be calibrated daily based on CO values generated by the LiDCO using the
CVC waveform. It can also be used independently, as with the FloTrac/Vigileo (Edwards
Lifesciences LLC, U.S.A.), which is an uncalibrated pulse contour analysis-based hemody‐
namic monitor that estimates CO utilizing a standard arterial catheter. The device consists of
a pressure transducer which derives left-sided CO from a sample of arterial pulsations using
an algorithm which calculates the product of the standard deviation of the arterial pressure
wave (AP) (over 20 seconds) and a vascular tone factor (Khi) to generate stroke volume. Khi
is derived from computer analysis of the morphologic change of the arterial pressure wave‐
forms on a bit by bit basis based on the principle that changes in compliance or resistance affect
the shape of the arterial pressure waveform. The equation in simplified form is as follows:
SV=std(AP) * Khi or BP x k(constant). CO is then derived utilizing the equation CO=HR*SV.
Only perfused beats that generate an arterial waveform should be counted for HR. While these
monitors do not require intracardiac catheterization with a pulmonary artery catheter, they
do require an arterial line. The benefits of this technology include the short time required for
set up and data acquisition.

Disadvantages include its inability to provide right-sided heart pressures or mixed venous
oxygen saturation. In addition, arterial monitoring systems are unable to predict changes in
vascular tone and can therefore only estimate changes in vascular compliance. Some consider
the measurement of pressure in the artery to calculate flow in the heart physiologically
oversimplified and of questionable accuracy and benefit [64, 69]. The sensor is only indicated
for adult use and has not been validated in patients with ventricular assist devices or intra-
aortic balloon pumps. Absolute values during aortic regurgitation may be affected although
trending may be appropriate. This monitor is dependent upon a high fidelity pressure tracing,
which is compromised by spontaneous ventilation, atrial fibrillation or ectopy, severe periph‐
eral constriction with vasopressor use, hypothermia, or dynamic autonomic states such as
sepsis. In those instances, femoral artery cannulation or insertion of a PAC may be considered.
Finally, in a study comparing these devices, although the PAC, FloTrac, LiDCO and PiCCO
display similar mean CO values, they trended differently in response to therapy and showed
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mated aortic cross-sectional area based on the patient’s weight, height, and age enables
calculation of left ventricular (LV) stroke volume (SV) from the area of the velocity-time
waveform. The total time that blood is traveling in a forward direction within the area is the
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different interdevice agreement. In the clinically relevant low CO range (< 5 L/min), agreement
improved slightly. Thus, utility and validation studies using only one CO device may poten‐
tially not be extrapolated to equivalency of using another similar device [70].

The Fick principle allows multiple substitutions for O2 consumption, including CO2 clear‐
ance. Based on the ratio of the change in end-tidal CO2 (etCO2) and CO2 elimination, the
Noninvasive Cardiac Output (NICO) device (Novametrix Medical Systems, Inc., Walling‐
ford, CT, USA) calculates CO using a disposable rebreathing loop which allows intermit‐
tent partial rebreathing in 3 minute cycles. This system contains a CO2 sensor which uses
infrared light absorption, a disposable airflow sensor or differential pressure pneumotachom‐
eter, a specific disposable rebreathing loop, and a pulse oximeter. The production of CO2

(VCO2, mL/min) is calculated from minute ventilation and its instantaneous CO2 content,
where the CaCO2 (mL/100 mL of blood) is estimated from etCO2 (mmHg). The rebreathing
cycle induces an increase in etCO2 and mimics a drop in CO2 production. CO2 production is
calculated as the product of CO2 concentration and air flow during a breathing cycle, and
the arterial content of CO2 (CaCO2) is derived from the etCO2 and the CO2 dissociation curve.
The  obtained  differences  of  these  values  are  then  used  to  calculate  CO,  such  that
CO=∆VCO2/(S x ∆etCO2),  where S is the slope of the CO2 dissociation curve. The NICO
system provides rapid, reliable CO values for mechanically ventilated patients with minor
lung abnormalities and stable ventilatory settings [71].

The NICO system is also limited. For example, intrapulmonary shunt can affect the estimation
of CO. Also, in patients undergoing thoracic surgery with OLV, the device underestimated
CO compared with thermodilution CO at all measurement times [72]. With worsening
pulmonary injury or hemodynamic compromise contributing to increasing shunt and dead
space, assumptions made for calculating CO are less likely to approximate actual values. This
technique reliably measures CO in patients affected by diseases causing low levels of pulmo‐
nary shunt, but underestimates it in patients with shunt higher than 35% [73]. In summary,
compared to TD methods, the partial CO2 rebreathing technique is non-invasive, can easily be
automated, and can provide real-time and continuous cardiac output monitoring. Large
outcome studies demonstrating use of this device are still lacking.

Impedance cardiography (ICG) or thoracic electrical bioimpedance (TEB) uses changes in
thoracic impedance over the cardiac cycle to generate CO. A constant magnitude, high
frequency, low amplitude current is applied longitudinally across a segment of thorax. Using
Ohm’s Law, the voltage difference within the current field is proportional to the electrical
impedance (Z). Contraction of the heart produces a cyclical change in transthoracic impedance
of about 0.5%. Upon ventricular ejection, a time-dependent cardiac-synchronous pulsatile
impedance change is observed, ∆Z(t), which constitutes the time-variable total transthoracic
impedance Z(t), when electrically parallel to baseline impedance (Z0). Lower impedance
indicates greater intrathoracic fluid volume and blood flow. TEB has waveform characteristics
representing points in the cardiac cycle. The first derivative (dz/dt) of the waveform is used to
identify the maximum upslope point, which is used to calculate the Velocity Index (VI). The
VI is indicative of aortic blood velocity, such that impaired contractility is reflected by a
decreased VI. By synchronizing fluid volume changes with the cardiac cycle, the change in
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impedance can be used to calculate SV, CO, and systemic vascular resistance [74]. TEB
equipment consists of both noninvasive and invasive devices, of which the former has gained
more acceptance. Examples include the Bio-Z Dx (Sonosite Inc®, Bothell, WA) and the
niccomo® (medis GmbH, Ilmenau, Germany). Some studies comparing TEB-derived CO to
TD have found significant correlation between the methods, but inaccuracies were observed
with severe tachycardia, low CO, or frequent arrhythmias [75]. Questions with respect to the
reliability and validity of this technique have led some to advocate its use only in research
settings [76]. The clinical use of TEB has yet to be established.

Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) is a method of ultrasound-based cardiac imaging
which allows real-time visualization of anatomic structure and function. In the specific setting
of thoracic surgery, TEE can be used to monitor ventricular function, valvular function, and
wall motion changes reflective of ischemia during positioning changes, volume shifts, OLV,
or surgical resection. Intrathoracic tumors may be visible in some exams, and compression or
infiltration of structures such as the pulmonary artery or innominate vein may be visualized.
Tumor invasion of the heart may be appreciated, as can other anatomic abnormalities resulting
from the underlying disease process or iatrogenic causes. Intraoperative hemodynamic
instability of unknown cause and the need for evaluation of affected cardiac and pulmonary
structures will likely satisfy the Appropriate Use Criteria for Echocardiography [77]. Common
contraindications to TEE use include some features present in the thoracic surgery population
such as known esophageal strictures, perforation, lacerations or large diverticula. Relative
contraindications also obviate TEE use in esophagectomies: dysphagia or odynophagia, recent
upper GI bleeding, extensive radiation to the chest and mediastinum, and esophageal varices.

In terms of global cardiac function, the transgastric short-axis view provides a snapshot of left
and right ventricular ejection fraction. Calculation of CO is also possible with two-dimensional
(2D) Doppler measurements, such that CO = Aortic valve area (AVA) x heart rate (HR) x
velocity time integral (TVI). AVA may be measured by planimetry of the AV via the mideso‐
phageal AV short axis view, with the imaging plane at approximately 30°. Another common
method of calculating AVA is with the continuity equation, which states that the flow in one
area must equal the flow in a second area if there are no shunts between the two areas. In
practical terms, the flow from the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) is compared to the flow
at the level of the aortic valve:

Aortic Valve Area (cm2)= LVOT  diameter 2x  0.78540 x  LVOT  TV 1
Aortic Valve TV 1

Where the CSA LVOT (cm2) = 0.785 x LVOT Diameter2

TVI is an integral of instantaneous blood flow velocities during one cardiac cycle. To measure
the LVOT TVI, the pulsed-Doppler sample volume is positioned just proximal to the aortic
valve so that the location of the velocity recording matches the LVOT diameter measurement.
When the sample volume is optimally positioned, the recording shows a smooth velocity curve
with a well-defined peak and narrow band of velocities throughout systole. The TVI is
measured by tracing the dense modal velocity throughout systole. The same is done for the
AV TVI.
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VI is indicative of aortic blood velocity, such that impaired contractility is reflected by a
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structures will likely satisfy the Appropriate Use Criteria for Echocardiography [77]. Common
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In terms of global cardiac function, the transgastric short-axis view provides a snapshot of left
and right ventricular ejection fraction. Calculation of CO is also possible with two-dimensional
(2D) Doppler measurements, such that CO = Aortic valve area (AVA) x heart rate (HR) x
velocity time integral (TVI). AVA may be measured by planimetry of the AV via the mideso‐
phageal AV short axis view, with the imaging plane at approximately 30°. Another common
method of calculating AVA is with the continuity equation, which states that the flow in one
area must equal the flow in a second area if there are no shunts between the two areas. In
practical terms, the flow from the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) is compared to the flow
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TEE assessment of cardiac and intrathoracic structures and function is a clinically established
method that plays a critical role in the diagnosis and management of perioperative hemody‐
namic instability in many institutions [78]. However, its main disadvantage is that its use
requires extensive training and a skilled operator [68]. Some measurements may be challenging
to acquire and subject to methodical error or inability to obtain images adequately parallel to
the ultrasound plane. Hemodynamic measurements obtained with TEE compared to TD with
a PAC have resulted in agreements ranging from good [79] to possessing “accuracy limita‐
tions” [80]. A significant source of this inconsistency may result from interoperator variability.
Further, in the instance of thoracic cases, proper contact with the stomach and esophagus in
the lateral position can hinder the acquisition of adequate images. Other inconveniences
include the expense of the equipment and the fact that an image cannot be easily fixed in order
to provide continuous cardiac output readings without the presence of an expert user.

In summary, the physiologic and hemodynamic challenges inherent to thoracic surgery may
require not only monitoring via an arterial wave pressure measurement, but possibly other
modalities as well. PAC, lithium dilution, EDM, pulse contour cardiac output systems, partial
CO2 rebreathing, TEB, and TEE constitute such alternatives. While validation of these methods
may be forthcoming, reasonable application of these modalities may improve perioperative
management and overall patient outcomes.

3.4. Special operative scenarios and anesthetic considerations

3.4.1. VATS versus open thoracotomy

The decision as to whether a particular surgery can be performed using a video-assisted
thoracoscopic or an open thoracotomy approach is a decision usually made by the surgeon. In
2007, at the International Society of Minimally Invasive Cardiothoracic Surgery conference,
evidence revealed that VATS can be recommended to reduce overall postoperative complica‐
tions, can reduce pain and overall functionality over the short term, improve delivery of
adjuvant chemotherapy delivery, and can be recommended for lobectomy in clinical stage I
and II non-small cell lung cancer patients. The recommendations were based on data derived
from single and multiple randomized studies, but with conflicting evidence and/or divergence
of opinion about the usefulness or efficacy of the procedure [81]. No general consensus using
multiple randomized clinical trials has been done as to the preference of surgical technique.
The bottom line is that with the learning curve for the VATS procedure, individual surgeons
choose their own preferred method of surgical intervention. The role of an anesthesiologist is
to be prepared for any lung surgery, both of which usually encompass one-lung ventilation,
either through a double-lumen tube or a bronchial blocker as a general anesthetic. A minor
VATS procedure such as pleural biopsy or thoracentesis can actually be done with local
anesthesia +/- intravenous sedation [82]. These procedures are rare in the operating room
however, and most VATS procedures are in actuality done under general anesthesia. An
endobronchial ultrasound is done at our institute in the pulmonary lab as a general anesthetic
with a laryngeal mask airway. Although a single-lumen endotracheal tube can be used under
general anesthesia for open thoracotomy, the operative lung field would also undergo positive
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pressure ventilation, making it technically more difficult for the surgeon. In small infants, a
balloon tipped bronchial blocker can be placed to isolate the lungmer[83] or placing ETT into
the mainstem of the nonoperative lung are also other options if a double lumen tube is too
large to be placed.

It is estimated that double lung tube placement has resulted in iatrogenic injury in 0.5-2 per
1000 cases of DLT placement[84], so care must be made to decrease these complications. One
advantage of a double lumen tube above a bronchial blocker is the ability to suction out the
operable lung if and when necessary, and increased intraoperative stability with the tube itself.
The bronchial blocker is often difficult to obtain lung isolation in the right lung due to the
takeoff of the right upper lobe being so close to the carina, but this technique is necessary to
understand in case a double lumen is unable to be placed (in patients with abnormal anatomy)
[85], or if a patient is already intubated with a single lumen tube with a difficult airway and
needs lung isolation. There have been a number of cases where both are used successfully
however. The key is having the lung isolated, and understanding physiology to understand
how to utilize hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction to each patient’s advantage.

In a thoracoscopic procedure, the surgeon does not have the ability to push the operative lung
out of his/her way like an open thoracotomy. Thus, the importance of the lung being deflated
is made apparent. Sometimes, a suction catheter can be placed in the operable lung to facilitate
deflation of the lung. It is important to know if the surgeon is to insufflate with carbon dioxide,
so that complications of insufflation can also be recognized. A VATS procedure is, although
for the patient sometimes easier to manage postoperatively, for the surgeon and anesthesiol‐
ogist comes with various difficulties. One of these difficulties has to do with not having enough
access or visualization in cases where the pulmonary artery or another major vessel is
inadvertently traumatized and the patient is bleeding. Therefore, it is always important to have
blood available for a possible blood transfusion in both open thoracotomies and VATS
procedures. An arterial line is necessary to keep a close eye on hemodynamics during both
types of procedures. The positioning for both usually entails a lateral decubitus position, and
pressure points must be checked. The postoperative pain level for patients with a thoracoscopic
procedure is usually less than the open thoracotomy patient though this has been questioned.
Chronic pain rates may be similar with VATS and open thoracotomies. A status post VATS
procedure patient can achieve pain control with IV medications, while an epidural is usually
recommended for thoracotomy patients. These methods of pain control will be discussed in a
later chapter.

3.4.2. Airway disruptive surgeries

Airway disruptive surgeries require special communication between the surgeon and anesthesi‐
ologist as to what is going to be required intraoperatively. With surgical and anesthetic advances,
now more than half the trachea can be safely excised in selected cases[86]. A tracheal resection
is something done rarely, requiring the anesthesiologist and surgeon to share the airway. The
type of anesthetic utilized depends on the skill of the anesthesiologist, and the experience within
each independent institution as to the best way to carry out this surgical procedure. There have
been many case reports depicting many different methods of maintaining oxygenation and
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[85], or if a patient is already intubated with a single lumen tube with a difficult airway and
needs lung isolation. There have been a number of cases where both are used successfully
however. The key is having the lung isolated, and understanding physiology to understand
how to utilize hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction to each patient’s advantage.
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procedures. An arterial line is necessary to keep a close eye on hemodynamics during both
types of procedures. The positioning for both usually entails a lateral decubitus position, and
pressure points must be checked. The postoperative pain level for patients with a thoracoscopic
procedure is usually less than the open thoracotomy patient though this has been questioned.
Chronic pain rates may be similar with VATS and open thoracotomies. A status post VATS
procedure patient can achieve pain control with IV medications, while an epidural is usually
recommended for thoracotomy patients. These methods of pain control will be discussed in a
later chapter.

3.4.2. Airway disruptive surgeries

Airway disruptive surgeries require special communication between the surgeon and anesthesi‐
ologist as to what is going to be required intraoperatively. With surgical and anesthetic advances,
now more than half the trachea can be safely excised in selected cases[86]. A tracheal resection
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each independent institution as to the best way to carry out this surgical procedure. There have
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ventilation for a patient while still undergoing a thoracic procedure that compromises the trachea
or bronchus. The main anesthetic concern is always adequate ventilation and oxygenation when
the airway is essentially open. It is also important to both the anesthesiologist and surgeon to
protect the integrity of the new tracheal anastomosis postoperatively. Steroids are often given
to help decrease airway edema. A high FiO2 is necessary to help maintain oxygenation during
periods of ventilatory pauses, but a close eye should be kept on electrocautery use. If indeed it
is being used, then the lowest FiO2 that the patient can tolerate should be kept to help prevent
airway fire. An arterial line is a good monitor to check for innominate compression (such as in a
medianstinoscopy) during surgical dissection.

A technique where a laryngeal mask airway is utilized with high-frequency jet ventilation for
a patient with tracheal stenosis has also been reported. In this otherwise healthy patient with
tracheal stenosis from prolonged intubation, an LMA was placed and the patient was put on
positive pressure ventilation. A sterile 6-mm flexible tube was placed in the distal trachea and
the patient adequately oxygenated/ventilated while the dissection and lesion was resected.
Once the tracheal anastomosis started, a jet ventilator was placed in the distal trachea and the
patient jet-ventilated for tracheal anastomosis. Once completed, the patient was once again
placed on positive pressure ventilation through the LMA while the patient was awakened,
found adequately spontaneously ventilating, and extubated successfully[87]. There are
disadvantages to using high-frequency jet ventilation such as during exhalation there may be
air trapping from the stenotic lesion, the catheter could become occluded by blood and
displaced, and there might be distal aspiration of debris or blood[88].

More routinely, an endotracheal tube can be placed above the area of stenosis. Once surgical
exposure is done, a separate tube can be placed distal to the stricture and the patient placed
on the ventilator with sterility across the field. Once the trachea is resected, the primary
endotracheal tube can be passed distal to the lesion and the anastomosis completed.

Another case has been reported in a patient with critical trachea stenosis. The patient under‐
went femoral-femoral extracorporeal bypass prior to induction. An endotracheal tube was
placed after induction, and the patient was maintained on the endotracheal tube and positive
pressure ventilation as he/she was weaned from the cardiopulmonary bypass machine[89].

A prospective study has been done in patients with upper tracheal stenosis that were managed
with a cervical epidural anesthesia, local anesthesia and conscious sedation while maintaining
spontaneous ventilation throughout the resection[90]. Although only twenty consecutive
patients were enrolled, the outcome had a high level of patient satisfaction and immediate
feedback from the patient throughout the procedure. This bypasses the need for jet ventilation
or positive pressure ventilation, and enables communication with the patient throughout the
surgical procedure.

Post resection, usually the patient is extubated with their neck in a flexed position to put less
tension on the anastomosis. Not infrequently the patients chin is sutured to the manubrium
sterni with a heavy stitch to maintain the flexion. A smooth extubation with minimal coughing/
bucking is preferred for the same reason. Extubation is important post operatively to reduce
the positive pressure on the suture line as well. Pain control is often not an issue, a tracheal
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resection is not a very painful procedure, and intravenous narcotics and local anesthesia should
be adequate for control.

3.4.3. Endotracheal tube exchange (Double to single lumen tube exchange)

These days, double lumen tubes are routinely used for surgeries requiring lung isolation. If
extubation is unable to be accomplished at the conclusion of the surgery, the decision must be
made to either keep the double lumen in place, or exchange it for a single lumen tube. Less
than 1% of patients, however, require mechanical ventilation after surgery[91]. Exchanging
the double lumen tube avoids the potential obstruction of the airway that can occur when
secretions/blood get lodged in the bronchial tube. Also, the nursing staff that is to be taking
care of the patient postoperatively might not understand how to troubleshoot a double lumen
endobronchial tube, so misuse of the tube may occur including airway rupture.

Exchanging a double-lumen endobronchial tube to a single-lumen endotracheal tube has many
considerations and should be approached with some trepidation. An airway that was initially
easy to place the double lumen in might not be easyafter the surgery with volume shifts and
edema. If it is thought the airway might be lost in the exchange, leaving the double lumen in
overnight with the head of the bed elevated to help alleviate edema might be the safest option.
It has been shown that the flow resistances of modern double lumen tubes are actually much
lower than previously supposed, so the need to change them is not as important during
spontaneous ventilation and weaning from the ventilator as previously thought[92]. The
effective diameter of each lumen of an adult double lumen endobronchial tube is comparable
to a 6.0-7.0 mm outside diameter ETT [93], so adequate oxygenation/ventilation is manageable
without exchanging the tube. If an exchange is necessary, there are a few options described.
The first option is using a tube exchanger to facilitate the exchange of the double lumen tube
to a single lumen. First, adequate anesthesia and suctioning down both lumens of the double
lumen should be done. FiO2 should be 1.0. A tube exchanger is placed after being lubricated
through the tracheal lumen, both cuffs are deflated, and the double lumen is removed over
the stylet. A single lumen is then placed, sometimes while performing a direct laryngoscopy
to facilitate the exchange. There are other scenarios described using the Eschmann stylet as a
tube exchanger in various alternative ways [94]. The easiest and quickest method to exchang‐
ing the tube is just by performing a direct laryngoscopy after the patient is adequately
anesthetized. If visualization of the cords is easy while the double lumen is still in place, it can
be withdrawn and a single lumen placed under direct visualization.

Whichever technique is chosen, the safety of the patient comes first. If it is unsafe to change
the tube out, an alternative is to just pull out the double lumen so the bronchial cuff is in the
trachea, thus operating as a single lumen tube. Understanding that the airway anatomy and
ease of visualization might not be the same as it was preoperatively is very important. Certainly
it will not improve.

3.4.4. Post-operative need for bronchoscopy prior to emergence

Certain surgical scenarios may require fiberoptic bronchoscopic examination after completion
of the surgical procedure, but prior to patient emergence (if extubation is planned). These
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ventilation for a patient while still undergoing a thoracic procedure that compromises the trachea
or bronchus. The main anesthetic concern is always adequate ventilation and oxygenation when
the airway is essentially open. It is also important to both the anesthesiologist and surgeon to
protect the integrity of the new tracheal anastomosis postoperatively. Steroids are often given
to help decrease airway edema. A high FiO2 is necessary to help maintain oxygenation during
periods of ventilatory pauses, but a close eye should be kept on electrocautery use. If indeed it
is being used, then the lowest FiO2 that the patient can tolerate should be kept to help prevent
airway fire. An arterial line is a good monitor to check for innominate compression (such as in a
medianstinoscopy) during surgical dissection.

A technique where a laryngeal mask airway is utilized with high-frequency jet ventilation for
a patient with tracheal stenosis has also been reported. In this otherwise healthy patient with
tracheal stenosis from prolonged intubation, an LMA was placed and the patient was put on
positive pressure ventilation. A sterile 6-mm flexible tube was placed in the distal trachea and
the patient adequately oxygenated/ventilated while the dissection and lesion was resected.
Once the tracheal anastomosis started, a jet ventilator was placed in the distal trachea and the
patient jet-ventilated for tracheal anastomosis. Once completed, the patient was once again
placed on positive pressure ventilation through the LMA while the patient was awakened,
found adequately spontaneously ventilating, and extubated successfully[87]. There are
disadvantages to using high-frequency jet ventilation such as during exhalation there may be
air trapping from the stenotic lesion, the catheter could become occluded by blood and
displaced, and there might be distal aspiration of debris or blood[88].

More routinely, an endotracheal tube can be placed above the area of stenosis. Once surgical
exposure is done, a separate tube can be placed distal to the stricture and the patient placed
on the ventilator with sterility across the field. Once the trachea is resected, the primary
endotracheal tube can be passed distal to the lesion and the anastomosis completed.

Another case has been reported in a patient with critical trachea stenosis. The patient under‐
went femoral-femoral extracorporeal bypass prior to induction. An endotracheal tube was
placed after induction, and the patient was maintained on the endotracheal tube and positive
pressure ventilation as he/she was weaned from the cardiopulmonary bypass machine[89].

A prospective study has been done in patients with upper tracheal stenosis that were managed
with a cervical epidural anesthesia, local anesthesia and conscious sedation while maintaining
spontaneous ventilation throughout the resection[90]. Although only twenty consecutive
patients were enrolled, the outcome had a high level of patient satisfaction and immediate
feedback from the patient throughout the procedure. This bypasses the need for jet ventilation
or positive pressure ventilation, and enables communication with the patient throughout the
surgical procedure.

Post resection, usually the patient is extubated with their neck in a flexed position to put less
tension on the anastomosis. Not infrequently the patients chin is sutured to the manubrium
sterni with a heavy stitch to maintain the flexion. A smooth extubation with minimal coughing/
bucking is preferred for the same reason. Extubation is important post operatively to reduce
the positive pressure on the suture line as well. Pain control is often not an issue, a tracheal
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resection is not a very painful procedure, and intravenous narcotics and local anesthesia should
be adequate for control.

3.4.3. Endotracheal tube exchange (Double to single lumen tube exchange)

These days, double lumen tubes are routinely used for surgeries requiring lung isolation. If
extubation is unable to be accomplished at the conclusion of the surgery, the decision must be
made to either keep the double lumen in place, or exchange it for a single lumen tube. Less
than 1% of patients, however, require mechanical ventilation after surgery[91]. Exchanging
the double lumen tube avoids the potential obstruction of the airway that can occur when
secretions/blood get lodged in the bronchial tube. Also, the nursing staff that is to be taking
care of the patient postoperatively might not understand how to troubleshoot a double lumen
endobronchial tube, so misuse of the tube may occur including airway rupture.

Exchanging a double-lumen endobronchial tube to a single-lumen endotracheal tube has many
considerations and should be approached with some trepidation. An airway that was initially
easy to place the double lumen in might not be easyafter the surgery with volume shifts and
edema. If it is thought the airway might be lost in the exchange, leaving the double lumen in
overnight with the head of the bed elevated to help alleviate edema might be the safest option.
It has been shown that the flow resistances of modern double lumen tubes are actually much
lower than previously supposed, so the need to change them is not as important during
spontaneous ventilation and weaning from the ventilator as previously thought[92]. The
effective diameter of each lumen of an adult double lumen endobronchial tube is comparable
to a 6.0-7.0 mm outside diameter ETT [93], so adequate oxygenation/ventilation is manageable
without exchanging the tube. If an exchange is necessary, there are a few options described.
The first option is using a tube exchanger to facilitate the exchange of the double lumen tube
to a single lumen. First, adequate anesthesia and suctioning down both lumens of the double
lumen should be done. FiO2 should be 1.0. A tube exchanger is placed after being lubricated
through the tracheal lumen, both cuffs are deflated, and the double lumen is removed over
the stylet. A single lumen is then placed, sometimes while performing a direct laryngoscopy
to facilitate the exchange. There are other scenarios described using the Eschmann stylet as a
tube exchanger in various alternative ways [94]. The easiest and quickest method to exchang‐
ing the tube is just by performing a direct laryngoscopy after the patient is adequately
anesthetized. If visualization of the cords is easy while the double lumen is still in place, it can
be withdrawn and a single lumen placed under direct visualization.

Whichever technique is chosen, the safety of the patient comes first. If it is unsafe to change
the tube out, an alternative is to just pull out the double lumen so the bronchial cuff is in the
trachea, thus operating as a single lumen tube. Understanding that the airway anatomy and
ease of visualization might not be the same as it was preoperatively is very important. Certainly
it will not improve.

3.4.4. Post-operative need for bronchoscopy prior to emergence

Certain surgical scenarios may require fiberoptic bronchoscopic examination after completion
of the surgical procedure, but prior to patient emergence (if extubation is planned). These
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scenarios include the examination of the integrity of anastomotic sites, the examination of
anatomic structures (e.g.. the vocal cords) to ensure proper postoperative function, and the
clearing of debris (tissue, secretions, and blood) from the proximal and distal airways. During
fiberoptic bronchoscopic examination, the anesthesiologist must meticulously plan airway
control techniques to ensure an optimal environment for bronchoscopy as well as adequate
patient oxygenation and ventilation.

When a single-lumen endotracheal tube (SLT) is already in use, the procedure is usually
straightforward. If a bronchial blocker is used in combination with an SLT for lung isolation,
one simply removes the blocker from the SLT to facilitate fiberoptic bronchoscopy (broncho‐
scopy could also be performed with the blocker in place, if needed). However, one must keep
in mind that the internal diameter of the indwelling SLT must be large enough to accommodate
an appropriately sized bronchoscope, especially if adequate suction (provided by larger
bronchoscopes) is required to clear debris.

When a double-lumen endotracheal tube (DLT) is used for lung isolation, the procedure is
more complicated. Fiberoptic bronchoscopy with a DLT in place is difficult because of the
specialized tube’s design and required positioning. First, the internal diameters of the dual
lumens of the DLT are small. This limits the size of bronchoscopes that may be used (3.6 -
4.9mm outer diameter)—smaller bronchoscopes do not provide the view or possess the
suctioning capabilities of larger bronchoscopes. Second, DLTs are considerably longer and
more invasive than conventional SLTs. DLTs are positioned (post intubation) so that the distal
opening of the tracheal lumen closely abuts the primary carina with the distal bronchial end
placed in the appropriate mainstem bronchi (for which the DLT was designed). Therefore, a
properly placed DLT restricts direct bronchoscopic examination of a majority of the trachea
and mainstem bronchi. Comprehensive bronchoscopic examination in this scenario requires
removal of the DLT and subsequent replacement with an SLT or supraglottic airway device
(e.g. Laryngeal Mask AirwayTM - LMA North America, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.) in an anesthe‐
tized patient.

Supraglottic airway devices do not require endotracheal intubation and are preferred over
reintubation with an SLT because they [1] reduce the possibility of trauma to fresh surgical
anastomosis  sites  within  the  airways,  [2]  improve  the  visualization  of  proximal  airway
structures – vocal cords, proximal trachea – that would be otherwise obstructed by SLTs, [3]
accommodate larger bronchoscopes for improved visualization and suctioning, and [4] are
less complicated to place than SLTs and do not require neuromuscular blockade for easy
placement.  In  patients  with  non-difficult  airways,  supraglottic  airway  devices  may  be
immediately  placed after  deep extubation (in  a  blind fashion).  In  patients  with  difficult
airways, supraglottic airway devices may be pre-positioned posterior to the DLT prior to
extubation. This allows for fiberoptic visual confirmation of the device’s proper position‐
ing (by continuous visualization of the glottic opening) prior to, during, and after extuba‐
tion.  Once  positioning  of  the  supraglottic  airway  device  and  adequate  ventilation  are
confirmed,  fiberoptic  examination of  the airways may proceed.  Upon completion of  the
bronchoscopic exam, the patient may be emerged from anesthesia with the device in place
without the need for reintubation.
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3.4.5. Pulmonary procedures in out-of-O.R. settings

A trend is growing toward performing pulmonary procedures in specialized non-O.R.
pulmonary procedure suites, rather than the traditional operating room. These procedures
may be performed for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes and include flexible/rigid broncho‐
scopy, pleuroscopy, tracheo-bronchial stent placement or dilation, and endobronchial ultra‐
sound-guided lymph node sampling [95]. In these settings, special anesthetic considerations
must be made regarding choice of agents, airway devices, and ventilatory modes.

a. Agents

A total intravenous anesthetic (TIVA) approach is the most practical mode of anesthetic
delivery in these settings. A TIVA-based approach avoids volatile anesthetic agents that could
be lost from airways in procedures that involve a breach of the airway (and/or the airway
device). Loss of agent through a breach could result in inadequate anesthetic levels, exposure
of personnel to volatile agents, combustion and airway fire (N2O), or production of toxic
products after pyrolysis. Furthermore, special ventilatory modes (such as jet-ventilation)
necessary for certain pulmonary procedures preclude the use of volatile anesthetics [96].

Two anesthetic challenges during pulmonary procedures are [1] providing adequate anesthe‐
sia during alternating periods of high and low stimulation (in which anesthetic requirements
also fluctuate rapidly), and [2] rapid recovery post-procedure [96]. The intravenous agents
propofol, remifentanil, and lidocaine have specific advantages in these situations, primarily
as a result of their pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic profiles. The standard sedative-
hypnotic for TIVA administration is propofol, and, in fact, propofol is the only sedative-
hypnotic that is used on a standard basis for continuous infusion. Only propofol has the
combination of quick onset, short half-life, rapid redistribution, amnesia, effective airway
reflex depression, wide anesthetic depth range, and antiemetic properties. It does not,
however, provide analgesia; therefore, narcotics are usually added to a TIVA regimen.
Narcotics provide analgesia, reduce the propofol dosage needed, and also suppress the cough
reflex. Remifentanil is an ultra-short acting narcotic (context sensitive half-life: 3-5 minutes)
that is metabolized by nonspecific tissue and plasma esterases; therefore, it is ideal intraoo‐
peratively to manage moments of high stimulation while avoiding over-accumulation of
narcotic when stimulation subsides [97]. In patients for whom post-procedure pain control or
cough suppression is needed, a longer-acting narcotic may be coadministered with remifen‐
tanil. Lastly, intravenous lidocaine is a useful adjunct to propofol and remifentanil in TIVA.
Lidocaine is an amide-type local anesthetic that reduces the need for both propofol and
narcotics; it also suppresses airway reflexes and is an effective post-procedure anti-tussive [98].

b. Airway devices

Airway management for pulmonary procedures must address the need for adequate patient
oxygenation/ventilation, permit complete examination of areas of interest of the airway, and
accommodate the necessary diagnostic and/or interventional instruments needed for the
procedure. In most cases, supraglottic airways (e.g., Laryngeal Mask AirwayTM) meet these
requirements and are the airway devices of choice. They are easy to place without the need for
specialized equipment, are an integral part of the standard difficult airway algorithm, may be
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scenarios include the examination of the integrity of anastomotic sites, the examination of
anatomic structures (e.g.. the vocal cords) to ensure proper postoperative function, and the
clearing of debris (tissue, secretions, and blood) from the proximal and distal airways. During
fiberoptic bronchoscopic examination, the anesthesiologist must meticulously plan airway
control techniques to ensure an optimal environment for bronchoscopy as well as adequate
patient oxygenation and ventilation.

When a single-lumen endotracheal tube (SLT) is already in use, the procedure is usually
straightforward. If a bronchial blocker is used in combination with an SLT for lung isolation,
one simply removes the blocker from the SLT to facilitate fiberoptic bronchoscopy (broncho‐
scopy could also be performed with the blocker in place, if needed). However, one must keep
in mind that the internal diameter of the indwelling SLT must be large enough to accommodate
an appropriately sized bronchoscope, especially if adequate suction (provided by larger
bronchoscopes) is required to clear debris.

When a double-lumen endotracheal tube (DLT) is used for lung isolation, the procedure is
more complicated. Fiberoptic bronchoscopy with a DLT in place is difficult because of the
specialized tube’s design and required positioning. First, the internal diameters of the dual
lumens of the DLT are small. This limits the size of bronchoscopes that may be used (3.6 -
4.9mm outer diameter)—smaller bronchoscopes do not provide the view or possess the
suctioning capabilities of larger bronchoscopes. Second, DLTs are considerably longer and
more invasive than conventional SLTs. DLTs are positioned (post intubation) so that the distal
opening of the tracheal lumen closely abuts the primary carina with the distal bronchial end
placed in the appropriate mainstem bronchi (for which the DLT was designed). Therefore, a
properly placed DLT restricts direct bronchoscopic examination of a majority of the trachea
and mainstem bronchi. Comprehensive bronchoscopic examination in this scenario requires
removal of the DLT and subsequent replacement with an SLT or supraglottic airway device
(e.g. Laryngeal Mask AirwayTM - LMA North America, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.) in an anesthe‐
tized patient.

Supraglottic airway devices do not require endotracheal intubation and are preferred over
reintubation with an SLT because they [1] reduce the possibility of trauma to fresh surgical
anastomosis  sites  within  the  airways,  [2]  improve  the  visualization  of  proximal  airway
structures – vocal cords, proximal trachea – that would be otherwise obstructed by SLTs, [3]
accommodate larger bronchoscopes for improved visualization and suctioning, and [4] are
less complicated to place than SLTs and do not require neuromuscular blockade for easy
placement.  In  patients  with  non-difficult  airways,  supraglottic  airway  devices  may  be
immediately  placed after  deep extubation (in  a  blind fashion).  In  patients  with  difficult
airways, supraglottic airway devices may be pre-positioned posterior to the DLT prior to
extubation. This allows for fiberoptic visual confirmation of the device’s proper position‐
ing (by continuous visualization of the glottic opening) prior to, during, and after extuba‐
tion.  Once  positioning  of  the  supraglottic  airway  device  and  adequate  ventilation  are
confirmed,  fiberoptic  examination of  the airways may proceed.  Upon completion of  the
bronchoscopic exam, the patient may be emerged from anesthesia with the device in place
without the need for reintubation.
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3.4.5. Pulmonary procedures in out-of-O.R. settings

A trend is growing toward performing pulmonary procedures in specialized non-O.R.
pulmonary procedure suites, rather than the traditional operating room. These procedures
may be performed for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes and include flexible/rigid broncho‐
scopy, pleuroscopy, tracheo-bronchial stent placement or dilation, and endobronchial ultra‐
sound-guided lymph node sampling [95]. In these settings, special anesthetic considerations
must be made regarding choice of agents, airway devices, and ventilatory modes.

a. Agents

A total intravenous anesthetic (TIVA) approach is the most practical mode of anesthetic
delivery in these settings. A TIVA-based approach avoids volatile anesthetic agents that could
be lost from airways in procedures that involve a breach of the airway (and/or the airway
device). Loss of agent through a breach could result in inadequate anesthetic levels, exposure
of personnel to volatile agents, combustion and airway fire (N2O), or production of toxic
products after pyrolysis. Furthermore, special ventilatory modes (such as jet-ventilation)
necessary for certain pulmonary procedures preclude the use of volatile anesthetics [96].

Two anesthetic challenges during pulmonary procedures are [1] providing adequate anesthe‐
sia during alternating periods of high and low stimulation (in which anesthetic requirements
also fluctuate rapidly), and [2] rapid recovery post-procedure [96]. The intravenous agents
propofol, remifentanil, and lidocaine have specific advantages in these situations, primarily
as a result of their pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic profiles. The standard sedative-
hypnotic for TIVA administration is propofol, and, in fact, propofol is the only sedative-
hypnotic that is used on a standard basis for continuous infusion. Only propofol has the
combination of quick onset, short half-life, rapid redistribution, amnesia, effective airway
reflex depression, wide anesthetic depth range, and antiemetic properties. It does not,
however, provide analgesia; therefore, narcotics are usually added to a TIVA regimen.
Narcotics provide analgesia, reduce the propofol dosage needed, and also suppress the cough
reflex. Remifentanil is an ultra-short acting narcotic (context sensitive half-life: 3-5 minutes)
that is metabolized by nonspecific tissue and plasma esterases; therefore, it is ideal intraoo‐
peratively to manage moments of high stimulation while avoiding over-accumulation of
narcotic when stimulation subsides [97]. In patients for whom post-procedure pain control or
cough suppression is needed, a longer-acting narcotic may be coadministered with remifen‐
tanil. Lastly, intravenous lidocaine is a useful adjunct to propofol and remifentanil in TIVA.
Lidocaine is an amide-type local anesthetic that reduces the need for both propofol and
narcotics; it also suppresses airway reflexes and is an effective post-procedure anti-tussive [98].

b. Airway devices

Airway management for pulmonary procedures must address the need for adequate patient
oxygenation/ventilation, permit complete examination of areas of interest of the airway, and
accommodate the necessary diagnostic and/or interventional instruments needed for the
procedure. In most cases, supraglottic airways (e.g., Laryngeal Mask AirwayTM) meet these
requirements and are the airway devices of choice. They are easy to place without the need for
specialized equipment, are an integral part of the standard difficult airway algorithm, may be
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used in spontaneously or mechanically ventilated patients, and provide limited airway
protection from regurgitation. Furthermore, supraglottic airways may be easily used as a
bridge in a case where definitive airway control will be managed via rigid bronchoscopy/jet-
ventilation. In such a case, the supraglottic airway is placed as a temporary airway conduit
during induction, is removed once the rigid bronchoscopy begins, and is replaced at the end
of the procedure to serve as the airway conduit until emergence from anesthesia.

c. Ventilatory modes

Patient ventilation/oxygenation during pulmonary procedures may be spontaneous or
mechanical, depending on the requirements of the procedure. Adequacy of oxygenation and
ventilation is measured by pulse oximetry and end-tidal CO2 measurement. It is important to
note that while end-tidal CO2 detection is vital in confirming adequate ventilation, it is often
inconsistent due to airway breach and suctioning inherent during pulmonary procedures. Of
the various mechanical ventilation modes, jet-ventilation deserves particular attention. Jet-
ventilation is typically associated with rigid bronchoscopy. In this situation, total airway
control will be in the hands of the interventionalist/surgeon, with the anesthesiologist con‐
trolling the jet-ventilator. Control of jet ventilation may be by automated jet delivery systems
or manually by the anesthesiologist. Automated systems have several benefits over manual
delivery, including greater control of delivered FiO2 and respiratory frequency, duration, and
flow. Additionally, automation gives anesthesia personnel greater freedom to attend to other
aspects of the anesthetic care.

3.4.6. Post anesthesia recovery considerations for patients undergoing thoracic procedures

The immediate post-operative care of the thoracic surgical patient is focused on ensuring
conditions that optimize oxygenation/ventilation and recognizing possible post-operative
complications inherent to thoracic surgery.

a. Extubation

If feasible, immediate post-operative extubation is favored to avoid unnecessary hemody‐
namic stress, the disruption of fresh surgical sites from continued intubation, positive-pressure
ventilation, and/or coughing, and the development of ventilator-associated pneumonia [99].
However, the tentative respiratory condition of the typical thoracic surgery patient warrants
careful consideration when making the decision to extubate (see preoperative anesthetic
evaluation above). The physician must not only optimize routine respiratory criteria for
extubation – pH ≥ 7.30, FiO2 ≤ 0.4-0.5, PaO2/FiO2 > 150-200, PEEP ≤ 5-8 cmH2O, RR ≤ 30 bpm,
SpO2 ≥ 90%, PaO2 ≥ 60, PaCO2 ≤ 50, Vt > 5 ml/kg, VC >15 ml/kg, NIF > -20 cm H2O – but must
also recognize the variable nature of emergence from anesthesia and consider the state of other
important clinical variables [100]. These variables include the ability to follow commands, the
return of airway protective reflexes, adequate reversal of neuromuscular blockade (with good
motor strength), adequate pain control, normothermia, hemodynamic stability, and normal
electrolyte values. Additionally, the rapid shallow breathing index (RSBI - the ratio of respi‐
ratory frequency to tidal volume (f/VT)) combines superior sensitivity (97%) and negative
predictive value (95%) when predicting weaning success [101, 102].
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Once extubation is achieved, the focus is on optimizing pulmonary physiology; three funda‐
mental measures are essential. First, supplemental oxygen should be administered and
adequate ventilation confirmed, because hypoxia and hypercarbia are well known to increase
pulmonary vascular resistance [103]. Second, the patient should be positioned supine with the
head of the bed elevated (semi-Fowler’s position) to lessen the risk of aspiration and decrease
the work of breathing. Third, pain control must be evaluated; pain increases sympathetic tone,
elevating pulmonary artery pressures and pulmonary vascular resistance, and elicits respira‐
tory splinting that limits ventilation and results in hypercapnea.

In some cases, continued intubation and mechanical ventilation is required postoperatively.
Under these circumstances, it is important to achieve the transition from positive pressure to
spontaneous ventilation as quickly as possible. In addition, extubation criteria should be
assessed frequently so that extubation may be acheived as soon as possible.

b. Post-operative Complications

Operations involving vital thoracic structures place patients at higher risk of life-threatening
post-operative complications. An in-depth discussion of these complications can be found in
chapters detailing the post-operative course of these patients. This section focuses on select
complications that may occur in the immediate post-operative recovery period: injuries in the
conducting airways, pneumothorax, and cardiac herniation.

i. Injuries in the conducting airways

Advanced anesthetic airway management and surgical manipulation predispose the thoracic
surgery patient to a variety of post-operative airway complications. Injuries range from
erythema/edema (most commonly) to vocal cord injuries and tracheo-bronchial rupture (TBR)
(rarely). Supportive therapy with supplemental humidified oxygen is adequate for mild
symptoms of airway edema; however, constant monitoring for worsening respiratory ob‐
struction is paramount. Iatrogenic vocal cord injuries resulting from intubation and/or damage
to the recurrent laryngeal nerve may lead to airway compromise and increase risk of aspiration,
if the damage is bilateral. Dyspnea, stridor, and inability to phonate are symptoms commonly
associated with bilateral vocal cord injury/paralysis. If respiratory distress is present, the
airway should be definitely controlled via intubation or tracheostomy. TBR caused by DLT
intubation is extremely rare, with a reported incidence of less than 0.5 % [84]. Hemoptysis and
subcutaneous crepitus (in the neck and upper chest area) are the most common presenting
symptoms with respiratory distress and/or collapse occurring in advanced cases [104]. If TBR
is suspected and surgical intervention planned, general anesthesia should be induced while
preferably maintaining spontaneous ventilation to avoid worsening of the injury by barotrau‐
ma. Initial airway control with a supraglottic airway is preferred, when possible, to avoid
further injury that can occur with endotracheal intubation. Further, a supraglottic airway
allows for complete fiber-optic examination of the trachea, bronchi, and distal airways. Fiber-
optic examination of the tracheobronchial tree is important to confirm the diagnosis of TBR
and to locate the lesion. Once the location and extent of the injury is determined, the type and
application of airway control may be chosen and surgical repair undertaken. In extreme
situations, cardio-pulmonary bypass may be required to assure oxygenation and ventilation.
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used in spontaneously or mechanically ventilated patients, and provide limited airway
protection from regurgitation. Furthermore, supraglottic airways may be easily used as a
bridge in a case where definitive airway control will be managed via rigid bronchoscopy/jet-
ventilation. In such a case, the supraglottic airway is placed as a temporary airway conduit
during induction, is removed once the rigid bronchoscopy begins, and is replaced at the end
of the procedure to serve as the airway conduit until emergence from anesthesia.

c. Ventilatory modes

Patient ventilation/oxygenation during pulmonary procedures may be spontaneous or
mechanical, depending on the requirements of the procedure. Adequacy of oxygenation and
ventilation is measured by pulse oximetry and end-tidal CO2 measurement. It is important to
note that while end-tidal CO2 detection is vital in confirming adequate ventilation, it is often
inconsistent due to airway breach and suctioning inherent during pulmonary procedures. Of
the various mechanical ventilation modes, jet-ventilation deserves particular attention. Jet-
ventilation is typically associated with rigid bronchoscopy. In this situation, total airway
control will be in the hands of the interventionalist/surgeon, with the anesthesiologist con‐
trolling the jet-ventilator. Control of jet ventilation may be by automated jet delivery systems
or manually by the anesthesiologist. Automated systems have several benefits over manual
delivery, including greater control of delivered FiO2 and respiratory frequency, duration, and
flow. Additionally, automation gives anesthesia personnel greater freedom to attend to other
aspects of the anesthetic care.

3.4.6. Post anesthesia recovery considerations for patients undergoing thoracic procedures

The immediate post-operative care of the thoracic surgical patient is focused on ensuring
conditions that optimize oxygenation/ventilation and recognizing possible post-operative
complications inherent to thoracic surgery.

a. Extubation

If feasible, immediate post-operative extubation is favored to avoid unnecessary hemody‐
namic stress, the disruption of fresh surgical sites from continued intubation, positive-pressure
ventilation, and/or coughing, and the development of ventilator-associated pneumonia [99].
However, the tentative respiratory condition of the typical thoracic surgery patient warrants
careful consideration when making the decision to extubate (see preoperative anesthetic
evaluation above). The physician must not only optimize routine respiratory criteria for
extubation – pH ≥ 7.30, FiO2 ≤ 0.4-0.5, PaO2/FiO2 > 150-200, PEEP ≤ 5-8 cmH2O, RR ≤ 30 bpm,
SpO2 ≥ 90%, PaO2 ≥ 60, PaCO2 ≤ 50, Vt > 5 ml/kg, VC >15 ml/kg, NIF > -20 cm H2O – but must
also recognize the variable nature of emergence from anesthesia and consider the state of other
important clinical variables [100]. These variables include the ability to follow commands, the
return of airway protective reflexes, adequate reversal of neuromuscular blockade (with good
motor strength), adequate pain control, normothermia, hemodynamic stability, and normal
electrolyte values. Additionally, the rapid shallow breathing index (RSBI - the ratio of respi‐
ratory frequency to tidal volume (f/VT)) combines superior sensitivity (97%) and negative
predictive value (95%) when predicting weaning success [101, 102].
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Once extubation is achieved, the focus is on optimizing pulmonary physiology; three funda‐
mental measures are essential. First, supplemental oxygen should be administered and
adequate ventilation confirmed, because hypoxia and hypercarbia are well known to increase
pulmonary vascular resistance [103]. Second, the patient should be positioned supine with the
head of the bed elevated (semi-Fowler’s position) to lessen the risk of aspiration and decrease
the work of breathing. Third, pain control must be evaluated; pain increases sympathetic tone,
elevating pulmonary artery pressures and pulmonary vascular resistance, and elicits respira‐
tory splinting that limits ventilation and results in hypercapnea.

In some cases, continued intubation and mechanical ventilation is required postoperatively.
Under these circumstances, it is important to achieve the transition from positive pressure to
spontaneous ventilation as quickly as possible. In addition, extubation criteria should be
assessed frequently so that extubation may be acheived as soon as possible.

b. Post-operative Complications

Operations involving vital thoracic structures place patients at higher risk of life-threatening
post-operative complications. An in-depth discussion of these complications can be found in
chapters detailing the post-operative course of these patients. This section focuses on select
complications that may occur in the immediate post-operative recovery period: injuries in the
conducting airways, pneumothorax, and cardiac herniation.

i. Injuries in the conducting airways

Advanced anesthetic airway management and surgical manipulation predispose the thoracic
surgery patient to a variety of post-operative airway complications. Injuries range from
erythema/edema (most commonly) to vocal cord injuries and tracheo-bronchial rupture (TBR)
(rarely). Supportive therapy with supplemental humidified oxygen is adequate for mild
symptoms of airway edema; however, constant monitoring for worsening respiratory ob‐
struction is paramount. Iatrogenic vocal cord injuries resulting from intubation and/or damage
to the recurrent laryngeal nerve may lead to airway compromise and increase risk of aspiration,
if the damage is bilateral. Dyspnea, stridor, and inability to phonate are symptoms commonly
associated with bilateral vocal cord injury/paralysis. If respiratory distress is present, the
airway should be definitely controlled via intubation or tracheostomy. TBR caused by DLT
intubation is extremely rare, with a reported incidence of less than 0.5 % [84]. Hemoptysis and
subcutaneous crepitus (in the neck and upper chest area) are the most common presenting
symptoms with respiratory distress and/or collapse occurring in advanced cases [104]. If TBR
is suspected and surgical intervention planned, general anesthesia should be induced while
preferably maintaining spontaneous ventilation to avoid worsening of the injury by barotrau‐
ma. Initial airway control with a supraglottic airway is preferred, when possible, to avoid
further injury that can occur with endotracheal intubation. Further, a supraglottic airway
allows for complete fiber-optic examination of the trachea, bronchi, and distal airways. Fiber-
optic examination of the tracheobronchial tree is important to confirm the diagnosis of TBR
and to locate the lesion. Once the location and extent of the injury is determined, the type and
application of airway control may be chosen and surgical repair undertaken. In extreme
situations, cardio-pulmonary bypass may be required to assure oxygenation and ventilation.
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ii. Pneumothorax

Pneumothorax is a potentially grave immediate postoperative complication that may neces‐
sitate prompt intervention. The creation of a pneumothorax is inherent in any procedure
involving the breach of the thoracic cavity. The severity of pneumothorax is determined by its
magnitude and whether it is in communication externally with atmospheric pressure. A
pneumothorax of small volume is usually well tolerated; however, with increased magnitude,
it exerts considerable effects to the heart and vasculature in the confined space of the thoracic
cavity. These may lead to hemodynamic collapse and respiratory compromise – a tension
pneumothorax. Chest drainage tubes are used to decrease the magnitude of a pneumothorax
by providing an avenue of escape for trapped air (and/or blood, secretions, etc.) from the
thoracic cavity. Specialized “balanced” drainage systems have been developed for certain
operations, such as pneumonectomy. Balanced systems provide a buffer to prevent excessive
negative or positive intrathoracic pressures from developing, lowering the chance for both
tension pneumothorax and cardiac herniation (see below) [105]. In circumstances where chest
tubes are not placed or where the drainage system malfunctions, tension pneumothorax may
develop. In this scenario, intrathoracic pressures must be relieved immediately via needle
decompression and/or emergent chest tube insertion. One must recognize that contralateral
pneumothorax is also a possibility from anesthetic (contralateral central venous catheters,
epidural (paramedian) placement, barotrauma) as well as surgical (breach of the contralateral
pleura) insult [106]. Care must be taken to avoid clamping chest tubes after thoracotomy to
avoid formation of a pneumothorax.

iii. Cardiac herniation

Cardiac herniation, although rare, is a potentially fatal postoperative complication most
commonly associated with disruption of the pericardium – most commonly during the course
of or after a pneumonectomy. The usual presenting symptoms are generalized hypotension
and tachycardia; however, right versus left sided cardiac herniation may present with
additional distinct signs and symptoms inherent to the physiologic disruption unique to the
direction of herniation [107, 108]. Leftward herniation places the heart at risk for myocardial
ischemia and arrhythmias, because of the potential constriction of the ventricles by pericardial
tissue during the course of the herniation [107, 108]. Rightward herniation predisposes the
patient to superior vena cava (SVC) syndrome – head, neck and upper-extremity cyanosis,
edema, etc. - secondary to torsion and obstruction of the SVC and inadequate cardiac preload
because of impaired venous drainage [107, 108]. After assessing signs and symptoms, cardiac
herniation may be confirmed via imaging - chest x-ray and/or echocardiography. Immediate
surgical intervention to reduce the herniation and correct the pericardial defect is paramount
to prevent further hemodynamic collapse [107, 108]. The gravity of cardiac herniation warrants
recovery measures to help minimize its occurrence. Avoid patient positioning with the
operative side dependent, to reduce gravitational effects favoring herniation. As discussed
above, early extubation is favored to alleviate the effects of positive pressure ventilation and
its tendency to instigate and worsen herniation. Lastly, avoid negative pressure via chest
drainage tubes (preferably using balanced chest drainage systems in pneumonectomies) to
minimize a vacuum effect that may predispose to herniation [107, 108].
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4. Pain management for the thoracic surgical patient

4.1. Post-thoracotomy pain syndrome

Thoracotomies continue to cause substantial pain because of the degree of surgical injury.
Insult to the intercostal nerves, soft tissue damage and inflammation, bone and joint disturb‐
ance, and visceral manipulation all contribute to the severity of pain[88]. The estimated
incidence of chronic pain following thoracotomy is between 30-40%, with approximately 10%
with severe disabling pain [109, 110]. Pain control is crucial after thoracic surgery not only for
immediate pain relief, but also to prevent pulmonary complications.

“Pain that recurs or persists along a thoracotomy scar at least two months following the
surgical procedure” [111] is the definition of post-thoracotomy pain syndrome (PTPS). Poor
pain management after thoracotomy may contribute to PTPS [112]. The pain is largely
described as aching, with tenderness and numbness at or around the surgical incision/scar
[113]. In contrast to acute pain, which mostly affects respiratory function, PTPS may be
responsible for inability to perform daily activities. Although PTPS likely plays a negative role
in daily life, its impact is unclear because these subjective phenomena have not been reliably
assessed [113, 114].

Although video assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) was anticipated to reduce pain when
compared to traditional posterolateral thoracotomy, its smaller port sites do not necessarily
avoid intercostal nerve injury owing to aggressive manipulation of the scopes and instruments.
The pain associated with VATS is not significantly different to that of thoracotomy[115] and
there are conflicting differences in the incidence of PTPS [113, 114]. It is unclear if patients with
preventative analgesia by way of thoracic epidural analgesia have fewer propensities to
develop PTPS [114]. Other regional techniques have not yet been studied in this capacity [114].
There is also conflicting evidence of the causality of acute pain on PTPS [114].

There are many modalities of postoperative pain control that will be briefly explained here.

4.2. Systemic analgesics

Opioids have a long-standing history of providing effective pain relief. It is the unwanted side-
effects that discourage their use including: nausea, vomiting, respiratory depression, ileus,
biliary spasms, urinary retention, sedation, and pruritis. Opioids can be given by many routes
– oral, intravenous, intramuscular, transdermal, transmucosal. Intravenous patient controlled
analgesia (PCA) allows for increased safety, less opioid use, ability to titrate to individual
needs, and some increase in patient satisfaction [116]. Using opioids alone may lead to
intolerable side effects, which has led to the concomitant use of other drug classes for their
synergistic effects.

Ketamine is an N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) antagonist that has direct spinal effects as well
as depresses the thalamus and activates the limbic system. It acts at the phencyclidine binding
site and has been used as an induction agent. At lower doses, it provides effective analgesia.
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ii. Pneumothorax

Pneumothorax is a potentially grave immediate postoperative complication that may neces‐
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negative or positive intrathoracic pressures from developing, lowering the chance for both
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tubes are not placed or where the drainage system malfunctions, tension pneumothorax may
develop. In this scenario, intrathoracic pressures must be relieved immediately via needle
decompression and/or emergent chest tube insertion. One must recognize that contralateral
pneumothorax is also a possibility from anesthetic (contralateral central venous catheters,
epidural (paramedian) placement, barotrauma) as well as surgical (breach of the contralateral
pleura) insult [106]. Care must be taken to avoid clamping chest tubes after thoracotomy to
avoid formation of a pneumothorax.

iii. Cardiac herniation

Cardiac herniation, although rare, is a potentially fatal postoperative complication most
commonly associated with disruption of the pericardium – most commonly during the course
of or after a pneumonectomy. The usual presenting symptoms are generalized hypotension
and tachycardia; however, right versus left sided cardiac herniation may present with
additional distinct signs and symptoms inherent to the physiologic disruption unique to the
direction of herniation [107, 108]. Leftward herniation places the heart at risk for myocardial
ischemia and arrhythmias, because of the potential constriction of the ventricles by pericardial
tissue during the course of the herniation [107, 108]. Rightward herniation predisposes the
patient to superior vena cava (SVC) syndrome – head, neck and upper-extremity cyanosis,
edema, etc. - secondary to torsion and obstruction of the SVC and inadequate cardiac preload
because of impaired venous drainage [107, 108]. After assessing signs and symptoms, cardiac
herniation may be confirmed via imaging - chest x-ray and/or echocardiography. Immediate
surgical intervention to reduce the herniation and correct the pericardial defect is paramount
to prevent further hemodynamic collapse [107, 108]. The gravity of cardiac herniation warrants
recovery measures to help minimize its occurrence. Avoid patient positioning with the
operative side dependent, to reduce gravitational effects favoring herniation. As discussed
above, early extubation is favored to alleviate the effects of positive pressure ventilation and
its tendency to instigate and worsen herniation. Lastly, avoid negative pressure via chest
drainage tubes (preferably using balanced chest drainage systems in pneumonectomies) to
minimize a vacuum effect that may predispose to herniation [107, 108].
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4.1. Post-thoracotomy pain syndrome

Thoracotomies continue to cause substantial pain because of the degree of surgical injury.
Insult to the intercostal nerves, soft tissue damage and inflammation, bone and joint disturb‐
ance, and visceral manipulation all contribute to the severity of pain[88]. The estimated
incidence of chronic pain following thoracotomy is between 30-40%, with approximately 10%
with severe disabling pain [109, 110]. Pain control is crucial after thoracic surgery not only for
immediate pain relief, but also to prevent pulmonary complications.

“Pain that recurs or persists along a thoracotomy scar at least two months following the
surgical procedure” [111] is the definition of post-thoracotomy pain syndrome (PTPS). Poor
pain management after thoracotomy may contribute to PTPS [112]. The pain is largely
described as aching, with tenderness and numbness at or around the surgical incision/scar
[113]. In contrast to acute pain, which mostly affects respiratory function, PTPS may be
responsible for inability to perform daily activities. Although PTPS likely plays a negative role
in daily life, its impact is unclear because these subjective phenomena have not been reliably
assessed [113, 114].

Although video assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) was anticipated to reduce pain when
compared to traditional posterolateral thoracotomy, its smaller port sites do not necessarily
avoid intercostal nerve injury owing to aggressive manipulation of the scopes and instruments.
The pain associated with VATS is not significantly different to that of thoracotomy[115] and
there are conflicting differences in the incidence of PTPS [113, 114]. It is unclear if patients with
preventative analgesia by way of thoracic epidural analgesia have fewer propensities to
develop PTPS [114]. Other regional techniques have not yet been studied in this capacity [114].
There is also conflicting evidence of the causality of acute pain on PTPS [114].

There are many modalities of postoperative pain control that will be briefly explained here.

4.2. Systemic analgesics

Opioids have a long-standing history of providing effective pain relief. It is the unwanted side-
effects that discourage their use including: nausea, vomiting, respiratory depression, ileus,
biliary spasms, urinary retention, sedation, and pruritis. Opioids can be given by many routes
– oral, intravenous, intramuscular, transdermal, transmucosal. Intravenous patient controlled
analgesia (PCA) allows for increased safety, less opioid use, ability to titrate to individual
needs, and some increase in patient satisfaction [116]. Using opioids alone may lead to
intolerable side effects, which has led to the concomitant use of other drug classes for their
synergistic effects.

Ketamine is an N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) antagonist that has direct spinal effects as well
as depresses the thalamus and activates the limbic system. It acts at the phencyclidine binding
site and has been used as an induction agent. At lower doses, it provides effective analgesia.
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The use of low dose intraoperative ketamine offers decreased postoperative pain and mor‐
phine consumption [117, 118].

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) inhibit conversion of arachidonic acid to
prostaglandin E2 in inflamed areas via cyclooxygenase (COX). It is suggested that the maxi‐
mum daily dose of NSAIDs should be given/ordered because small doses of NSAIDs are not
useful in acute pain relief [118]. When given in conjunction with opioids, NSAIDs reduced the
postoperative opioid utilization and decreased unwanted opioid side effects [118]. NSAIDs
should be used cautiously in those susceptible to its side effects including risk of renal injury,
bleeding and peptic ulcers, asthma and bronchospasm. COX-2 selective inhibitors were
developed to avoid the unwanted side effects of NSAIDs and may play a role as an adjunct in
postoperative pain control.

4.3. Thoracic epidural

Thoracic epidural refers to analgesic technique of injecting medication into the epidural space,
the potential space that surrounds the spinal cord. A segmental block results with coverage
both above and below the injection site. A single injection into the epidural space may be
performed, or a catheter may be inserted for prolonged infusion. For post-thoracotomy pain
relief, commonly a catheter is inserted via midline or paramedian technique in order to provide
intermittent boluses as well as a continuous infusion for pain control. Infusions usually consist
of a local anesthetic, an opioid, or a mixture of the two in order to optimize their synergistic
effects [119] while reducing the individual doses and side effects [119, 120]. As the nerve roots
leave the foramen and become peripheral nerves, they cross through the epidural space where
they are bathed in the epidural solution.

The mechanism of action differs between local anesthetics and opioids. Local anesthetics block
sodium channels ultimately leading to blocked nerve conduction. The density of local
anesthetic blockade is primarily dependent on the concentration of local anesthetic present,
and dermatomal spread of blockade is dependent on the volume infused. Also remember that
the level of somatic block may be smaller than the sympathetic block because the somatic fibers
are less sensitive [121]. Opioids bind to presynaptic and postsynaptic opioid receptors in the
substantia gelatinosa, which inhibits the presynaptic release and postsynaptic response to
neurotransmitters [121]. In a systemic review of randomized trials, Joshi et al. found that
patients with thoracic epidural analgesia had a significantly lower pain scores and needed less
supplemental analgesia compared to systemic opioid analgesia [122].

Adverse effects may be from various aspects of epidural placement. Those associated with
needle and catheter placement include back pain, inadvertent dural puncture, post dural
puncture headache, trauma to spinal cord or nerves, and neuropathy (usually transient). Dural
puncture may lead to post dural puncture headache. The headache is usually characterized by
severe fronto-occipital pain with head elevation that subsides, sometimes completely, upon
return to the supine position [88]. The loss of CSF through the small puncture site may be
enough to cause traction on the brain causing pain. Most patients’ symptoms completely
resolve after a few days to a week. Those that are not able or not willing to wait for spontaneous
resolution may opt to undergo an epidural blood patch. Neurologic injury may be the most
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feared complication of epidural analgesia. Nerve injury is usually transient and may occur
from direct trauma to the nerves or spinal cord during needle insertion. A more devastating
nerve injury can result from an epidural hematoma or abscess. Spinal hematoma occurs very
rarely, approximately less than 1 in 150,000 [88]. Although rare, if it is not detected and treated
promptly, it leads to irreversible paraplegia. The occurrence of hematoma has been on the rise,
whether it is from increased coexistence of anticoagulation and regional anesthesia technique
or from increased reporting [123]. Infection can occur from ineffective sterile preparation,
contaminated drugs, an underlying infection, or bacteremia. Any of these sources can cause
an infection at the insertion site or lead to spread of infection from the skin along the indwelling
catheter into the epidural space causing meningitis (if the dura was punctured) or abscess
which could ultimately result in cord compression [123].

Effects related to epidural injection of local anesthetic are usually dose related and include
hypotension, motor block, systemic toxicity, and urinary retention. Epidural opioid adminis‐
tration may result in adverse effects that are similar to their parenteral administration. These
include pruritis, nausea, urinary retention, decreased arousability, ileus, and respiratory
depression. Respiratory depression is the most concerning of the adverse effects and thus
necessitates a monitored setting. After epidural injection, in the following 2-4 hours, early
respiratory depression can occur which is likely due to the systemic absorption of the opioid
[124]. Some opioids are more hydrophilic than others and have a tendency to remain in the
CSF causing possible spread and delayed respiratory depression (usually occurs after 4 hours).

Relative contraindications to epidural include sepsis or bacteremia, infection at the insertion
site, hypovolemia or shock, coagulopathy or thrombocytopenia, increased intracranial
pressure (for risk of brain herniation if accidental dural puncture). One should use caution
with patients who have underlying neurological diseases as not to confuse effects of the
epidural versus pre-existing neurological deficits. The only absolute contraindication to
epidural placement is patient refusal [88].

4.4. Thoracic paravertebral nerve block

TPVB involves injecting local anesthetic into the space adjacent to the thoracic vertebrae, which
contains the spinal intercostal nerves. The boundaries of the space include the parietal pleura
anterolaterally, the superior costotransverse ligament posteriorly, and medially by a portion
of the vertebral body, intervertebral disc and intervertebral foramen [125]. The paravertebral
space is continuous with the epidural space, intercostal space, and contralateral paravertebral
space (by way of the prevertebral and epidural spaces). The caudal boundary of the space is
at the origin of the psoas, while the cranial boundary is unknown. Cranially, radiographic dye
has been noted after a thoracic paravertebral injection in the cervical area [126]. The intercostal
nerves, dorsal rami, sympathetic chain and associated vessels lie within the fat of the para‐
vertebral space [126]. A percutaneous technique is classically described whereby a needle is
inserted into the space until a subtle loss of resistance is met followed by aspiration to ensure
that the lung or pleura has not been breached before injecting small amounts of local anesthetic
or insertion of a catheter [125]. The injection of local anesthetic can also be performed under
direct visualization by the surgeon prior to the closure of the chest wall.
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The use of low dose intraoperative ketamine offers decreased postoperative pain and mor‐
phine consumption [117, 118].
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postoperative opioid utilization and decreased unwanted opioid side effects [118]. NSAIDs
should be used cautiously in those susceptible to its side effects including risk of renal injury,
bleeding and peptic ulcers, asthma and bronchospasm. COX-2 selective inhibitors were
developed to avoid the unwanted side effects of NSAIDs and may play a role as an adjunct in
postoperative pain control.

4.3. Thoracic epidural

Thoracic epidural refers to analgesic technique of injecting medication into the epidural space,
the potential space that surrounds the spinal cord. A segmental block results with coverage
both above and below the injection site. A single injection into the epidural space may be
performed, or a catheter may be inserted for prolonged infusion. For post-thoracotomy pain
relief, commonly a catheter is inserted via midline or paramedian technique in order to provide
intermittent boluses as well as a continuous infusion for pain control. Infusions usually consist
of a local anesthetic, an opioid, or a mixture of the two in order to optimize their synergistic
effects [119] while reducing the individual doses and side effects [119, 120]. As the nerve roots
leave the foramen and become peripheral nerves, they cross through the epidural space where
they are bathed in the epidural solution.

The mechanism of action differs between local anesthetics and opioids. Local anesthetics block
sodium channels ultimately leading to blocked nerve conduction. The density of local
anesthetic blockade is primarily dependent on the concentration of local anesthetic present,
and dermatomal spread of blockade is dependent on the volume infused. Also remember that
the level of somatic block may be smaller than the sympathetic block because the somatic fibers
are less sensitive [121]. Opioids bind to presynaptic and postsynaptic opioid receptors in the
substantia gelatinosa, which inhibits the presynaptic release and postsynaptic response to
neurotransmitters [121]. In a systemic review of randomized trials, Joshi et al. found that
patients with thoracic epidural analgesia had a significantly lower pain scores and needed less
supplemental analgesia compared to systemic opioid analgesia [122].

Adverse effects may be from various aspects of epidural placement. Those associated with
needle and catheter placement include back pain, inadvertent dural puncture, post dural
puncture headache, trauma to spinal cord or nerves, and neuropathy (usually transient). Dural
puncture may lead to post dural puncture headache. The headache is usually characterized by
severe fronto-occipital pain with head elevation that subsides, sometimes completely, upon
return to the supine position [88]. The loss of CSF through the small puncture site may be
enough to cause traction on the brain causing pain. Most patients’ symptoms completely
resolve after a few days to a week. Those that are not able or not willing to wait for spontaneous
resolution may opt to undergo an epidural blood patch. Neurologic injury may be the most
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feared complication of epidural analgesia. Nerve injury is usually transient and may occur
from direct trauma to the nerves or spinal cord during needle insertion. A more devastating
nerve injury can result from an epidural hematoma or abscess. Spinal hematoma occurs very
rarely, approximately less than 1 in 150,000 [88]. Although rare, if it is not detected and treated
promptly, it leads to irreversible paraplegia. The occurrence of hematoma has been on the rise,
whether it is from increased coexistence of anticoagulation and regional anesthesia technique
or from increased reporting [123]. Infection can occur from ineffective sterile preparation,
contaminated drugs, an underlying infection, or bacteremia. Any of these sources can cause
an infection at the insertion site or lead to spread of infection from the skin along the indwelling
catheter into the epidural space causing meningitis (if the dura was punctured) or abscess
which could ultimately result in cord compression [123].

Effects related to epidural injection of local anesthetic are usually dose related and include
hypotension, motor block, systemic toxicity, and urinary retention. Epidural opioid adminis‐
tration may result in adverse effects that are similar to their parenteral administration. These
include pruritis, nausea, urinary retention, decreased arousability, ileus, and respiratory
depression. Respiratory depression is the most concerning of the adverse effects and thus
necessitates a monitored setting. After epidural injection, in the following 2-4 hours, early
respiratory depression can occur which is likely due to the systemic absorption of the opioid
[124]. Some opioids are more hydrophilic than others and have a tendency to remain in the
CSF causing possible spread and delayed respiratory depression (usually occurs after 4 hours).

Relative contraindications to epidural include sepsis or bacteremia, infection at the insertion
site, hypovolemia or shock, coagulopathy or thrombocytopenia, increased intracranial
pressure (for risk of brain herniation if accidental dural puncture). One should use caution
with patients who have underlying neurological diseases as not to confuse effects of the
epidural versus pre-existing neurological deficits. The only absolute contraindication to
epidural placement is patient refusal [88].

4.4. Thoracic paravertebral nerve block

TPVB involves injecting local anesthetic into the space adjacent to the thoracic vertebrae, which
contains the spinal intercostal nerves. The boundaries of the space include the parietal pleura
anterolaterally, the superior costotransverse ligament posteriorly, and medially by a portion
of the vertebral body, intervertebral disc and intervertebral foramen [125]. The paravertebral
space is continuous with the epidural space, intercostal space, and contralateral paravertebral
space (by way of the prevertebral and epidural spaces). The caudal boundary of the space is
at the origin of the psoas, while the cranial boundary is unknown. Cranially, radiographic dye
has been noted after a thoracic paravertebral injection in the cervical area [126]. The intercostal
nerves, dorsal rami, sympathetic chain and associated vessels lie within the fat of the para‐
vertebral space [126]. A percutaneous technique is classically described whereby a needle is
inserted into the space until a subtle loss of resistance is met followed by aspiration to ensure
that the lung or pleura has not been breached before injecting small amounts of local anesthetic
or insertion of a catheter [125]. The injection of local anesthetic can also be performed under
direct visualization by the surgeon prior to the closure of the chest wall.
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Injection of local anesthetic into the paravertebral space can give varying degrees of analgesia.
The injection may remain localized to the area of injection producing a single level ipisilateral
block, or it can spread to the above and below adjacent levels, as well as to the epidural space
and contralateral paravertebral space. For example, Eason found that a single injection of 15ml
of 0.375% bupivacaine spread over 4 spaces [125]. Similarly, 15ml of 0.5% bupivacaine injection
led to a unilateral 5 level dermatome somatic block and 8 level sympathetic block [127].

Advantages of TPVB are many. TPVB is easy to learn and has a high success rate [126].
Successful placement of TPVB also can eliminate some unwanted effects of epidural analgesia
such as spinal cord injury, spinal hematoma, excessive hypotension (owing to only a unilateral
sympathetic blockade), and urinary retention [128]. Also, the nursing care required after TPVB
is no different than normal post-surgical care [129]. A meta-analysis identified TPVB as having
equivalent pain relief after thoracic surgery with less major side effects and decreased
pulmonary complications to that of epidural analgesia [130].

Adverse effects of TPVB include accidental pleural puncture, which could lead to a pneumo‐
thorax. The incidence of puncture and pneumothorax are 0.8% and 0.5% respectively, which
is similar to other anesthetic procedures with pneumothorax risk [128]. Other adverse effects
include relative hypotension, failed block, and vascular puncture.

Contraindications to TPVB are similar to those of epidural placement including infection at
the insertion site, bacteremia, epyema. Another relative contraindication would be if the
patient has had a previous thoracotomy because the ipsilateral paravertebral space may have
been altered or obliterated as a result of surgery [124]. With respect to anticoagulation, the
paravertebral space is less vascular than the epidural space, and paravertebral vessel puncture
is less common [128, 129].

4.5. Intercostal nerve block

The intercostal nerve provides sensory and motor innervation to chest wall and is found in the
costal groove of each rib. Intercostal nerve blockade provides unilateral sensory and motor
anesthesia to these areas. Local anesthetic is commonly injected 5 to 7 cm from the midline
over several sections owing to the great deal of overlap between the intercostal nerves. There
are different approaches to intercostal nerve blocks for thoracic procedures. The simplest is to
inject local anesthetic around several intercostal nerves during thoracotomy when the chest
wall is open. Cryotherapy, continuous infusion or successive boluses of local anesthetic are
also options [131].

Direct intercostal nerve block is most easily done by direct visualization during thoracoto‐
my, but can also be done percutaneously. Local is injected over multiple segments inferior
to the rib with caution to avoid intravascular injection. Usually a small amount (2-5ml) of
local  is  injected  two to  three  spaces  above  and below the  incision  [131].  Cryoanalgesia
interrupts nerve conduction for 1 to 3 months as a result of the freezing and subsequent
damage of the myelin sheath [131] and is associated with long term intercostal neuralgia
[132]. Extrapleural and interpleural infusion of local anesthetic are also techniques to block
the intercostal nerves. Peeling back the pleura from the chest wall can create an extrapleu‐
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ral pocket, and a catheter can be introduced percutaneously into the space. After closure
of the thoracotomy, an infusion of  local  anesthetic  will  fill  the extrapleural  space which
leads to an intercostal block. Interpleural catheters can be inserted percutaneously to attain
an intercostal nerve block, but one must keep in mind that a large volume of the anesthet‐
ic may be lost to the chest tubes. Interpleural anesthesia requires diffusion across the pleura
and sub pleural space in order to attain an intercostal nerve blockade. Single shot direct
intercostal  nerve  block appears  to  have  the  same or  superior  pain  control  compared to
epidural  on  the  day  of  surgery,  but  after  the  effects  of  the  local  anesthesia  have  been
exhausted, epidural anesthesia is superior to intercostal nerve block [131-133] Detterbeck
states that extrapleural infusion of local anesthetic is more effective than systemic narcot‐
ics,  and  at  least  as  good  as  thoracic  epidural.  Extrapleural  intercostal  nerve  block  pro‐
vides  a  unilateral  blockade,  so  the  amount  of  urinary  retention  and  hypotension  are
decreased, and there is not a need for special monitoring because the risk of respiratory
depression is minimal [131]. Pain relief from interpleural infusion is inconsistent [131].

Systemic absorption of local anesthetic is notoriously high for intercostal nerve block due to
the vascularity of the area of injection. There are no specific absolute contraindications to
intercostal nerve blocks. They should be avoided in patients in whom high systemic levels of
local anesthetics will not be well tolerated such as those with seizure disorders.

4.6. Elastomeric pumps

Wound infiltration with local anesthetic targets the peripheral level of pain, and has been used
widely in minor surgical procedures [134, 135]. The relatively short-term duration of the local
infiltration limits the usefulness of one-time wound infiltration for more major thoracic
surgery. An elastomeric pump connected to a multi orifice catheter allows for continuous local
anesthetic incisional infusion. Implementation of this technique is quite simple, with a minimal
technical failure incidence [116]. A catheter is threaded in or near the insult and connected to
a reservoir pump of local anesthetic by way of a flow-limiting valve. The surrounding tissues
are then continuously bathed in the local anesthetic at 4ml/hr. By providing anesthesia at the
site of insult there may be less need for systemic narcotics, and avoid many systemic narcotic
effects including postoperative nausea and vomiting. It is also believed that local anesthetic at
the wound site can decrease the local inflammatory response which may in turn decrease pain
and hyperalgesia [116]. Wheatley et al found that using an elastomeric pump is a safe and
effective adjunct for post-thoracotomy pain relief. Also, patients had lower pain scores and
decreased narcotic need when compared to thoracic epidural analgesia alone [136]. Although
local anesthetic toxicity is always a concern with infusions, the incidence of systemic toxicity
is low [116]. Wound infiltration is safe and not associated with increased acute wound-related
complications or long-term effects on wound healing [137].

4.7. Anticoagulation

Hemorrhagic complications from neuraxial blockade are of great concern. Epidural analgesia
is usually not initiated in patients who have a preexisting coagulopathy. The following are
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Injection of local anesthetic into the paravertebral space can give varying degrees of analgesia.
The injection may remain localized to the area of injection producing a single level ipisilateral
block, or it can spread to the above and below adjacent levels, as well as to the epidural space
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damage of the myelin sheath [131] and is associated with long term intercostal neuralgia
[132]. Extrapleural and interpleural infusion of local anesthetic are also techniques to block
the intercostal nerves. Peeling back the pleura from the chest wall can create an extrapleu‐
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ral pocket, and a catheter can be introduced percutaneously into the space. After closure
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decreased, and there is not a need for special monitoring because the risk of respiratory
depression is minimal [131]. Pain relief from interpleural infusion is inconsistent [131].

Systemic absorption of local anesthetic is notoriously high for intercostal nerve block due to
the vascularity of the area of injection. There are no specific absolute contraindications to
intercostal nerve blocks. They should be avoided in patients in whom high systemic levels of
local anesthetics will not be well tolerated such as those with seizure disorders.

4.6. Elastomeric pumps

Wound infiltration with local anesthetic targets the peripheral level of pain, and has been used
widely in minor surgical procedures [134, 135]. The relatively short-term duration of the local
infiltration limits the usefulness of one-time wound infiltration for more major thoracic
surgery. An elastomeric pump connected to a multi orifice catheter allows for continuous local
anesthetic incisional infusion. Implementation of this technique is quite simple, with a minimal
technical failure incidence [116]. A catheter is threaded in or near the insult and connected to
a reservoir pump of local anesthetic by way of a flow-limiting valve. The surrounding tissues
are then continuously bathed in the local anesthetic at 4ml/hr. By providing anesthesia at the
site of insult there may be less need for systemic narcotics, and avoid many systemic narcotic
effects including postoperative nausea and vomiting. It is also believed that local anesthetic at
the wound site can decrease the local inflammatory response which may in turn decrease pain
and hyperalgesia [116]. Wheatley et al found that using an elastomeric pump is a safe and
effective adjunct for post-thoracotomy pain relief. Also, patients had lower pain scores and
decreased narcotic need when compared to thoracic epidural analgesia alone [136]. Although
local anesthetic toxicity is always a concern with infusions, the incidence of systemic toxicity
is low [116]. Wound infiltration is safe and not associated with increased acute wound-related
complications or long-term effects on wound healing [137].

4.7. Anticoagulation

Hemorrhagic complications from neuraxial blockade are of great concern. Epidural analgesia
is usually not initiated in patients who have a preexisting coagulopathy. The following are
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some consensus guidelines assembled by the American Society of Regional Anesthesia and
Pain Medicine [138]:

1. Thrombolytic therapy

• Avoid thrombolytic for 10 days after neuraxial puncture,

• It is not clear how long to wait after thrombolytic therapy for safe performance of neuraxial
anesthesia,

• If neuraxial block is at or near time of thrombolytic therapy neurologic checks should be
none no less than every 2 hours,

• There is no recommendation for removal of neuraxial catheters in unexpected thrombolytic
therapy

2. Subcutaneous unfractionated heparin

• Review of other medications that may affect clotting is advised

• There is little risk of spinal hematoma

• Placement of the block prior to therapy may be desirable although increased risk is not
demonstrated in the presence of subcutaneous heparin

• In twice-daily doses – epidurals may be placed before the next scheduled dose, the catheter
can coexist with regimen, and preferably the catheter can be removed one hour prior to next
dose

• Thrice daily doses or more than 10,000units unfractionated heparin – there is no data
published, but it is advised not to maintain an epidural catheter with this regimen

• If the patient has received more than four days of heparin, a platelet count should be
obtained prior to block or removal of catheter in the instace of heparin induced thrombo‐
cytopenia

• After needle placement, wait one hour to administer heparin

• Wait 2-4 hours after heparin to remove cathers, resume therapy one hours after removal of
catheter

• Bloody placement may increase risk of hematoma, but the case does not necessarily need to
be cancelled.

3. Low-Molecular Weight Heparin

• A bloody placement does not mandate cancellation of the case, however LMWH should be
delayed for 24 hours

• Epidural placement should happen 10-12 hours after last does

• If the patient is on higher dose LMWH, one should wait 24 hours to place epidural

• Do not place epidural at 2 hours after dose – peak anticoagulation activity
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• Twice daily doses should not be initiated with an indwelling catheter, and must be removed
before the first dose

• Once-daily dosing – may start 6-8 hours postoperatively, the catheter can be maintained,
removal after 10-12 hours of last dose

4. Oral Anticoagulants – Warfarin

• INR should be normalized prior to neuraxial technique

• If initial does of warfarin is given more than 24 hours prior to surgery, INR should be
checked prior to neuraxial block

• If low-dose warfarin therapy is ongoing during epidural anesthesia, neurological evalua‐
tions and daily INR checks are advised

• Catheters should be removed when INR is less than 1.5, and neurological assessment should
be continued for 24 hours

• If 1.5 < INR < 3, catheters should be cautiously removed

• If the INR is more than 3, the dose of warfarin should be held/reduced

5. Antiplatelet Medications

• NSAIDs have no specific concerns or added risk with epidural with or without catheter
placement, unless concurrent medications affecting clotting

• The risk of bleeding with clopidogrel, ticlopidine, and GP IIB/IIIA inhibitors is not known.

• 7 and 14 days should elapse between discontinuation of ticlopidine and clopidogre,
respectively, and placement of neuraxial block

• Platelet function normalization must occur before placement of neuraxial block if discon‐
tinued for only 5-7 days

• Epidural catheters should not be maintained while on GP IIB/IIIA inhibitor therapy

6. Herbals

• They do not create risk that impedes with neuraxial block

• Garlic inhibits platelet aggregation, increases fibrinolysis

• Ginko inhibits platelet-activating factor

• Ginseng has the potential to inhibit coagulation

7. Thrombin inhibitors

• Monitored by aPTTT

• Anticoagulation effect present for 1-3 hours

• There are no pharmacologic reversals
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checked prior to neuraxial block

• If low-dose warfarin therapy is ongoing during epidural anesthesia, neurological evalua‐
tions and daily INR checks are advised

• Catheters should be removed when INR is less than 1.5, and neurological assessment should
be continued for 24 hours
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respectively, and placement of neuraxial block

• Platelet function normalization must occur before placement of neuraxial block if discon‐
tinued for only 5-7 days

• Epidural catheters should not be maintained while on GP IIB/IIIA inhibitor therapy
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• Neuraxial techniques are best avoided

8. Fondaparinux

• Factor Xa inhibitor

• Unknown risk of spinal hematoma

5. Conclusion

The challenges of thoracic anesthesia are unique among all anesthetic subspecialties. Its
practitioners must be well-versed in a wide range of anesthetic management principles, from
advanced airway techniques to ventilations strategies and pain management. The two
subspecialties of thoracic surgery and thoracic anesthesia continue to co-evolve to improve
patient safety and surgical outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Early surgical interventions were highly morbid, painful and deadly. Understanding of
antisepsis, after Lister’s first report in 1867 and development of anesthetic techniques, in
particular chloroform and ether made way for early successful surgical intervention. Thoracic
surgery and lung resection, however, proved more difficult to advance than other surgical
specialties due to the problem of pneumothorax. The principles of intra-thoracic and intra-
pleural surgery developed during the early 20th century with significant progress in a short
time.

Lung surgery prior to the late 1800’s was largely rare reports of draining deep abscesses,
resecting prolapsing gangrenous tissue after trauma and resecting portions of the chest wall
with small segments of accompanying lung. Tuffier performed the first partial lung resection
that consisted of placing a ligature on the lung, excising and suturing the lung to the perios‐
teum.[1], [2] Initial works demonstrating the feasibility of lung resection came from extensive
animal experimentation. Block of Danzig described many lung resections in rabbits and dogs.
The animals survived surgery and returned to health. The problem of pneumothorax however
plagued the operative and the post-operative period. Positive pressure ventilation was not
immediately seen as a solution to advance intra-thoracic surgery and those who did use it were
divided between the use of face-masks, intra-pharyngeal and endotracheal insufflation.
Sauerbruch, in Germany, with the support of the internationally acclaimed Von Mikulicz,
persisted for many years operating in expensive negative pressure chambers. He pioneered
the first tank ventilator in 1907, allowing surgeons to operate on an open thorax with the
patient’s head and anesthesiologist literally in another room. Surgery in the US, less hindered
by the negative pressure camp, was quicker to adopt endotracheal intubation, the use of
bellows and ultimately endobronchial lung isolation ventilation. Negative pressure was used
extensively however and persisted through the polio epidemic until the late 1930’s.[2], [3]
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Lung surgery developed and progressed because of chronic infections of the lung and pleura
particularly tuberculosis and bronchiectasis. Lilienthal described the plight of his patients in
1922[4]:

Occasionally an individual coughs his way through life - never a long one - and manages to
exist as a semi-invalid, with copious foul expectoration no medicine can control, being a
handicap difficult to bear. Patients have even threatened suicide if refused the chance for cure
by operation, though they knew the danger was great.

The stethoscope existed from the early 1800’s making some diagnosis possible. Higher level
of precision and certainty regarding surgical intervention became possible with the advent X-
Ray by Röentgen’s in 1895. This was quickly taken up by the medical field and the first chest
X-ray was performed in 1896.

Gluck from Germany is credited with the first lobectomy in 1907. Morriston Davies reported
a landmark lobectomy in 1912 describing individual vessel and bronchial ligation much like
we do today but his technique was not followed for some twenty years. It was believed at that
time that bronchial stump healing was dependent on the amount of peribronchial tissue
remaining after resection and mass ligation was the preferred method.[1] The lung resection
was performed in stages as illustrated. The first operation consisted of rib resection without
entering the pleura, as done by Robinson at the Massachusetts General Hospital in 1917.
Abrading the pleura during the first operation was common to help adhesions form and
prevent a pneumothorax during the second operation. A week later the pleura is entered and
the lobe resected if the patient tolerated. The bronchus and vasculature were clamped en-mass,
transfixed with a suture or left with a clamp in place to be removed a week later. Peri-operative
mortality was about 50%. Getting out of the operating room was often an urgency given
cyanosis from large amounts of purulent sputum. The diseased lung could be left in place and
allowed to slough. The diseased bronchial stump would likely open regardless. Infection was
expected post-operatively, packs were left in the chest and wounds granulated in over months.

Samuel Robinson’s presidential address to the American Association of Thoracic surgery in
1923 was very telling:

The danger of pneumothorax in wide operation on the human thorax has been dispelled...since
the development of the differential pressure apparatus...(regarding bronchiectasis) The patient
is placed on the operating table...There may be cyanosis...evacuation of large amounts of
pungent, purulent sputum...the pleura is no sooner opened... the need for general anesthesia
is obvious...The lower lobe obstinately resists being delivered, the pleural adhesions are strong
and widespread... ropelike and tenacious... work with a knife and scissors is blind... the
patient’s condition may become distressing...then the difficulties multiply. The complete
liberating at one setting may have to be abandoned. Tight closure of the chest without drainage
seems inadvisable under such conditions, and yet necessary to avoid the ills of post-operative
pneumothorax. Suddenly it seems time to return the patient to his bed. Not much has been
accomplished... The intra-thoracic pressure has been so altered; the lung expansion is further
minimized. Then come the dangers of pleural infection, later in convalescence. There is more
operating to do... Nevertheless, we have obtained cures.[1]
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Brunn published a landmark paper in 1929 on one stage lobectomy. He described the concept
of early lung expansion using closed suction drainage. Local anesthesia was used, phrenicot‐
omy, cautery for lung and air testing. He emphasized an airtight closure to allow lung
expansion but used a clamp on the pedicle, which caused necrosis and ultimately a broncho‐
pleural fistula with empyema. The argument at the time was that the expanded lung restricted
the space into which the empyema would fill allowing it and the subsequent fistula to more
easily be controlled and permit an easier recovery.[3],[5]

Nissen performed his first pneumonectomy in 1931 using a staged technique. In 1932 Shen‐
stone & Janes published an article delineating their experience with 14 operations, five fistula
and three deaths. They emphasized not crushing the hilum to preserve the bronchial blood
supply, catgut (not silk which could harbor infection) to close the bronchus and suturing the
stump to the undersurface of the remaining lobe. The phrenic nerve was crushed and an
underwater drain used. Tourniquets and snares were subsequently developed and became
common operating equipment.[1], [2], [6] Evarts Graham performed the first single stage
pneumonectomy for lung cancer in 1933. He used cautery liberally during his operations
reporting somewhat lower mortality in the 20% range.

By the end of the 1930’s dissection technique was established. Kent and Blades and Belsey and
Churchill delineated the anatomy for lobar and segmental resection. A landmark article in 1940
by Kent and Blades is said to have set the stage for the future of thoracic surgery and the
segment, rather than the lobe, was proposed to be the new unit of the lung.[3], [7] Overholt
described the intersegmental vein for a plane of dissection and he emphasized the utility of
suction over simply underwater drainage.[3] Tumors involving or approaching major airways
precluded lesser resections. The lower lobe would be sacrificed for large upper lobe tumors or
bronchial tumors. Price-Thomas performed the first sleeve lobectomy in 1947. Since that time
all matter of bronchial and arterial reconstructions evolved to preserve lung tissue.[8] Regard‐
ing completeness of cancer treatment, now we know sleeve lobectomy has 5-year survival rates
better than pneumonectomy with improved quality adjusted life years as determined by
decision analysis.[9]

The use of the surgical stapler became common in the 1950’s and 60’s. Initially, a Russian stapler
with a single row of staples oriented parallel to the bronchus was replaced with two rows of
staggered staples oriented perpendicularly to the bronchus. Though not eliminating bronchial
fistula, stapling was found to be superior to suture techniques in closure of bronchus. It also
permitted less sacrifice of lung parenchyma and decreased blood loss.[10]

2. Current practice

The classic postero-lateral thoracotomy, as practiced until recently, provides excellent access
to the thoracic cavity but involves transecting the latissimus and serratus muscles and
subperiosteal rib resection. With increasing application of thoracic surgery, younger more
active patients and improved peri-operative pain control, reduced morbidity became increas‐
ingly important.[11] With improved survival, improving quality of life and early return to full
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all matter of bronchial and arterial reconstructions evolved to preserve lung tissue.[8] Regard‐
ing completeness of cancer treatment, now we know sleeve lobectomy has 5-year survival rates
better than pneumonectomy with improved quality adjusted life years as determined by
decision analysis.[9]

The use of the surgical stapler became common in the 1950’s and 60’s. Initially, a Russian stapler
with a single row of staples oriented parallel to the bronchus was replaced with two rows of
staggered staples oriented perpendicularly to the bronchus. Though not eliminating bronchial
fistula, stapling was found to be superior to suture techniques in closure of bronchus. It also
permitted less sacrifice of lung parenchyma and decreased blood loss.[10]

2. Current practice

The classic postero-lateral thoracotomy, as practiced until recently, provides excellent access
to the thoracic cavity but involves transecting the latissimus and serratus muscles and
subperiosteal rib resection. With increasing application of thoracic surgery, younger more
active patients and improved peri-operative pain control, reduced morbidity became increas‐
ingly important.[11] With improved survival, improving quality of life and early return to full
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activity became very important. Post-thoracotomy syndrome, defined as post-operative pain
lasting greater than two months, occurred in 50% of thoracotomies. Interventions to reduce
this in the immediate post-operative period include modifications in surgical technique and,
among others, the use of epidural catheters, which has shown improvement in long-term pain
relief. Early post-operative pain control helps clear secretions, maintain lung function and
reduce complication.[12]

A myriad of thoracic incisions developed, the widely used posterolateral thoracotomy has
been modified to decrease the length, reduce the amount of muscle disrupted and protect the
intercostal nerves all with varying amounts of patient benefit in terms of improved pain
control, lung function and shoulder strength.[13], [14] Alternative incisions include the
sternotomy, the clamshell incision, axillary and anterior thoracotomies. Median sternotomy
allows access to the majority of both thoracic cavities. Proposed by Cooper, they discovered
during cadaver dissection that after division of the pulmonary ligament the vast majority of
the lung can be resected. This was ideal for the increasing numbers of patients found to have
resectable pulmonary metastasis bilaterally. Only the left lower lobe was felt to be a less ideal
operative field because of the need for retracting the heart. Post-sternotomy patients recovered
peak airflow and vital capacity significantly sooner when compared to posterolateral thora‐
cotomy patients.[15]

The clamshell incision was championed by Bains. Bilateral submammary anterior thoracoto‐
mies and a transverse sternotomy performed in the supine position are referred to as the
clamshell incision. This is useful for bilateral pulmonary disease, extensive lung tumors
involving the mediastinum and large mediastinal tumors. Sternotomy is felt to be more
limiting for centrally and posteriorly located tumors that are accessible by clamshell. The
hemiclamshell involves a unilateral anterior thoracotomy with sternal extension. The inner
half of the clavicle can be removed with extension of the incision laterally for a trapdoor
incision.[16]

Distortion of normal anatomy and division of muscles was thought to be an important
contributor to post-operative morbidity and therefor muscle sparing techniques were devel‐
oped. Bethencourt & Holmes developed the muscle sparing posterolateral thoracotomy. The
incision begins 2cm anterior to the latissimus and ends 2 cm posterior and inferior to the tip
of the scapula. The latissimus is dissected from the subcutaneous tissues and the serratus. The
posterior boarder of the serratus is divided from its fascia and underlying tissues. The serratus
is retracted forward, the latissimus posteriorly and the fourth to the seventh interspace may
be chosen for entry into the chest cavity (Figure 1). Excessive subcutaneous flap elevation leads
to seromas which caused these authors to place drains routinely. It is anecdotally reported that
patients had less pain, improved arm motion and earlier ambulation.[17] Ginsberg preferred
a vertical incision, or vertical axillary throacotomy, which requires no creation of subcutaneous
flaps and is made in the midaxillary line. The latissimus and serratus are similarly elevated
and retracted. The exposure takes the shape of a square rather than a parallelogram, which
can cause some difficulty inserting staplers or suturing. Patients are said to be pain free and
the cosmetic outcome superior.[18]
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Figure 1. Muscle sparing lateral thoracotomy. The cartoon illustrates the preservation and retraction of the serratus
anterior muscle and lattissimus dorsi muscle, exposing the intercostal space. The incision provides excellent exposure
to hilar structures and allows complex lung resections.

Physiologic studies demonstrate improvements in maximal inspiratory/expiratory pressure
at three months, lesser degrees of intercostal nerve impairment and improved shoulder
function with muscle sparing techniques.[14], [19], [20] Prospective studies comparing muscle
sparing and muscle splitting thoracotomies did not find differences in immediate or longer
term post-operative pain or physical function.[19], [21] Notably adequate epidural anesthesia
was provided in these trials. It is postulated that the intercostal nerves are the primary source
of pain related to thoracotomy and efforts to spare these nerves the intercostal sutures has been
rigorously studied. This is done by dissection of the intercostal neurovascular bundle or the
entire muscle off of the undersurface of the superior rib to be closed and or drilling/suturing
through the ribs, to avoid any nerve compression/trauma. With these steps pain scores and
analgesic requirements were reported to be significantly less compared to conventional
methods.[13], [14]

Building on the concept improving patient outcomes, surgery in general has moved towards
less invasive with the help of video technology. Video assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS)
is the thoracic variant. Much smaller incisions through which a camera and longer instruments
enter allow surgeons to perform lung resections of the same quality as open techniques.
Thoracoscopy has its roots in the early 20th century when Jacobaeus in Stockholm used a
modified cystoscope for a tuberculosis effusion. He used a two port technique to perform
adhesiolysis - primarily to allow collapse therapy for tuberculosis treatment.3 With high
resolution video equipment for endoscopic viewing in combination with single lung ventila‐
tion and endoscopic stapling VATS exploded in the 1990s. Two to four 5-10 mm incisions are
placed in a 180 degree arc with the surgical site of interest at the apex of a baseball diamond,
triangulated. One of these ports is enlarged to extract a specimen. The larger “utlility port” is
usually placed anterior to the latissimus high on the chest wall (Figure 2). Currently close to
40% of lung resections are performed in the US using VATS technique[22], [23] A recent
analysis of the Society of Thoracic Surgery database from 2000-2010 found that 35%
(4531/12970) of all lobectomies registered are performed by VATS techniques. This has
increased from 20% in a previous analysis in 2006.[24], [25] Additionally, they found that
respiratory complication increased significantly after thoracotomy compared to VATS in
patients with decreased pulmonary function (FEV1 < 60%). A randomized trial found VATS
techniques have less complications overall (18% vs. 50%)[26]. Less narcotic requirements are
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universal and there were lower incidences of pneumonia and atrial fibrillation, improved
shoulder range of motion and pulmonary function, less hospital stay and need for nursing
home transfers.[22]

Figure 2. Video assisted thracoscopic surgical (VATS) approach for lung resection. The anterior utility incision provides
access to majority of the dissection. Endoscopic stapling device make this surgical approach for lung resection safe
and feasible.

The late 1990’s saw the development of robotic surgical systems with Intuitive’s da Vinci
system. The technique utilizes instruments that hinge on a chest wall fulcrum and operate
within a cone. The da Vinci system uses multiarticulated instruments that provide seven
degrees of rotational freedom, akin to a surgeon’s wrist and can be placed exactly where
dissection is needed with three-dimensional optics. The skin incisions and trocars are not
appreciably different from VATS but the mobility at the end of the instrument is. Da Vinci can
be used to retract, grasp, cut, ligate and suture. There is however absence of haptic feedback
and therefore tension of tissues is determined solely from visual input (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Robotic approach to lung resection is the latest evolution in lung resection. The surgeon operates from a
remote location using the console to control the robot that is ‘docked’ to the patient. The instrument articulations are
such, it is more versatile than the human hand, allowing detail dissection in small spaces, however lacks the tactile
sensation.
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Many centers are pushing the envelope to investigate the merits of robotic lobectomy and
finding good outcomes.[27] True investigation determining the benefits of robotic surgery over
VATS are lacking. It is questioned whether we should be spending our efforts promoting
robotic surgery when VATS, with it’s clear benefits, is not widely adopted.[28] Cost analysis
finds robotic lobectomy is cheaper than open thoracotomy principally because of length of
hospital stay.

Surgery for lung resection evolved through the twentieth century from a highly morbid
procedure with upwards of 50% mortality to a streamlined <2% mortality and 2-3 day
admission procedure.[29] Refinements in anesthesia, anatomic dissection and minimal access
techniques continue to benefit patients. The current trend in high technology application
remains to be proven for lung resection but the surgery for lung is continuing to evolve.
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Chapter 3

Postoperative Care and Complications After Thoracic
Surgery

Anand Iyer and Sumit Yadav

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/55351

1. Introduction

Postoperative care of thoracic surgical patients is a very important part of patient recovery and
can be very challenging. Pulmonary complications are responsible for significant numbers of
deaths and morbidity of patients undergoing thoracotomy. Thoracic surgery impairs postop‐
erative respiratory function resulting in a relatively high risk of developing postoperative
pulmonary complications. The incidence (19-59%) is much higher than following upper
(16-17%) or lower abdominal surgery (0-5%). The overall incidence of complications following
thoracic surgery varies from 15% to 37.5%, primarily due to the type of pulmonary complica‐
tions studied, the clinical criteria used in the definition and the type of surgery included. The
clinical and potential economic impact of these complications is marked, with significantly
longer hospital and high Dependency unit stay, frequency of ICU admission and number of
deaths.

A centre can achieve excellent results by concentrating on the basics of postoperative care like
pulmonary hygiene and physiotherapy, fluid and pain management and management of
pleural spaces. Risk factors for complications following thoracic surgery have been identified
from numerous clinical studies using a variety of research designs and definitions. The most
frequent risk factors include age, preoperative pulmonary function tests, cardiovascular co
morbidity, smoking status and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). [1]- [4] In the
current era there has to be more emphasis on postoperative care due to the complexity of
referrals with the thoracic units doing more patients with multiple risk factors for post
operative complications. This gets more challenging with cost containment.

High-risk patients can be optimised with preoperative and postoperative cardiopulmonary
rehabilitation to reduce their operative risk, frequency of complications and hospital stay and
improve postoperative outcomes including postoperative lung function. [5], [6] In addition,
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1. Introduction

Postoperative care of thoracic surgical patients is a very important part of patient recovery and
can be very challenging. Pulmonary complications are responsible for significant numbers of
deaths and morbidity of patients undergoing thoracotomy. Thoracic surgery impairs postop‐
erative respiratory function resulting in a relatively high risk of developing postoperative
pulmonary complications. The incidence (19-59%) is much higher than following upper
(16-17%) or lower abdominal surgery (0-5%). The overall incidence of complications following
thoracic surgery varies from 15% to 37.5%, primarily due to the type of pulmonary complica‐
tions studied, the clinical criteria used in the definition and the type of surgery included. The
clinical and potential economic impact of these complications is marked, with significantly
longer hospital and high Dependency unit stay, frequency of ICU admission and number of
deaths.

A centre can achieve excellent results by concentrating on the basics of postoperative care like
pulmonary hygiene and physiotherapy, fluid and pain management and management of
pleural spaces. Risk factors for complications following thoracic surgery have been identified
from numerous clinical studies using a variety of research designs and definitions. The most
frequent risk factors include age, preoperative pulmonary function tests, cardiovascular co
morbidity, smoking status and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). [1]- [4] In the
current era there has to be more emphasis on postoperative care due to the complexity of
referrals with the thoracic units doing more patients with multiple risk factors for post
operative complications. This gets more challenging with cost containment.

High-risk patients can be optimised with preoperative and postoperative cardiopulmonary
rehabilitation to reduce their operative risk, frequency of complications and hospital stay and
improve postoperative outcomes including postoperative lung function. [5], [6] In addition,
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preoperative pulmonary rehabilitation may improve preoperative exercise capacity and so
operability. [7], [8] The future development and adoption of innovative strategies is required
to reduce the impact of post operative complications in an ageing co morbid population.

In this section will cover the routine care of a postoperative thoracic patient with specific
emphasis on prevention and management of common complications.

2. Preoperative optimisation of specific risk factors

The outcome of surgical procedures is not measured only by clinical end points but also shorter
stays and lower costs [9]. Patients’ discharge is delayed commonly due to inadequate pain
relief, infection, arrhythmias, prolonged air leak and debility [9]. Many complications that
occur from thoracic operations can be anticipated. An aggressive preoperative work up
mitigates morbidity and shortens convalescence.

2.1. Smoking

Preoperative cessation of smoking prevents postoperative complications to a large extent.

Support groups, counselling and nicotine replacement therapy should be used [10]. Histori‐
cally, 6 weeks of smoking cessation before surgery is recommended to avoid the copious
bronchorrhea that accompanies regeneration of the cilia that clear mucus between 2 and 4
weeks after smoking cessation [11].there are few studies which challenge this challenge this
notion of timing of smoking cessation. Even 3-5 days of stopping could improve clearance and
decrease of secretions. Vaporciyan el al showed that patients who quit smoking 4 weeks or
more before surgery had a lower incidence of pulmonary complications than patients who
continued to smoke or quit fewer than 4 weeks before pneumonectomy [12]. However, Barrera
and co-workers found no difference in the incidence of pulmonary complications between
patients who were still smoking at the time of surgery and those who had quit fewer than 2
months before thoracotomy for lung resection [13]. In many centres including ours the
recommendation is to stop smoking at any time and provide support services to help out with
the same.

2.2. Preoperative education and physiotherapy

Preoperative physiotherapy and education is done in many centres as part of work up for
thoracotomy. Physiotherapists and thoracic ward medical and other staff perform a variety of
care for patients undergoing surgery both pre and post operatively. All these are done to
prevent postoperative complications like atelectasis, pneumonia, effusions and empyema.
Various manoeuvres include education, deep breathing and coughing manoeuvres, chest
physiotherapy and early mobilization education post sugery [14]. According to few studies
this has led to an improvement in the prevention of atelectasis, collapse and consolidation.
Many other interventions like incentive spirometry and respiratory muscle strengthening have
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been shown to reduce the incidence of these complications. During the work up assessment
of the pulmonary functions are done and bronchodilators optimised.

In the education session instructions may be given for deep breathing and splinted coughing
exercises, prophylaxis exercises for deep vein thrombosis, and shoulder exercises [15]. There
studies which question the benefit of preoperative education and physiotherapy and few
studies have shown them to be non-beneficial16 but we continue to follow preoperative
education as well as physiotherapy prior to thoracic surgery.

Patients are also investigated for cardiac ailments if there are symptoms, signs or significant
cardiac history prior to performing elective thoracic surgery. Investigations may include
echocardiography, cardiac viability study or angiogram. Patients who are on antiplatelets
should have their medications withheld 7 days prior to surgery is possible. If patients are on
warfarin then it is stopped 3 days prior to surgery and are covered with heparin

Patients are given a single dose of antibiotics for elective cases and they are continued for
infected cased or restarted postoperatively if needed. If surgical intervention is elective, we
advocate a short period of preparation may be beneficial if directed at improving the patient's
physical status and specifically at pulmonary preparation, conditioning exercises, and
nutrition.

3. Operative factors

3.1. VATS vs. OPEN

Video assisted Thoracoscopic procedures are done with increasing frequency for many
indications. The incidence of postoperative complications is 9% after VATS and they include
haemorrhage, empyema, air leak, pneumonia and surgical emphysema [17] commonly but
most of the complications which happen in thoracotomy could potentially happen with video
assisted Thoracoscopic procedures.

Most importantly the incidence of postoperative pain is much less in VATS than open
procedures and they have shorter hospital stay. The proponents of VATS have published many
series about the feasibility, lesser complication rate, reduced pain, early mobility and discharge
[18], [19]. There are groups who did not find any statistical benefit in performing VATS and
have quoted a higher bleeding and intraoperative complication rate [20]. In our unit we
perform VATS for all kinds of thoracic procedures if patients are suitable for it. VATS lobec‐
tomy is a safe procedure, which reduces peri operative pain and improves postoperative
physical status. The results obtained with early stage lung cancer are excellent and may reflect
inherent oncologic advantageous consequent upon reduced operative trauma. Detection of
early stage lung cancer is potentially rewarding and will become a practical imperative if
survival results are to be improved. Thus the scope for VATS resection may increase signifi‐
cantly. In our view VATS lobectomy is the procedure of choice for early stage lung cancer and
multicentre prospective randomised trials comparing this therapy against conventional open
resection are overdue.
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3.2. Use of staplers and glues to reduce and seal air leaks

Various procedures like wedge resections, lobectomies, excision of bullae may cause pro‐
longed air leaks especially if patients have COAD. Traditionally diathermy dissection and
ligation was used and later staplers were used for parenchymal resections. Although certain
studies pointed towards improved results with regards to air leaks using staplers [21] and
reported that surgical morbidity due to air leaks decreased with this technique other studies
have not shown any particular reduction in duration of air leaks using staplers alone. [22]

The air leaks caused by the holes of the suture needles are of the same magnitude as that caused
by the surface tension between the parallel staple lines when the lung inflates. Nevertheless
staplers are quicker to use and they have a big role in minimally invasive Thoracoscopic
procedures

Polyglycolic acid fabric, polydioxan ribbon, bovine pericardial strips, bovine collagen, and
recently, expanded polytetrafluoroethylene have been employed in an attempt to reinforce the
staple lines, especially for resections performed in emphysematous lungs [23]- [27]. Other
techniques like the electrothermal bipolar sealing have shown good results in lung parenchy‐
mal surgery.

Air leaks are common after pulmonary resections. They can be inspiratory, expiratory,
continuous and forced expiratory. Most of the leaks are expiratory or forced expiratory.
Inspiratory leaks happen on positive pressure ventilation. If there is no pleural space then they
are managed by underwater seal. If there is a space negative suctions is applied to the
underwater seal. If the leak persists beyond a particular time frame then TALC or reopening
should be considered.

4. Post operative care

4.1. Pain management

Pain management is of paramount importance post operatively as it is essential for patients to
comply for chest physiotherapy and ambulation and they will be unable to do so if they have
severe pain. There are various ways by which pain is managed. They include epidural catheters
preoperatively, paravertebral methods pre or intraoperatively or intravenous patient control‐
led analgesia. On withdrawing these agents patients will need oral analgesics for duration of
time till they are pain free. These include paracetamol, NSAID and narcotic agents.

4.1.1. Epidural analgesia

The catheter is placed approximately with the midpoint of the dermatomal distribution of the
skin incision. Epidural local anaesthetics increase segmental bioavailability of opioids in the
cerebrospinal fluid and increase the binding of opioids to m receptors and the blocking of the
release of substance P in the substantia gelatinosa of the dorsal horn of the spinal cord [28].
The thoracic segmental effects of local anaesthetic and opioid combinations is the only way to
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minimize motor and sympathetic blockade maintain conscious level and cough reflex and
reliably produce increased analgesia with movement and increased respiratory function after
thoracotomy [29]. Generally the most popular regimens are fentanyl or diamorphine combined
with levobupivacaine [29]. The regimens can be administered as an infusion, patient controlled
analgesia or both.

Potential issues include failure, technical difficulty and hypotension. It can also reduce the
effectiveness of coughing, especially in patients who already have a low FEV1. It is not offered
when there is local or systemic sepsis.

Paravertebral block is an effective modality to provide pain relief. It can be done by the
anaesthesiologist before the start of surgery or by the surgeon before closure. It offers several
technical and clinical advantages and is indicated for anaesthesia and analgesia when the
afferent pain input is predominantly unilateral from the chest and/or abdomen. We prefer
placing the catheter under direct vision during thoracic surgery and give pain relief as a
continuous infusion. The chest drain loss of local anaesthetic is four times lower than that of
interapleural block [30].

4.1.2 Systemic analgesics

Opioids remain the mainstay of postoperative analgesia and have demonstrated their efficacy
in the management of severe pain. The side effects include nausea, vomiting, ileus, biliary
spasms and respiratory depression, Opioids can be administered IM, subcutaneously, or IV.

A very efficient method of delivery of opioids is via PCA (Patient Controlled Analgesia)
devices. Numerous studies have demonstrated the safety and opioid-sparing effect of PCA.
After thoracic surgery PCA is often combined with other modalities to offer adequate pain
relief.

4.1.3. Intrapleural

Intrapleural local anaesthetics produce a multi-level intercostal block. However, the analgesia
is extremely dependent on patient position, infusion volume, and the type of surgery. With
the drains insitu most of the anaesthetic is drained out and hence the efficacy of the procedure
is less. In spite of occasional successes most clinicians have not found the reliability of
intrapleural techniques adequate to justify their use on a routine basis. [31]

4.1.4. Other techniques

Cryoanalgesia is the application of a -600ºC probe to the exposed intercostal nerves intra-
operatively produces an intercostal block that can persist for up to six months. This can be
moderately efficient to decrease post-operative pain, but is associated with an incidence of
chronic neuralgia that has lead many centres to abandon the technique [32]. Transcutaneous
electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) may be useful in mild to moderate pain but is ineffective
when pain is severe. [33]
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4.2. Management of fluid electrolytes

Patients are managed generally in a high dependency unit post surgery or the wards if it is a
dedicated thoracic unit. Post thoracic surgery especially in resections intravenous fluids are
given in reduced amounts to prevent pulmonary insufficiency. Care is taken not to overhydrate
the patient and oral feeding in encouraged as soon as possible. Intravenous fluids should be
used judiciously and a conservative strategy of administration of maintenance fluids is
recommended at 1–2 ml/kg/h in the intra- and post-operative periods and that a positive fluid
balance of 1.5 l should not be exceeded, to mitigate the risk of multifactorial post operative
acute lung injury/ARDS. Caution should be exercised with regard to silent hypovolaemia,
impaired oxygen delivery and acute kidney injury. A high index of suspicion for pulmonary
insufficiency should be adopted if there is volume overload. If a patient develops signs of hypo
perfusion after these thresholds are exceeded, inotropic/vasopressor support should be
considered. [34]

4.3. Intercostal catheter

Intercostal catheter is watched for drainage and air leak. If the postoperative chest X-ray shows
expanded lung fields the no suction is applied even if there is bubbling. If there is airspace the
suction is applied. It is preferable to use a balanced drainage system in all patients. In pneu‐
monectomy patients no suction is applied after surgery and the balanced drainage system is
filled with 1cm of liquid unlike routine thoracic cases where it is filled with 2 cm of fluid. In
pneumonectomy patients the drains are removed the next day and in lobectomy patients as
soon as possible. Suction is also applied in cases of pleurodesis with talc so that the visceral
and parietal pleurae are approximated. If the drains have to stay due to persistent minimal
bubbling and if the parenchyma is expanded without any suction a Heimlich valve container
is attached for earlier complete ambulation or discharge.

4.4. Physiotherapy and early mobilisation.

Postoperative insufficiency occurs because of infection, inability to clear secretions or oedema
around day 2 or 3, to prevent these from happening attention should be given to physiother‐
apy, bronchodilators, restriction of intravenous fluids and tracheal toilet. Chest physiotherapy
includes deep breathing and coughing exercises and incentive spirometry. Pulmonary
insufficiency is more common in patients have low FEV1. If there is inability to do so then
endotracheal suctioning or mini tracheostomy should be used for clearing secretions. Diuretics
are used if necessary and antibiotics are started if clinically indicated without waiting for
radiological deterioration.

Early postoperative ambulation and physiotherapy reduces complications like atelectasis,
pneumonia, empyema and DVT.

Aspiration should be prevented postoperatively as it can result in multiorgan dysfunction and
sepsis. Patients should be allowed to eat only when they are fully alert and sitting up. If there
is a tendency to aspirate patients are kept nil by mouth and nasogastric feeding initiated as
required. If there is damage to the vocal cords then a speech pathology is sought for and
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patients are initially kept on nasogastric feeds and based on recovery are put on graded diet
beginning from thickened fluids.

4.5. Deep Venous thrombosis prophylaxis

The prophylaxis should start when the patients are admitted in the hospital. Everyone should
be given a prophylactic dose of heparin subcutaneously if not contraindicated at a dose 5000
IU twice daily and this is continued in the postoperative period till discharge. All patients
should have stockings and the high-risk patients should be on compression stockings. If there
are signs of DVT then a Doppler in arranged and patients put in treatment dose of heparin
infusion and an IVC filter put in if necessary.

5. Complications

5.1. Postoperative haemorrhage

Immediate postoperative bleeding can be caused due to surgical bleeding or coagulopathy,
surgical bleeding being more common. A set of standard coagulation tests are performed and
coagulopathy is corrected accordingly. Depending on the coagulation profile factors like FFP,
Platelets, cryoprecipitate or factor 7 is given if the patient is bleeding due to profound coagul‐
opathy.The threshold for taking back a patient for re-exploration should be low, as a surgical
cause of bleeding should be ruled out. Bleeding after thoracic surgery is rare. It occurs in less
than 2% of video assisted Thoracoscopic procedures (VATS) and around 01% to 3% of open
procedures. [35]- [38] Generally postoperative bleeding results from technical complications,
but certain co morbidities may predispose a patient to bleeding. A chest tube output of 1000
ml in 1 hour necessitates an immediate return to the operating room with concurrent correction
of coagulopathy. Serial drainage exceeding 200 ml per hour for 2 to 4 hours after correction of
a coagulopathy also indicates surgical bleeding and dictates re-exploration. If the patient is
hemodynamic ally stable but the chest output is high, checking the haematocrit on the chest
tube drainage can be helpful in distinguishing active bleeding from a lymphatic leak. If a
patient in the immediate postoperative period is hemodynamically unstable but the chest tube
output does not suggest active haemorrhage, a chest radiograph may show radiopacity of the
operative side with thrombosed chest tubes. [40]

Medications like aspirin,  other antiplatelet  agents’  warfarin could cause increased bleed‐
ing  tendencies.  Several  herbs  like  garlic,  ginseng  etc.  effect  a  prolonged  bleeding  time,
which can result in peri operative haemorrhage. [39] The effect of herbal medications in
thoracic surgery specifically is lacking, but discontinuing herbs 2 weeks before a lung re‐
section is recommended. [40]

Recommendation for perioperative antiplatelet the current recommendations aim at providing
the best option for patients. There are issues regarding continuing or discontinuing these
medications. These recommendations are mainly form observational data. [41], [42], [43]
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surgical bleeding being more common. A set of standard coagulation tests are performed and
coagulopathy is corrected accordingly. Depending on the coagulation profile factors like FFP,
Platelets, cryoprecipitate or factor 7 is given if the patient is bleeding due to profound coagul‐
opathy.The threshold for taking back a patient for re-exploration should be low, as a surgical
cause of bleeding should be ruled out. Bleeding after thoracic surgery is rare. It occurs in less
than 2% of video assisted Thoracoscopic procedures (VATS) and around 01% to 3% of open
procedures. [35]- [38] Generally postoperative bleeding results from technical complications,
but certain co morbidities may predispose a patient to bleeding. A chest tube output of 1000
ml in 1 hour necessitates an immediate return to the operating room with concurrent correction
of coagulopathy. Serial drainage exceeding 200 ml per hour for 2 to 4 hours after correction of
a coagulopathy also indicates surgical bleeding and dictates re-exploration. If the patient is
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In the current era Aspirin is a lifelong therapy and it is not necessary to stop it for surgery
when there are specific indications like prevention after stroke, acute coronary syndrome, MI,
or coronary revascularization, regardless of the time since the event that led to the recom‐
mendation of aspirin. [44]

Dual antiplatelet therapy is recommended during the two weeks after simple dilatation, six
weeks after bare-metal stents, and at least 12 months after drug-eluting stents. [41], [42], [43]
Elective operations should be postponed beyond these delays but most of the thoracic
procedures have to be done as soon as possible as a bulk of cases are due to malignancy hence
unless the hemorrhagic risk is excessive, dual antiplatelet therapy should not be interrupted
before surgery.

Even if clopidogrel treatment must be interrupted in high-risk surgical situations, aspirin must
be continued without interruption.41,42,43 Heparin has no antiplatelet activity and therefore
is not an adequate substitution for aspirin or clopidogrel treatment because stent thrombosis
is a platelet-mediated phenomenon. [42] Although not proven by any randomised controlled
trials bridging therapy with a short-acting platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor like tirofiban
is a possible substitution for clopidogrel while aspirin is being maintained. [46] After the
operation, antiplatelet therapy is resumed within the first 12 to 24 hours; clopidogrel therapy
is reinitiated with a 300-mg loading dose, which reduces the time to achieve maximal platelet
inhibition to four to six hours and decreases the risk of hyporesponsiveness from competition
of other drugs with hepatic cytochromes.

Ticagrelor is used more often these days and should be stopped 36 to 48 hours prior to a
planned procedure. It is reversible P2Y12 adenosine disphosphate receptor binder with shorter
duration of action unlike clopidogrel which is irreversibly binds to it. The perioperative
management for it is similar to the clopidogrel.

Warfarin should be discontinued 3 days preoperatively, the INR checked. It should be
substituted with heparin and APTT checked.

Conversion to an open thoracotomy for control of bleeding is done in case of bleeding due to
VATS. Intraoperative bleeding can be massive from injury to the pulmonary artery or vein.
Proximal control of the pulmonary artery before dissection of its branches is a safe preventive
measure in open lobectomies. Rarely vascular stapler on a pulmonary vessel can cause
bleeding and so can its used in the parenchyma. Suturing of the lung is done to control
bleeding. Bleeding can also happen from peribronchial tissue, parenchyma, adhesions,
intercostal vessels, and muscles.

In some patients, postoperative bleeding develops that is not hemodynamically significant
enough to indicate re-exploration but results in a residual clotted hemothorax. As is true for a
posttraumatic clotted hemothorax, treatment options include VATS or open exploration and
evacuation of the hematoma to prevent development of a trapped lung, respiratory compro‐
mise, and empyema.
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5.2. Cardiac complications

Arrhythmia, more particularly atrial fibrillation (AF), is by far the most common cardiac
complication after thoracic surgery, with an incidence ranging from 10% to 20% after lobec‐
tomy and as much as 40% after pneumonectomy [46]- [47]

Risk factors for tachyarrhythmias include [48], patient related (pre-existing cardiovascular
disease, postural change, limited pulmonary reserve), surgery related (extensive procedure,
intrapericardial pneumonectomy, extra pleural pneumonectomy, anaesthetic agents, major
bleeding), treatment related (previous thoracic irradiation) or older age [47], [49]. The most
common arrhythmia encountered is supraventricular tachycardia.

If patients have atrial fibrillation with haemodynamic compromise then electrical cardiover‐
sion should be carries out immediately. If patients have sympromatic AF chemical cardiover‐
sion should be attempted first followed by electrical cardioversion if necessary. New-onset
postoperative AF is often transient and self-limiting and it is generally accepted that rate
comtrolling agents be given first. Rate control resolves AF in most cases in thoracic surgery.
AF generally resolves within 1 day of hospital discharge with rate control alone. [50]

A selective Beta 1-blocking agent is recommended as the initial drug for rate control in the
absence of moderate-severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or active bronchospasms
and Diltiazem should be the first agent used in the presence of moderate-severe chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease or active bronchospasm. [51]

Digoxin as a single agent should not be used for rate control, although it may be effective in
combination with a beta1-blocker or diltiazem. Beta blockers are considered better than
calcium channel blockers and digoxin for treating AF in thoracic surgery. The only concern is
COPD where it may cause bronchospasms specific beta 1 blockers such as metoprolol are
considered safer in this regard. [52]

When chemical cardioversion is employed in the setting of continuous or recurrent paroxysmal
postoperative AF, the most reasonable initial drugs are intravenous followed by oral amio‐
darone or oral flecainide. [51]

Amiodarone is not given if the patient has severe lung disease or if the patient as under‐
gone pneumonectomy The incidence of ARDS was 11% in the patients treated with amio‐
darone  and  1.8%  in  the  nonamiodarone  group  [53].  Flecainide  is  not  given  if  there  is
organic cardiac disease. Other drugs include disopyramide, ibutilide, procainamide, prop‐
afenone,  quinidine,  and  sotalol.  Patients  who  received  flecainide  had  an  approximately
doubled rate  of  mortality  or  cardiac  arrest,  likely  due  to  a  proarrhythmic  effect  on  the
ventricle  possibly  due  to  structural  heart  disease.  Side  effect  of  amiodarone  relevant  to
thoracic surgery is its pulmonary toxicity [51].

Both amiodarone and flecainide are highly effective and relatively safe drugs, but the specific
contraindications to their use must be kept in mind antiarrhythmic therapy is given usually
from 1 to 6 weeks. The only study that has evaluated optimal length of therapy with antiar‐
rhythmic drugs, once initiated, for postoperative AF (after coronary artery bypass graft
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calcium channel blockers and digoxin for treating AF in thoracic surgery. The only concern is
COPD where it may cause bronchospasms specific beta 1 blockers such as metoprolol are
considered safer in this regard. [52]

When chemical cardioversion is employed in the setting of continuous or recurrent paroxysmal
postoperative AF, the most reasonable initial drugs are intravenous followed by oral amio‐
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gone pneumonectomy The incidence of ARDS was 11% in the patients treated with amio‐
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contraindications to their use must be kept in mind antiarrhythmic therapy is given usually
from 1 to 6 weeks. The only study that has evaluated optimal length of therapy with antiar‐
rhythmic drugs, once initiated, for postoperative AF (after coronary artery bypass graft
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surgery) found that there was no difference in the rate of recurrent AF whether the treatment
was continued for 1, 3, or 6 weeks after discharge. [54]

Anticoagulation Therapy For patients with two or more risk factors for stroke (age >75 years,
hypertension, impaired left ventricular function, prior stroke or transient ischemic attack) who
have postoperative AF that recurs or persists for more than 48 hours, anticoagulation therapy
is reasonable if not otherwise contraindicated. [51]

For patients with fewer than two risk factors for stroke and patients considered not suitable
for warfarin who have postoperative AF that recurs or persists for more than 48 hours, aspirin,
325 mg daily is recommended. [51]

Oral metoprolol initiated preoperatively and continued postoperatively decreased the
incidence of atrial fibrillation from 40% to 6.7% (p <0.05). [55] In another trial, administration
of magnesium sulphate starting the day of operative resection also resulted in a decrease in
the incidence of atrial fibrillation from 26.7% to 10.7. [56]

5.3. Ischemia

In a large series the incidence of ischemic electrocardiographic changes was 3.8% and myo‐
cardial infarction in 1.2%. According to this study hypotension and abnormal exercise testing
were the strongest predictors for ischemic events. [57]

Patients are monitored invasively, base line medication was continued, and peri operative
fluid administration was minimalized. We recommend continuous monitoring for at least 2
days in high-risk patient.

The American College of Cardiology and the American Heart Association guidelines [58] for
peri operative cardiovascular evaluation for no cardiac surgery remain the best available
method for risk assessment in noncardiac thoracic surgery. Thoracic surgery is categorized as
a high-risk surgical procedure in this matter. Coronary angiography is advocated in case of
major clinical predictors such as unstable angina, decompensated heart failure, significant
arrhythmias, or severe valvular disease. In cases of intermediate or minor clinical predictors
the decision whether to perform an angiography is based on non-invasive testing [59].

As adenosine and dipyridamole should be avoided in patients with clinical bronchospasms,
dobutamine stress echocardiography is the evaluation of choice for patients with cardiac
ischemia referred for thoracic surgery [60]. In general the indications for coronary angiography
are similar to those in the nonoperative setting. No prospective randomized data exists on the
role of prophylactic coronary bypass surgery. Whether percutaneous coronary intervention is
superior to bypass surgery is uncertain, but in cases of angioplasty with stenting it is probably
safer to postpone surgery for 2 to 4 weeks. In conclusion, the preoperative cardiac assessment
of thoracic surgery patients is of great importance, although prospectively controlled data for
this type of surgery are lacking. [59]
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5.4. Right-to-left shunt

It is estimated that 20% of the general population may have a persistently patent foramen
ovale  (PFO).  With the  increased right-sided pressures  associated with  pulmonary resec‐
tion, these patients can develop a right-to-left shunt with refractory hypoxia in the post‐
operative  period.  This  shunting  increases  most  dramatically  after  a  right
pneumonectomy. In some patients, symptoms may not present until after 1 to 5 months,
particularly after a right pneumonectomy. [61] Patients often present with dyspnoea (pla‐
typnea)  and  hypoxia  (orthodexia)  in  the  upright  position,  which  resolves  upon  recum‐
bence.  This  is  because  of  nediastinal  shift,  which modifies  the  relationship between the
right and left atrium and distorts the foramen ovale. Cardiac rotation and compression of
the right  atrium by pleural  fluid causes preferential  flow of  the inferior  caval  vein into
the left atrium. Hemodynamic factors may also have a role, such as reversal of the intera‐
trial  pressure  gradient.  A  decrease  in  right  ventricular  compliance  and  the  hydrostatic
pressures  in the left  lateral  decubitus  or  orthostatic  positions increase the shunt.  Lastly,
factors  such  as  pulmonary  emboli,  right  ventricular  infarction,  increased  intrathoracic
pressure,  chronic  obstructive  pulmonary  disease,  and  positive  pressure  ventilation  may
drive shunt physiology. [62] The aetiology of this complication is unclear.

The diagnosis is made with arterial blood gas analysis, nuclear lung perfusion scanning,
echocardiography, MRI, and cardiac catheterization or a combination thereof. Standard
treatment is surgical repair, although several cases of successful intravascular occlusion of the
septal defect have been performed.

Other causes of dyspnoea must be evaluated, including but not limited to pulmonary embo‐
lism, airway narrowing, and post resection pulmonary oedema.

5.5. Cardiac herniation

Cardiac herniation is a rare complication and happens in the early postoperative period.
Cardiovascular collapse is the presenting feature Jugular pulse is elevated and there can be
cyanosis in the drainage area of superior venacava. Ventricular fibrillation may occur [63].
Treatment is emergency thoracotomy with reposition of the herniated heart into the pericardial
sac and repairing the defect of the pericardium [64]. Most documented cases of cardiac
herniation have occurred through surgically created defects as a result of intrapericardial
pneumonectomy or lobectomy with partial pericardectomy [65]. Combination of a sudden
superior vena cava syndrome and heart sounds in the right side of the chest should alert the
physician to the possibility of cardiac herniation. Surgical defects of the pericardium as a result
of right intrapericardial pneumonectomy should be closed. This can be accomplished either
by suturing the cut edges of the pericardium to the epicardium or by patching the defect with
bovine pericardial patch, PTFE patch or parietal pleura. In cases of left pneumonectomy, it
may be sufficient to enlarge the pericardial defect in order to prevent strangulation, should
herniation occur [66].
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surgery) found that there was no difference in the rate of recurrent AF whether the treatment
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cardial infarction in 1.2%. According to this study hypotension and abnormal exercise testing
were the strongest predictors for ischemic events. [57]

Patients are monitored invasively, base line medication was continued, and peri operative
fluid administration was minimalized. We recommend continuous monitoring for at least 2
days in high-risk patient.

The American College of Cardiology and the American Heart Association guidelines [58] for
peri operative cardiovascular evaluation for no cardiac surgery remain the best available
method for risk assessment in noncardiac thoracic surgery. Thoracic surgery is categorized as
a high-risk surgical procedure in this matter. Coronary angiography is advocated in case of
major clinical predictors such as unstable angina, decompensated heart failure, significant
arrhythmias, or severe valvular disease. In cases of intermediate or minor clinical predictors
the decision whether to perform an angiography is based on non-invasive testing [59].

As adenosine and dipyridamole should be avoided in patients with clinical bronchospasms,
dobutamine stress echocardiography is the evaluation of choice for patients with cardiac
ischemia referred for thoracic surgery [60]. In general the indications for coronary angiography
are similar to those in the nonoperative setting. No prospective randomized data exists on the
role of prophylactic coronary bypass surgery. Whether percutaneous coronary intervention is
superior to bypass surgery is uncertain, but in cases of angioplasty with stenting it is probably
safer to postpone surgery for 2 to 4 weeks. In conclusion, the preoperative cardiac assessment
of thoracic surgery patients is of great importance, although prospectively controlled data for
this type of surgery are lacking. [59]
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5.6. Heart failure

Few studies have addressed the problem of postoperative right ventricular dysfunction, which
is because of changes in right ventricular afterload and contractility [67]- [71]. Although right
ventricular end-diastolic volume remains stable in the early postoperative hours, significant
increases may be observed on the first and second postoperative days. Although many authors
[69]- [71] claim that afterload alteration is the major determinant of RV dysfunction. Pulmonary
artery pressure and pulmonary vascular resistance only rose modestly in a study [66],
suggesting that the rise in afterload is not the only causing factor. Another argument favouring
afterload augmentation as the cause of RV dysfunction is the fact that postoperative pulmonary
artery pressure, pulmonary vascular resistance, and central venous pressure only change
significantly during exercise [70]. Changes in RV function are able to compensate for the
increased RV end-diastolic volume at rest, but not during exercise, with a resultant increase
in pulmonary artery pressure and pulmonary vascular resistance. [59] One study used serially
performed transthoracic echocardiography to assess the effects of pulmonary resection [71].
Only pneumonectomy patients had mild postoperative pulmonary hypertension without
significant RV systolic dysfunction. Pulmonary embolism and cardiac herniation are rare
mechanisms that may cause RV dysfunction.

Left heart failure is generally a consequence of impaired right heart function, either by
decreasing left ventricular preload or by shifting the intraventricular septum resulting in a
decreased left ventricular volume. Other causes of left ventricular dysfunction are acute
myocardial infarction, pre-existing valvular disorders or cardiac herniation. [59]

5.7. Pulmonary oedema

Respiratory complications occur in 5-14% of patients [72]- [74]. The risk factors include age of
the patient, extent of resection, preoperative lung function and other co morbidities.

However, a number of case studies have described what appears to be a specific syndrome of
post pulmonary resection lung injury, which has been called post‐pneumonectomy pulmonary
edema (PPO). [75], [76], [77] The syndrome consisted of the onset of severe respiratory failure,
within 48 h of operation, associated with diffuse radiographic changes on plain chest films
consistent with pulmonary oedema. However, central pressure measurements showed no
evidence of left ventricular failure or cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. Its incidence is approx‐
imately 2.5% to 4% [78]- [83].

The mechanisms of injury are that ischaemia–reperfusion injury and [84] reactive oxygen
species. [85] Pulmonary capillary stress failure occurs when the pulmonary microvascular bed
is subjected to increased pressure and could produce capillary injury. [86]

Following are the recommendations and statements concerning fluid administration: (1) there
is no "third space" in the thorax, (2) total positive fluid balance in the first 24 hours should not
exceed 20 mL/kg, (3) a urinary output greater than 0.5 mL/kg/h is unnecessary, (4) the use of
invasive monitoring techniques is advisable if increased tissue perfusion is necessary postop‐
eratively, (5) factors that contribute to increased pulmonary venous pressures should be
minimized postoperatively, (6) hyperinflation of the residual lung should be avoided, (7)
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regular chest roentgenograms should be obtained postoperatively, (8) prolonged periods with
the residual lung in the dependent position should be avoided, and (9) prophylactic digitali‐
zation has not been shown to reduce the incidence of post resection supraventricular arrhyth‐
mias or of postpneumonectomy pulmonary edema. [59]

Therapy [59] consists of administration of diuretics, restriction of fluid, nutritional support,
and maintenance of adequate oxygenation, even with mechanical ventilation if necessary.
Despite aggressive treatment, the clinical outcome is poor with mortality exceeding 50%. Nitric
oxide ventilation and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation were tried as possible therapies.
In particular the use of inhaled nitric oxide, in doses of 10 to 20 ppm, was able to lower mortality
rates to 30% in a small series of patients. In the same report early intubation (at first signs of
ARDS), aspiration, bronchoscopy, and postural changes are also advocated.

Pulmonary hypertension is a major concern for patients undergoing general thoracic surgery
and often contraindicates pulmonary resection. Multiple aetiologies exist, such as cardiomy‐
opathy or intrinsic cardiac valvular disease, as well as destructive pulmonary parenchymal
processes resulting in cor pulmonale. The presence of pulmonary hypertension puts patients
at increased risk for anaesthesia and surgical morbidity.

5.8. Postpneumonectomy syndrome

Postpneumonectomy syndrome refers to bronchial compression occurring as a result of
massive mediastinal shift following pneumonectomy [87]- [89]. Incidence is approximately
one in 640 cases [90]. This syndrome is much more common after right pneumonectomy: the
mediastinum undergoes counterclockwise rotation as it shifts toward the pneumonectomy
space [87], [88], [90], [91], [92]. This results in stretching, distortion, and compression of the left
main bronchus between the pulmonary artery anteriorly and the aorta and vertebral column
posteriorly. The syndrome has also been described after left pneumonectomy, both in patients
with and without an aberrant right aortic arch [92], [94], [95], [96], [99]

Risk factors include young age and female sex [88], [97], [98]. These patients have more elastic
mediastinal tissues (thus prone to shifting) and a softer, more compliant airway (thus subject
to compression). [77] Patients typically present with exertional dyspnoea, stridor, and
recurrent pulmonary infection] within one year of pneumonectomy. The onset is usually
gradual, but acute obstruction may ensue in children. [99]

Airway stenting has been used in the treatment of inoperable patients and as a bridge to
surgery in cases of acute obstruction [95], [98]. Definitive treatment involves surgical reposi‐
tioning of the mediastinum in the midline. The mediastinum is then maintained in position by
a saline-filled silicone prosthesis which is inserted into the pneumonectomy space. [99]

5.9. Lobar torsion and gangrene

Lobar torsion represents a rotation of the bronchovascular pedicle with resultant airway
obstruction and vascular compromise. This disorder has been described in 3 different circum‐
stances: as a complication of thoracic surgery, after blunt trauma, and spontaneously [100]
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regular chest roentgenograms should be obtained postoperatively, (8) prolonged periods with
the residual lung in the dependent position should be avoided, and (9) prophylactic digitali‐
zation has not been shown to reduce the incidence of post resection supraventricular arrhyth‐
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gradual, but acute obstruction may ensue in children. [99]

Airway stenting has been used in the treatment of inoperable patients and as a bridge to
surgery in cases of acute obstruction [95], [98]. Definitive treatment involves surgical reposi‐
tioning of the mediastinum in the midline. The mediastinum is then maintained in position by
a saline-filled silicone prosthesis which is inserted into the pneumonectomy space. [99]

5.9. Lobar torsion and gangrene

Lobar torsion represents a rotation of the bronchovascular pedicle with resultant airway
obstruction and vascular compromise. This disorder has been described in 3 different circum‐
stances: as a complication of thoracic surgery, after blunt trauma, and spontaneously [100]
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The overall incidence of lung torsion has been reported as 0.089%–0.2%, and is equally rare
after thoracic surgery. [100], [101]. The pathophysiological mechanisms of torsion develop‐
ment were previously postulated as an airless lobe, incision of the inferior pulmonary ligament,
pleural effusion, a long slim lobar pedicle, and lack of pleural adhesions. [100]

Patient’s condition manifests as high fever, severe chest pain, massive haemoptysis, bron‐
chorrhea, and sepsis, seen radiographically as abrupt consolidation and abnormal location of
the collapsed lung. Only meticulous observations of both clinical and radiological manifesta‐
tions, although uncharacteristic, can provide an indication of torsion development. [102].
Thereafter, bronchoscopy, contrast chest computed tomography, or angiography can be
diagnostic in finding the distorted or occluded bronchi or tapered pulmonary artery. [100],
[102]. Subsequent manoeuvres, such as contrast computed tomography, would have been
diagnostic and prompted reoperation. Intrathoracic bleeding was suspected considering the
history of extensive mediastinal adhesions, voluminous drainage, and blood loss. The
distinguishing features were: the chest opacity appeared hypertensive, and the resultant huge
tension markedly shifted the mediastinum; the serous fluid drainage, albeit a large amount,
was inconsistent with the severity of the anaemia; and radiographically, there was a convex
pulmonary margin around the chest tube. Wagner and Nesbitt stated that lobar torsion after
right upper lobe resections accounted for 70% of the cases in the literature, whereas 15%
followed resection of the left upper lobe. Torsion could happen in any lobe [103]

Options for surgical intervention include simple detorsion or resection of the involved
pulmonary segments. Detorsion alone is advocated only in patients who undergo re-inter‐
vention within a few hours of the primary procedure; while in the majority of patients,
pulmonary resection is mandatory due to pulmonary gangrene. Embolisms to other vital
organs are the main complications after surgery, which should therefore be carefully moni‐
tored. [102]

It seems reasonable to staple or suture the middle lobe to the lower lobe after a right upper
lobectomy if the oblique fissure is complete to prevent middle lobe torsion. Postoperatively,
the possibility of a lobar torsion after lobectomy should be considered when an infiltrate or
complete atelectasis persists or worsens; bronchoscopic intervention should be performed
promptly.

5.10. Cardiac tamponade

Pericardial tamponade, though rare after open lobectomy, should be considered along with
other complications when a patient repeatedly develops hypotension with therapies that
causes venodilation. A rising CVP and its equalization with pulmonary artery diastolic
pressure indicate cardiac tamponade. Symptoms include those related to cardiac tamponade:
low cardiac output and Beck's triad (hypotension, muffled heart sounds, and increased central
venous pressure). Diagnosis of this complication again requires a high index of suspicion.
Echocardiography is the diagnostic study of choice to visualize impaired filling of the right
ventricle because of increased pericardial pressure from the pericardial effusion.
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Treatment include an urgent pericardiocentesis as a temporizing measure followed by
reopening of the thoracotomy or a formal median sternotomy, which allows full inspection of
the interior of the pericardium and provides adequate access for definite management of the
cause. Minor injuries during retraction and dissection can produce life-threatening conditions
like pericardial tamponade. Episodes of unexplained hypotension suggest a cardiac aetiology;
a high index of suspicion and urgent surgical intervention can prevent adverse outcome.

5.11. Chylothorax

The thoracic duct can be injured during any thoracic procedure. Pleuro-pulmonary proce‐
dures, esophageal resection, intrapericardial and mediastinal procedures, and even less
invasive procedures like subclavian puncture may lead to thoracic duct injury and subsequent
chylothorax [104]- [108]. The incidence of chylothorax after pulmonary resection is between
0.7% and 2%. [109]- [110] This complication typically occurs at the time of resection. Aetiologies
in thoracic surgery include aggressive mediastinal lymph node dissection with incomplete
ligation of lymphatic channels or direct injury to the thoracic duct either during extra pleural
pneumonectomy or division of the pulmonary ligament. There will be loss of calories, fluids,
and proteins cause nutritional deficiency, dehydration, and immunologic dysfunction and if
not drained can cause respiratory compromise.

Chylothorax can compress the lung resulting in shortness of breath and respiratory distress.
Empyema is a rare complication due to the bacteriostatic nature of lecithin and fatty acids.
Sterile chyle does not cause pleuritic pain or a fibrotic inflammatory reaction. Loss of proteins
and vitamins, more than fat, leads to metabolic and nutritional defects, immunodeficiency,
coagulopathy, malnutrition and death. A prompt diagnosis and an accurate early treatment
are therefore essential. Analysis of the effusion demonstrates a triglyceride level >110 mg/dL
and a lymphocyte count >90%, gram, Sudan 3 stain, chylomicrins on electrophoresis. The total
protein concentration in the effusion is near or equal to the plasma protein concentration.

Leads to cardiopulmonary abnormalities and metabolic and immunologic

Mostly, it occurs from 2 days to 4 weeks postoperatively and varies from slight to severe forms
determined by the volume and rate of chyle loss. Conservative treatment initially involves
replacing the nutrients lost in the chyle and draining large chylothoraces using chest drain
insertion if necessary, to ensure complete lung expansion, nil by mouth or the administration
of low fat medium chain triglycerides by mouth. Medium chain triglycerides are directly
absorbed in to the portal system, bypassing the intestinal lymph system. This reduces the flow
of chyle in the thoracic duct allowing it the opportunity to heal. [111] If the chyle leak does not
stop following the use of medium chain triglycerides, then total parenteral feeding to reduce
the chyle flow even further should be considered. [111]- [112] Somatostatin and octreotide have
proved to be useful in the conservative treatment of chylothorax. These agents reduce intestinal
chyle production, thereby reducing the volume flowing through the injured thoracic duct.
[113]- [115]

Chemical pleurodesis with TALC is an alternative option in the majority of patients that are
too unwell for surgical closure of the chyle leak. A cannulation and embolisation technique
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distinguishing features were: the chest opacity appeared hypertensive, and the resultant huge
tension markedly shifted the mediastinum; the serous fluid drainage, albeit a large amount,
was inconsistent with the severity of the anaemia; and radiographically, there was a convex
pulmonary margin around the chest tube. Wagner and Nesbitt stated that lobar torsion after
right upper lobe resections accounted for 70% of the cases in the literature, whereas 15%
followed resection of the left upper lobe. Torsion could happen in any lobe [103]

Options for surgical intervention include simple detorsion or resection of the involved
pulmonary segments. Detorsion alone is advocated only in patients who undergo re-inter‐
vention within a few hours of the primary procedure; while in the majority of patients,
pulmonary resection is mandatory due to pulmonary gangrene. Embolisms to other vital
organs are the main complications after surgery, which should therefore be carefully moni‐
tored. [102]

It seems reasonable to staple or suture the middle lobe to the lower lobe after a right upper
lobectomy if the oblique fissure is complete to prevent middle lobe torsion. Postoperatively,
the possibility of a lobar torsion after lobectomy should be considered when an infiltrate or
complete atelectasis persists or worsens; bronchoscopic intervention should be performed
promptly.

5.10. Cardiac tamponade

Pericardial tamponade, though rare after open lobectomy, should be considered along with
other complications when a patient repeatedly develops hypotension with therapies that
causes venodilation. A rising CVP and its equalization with pulmonary artery diastolic
pressure indicate cardiac tamponade. Symptoms include those related to cardiac tamponade:
low cardiac output and Beck's triad (hypotension, muffled heart sounds, and increased central
venous pressure). Diagnosis of this complication again requires a high index of suspicion.
Echocardiography is the diagnostic study of choice to visualize impaired filling of the right
ventricle because of increased pericardial pressure from the pericardial effusion.
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Treatment include an urgent pericardiocentesis as a temporizing measure followed by
reopening of the thoracotomy or a formal median sternotomy, which allows full inspection of
the interior of the pericardium and provides adequate access for definite management of the
cause. Minor injuries during retraction and dissection can produce life-threatening conditions
like pericardial tamponade. Episodes of unexplained hypotension suggest a cardiac aetiology;
a high index of suspicion and urgent surgical intervention can prevent adverse outcome.

5.11. Chylothorax

The thoracic duct can be injured during any thoracic procedure. Pleuro-pulmonary proce‐
dures, esophageal resection, intrapericardial and mediastinal procedures, and even less
invasive procedures like subclavian puncture may lead to thoracic duct injury and subsequent
chylothorax [104]- [108]. The incidence of chylothorax after pulmonary resection is between
0.7% and 2%. [109]- [110] This complication typically occurs at the time of resection. Aetiologies
in thoracic surgery include aggressive mediastinal lymph node dissection with incomplete
ligation of lymphatic channels or direct injury to the thoracic duct either during extra pleural
pneumonectomy or division of the pulmonary ligament. There will be loss of calories, fluids,
and proteins cause nutritional deficiency, dehydration, and immunologic dysfunction and if
not drained can cause respiratory compromise.

Chylothorax can compress the lung resulting in shortness of breath and respiratory distress.
Empyema is a rare complication due to the bacteriostatic nature of lecithin and fatty acids.
Sterile chyle does not cause pleuritic pain or a fibrotic inflammatory reaction. Loss of proteins
and vitamins, more than fat, leads to metabolic and nutritional defects, immunodeficiency,
coagulopathy, malnutrition and death. A prompt diagnosis and an accurate early treatment
are therefore essential. Analysis of the effusion demonstrates a triglyceride level >110 mg/dL
and a lymphocyte count >90%, gram, Sudan 3 stain, chylomicrins on electrophoresis. The total
protein concentration in the effusion is near or equal to the plasma protein concentration.

Leads to cardiopulmonary abnormalities and metabolic and immunologic

Mostly, it occurs from 2 days to 4 weeks postoperatively and varies from slight to severe forms
determined by the volume and rate of chyle loss. Conservative treatment initially involves
replacing the nutrients lost in the chyle and draining large chylothoraces using chest drain
insertion if necessary, to ensure complete lung expansion, nil by mouth or the administration
of low fat medium chain triglycerides by mouth. Medium chain triglycerides are directly
absorbed in to the portal system, bypassing the intestinal lymph system. This reduces the flow
of chyle in the thoracic duct allowing it the opportunity to heal. [111] If the chyle leak does not
stop following the use of medium chain triglycerides, then total parenteral feeding to reduce
the chyle flow even further should be considered. [111]- [112] Somatostatin and octreotide have
proved to be useful in the conservative treatment of chylothorax. These agents reduce intestinal
chyle production, thereby reducing the volume flowing through the injured thoracic duct.
[113]- [115]

Chemical pleurodesis with TALC is an alternative option in the majority of patients that are
too unwell for surgical closure of the chyle leak. A cannulation and embolisation technique
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prospectively to treat chylothorax was curative in patients’ with demonstratable duct leakage
[115] however reproducibility and success have varied in different centres. Surgical therapy
[115] is recommended in cases where despite conservative management the patient drains
more than 1.5 l/day in an adult or >100 ml/kg body weight per day in a child, leaks chyle at a
rate of >1 l/day for5 days or has persistent chyle flow for more than 2 weeks. Surgery is also
recommended if there has been a rapid decline in nutritional status despite conservative
management. Thoracic duct ligation can be performed during thoracotomy or by thoraco‐
scopic intervention. [116], [117] The main problem is identifying the chyle leak. Ligation of the
thoracic duct is successful in 90% of patients when performed just above the right hemi-
diaphragm. [118] Ligating here, also has the advantage of halting flow from any unidentified
accessory ducts. Collateral circulation redirects the chyle around the ligation point ensuring
that the chyle still completes its journey to the circulation. In cases of loculated or complicated
chylothorax pleural decortication with pleurodesis may be performed. [115]

5.12. Prolonged air leak

One of the common problems after thoracic surgery is prolonged postoperative air leak. Not
all patients have an air leak after pulmonary resection. However, many patients having a
lobectomy, segmentectomy, or a complicated wedge resection will leave the operating room
with a leak

The vast majority of postoperative air leaks, however, are alveolar air leaks, and therefore
initial management should be aimed at treating this entity. The management of bronchopleural
fistulas is substantially different than that of alveolar air leaks, often requiring early surgical
intervention. [119]

Air leaks that persist beyond a certain point may prolong the hospital length of stay. The
Society of Thoracic Surgeons database mentions air leaks are those which are typically present
when the patient could otherwise be discharged were it not for a continued air leak. The STS
Thoracic Surgery Database defined prolonged air leak as lasting >5 days. Prolonged air leak
may be associated with an increased complication rate and certainly may increase length of
stay. Okereke et al. [120] found complications in up to 30% for patients with any air leak but
only 18% in patients without, but this may have been a marker of extent of surgery or disease.
Varela and colleagues [121] found that air leak lasting at least 5 days was associated with
greater pulmonary morbidity, such as atelectasis, pneumonia, and empyema. They also found
that the length of stay was extended by 6 days. Most leaks will stop within 2 to 3 weeks

By far the most common treatment of airleaks is watchful waiting with continuous drain‐
age through a tube thoracostomy. More than 90% of air leaks seemed to stop within sev‐
eral  weeks  after  operation  with  this  form  of  management  alone,  with  only  rare
development of an empyema. [119]A valved, outpatient system, such as a Heimlich, can
only  be  considered  in  patients  who  have  no  more  than  a  small,  stable,  asymptomatic
pneumothorax on water seal. [119]

Blood patch or chemical pleurodesis may be considered as the next step. Experience with these
techniques is variable. The instillation of sclerosing materials into the pleural space through
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the thoracostomy tube promotes symphysis of visceral and parietal pleura and may produce
leak closure. Given the low rate of infection reported in published series, it remains unclear
whether antibiotics should routinely be used. [119]

Autologous blood patch is another nonsurgical option to treat PAL after the operation or
spontaneous pneumothorax [122]- [127]. To summarize, blood-patch pleurodesis involves the
instillation of autologous blood into the pleural space through a chest catheter. It is simple,
relatively painless, and often effective, but some information suggests that blood-patch
pleurodesis may also carry an increased risk of intrathoracic infection. Although there are six
articles on this subject, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions due to the variable study
sizes (from 2 patients to 32 patients), quantity of blood injected (50 to 150 mL), and endpoint
definitions.

Pneumoperitoneum instilled through a transabdominal catheter has been reported to be
effective in some cases [128], [129]. Surgical options to accomplish pleural symphysis or control
the source of an alveolar air leak, or both, include video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) with
parenchymal stapling, VATS with chemical pleurodesis, VATS with pleural abrasion [130],
[131], VATS with application of topical sealants [132], [133], and the less well-supported use
of VATS with laser sealing of the site of leak [134]. Omental or muscle flaps placed at re-
thoracotomy can also be used successfully to obliterate the pleural space in patients with
incomplete lung expansion and residual air leaks [135].

6. Injuries to surrounding structures

Injuries can happen to the oesophagus, phrenic nerve, recurrent laryngeal nerve, dural
lacerations and spinal cord injury and peripheral embolisation of tumour.

6.1. Injury to the phrenic nerve

Thoracic  surgical  procedures  can  produce  phrenic  nerve  injury.  It  happens  when  there
are adhesions or in redo surgeries. Surgeries like anterior mediastinal tumor excision, re‐
section of superior sulcus tumours, repair of thoracic outlet syndrome, or right-sided me‐
diastinal  lymph node dissection could all  cause phrenic nerve injury.  Such injuries may
be temporary or permanent.  Presenting features are shortness of breath on exertion and
impaired exercise tolerance [136].  If  patients are on a ventilator then there may be diffi‐
culty  in  weaning  of  ventilator.  X-ray  shows  elevation  of  the  affected  hemi  diaphragm.
This is  confirmed by ultrasound or fluoroscopy, which is the diagnostic study of choice
in evaluation of these injuries. The best method of management of unilateral palsy is dia‐
phragmatic plication [136].

6.2. Injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve

Injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve generally present in the postoperative phase with
a weak hoarse and whispery voice. They nay describe a voice, which gets weaker as the
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lobectomy, segmentectomy, or a complicated wedge resection will leave the operating room
with a leak

The vast majority of postoperative air leaks, however, are alveolar air leaks, and therefore
initial management should be aimed at treating this entity. The management of bronchopleural
fistulas is substantially different than that of alveolar air leaks, often requiring early surgical
intervention. [119]

Air leaks that persist beyond a certain point may prolong the hospital length of stay. The
Society of Thoracic Surgeons database mentions air leaks are those which are typically present
when the patient could otherwise be discharged were it not for a continued air leak. The STS
Thoracic Surgery Database defined prolonged air leak as lasting >5 days. Prolonged air leak
may be associated with an increased complication rate and certainly may increase length of
stay. Okereke et al. [120] found complications in up to 30% for patients with any air leak but
only 18% in patients without, but this may have been a marker of extent of surgery or disease.
Varela and colleagues [121] found that air leak lasting at least 5 days was associated with
greater pulmonary morbidity, such as atelectasis, pneumonia, and empyema. They also found
that the length of stay was extended by 6 days. Most leaks will stop within 2 to 3 weeks

By far the most common treatment of airleaks is watchful waiting with continuous drain‐
age through a tube thoracostomy. More than 90% of air leaks seemed to stop within sev‐
eral  weeks  after  operation  with  this  form  of  management  alone,  with  only  rare
development of an empyema. [119]A valved, outpatient system, such as a Heimlich, can
only  be  considered  in  patients  who  have  no  more  than  a  small,  stable,  asymptomatic
pneumothorax on water seal. [119]

Blood patch or chemical pleurodesis may be considered as the next step. Experience with these
techniques is variable. The instillation of sclerosing materials into the pleural space through
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the thoracostomy tube promotes symphysis of visceral and parietal pleura and may produce
leak closure. Given the low rate of infection reported in published series, it remains unclear
whether antibiotics should routinely be used. [119]

Autologous blood patch is another nonsurgical option to treat PAL after the operation or
spontaneous pneumothorax [122]- [127]. To summarize, blood-patch pleurodesis involves the
instillation of autologous blood into the pleural space through a chest catheter. It is simple,
relatively painless, and often effective, but some information suggests that blood-patch
pleurodesis may also carry an increased risk of intrathoracic infection. Although there are six
articles on this subject, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions due to the variable study
sizes (from 2 patients to 32 patients), quantity of blood injected (50 to 150 mL), and endpoint
definitions.

Pneumoperitoneum instilled through a transabdominal catheter has been reported to be
effective in some cases [128], [129]. Surgical options to accomplish pleural symphysis or control
the source of an alveolar air leak, or both, include video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) with
parenchymal stapling, VATS with chemical pleurodesis, VATS with pleural abrasion [130],
[131], VATS with application of topical sealants [132], [133], and the less well-supported use
of VATS with laser sealing of the site of leak [134]. Omental or muscle flaps placed at re-
thoracotomy can also be used successfully to obliterate the pleural space in patients with
incomplete lung expansion and residual air leaks [135].

6. Injuries to surrounding structures

Injuries can happen to the oesophagus, phrenic nerve, recurrent laryngeal nerve, dural
lacerations and spinal cord injury and peripheral embolisation of tumour.

6.1. Injury to the phrenic nerve

Thoracic  surgical  procedures  can  produce  phrenic  nerve  injury.  It  happens  when  there
are adhesions or in redo surgeries. Surgeries like anterior mediastinal tumor excision, re‐
section of superior sulcus tumours, repair of thoracic outlet syndrome, or right-sided me‐
diastinal  lymph node dissection could all  cause phrenic nerve injury.  Such injuries may
be temporary or permanent.  Presenting features are shortness of breath on exertion and
impaired exercise tolerance [136].  If  patients are on a ventilator then there may be diffi‐
culty  in  weaning  of  ventilator.  X-ray  shows  elevation  of  the  affected  hemi  diaphragm.
This is  confirmed by ultrasound or fluoroscopy, which is the diagnostic study of choice
in evaluation of these injuries. The best method of management of unilateral palsy is dia‐
phragmatic plication [136].

6.2. Injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve

Injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve generally present in the postoperative phase with
a weak hoarse and whispery voice. They nay describe a voice, which gets weaker as the
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day progresses,  which may cause aspiration or  impaired physiotherapy due to inability
to cough effectively.  A laryngoscopy is  done to confirm the diagnosis and adduction of
the affected vocal cord or sluggish motion will be absent. Treatment depends on whether
the injury is temporary or permanent. A fibre optic evaluation is necessary to test swal‐
lowing and sensation.  To assist  with pulmonary physiotherapy and decrease the risk of
aspiration,  medialization laryngoplasty may be suggested [136].  This  can be done as  an
office  procedure  with  the  aid  of  autologous  fat,  Gel  foam,  collagen,  or  polytetrafluoro‐
ethylene. [136]

7. Infections

Infectious complications after pulmonary surgery include operative wound infection, em‐
pyema,  and  nosocomial  pneumonia.  Antibiotic  prophylaxis  should  therefore  be  guided
against these three entities. The incidence varies from 5% to 24.4%. They are responsible
for increased hospital mortality to up to 19% as well as increased costs and length of hos‐
pital stay. In one study 53.6% of the germs identified were gram-negative bacteria, 39.3%
gram-positive bacteria, and 7.1% were fungi [137]. These infections should be aggressive‐
ly  treated  with  appropriate  antibiotics  after  culture.  Chest  physiotherapy,  pain  control,
bronchodilators,  and early  ambulation should be done for  all  patients  but  regardless  of
these  pneumonia  develops.  Postoperative  atelectasis  after  pulmonary surgery  should be
aggressively managed before it deteriorates into pneumonia. Our policy is to give Ticar‐
cillin  Sodium and Potassium Clavulanate  3.1  g  four times a  day in divided doses till  a
positive culture is obtained.

The incidence of empyema is dropping but could happen if there is prolonged air leak.
Generally they are managed with antibiotics but may necessitate thoracotomy and wash out.

Other complications include pulmonary embolism, deep venous thrombosis, renal failure,
strokes, major gastrointestinal bleed and late empyema. These complications should be
recognised very early and aggressive management should be instituted if they are to be tackled
successfully.

Thus postoperative care and management of postoperative complications is a team approach
and good preoperative and intraoperative measures minimize the incidence of postoperative
complications and early recognition and treatment is essential for successful outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Pleural effusions can form basing on the disease of the pleural membranes themselves or
thoracic or abdominal organs [1]. The pleura is also important to maintain local fluid homeo‐
stasis. The exact mechanisms of pleural fluid production and absorption are complex and not
fully understood [2, 3].

The normal pleural space is approximately 18 to 20 μm in width, although it widens at its most
dependent areas. It has been shown that the pleural membranes do not touch each other and
that the pleural space is a real gap, not a potential space [1].

Classically described; pleural effusion is the accumulation of fluid in the pleural gap that may
be caused by any reason [4]. If there is an evidence of invasion by the tumor or any malignant
cells detected in this fluid, it is described as malignant pleural effusion. Although there has
been no epidemiologic study with respect to pleural effusion yet, it is a common clinic problem
which is estimated to be a million cases in the United States of America every year. Malignant
diseases account for over 22% of all cases that means; approximately 220 000 new patients in
the United States and 40 000 in the United Kingdom [5].

Primary tumours of the pleural space are less common [6]. Pleural metastasis may be caused
by any organ. Malignant pleural effusions (MPE) are most frequently produced by carcinomas
of the lung (37%), breast (25%), and ovary (10%). Other reasons include malignancies of the
genitourinary (7%) or gastrointestinal tract (9%) and lymphoma (10%) [7]. Even today, in up
to 10% of the malignant pleural effusions, the origin of tumour is not identified [8].

The incidence and prevalence of mesothelioma may vary from region to region. Interestingly,
despite its grim reputation, mesothelioma whose curative treatments are not yet available,
offers better survival than does metastatic pleural disease, with a median survival of less than
12 months [6].
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Asymptomatic patients with either a malignant or a paramalignant effusion need not be treated
initially [9]. Malignant pleural effusion will eventually develop into cancer in the majority of
patients. It often recurs challenging the physicians, patients and the patient’s family in
balancing the benefits of symptomatic improvement with the risk and inconvenience of
therapy [10, 11].

2. Pathogenesis

Pathophysiology of MPE has not been fully understood yet and is still on debate. There are
many hypotheses on the pathogenesis of MPE in cancer. It commonly results from disruption
of normal starling forces regulating pleural fluid absorption by obstruction of mediastinal
lymphatics, which drain the pleural space [9]. There is a strong relationship between media‐
stinal metastasis and development of MPE [12, 13]. Other causes of MPE include direct invasion
(e.g. lung cancer, breast cancer, chest wall neoplasms), hematogenous spread of tumor to the
pleura (eg, metastasis, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma), or increased capillary permeability caused
by tumor invasion-related local inflammatory changes or vascular endothelial growth factor
production [14]. Just the presence of metastasis does not seem sufficient to explain the
pathogenesis of pleural effusions. In fact, only about 60% of patients with proven pleural
metastases develop pleural effusions [15, 16].

Indeed, the accumulation of excess pleural fluid associated with cancer may be the result of a
number of separate factors in an individual patient [16]. Postmortem studies have demon‐
strated a strong relationship between carcinomatous infiltration of the mediastinal lymph
nodes and the occurrence of pleural effusion [11,15]. This finding suggests an important role
of the impaired lymphatic drainage in the pathogenesis of MPE. However, if this was to be the
only mechanism, one would expect MPEs to be transudative, but instead, the majority of these
effusions are exudates [16].

Local effects of tumor

Lymphatic

Bronchial obstruction with pneumonia

Bronchial obstruction with atelectasis

Trapped lung

Chylothorax

Superior vena cava syndrome

Systemic effects of tumor

Pulmonary embolism

Hypoalbuminemia

Complications of therapy

Radiation therapy (Early or late)

Chemotherapy

Table 1. The Causes of paramalignant Effusion [17]

All fluids of pleura may not be malignant in patients with malignancy. The effusion caused
by a neoplasm without the evidence of malignant cells in the pleural effusion as well as sur‐
rounding tissues is called as “paramalignant” effusion. Presence of paramalignant effusion
is not a contraindication for the surgery. Obstructive pneumonia or atelectasia, lymphatic
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obstruction, cheilothorax caused by the invasion of thoracic duct, trapped lung, pulmonary
embolism, hypoalbuminemia, cachexia, radiotherapy and, chemotherapeutics such as bleo‐
mycin, methotrexate and cyclophosphamide are the well known causes of para-malignant
effusion [17].

3. Clinical presentations

The first and most common presenting symptom is dyspnea (96%) [12, 18]. The pathogenesis
of dyspnea caused by a large pleural effusion has not been clearly elucidated, but several
factors may be involved including a decrease in the compliance of the chest wall, contralateral
shifting of the mediastinum, a decrease in the ipsilateral lung volume, and reflex stimulation
from the lungs and chest wall [19]. After other causes of dyspnea have been excluded; detailed
anamnesis, physical examination and radiological monitoring are required. As many as a third
of patients with malignant pleural effusions present with weight loss and cachexia and appear
debilitated by chronic illness [20]. Malignant causes should be excluded firstly in the list of
differential diagnosis in patients diagnosed as exudates. A complete medical history and
physical examination should be done considering any potential causes or risk factors of
malignancy.

Other bothersome symptoms are cough [44%) and chest pain (56%) [18]. The majority of
patients with MPE are symptomatic while less than 25% have no respiratory complaints [12].
Other symptoms include sharp pleuritic pain, dull ache with a feeling of pressure, and
heaviness in the chest. A physical examination can reveal decreased breath sounds, and
dullness to percussion [12].

4. Imaging techniques

Although standard chest radiographs can detect as little as 50 mL of PF on a lateral view,[21]
it provides only suggestive findings for the diagnosis of MPE. A massive effusion increases
the probability of a malignant aetiology and commonly produces a meniscus sign with fluid
tracking up the lateral chest wall, a shift of the mediastinum to the contralateral side, and an
inversion of the diaphragm. Radiographic signs of an MPE include circumferential lobulated
pleural thickening, crowding of ribs, and elevation of the hemidiaphragm or ipsilateral
mediastinal shift consistent with lung atelectasis due to airway obstruction by a tumor [22].
Due to resembling the other causes of pleural effusion other imaging studies may be necessary
such as ultrasound and computed tomography (CT) scan [23].

Ultrasound is an important device during evaluating the presence of an effusion and may be
used as a guide during thoracentesis. Ultrasound also may aid in distinguishing an exudates
(echogenic) from a transudate (anechoic) although this finding is not definitive [24]. Ultra‐
sound is, in fact, more sensitive than radiography and can detect as little as 5 mL of pleural
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fluid and is superior to CT for characterization of collections for the presence of septations and
loculations [25].

Computed tomography (CT) scanning is even more accurate in detecting small effusions,
including as little as 2 mL of fluid. The volume of the fluid presence can be best determined
radiographically by using three-dimensional reconstruction [26]. Currently, the most useful
radiographic study is a chest CT scan. CT scans help to establish the presence of a loculated
pleural effusion, allow the evaluation of the pulmonary parenchyma if there is not complete
lung compression, and distinguish pleural thickening from effusion. It also provides an
excellent way to evaluate the mediastinum for the presence of masses or lymphadenopathy
and permits detection of pleural-based nodules [27].

The role of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in the evaluation of pleural effusions is limited;
however, it may be beneficial in better characterizing possible tumour involvement of the chest
wall or diaphragm [28]. Neither MRI nor CT scan can distinguish transudates from exudates
accurately although both can be helpful in evaluating the pleural contents for masses, nodules,
and pleural based thickening once the fluid is removed [29].

Positron emission tomography (PET scan) with 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose provides less ana‐
tomic information but has the potential advantage of providing diagnostic information about
the effusion. This information may prove useful [30]. The true value of a PET scan would be
to provide additional information about disease elsewhere, not to give a diagnosis of malig‐
nancy. In addition, diagnosis or treatment of a malignant effusion will depend on the type of
cancer, and this cannot be determined with a PET scan [31].

5. Pleura and fluid characteristics

Once a pleural effusion is documented, diagnostic or therapeutic thoracentesis should be
performed to establish the nature of the effusion. For adequate separation of transudates and
exudates in pleural fluid, protein and LDH levels are determined and also the following tests
on pleural fluid are recommended: description of the fluid; cell count and differential; glucose;
pH particularly if the patient has a parapneumonic effusion; cytology; smears and cultures for
bacteria, mycobacteria, and fungi; and adenosine deaminase (ADA) if tuberculous pleuritis is
in the differential [32].

Effusions are classified as either exudative or transudative basing on established criteria and
now commonly known as Light's criteria: [33]

1. Ratio of pleural fluid protein to serum protein concentration is greater than 0.5

2. Ratio of pleural fluid lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) to its serum concentration is greater
than 0.6

3. LDH concentration in pleural effusion is greater than two thirds of the upper normal value
for the serum LDH
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This defines an exudate if any one of three criteria are met. The overall accuracy of these criteria
is 93% to 95% [34, 35]. Light criteria have commonly misclassify effusions when any one of
three criteria has a value close to its cutoff point [36]. Although the majority of malignant
pleural effusions are exudates, it is important to keep in mind that a few are transudates [37,
38]. These circumstances result from the defective implementation of diagnostic rules that
classify pleural effusions or coexisting conditions with transudates, such as hypoalbuminemia,
cirrhosis with ascites, or chronic heart failure [39]. This does not suggest that every individual
with a transudative pleural effusion should have pleural fluid cytological examination.
However, in the appropriate clinical setting and the absence of congestive heart failure or a
pleural fluid LDH level close to the exudative range, determination of pleural fluid cytology
is suggested [17].

The primary problem with the Light criteria is that they identify 15% to 20% of transudative
effusions as exudative effusions [40]. A re-evaluation of Light’s criteria demonstrates that
Light’s criteria have an overall sensitivity for an exudate of near 100%, but a specificity of only
approximately 80% [41]. In the search for the ideal test or improvement of Light's criteria; from
the first day of Light criteria that were published the most widely accepted and so far have
stood the test of time. Based on a meta-analysis of study in order to find the ideal diagnostic
criteria, including 1448 patients, an updated version of Light’s criteria, the original light studies
a slightly modified by the addition of cholesterol as a marker, recommended as the best way
to determine exudate. Judged by these criteria, a patient with any of the following criteria is
provided, said to be exudates [42]:

• Pleural fluid protein greater than 2.9 g/dL

• Pleural fluid cholesterol greater than 45 mg/dL

• Ratio of pleural fluid LDH to serum LDH greater than 0.6

The appearance of the pleural fluid obtained by thoracentesis, its consistency and color should
be noted. In patients with a known underlying malignancy, it is daily practice not only to obtain
the usual tests to differentiate a transudate from an exudate (total protein and lactate dehy‐
drogenase both in the fluid and in the serum) but also to obtain total and differential cell count,
pH, glucose level, cholesterol and triglycerides, cytological analysis, hematocrit (if fluid is
grossly bloody), and cultures. [37, 38].

Malignant pleural effusions may be serous, serosanguineous, or bloody, and usually are
exudative in nature [21]. There are four characteristics features of pleural effusion; suggesting
malignancy in patients with undiagnosed pleural effusion: that is to say, [1] a symptomatic
period of more than a month, [2] absence of fever, [3] blood-tinged or bloody pleural fluid, or
[4] CT findings suggestive of malignancy (pulmonary or pleural masses, pulmonary atelecta‐
sis, or lymphadenopathy) [43].

Despite all the progress in the imaging of the chest, for the diagnosis of MPE cytologic or tissue
biopsy is required for approval. Cytology is the simplest definitive and most accurate method
to diagnose malignant pleural effusion. Recent data suggests that at least 50 mL of pleural fluid
should be studied in order to provide optimal cytological analysis [44, 45].
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Malignant pleural effusions may be serous, serosanguineous, or bloody, and usually are
exudative in nature [21]. There are four characteristics features of pleural effusion; suggesting
malignancy in patients with undiagnosed pleural effusion: that is to say, [1] a symptomatic
period of more than a month, [2] absence of fever, [3] blood-tinged or bloody pleural fluid, or
[4] CT findings suggestive of malignancy (pulmonary or pleural masses, pulmonary atelecta‐
sis, or lymphadenopathy) [43].

Despite all the progress in the imaging of the chest, for the diagnosis of MPE cytologic or tissue
biopsy is required for approval. Cytology is the simplest definitive and most accurate method
to diagnose malignant pleural effusion. Recent data suggests that at least 50 mL of pleural fluid
should be studied in order to provide optimal cytological analysis [44, 45].
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Diagnostic success of cytology can improve with repeated thoracentesis [46]. Fluids should be
concentrated first for optimal detection of malignancy. There is a large variation in diagnostic
yields of pleural fluid cytology ranging from 62 to 90% [47, 48]. The sensitivity depends on the
type of malignancy, extent of disease, and experience of the cytopathologist [49].

Cytology of MPE in breast cancer has a sensitivity of 47% [50]. The diagnosis of adenocarci‐
nomas can be established in nearly all patients whereas patients with pleural effusions
secondary to Hodgkin’s disease, have a positive cytologic examination in less than 25% of cases
[51, 52]. Cytology is superior to blind percutaneous pleural biopsy in the diagnosis of malig‐
nant pleural effusion. Blind percutaneous pleural biopsy carries an 8% risk of pneumothorax,
and has limited contribution to the diagnosis of patient with suspected malignancy. In a series
of 118 patients with pleural effusions and negative cytology, closed pleural biopsy established
the diagnosis of malignant pleural effusion in only 17% of the cases [53].

Low diagnostic value of pleural biopsy depends on costal pleural involvement of cancer cells
in only half of patients with MPE since initial metastatic disease most commonly occurs on the
visceral, mediastinal, and diaphragmatic pleurae [54].

After thoracentesis, pleural biopsy might be indicated in cases with cytological examination
undiagnosed or suspected. Diagnostic value of conventional closed pleural biopsy with Abrams
or Cope needles is lower when compared with image-guided and thoracoscopic biopsy techni‐
ques. The specificity of closed needle biopsy for MPE is high, but case series report sensitivities
that range from 7% to 72% [53, 55-57]. However, closed pleural biopsy adds little to the cytolog‐
ical diagnosis in most cases and this is related to the scarce and irregular distribution of the tumour
lesions in the pleural cavity when cytology is negative [54]. The yield of blind needle biopsy is
higher when the pleural lesions are diffuse, as in tuberculosis and advanced neoplastic disease.
In contrast, thoracoscopy has a very high yield in malignant effusions. It can be performed with
local anesthesia and a single port of entry, and it has a little more complications than needle biopsy
[47]. Contraindications to pleural biopsy include bleeding diathesis, anticoagulation, chest wall
infection, and lack of patient cooperation. Important complications include pneumothorax,
haemothorax, and vasovagal reactions. A rapid clinical deterioration or increased postproce‐
dure effusion should alert the clinician to a possible haemothorax [58]. Nevertheless, pleural
needle biopsy can be performed on outpatient basis [59] whereas thoracoscopy is much more
complex and always requires hospitalization.

Normal pleural fluid pH ranges from 7.60 to 7.64. When a diagnostic thoracentesis is per‐
formed, pleural fluid pH is measured at any time. Analysis should be via a blood gas machine,
not on litmus paper, because the latter is unreliable and not an acceptable alternative [60].
Approximately one-third of malignant effusions have a pleural fluid pH of <7.30 at presenta‐
tion [61, 62]; this low pH is associated with glucose values of <60 mg/dL [63]. The cause of these
low-glucose, low-pH malignant effusion appears to be an increased tumour mass within the
pleural space compared with those with a higher pH effusion, resulting in decreased glucose
transfer into the pleural space and decreased efflux of the acidic by-products of glucose
metabolism, carbon dioxide (CO2], and lactic acid, due to an abnormal pleural membrane [64,
65]. Clinicians should keep in mind that parapneumonic effusions have pH less than 7.3 or
puslike looking.
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In general, cell counts obtained from the pleural fluid is rarely useful or pathognomonic.
Because most cells are normally neutrophils or monocytes, a predominance of lymphocytes
(>50%) should make one more seriously entertain the idea of a carcinomatous pleural effusion,
and greater than 85% lymphocytes should make one entertain the diagnosis of lymphoma,
sarcoidosis, chylothorax, rheumatoid pleurisy, or yellow nail syndrome [66, 67]. An increase
in pleural fluid eosinophilia (>10% of nucleated cells) might be associated with benign disease
(hemo- or pneumothorax), but also can be associated with all types of malignancy [68]. The
presence of mesothelial cells is not helpful in terms of diagnosis [67, 69]

Several tumor markers have been used in diagnosing of MPE, but their clinical role has not
been firmly established [70]. Higher levels of CEA are seen in squamous cell cancer and
adenocarcinoma of lung while higher levels of CA 15-3 are observed in breast cancer [71]. The
addition of any tumor marker assay would improve the diagnostic value of cytology [70].

Chromosome analysis has low sensitivity and specificity in diagnosing of MPE [71]. It may be
helpful particularly with MPE secondary to lymphoma and leukaemia [72]

The molecular biology of pleural effusions has begun to be understood, with vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) emerging as a major role player [73]. Because it induces
endothelial vasodilatation and enhances the permeability of the mesothelium 50,000 times
more potently than histamine, VEGF is thought to be a major, if not the most important,
cytokine in the etiology of effusions [74]. VEGF may be a part of the diagnosis of effusion in
the future.

6. Diagnosis

MPE has a wide variety of diagnostic methods. Diagnostic methods are often chosen according
to health care provider's medical facilities, the clinician's ability and most importantly the
patient. In spite of all the advances in today's thoracic imaging confirmation of suspected
malignant pleural effusion done by cytological methods or a pleural biopsy, a diagnostic
thoracentesis is recommended for any unilateral effusion or bilateral effusion in an individual
without obvious evidence of congestive heart failure [75]. Diagnostic thoracentesis is a useful
initial approach for patients with MPEs. Thoracentesis takes place in diagnosis of MPE as well
as reducing the symptoms. Thoracentesis also helps us in evaluation of the expansion capacity
of the lung and relieving acute symptoms.

Traditionally, land selection for thoracentesis is determined by radiographic and physical
examination findings [76]. There is no absolute contraindication for thoracentesis. Relative
contraindications include a minimal effusion < 1 cm in thickness from the fluid level to the
chest wall on a lateral decubitus view, bleeding diathesis, anticoagulation, and mechanical
ventilation. There is no increased bleeding in patients with mild-to moderate coagulopathy or
thrombocytopenia (prothrombin time or partial thromboplastin time >1.8 times normal,
platelets <25,000/mm3, or creatinine >6 mg/dL) [77]. Although it does not seem to increase the
risk of pneumothorax in patients undergoing mechanical ventilation; if a pneumothorax
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Diagnostic success of cytology can improve with repeated thoracentesis [46]. Fluids should be
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infection, and lack of patient cooperation. Important complications include pneumothorax,
haemothorax, and vasovagal reactions. A rapid clinical deterioration or increased postproce‐
dure effusion should alert the clinician to a possible haemothorax [58]. Nevertheless, pleural
needle biopsy can be performed on outpatient basis [59] whereas thoracoscopy is much more
complex and always requires hospitalization.

Normal pleural fluid pH ranges from 7.60 to 7.64. When a diagnostic thoracentesis is per‐
formed, pleural fluid pH is measured at any time. Analysis should be via a blood gas machine,
not on litmus paper, because the latter is unreliable and not an acceptable alternative [60].
Approximately one-third of malignant effusions have a pleural fluid pH of <7.30 at presenta‐
tion [61, 62]; this low pH is associated with glucose values of <60 mg/dL [63]. The cause of these
low-glucose, low-pH malignant effusion appears to be an increased tumour mass within the
pleural space compared with those with a higher pH effusion, resulting in decreased glucose
transfer into the pleural space and decreased efflux of the acidic by-products of glucose
metabolism, carbon dioxide (CO2], and lactic acid, due to an abnormal pleural membrane [64,
65]. Clinicians should keep in mind that parapneumonic effusions have pH less than 7.3 or
puslike looking.
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In general, cell counts obtained from the pleural fluid is rarely useful or pathognomonic.
Because most cells are normally neutrophils or monocytes, a predominance of lymphocytes
(>50%) should make one more seriously entertain the idea of a carcinomatous pleural effusion,
and greater than 85% lymphocytes should make one entertain the diagnosis of lymphoma,
sarcoidosis, chylothorax, rheumatoid pleurisy, or yellow nail syndrome [66, 67]. An increase
in pleural fluid eosinophilia (>10% of nucleated cells) might be associated with benign disease
(hemo- or pneumothorax), but also can be associated with all types of malignancy [68]. The
presence of mesothelial cells is not helpful in terms of diagnosis [67, 69]

Several tumor markers have been used in diagnosing of MPE, but their clinical role has not
been firmly established [70]. Higher levels of CEA are seen in squamous cell cancer and
adenocarcinoma of lung while higher levels of CA 15-3 are observed in breast cancer [71]. The
addition of any tumor marker assay would improve the diagnostic value of cytology [70].

Chromosome analysis has low sensitivity and specificity in diagnosing of MPE [71]. It may be
helpful particularly with MPE secondary to lymphoma and leukaemia [72]

The molecular biology of pleural effusions has begun to be understood, with vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) emerging as a major role player [73]. Because it induces
endothelial vasodilatation and enhances the permeability of the mesothelium 50,000 times
more potently than histamine, VEGF is thought to be a major, if not the most important,
cytokine in the etiology of effusions [74]. VEGF may be a part of the diagnosis of effusion in
the future.

6. Diagnosis

MPE has a wide variety of diagnostic methods. Diagnostic methods are often chosen according
to health care provider's medical facilities, the clinician's ability and most importantly the
patient. In spite of all the advances in today's thoracic imaging confirmation of suspected
malignant pleural effusion done by cytological methods or a pleural biopsy, a diagnostic
thoracentesis is recommended for any unilateral effusion or bilateral effusion in an individual
without obvious evidence of congestive heart failure [75]. Diagnostic thoracentesis is a useful
initial approach for patients with MPEs. Thoracentesis takes place in diagnosis of MPE as well
as reducing the symptoms. Thoracentesis also helps us in evaluation of the expansion capacity
of the lung and relieving acute symptoms.

Traditionally, land selection for thoracentesis is determined by radiographic and physical
examination findings [76]. There is no absolute contraindication for thoracentesis. Relative
contraindications include a minimal effusion < 1 cm in thickness from the fluid level to the
chest wall on a lateral decubitus view, bleeding diathesis, anticoagulation, and mechanical
ventilation. There is no increased bleeding in patients with mild-to moderate coagulopathy or
thrombocytopenia (prothrombin time or partial thromboplastin time >1.8 times normal,
platelets <25,000/mm3, or creatinine >6 mg/dL) [77]. Although it does not seem to increase the
risk of pneumothorax in patients undergoing mechanical ventilation; if a pneumothorax
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occurs, the development of tension pneumothorax may be higher. Although the risk of
pneumothorax rate is 10% in experienced hands, this risk increases in novices.

Important complications of thoracentesis include pneumothorax, bleeding, infection, and
spleen or liver laceration. The amount of fluid drained during thoracentesis should be
sufficient to obtain a diagnosis, relieve symptoms of dyspnea, and to avoid re-expansion
pulmonary oedema or pneumothorax. The general belief and the guidelines proposed removal
of more than 1500 ml in one hemithorax during a single transaction. However, this random
number does not consider each patient's height and weight. As a general rule, the amount of
fluid discharged from thoracentesis is 20 ml per kilogram of body weight [78]. On the other
hand in recent studies, the risk of re-expansion pulmonary oedema was shown to be unrelated
to the amount of drained fluid and it has been suggested that no upper limit is required [79].

Diagnostic thoracentesis is also useful in determining a patient's respiratory complaints that
can be connected with effusion: Improvement in the patient's symptoms after thoracentesis
indicates that the patient can take advantage of more invasive procedures and improve the
quality of life. Persistence of respiratory symptoms in patients after thoracentesis, other causes
should be investigated and before proceeding, more invasive diagnostic options should be
considered twice.

The use of ultrasound guidance is preferred in thoracentesis. Ultrasound guidance, at the time
of determining the location of the pleural fluids reduces accidental injury, and this technique
to remove the liquid used to assess the degree of lung reexpansion [80].

Thoracoscopy should only be done in patients not diagnosed by less invasive procedures.
Actual thoracoscopic techniques include video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) [81] and
medical thoracoscopy with either a rigid thoracoscope [82] or a semirigid pleuroscope [83,
84]. The advantages of thoracoscopy include visually directed and selective biopsies of parietal,
mediastinal, and visceral pleura, direct visualization and examination of the entire hemithorax,
and simultaneous lung or lymph node biopsy if required. The procedure is well tolerated with
less than 1% mortality [85, 86].

Medical thoracoscopy when compared with surgical thoracoscopy (which is more precisely
known as video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) has the advantage that it can be performed
under local anaesthesia or conscious sedation, in an endoscopy suite, using nondisposable
rigid instruments. Physicians skilled in bronchoscopy should find the semirigid pleuroscope
easy to use because it has the same light source, video equipment, and manual controls as the
fiberoptic bronchoscope [83, 84].Thus, it is considerably less invasive and less expensive than
VATS. As an exception: VATS that allows huge biopsy samples can be taken, is preferred to
medical thoracoscopy in patients with suspected mesothelioma. For diagnosis of mesothelio‐
ma and classification of its subtype, a large pleural biopsy specimen is often necessary.
Immunohistochemical staining provides essential information in the diagnostic evaluation [6].

Medical thoracoscopy is primarily a diagnostic procedure [47, 87, 88]. In cases of undiagnosed
exudative effusions with a high clinical suspicion for malignancy, some clinicians may proceed
directly to thoracoscopy if the facilities for medical thoracoscopy are available. The procedure
should be performed for diagnosis and possible talc poudrage [47].
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The sensitivity of medical thoracoscopy was higher than that of cytology and closed pleural
biopsy combined (96 versus 74%, pv0.001). Similar results have been reported by other
investigators [89-92]. The reasons for false-negative thoracoscopy include insufficient and
nonrepresentative biopsies that depend largely on the experience of the thoracoscopist [89,
92] and the presence of adhesions that prevent access to neoplastic tissue [87, 89].

The diagnostic yield of bronchoscopy is low in patients with undiagnosed pleural effusions
and should not be undertaken routinely [93-95]. However, it is indicated when endobronchial
lesions are suspected because of haemoptysis, atelectasis, or large effusions without contrala‐
teral mediastinal shift. Thoracotomy for diagnostic purposes is almost never indicated, because
less invasive methods can provide diagnosis in up to 97% of cases [89, 96, 97].

7. Prognostic factors

Despite all the recent advances in cancer treatment management, MPE is suggestive of end stage
disease with poor prognosis [51]. The mean survival is 3-6 months after diagnosis of malignant
pleural effusion. Whereas, this period can take up to 4-12 months depending upon the histolog‐
ical subtype of the primary tumor such as in breast cancer, Hodgkin’s disease, or lymphoma [98,
99]. The International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer reclassified MPE to the M1a
descriptor, recognizing its prediction for poor long-term survival with an overall 5-year survival
rate of 7% [100]. In addition, patients with malignant effusions, and a pH of less than 7:30 with
wicked prognosis, shorter median survival, and poorer response to tetracycline pleurodesis and
have a high rate of first finding of malignant cells in fluid cytology [61, 101]

On the other hand, malignant pleural effusion significantly affects the quality of life and
reduced mobility of patients with malignant disease.The main goals of treatment for pleural
effusion are to decrease symptoms and improve the quality of life [11].

8. Treatment

The aims of the treatment include drainage of pleural space, apposition of the visceral and
pleural surfaces with complete expansion of the lung, and obliteration of the pleural surface
with dispersion of a sclerosing agent throughout the pleural space [78]. Treatment options for
malignant pleural effusion (MPE) are varied and often tailored to the clinician’s specialty and
expertise, the patient’s physical performance status, hospitalization status, and individual
desires [78].

Selection of optimal treatment for each individual patient requires a careful assessment of the
benefits and the risks of the treatment. Primary treatment targets should involve palliation or
elimination of dyspnea, improvement of a patient’s overall quality of life in order to restore
daily activities, and implementation of oncological therapies [102]. Treatment options include
repeat thoracentesis, tube thoracostomy with drainage and sclerosis with chemical sclerosant
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occurs, the development of tension pneumothorax may be higher. Although the risk of
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of more than 1500 ml in one hemithorax during a single transaction. However, this random
number does not consider each patient's height and weight. As a general rule, the amount of
fluid discharged from thoracentesis is 20 ml per kilogram of body weight [78]. On the other
hand in recent studies, the risk of re-expansion pulmonary oedema was shown to be unrelated
to the amount of drained fluid and it has been suggested that no upper limit is required [79].

Diagnostic thoracentesis is also useful in determining a patient's respiratory complaints that
can be connected with effusion: Improvement in the patient's symptoms after thoracentesis
indicates that the patient can take advantage of more invasive procedures and improve the
quality of life. Persistence of respiratory symptoms in patients after thoracentesis, other causes
should be investigated and before proceeding, more invasive diagnostic options should be
considered twice.

The use of ultrasound guidance is preferred in thoracentesis. Ultrasound guidance, at the time
of determining the location of the pleural fluids reduces accidental injury, and this technique
to remove the liquid used to assess the degree of lung reexpansion [80].

Thoracoscopy should only be done in patients not diagnosed by less invasive procedures.
Actual thoracoscopic techniques include video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) [81] and
medical thoracoscopy with either a rigid thoracoscope [82] or a semirigid pleuroscope [83,
84]. The advantages of thoracoscopy include visually directed and selective biopsies of parietal,
mediastinal, and visceral pleura, direct visualization and examination of the entire hemithorax,
and simultaneous lung or lymph node biopsy if required. The procedure is well tolerated with
less than 1% mortality [85, 86].

Medical thoracoscopy when compared with surgical thoracoscopy (which is more precisely
known as video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) has the advantage that it can be performed
under local anaesthesia or conscious sedation, in an endoscopy suite, using nondisposable
rigid instruments. Physicians skilled in bronchoscopy should find the semirigid pleuroscope
easy to use because it has the same light source, video equipment, and manual controls as the
fiberoptic bronchoscope [83, 84].Thus, it is considerably less invasive and less expensive than
VATS. As an exception: VATS that allows huge biopsy samples can be taken, is preferred to
medical thoracoscopy in patients with suspected mesothelioma. For diagnosis of mesothelio‐
ma and classification of its subtype, a large pleural biopsy specimen is often necessary.
Immunohistochemical staining provides essential information in the diagnostic evaluation [6].

Medical thoracoscopy is primarily a diagnostic procedure [47, 87, 88]. In cases of undiagnosed
exudative effusions with a high clinical suspicion for malignancy, some clinicians may proceed
directly to thoracoscopy if the facilities for medical thoracoscopy are available. The procedure
should be performed for diagnosis and possible talc poudrage [47].
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nonrepresentative biopsies that depend largely on the experience of the thoracoscopist [89,
92] and the presence of adhesions that prevent access to neoplastic tissue [87, 89].
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and should not be undertaken routinely [93-95]. However, it is indicated when endobronchial
lesions are suspected because of haemoptysis, atelectasis, or large effusions without contrala‐
teral mediastinal shift. Thoracotomy for diagnostic purposes is almost never indicated, because
less invasive methods can provide diagnosis in up to 97% of cases [89, 96, 97].

7. Prognostic factors

Despite all the recent advances in cancer treatment management, MPE is suggestive of end stage
disease with poor prognosis [51]. The mean survival is 3-6 months after diagnosis of malignant
pleural effusion. Whereas, this period can take up to 4-12 months depending upon the histolog‐
ical subtype of the primary tumor such as in breast cancer, Hodgkin’s disease, or lymphoma [98,
99]. The International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer reclassified MPE to the M1a
descriptor, recognizing its prediction for poor long-term survival with an overall 5-year survival
rate of 7% [100]. In addition, patients with malignant effusions, and a pH of less than 7:30 with
wicked prognosis, shorter median survival, and poorer response to tetracycline pleurodesis and
have a high rate of first finding of malignant cells in fluid cytology [61, 101]

On the other hand, malignant pleural effusion significantly affects the quality of life and
reduced mobility of patients with malignant disease.The main goals of treatment for pleural
effusion are to decrease symptoms and improve the quality of life [11].

8. Treatment

The aims of the treatment include drainage of pleural space, apposition of the visceral and
pleural surfaces with complete expansion of the lung, and obliteration of the pleural surface
with dispersion of a sclerosing agent throughout the pleural space [78]. Treatment options for
malignant pleural effusion (MPE) are varied and often tailored to the clinician’s specialty and
expertise, the patient’s physical performance status, hospitalization status, and individual
desires [78].

Selection of optimal treatment for each individual patient requires a careful assessment of the
benefits and the risks of the treatment. Primary treatment targets should involve palliation or
elimination of dyspnea, improvement of a patient’s overall quality of life in order to restore
daily activities, and implementation of oncological therapies [102]. Treatment options include
repeat thoracentesis, tube thoracostomy with drainage and sclerosis with chemical sclerosant
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agents, chronic indwelling pleural catheter, pleuroperitoneal shunt, intrapleural or systemic
chemotherapy, thoracoscopy with drainage and talc insufflation, and pleurectomy [78].

8.1. Therapeutic thoracentesis

Therapeutic thoracentesis must be performed in all symptomatic patients with MPE. Up to
50% of patients may not have significant symptom relief due to comorbid conditions, gener‐
alized deconditioning from their malignancy, or incomplete re-expansion of the lung. Trapped
lung may result from pleural-based malignancy or metastasis, pleural loculations, or bronchial
obstruction with post-obstruction collapse [15]. A total of 98%–100% of patients will have
reaccumulation of pleural fluid and recurrence of associated symptoms within 30 days of
thoracentesis [103,104]. Therefore, recurrent thoracentesis may be a viable therapeutic
approach for patients who have limited life expectancy or who are poor candidates for more
definitive but invasive interventions [14].

Massive pleural effusions should be drained in a controlled fashion, avoiding evacuation of
more than 1.5 l at one time or should be slowed down to about 500 ml/h. A massive evacuation
of pleural fluid and rapid re-expansion of the lung can cause discomfort, bothersome cough,
and hypotension. Reexpansion pulmonary oedema is a rare complication after rapid drainage
of pleural effusion [105]. The mechanism of oedema progression is not fully clarified, but it is
believed that it is mostly related to mechanical forces causing vascular stretching or injury,
and increasing capillary permeability rather than the absolute level of negative pleural
pressure [106].

8.2. Tube thoracostomy and pleurodesis

The aim of tube thoracostomy in MPE is primarily to drainage of the pleural cavity and
demonstration of lung re-expansion before instillation of a chemical sclerosant. Typically a
large bore chest tube is used though smaller bore tubes [10-14F) have been used for chemical
pleurodesis [107-109]. Large bore chest tubes are associated with greater patient discomfort
but have traditionally been used because of the concern of obstruction of smaller bore tubes
by fibrin plugs. However, several randomized trials have compared small versus large bore
chest tubes without significant difference in pleurodesis outcome [107, 110, 111].

Simple small bore drainage catheters have been used effectively. Gravity drainage of the pleural
fluid can be accomplished and pleurodesis can be achieved with several agents. In one study,
small-bore catheters yielded outcomes equivalent to patients receiving chest tube after diagnos‐
tic thoracoscopy, and in addition, they were more comfortable [107]. Additional small studies
have been performed with early success using bleomycin or talc sclerotherapy [110, 112, 113].

An earlier randomized trial noted that pleurodesis following rapid drainage (median chest
tube duration, 2 days) was equivalent to pleurodesis performed after drainage was less than
150 mL/day (median chest tube duration, 7 days). In summary, drainage of MPE using small
bore catheter drainage and rapid pleurodesis achieves results similar to prolonged drainage
prior to pleurodesis [78].
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Lung re-expansion is necessary for a successful pleurodesis. A failure of the lung to expand
completely after removal of fluid is suggestive of a trapped lung [114]. Radiographic appear‐
ance of lung re-expansion can determine an adequate timing for pleurodesis; the amount of
pleural fluid drainage is not particularly significant in the timing and outcome of pleurodesis.
After pleurodesis, the chest tube can be removed once the pleural fluid drainage is less than 150
ml/day [115, 116]. Failure of pleurodesis may be due to incomplete drainage of the effusion,
unequal distribution of a sclerosing agent within the pleural cavity, or trapped lung syndrome
[17].

Pleurodesis is performed by mixing the sclerosing agent of choice with 50–100 mL of sterile
saline and then instilling it into the pleural cavity through the chest tube or small-bore catheter.
The chest tube is clamped for 1–2 h and then reconnected to suction. No benefit in distribution
of sclerosant or outcome or has been shown from rotating the patient [118, 119].

A number of antineoplastic and non-antineoplastic agents are used for pleurodesis. Sterilized
asbestos-free talc consistently produces the highest success rates regardless of how it is
implemented. Talc can be applied as poudrage or slurry. Poudrage is insufflation of talc
powder after evacuation of fluid, while slurry is instillation of talc solution through the chest
tube after tube thoracostomy and evacuation of an effusion [120]. Walker et al. reported success
with the use of talc in 93% (153/165) of patients with MPE [120] Viallat et al. reported a 79%
success rate in patients with malignant mesothelioma and an 89% success rate in patients with
other malignancies underlying pleural metastasis [121]. Kılıc et al. reported that the success
rates with talc insufflation by VATS were 81% in patients with pleural malignant mesothelioma
and 91% in those with other malignancies, defined by a reacculumation ratio in 90 days of 19%
(6/31) and 9% (2/24), respectively [122].

The video-assisted thoracoscopic talc poudrage with talc slurry via chest tube in patients with
MPE has shown similar efficacy [30-day outcome: 78% for poudrage and 71% for slurry).
Respiratory complications seem to be slightly higher after talc insufflations (i.e., insufflation
14% vs slurry 6%) [123]. Talc is usually well tolerated, and its most common side effects are
pleuritic chest pain and fever. Acute respiratory distress syndrome has been reported with talc
pleurodesis, which correlates with higher doses [124-126].

Tetracycline was commonly used in the past in association with tube thoracostomy. Instillation
of the tetracycline solution provides a faster pleurodesis and pleural symphysis than chest tube
drainage alone; however, it may cause significant pain. Doxycycline is an available alternative
to tetracycline and is felt to have roughly equal effectiveness [127].

Bleomycin, an antineoplastic agent, is used in pleurodesis as a sclerosing agent. The precise
mechanism of action of bleomycin and other antineoplastic agents is not fully understood, but
the optimal dose is 1IU/kg (average 60 IU). In a study on 199 patients with malignant pleural
effusion, bleomycin achieved a 54% (108 patients) complete response rate [120]. In the same
study, 24% of patients had chest pain, 24% had fever, and 11% suffered from nausea. He‐
moptysis, rashes, and diarrhea were also reported. Other rare side effects of bleomycin include
alopecia and pulmonary fibrosis. Diacon et al. compared bleomycin with talc poudrage. The
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response to bleomycin was 59% whereas it was 87% for talc poudrage [128]. The disadvantages
of bleomycin are its lower success rate and higher cost compared with tetracycline and talc.

Other agents tested for use for pleurodesis include cisplatin, cytarabine, doxorubicin, 5-FU, b-
interferon, mitomycin C, and Corynebacterium parvum; however, these agents are not
commonly used because of their high cost, adverse effects, and low efficacy [129].

8.3. Chronic indwelling pleural catheter

In patients not suitable for pleurodesis, or with recurrent MPE after pleurodesis, chronic
intermittent drainage via a subcutaneous tunneled pleural catheter on an outpatient basis has
been shown to relieve dyspnea effectively without serious complications [78,130]. A limited
number of studies focused on the use of a chronic indwelling pleural catheter in patients with
MPE. Putnam et al. summarized their experience with 100 consecutive patients with MPE
treated with a chronic indwelling pleural catheter [78]. They concluded that placement of an
indwelling pleural catheter was safe, effective and cost-effective. Hospitalization was only one
day for patients treated with the pleural catheter, in contrast to 7 days with tube thoracostomy
and sclerosis with doxycycline [12].

In a study by Pollak et al., the effectiveness of tunneled pleural catheter’s in the treatment of
malignant pleural effusions was assessed in 28 patients [130]. Dyspnea improved in 94% at
48th h and 91% on 30th day. Control of the MPE was achieved in 90% of patients. They
concluded that the pleural catheter requires a shorter hospitalization and can be placed and
managed on an outpatient basis. Other authors concluded that placement of an indwelling
catheter was the right procedure in subjects with evidence of a trapped lung [131]. With respect
to potential complications of pleural catheters, infections and dislocations of the catheter are
seen most often. However, serious complications are uncommon.

8.4. Pleuroperitoneal shunt

The pleuroperitoneal shunt was introduced in 1982 for the management of pleural effusions.
Pleuroperitoneal shunts transfer fluid from the pleural space to the peritoneal cavity actively
when manually pumped (Denver shunt) or passively (LeVeen shunt). Several series have
shown that effective palliation can be achieved in up to 90% of cases [132, 133]. It is used for
patients who have failed pleurodesis or systemic chemotherapy, are not surgical candidates,
or have trapped lung. The major disadvantage of the pleuroperitoneal shunt is the length of
time required to drain the pleural space. The volume of pumping chamber is only 1.5 to 2mL,
which translates into the necessity for frequent and protracted pumping sessions, a major
inconvenience for patients. Infection and shunt occlusion are the most significant complica‐
tions, occurring in up to 15% of cases [134].

8.5. Systemic or intrapleural chemotherapy

For the patients with chemosensitive tumors, including small cell lung cancer, lymphomas, and
tumors of the breast, prostate, ovary, or thyroid, or those which have arisen from germ cells,
systemic therapy can prove to be equally or more effective than local therapy for relieving
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malignant effusions. After the initial therapeutic thoracentesis, chemotherapy must be adminis‐
tered and pleurodesis, can be delayed until systemic treatment becomes ineffective [135].

Administration of chemotherapeutic agents directly into the pleural space has the potential to
control the underlying malignancy and/or the MPE by producing high drug concentrations
localized at the malignancy site while minimizing systemic toxicity [138]. Ideal agents would
have a slow clearance rate from the intrapleural cavity, allowing greater exposure of cancer
cells to the cytotoxic agent. Doxorubicin hydrochloride, cisplatin, cytarabine, mitomycin C,
and 5-FU are some of the agents used.

Several studies have investigated the intrapleural use of several active cytokines. Interleukin-2
and interferon-β have been used. Their success varies but, in general, the results were poorer
than that of talc [137, 138]. Staphylococcus aureus superantigen (SSAg) is one of the newer
agents. Given current indwelling methods allowing chronic access to the pleural cavity,
intrapleural chemotherapy remains a potential mechanism of drug administration, however,
further studies are required.

8.6. Thoracoscopy

Tube thoracostomy and drainage with instillation of sclerosing agents is the most common
treatment used for malignant pleural effusion. Chest tube drainage and pleurodesis does not
allow lysis of adhesions to drain loculated effusions, which are often the reason for failure. The
video-thoracoscopic approach allows for breaking of fibrin bridges and consequent locula‐
tions, insufflating talc uniformly on pleural surfaces, and full re-expansion of the lung [139].

The video-assisted thoracoscopy (VATS) should replace conventional instillation of talc slurry
through tube thoracostomy as a procedure of choice to achieve pleurodesis. VATS pleurodesis
offers reasonable palliation of MPE with low morbidity and rapid recovery. It is a safe and
effective approach with an efficacy ranging from 88 to 97.5% [139, 140]. The VATS seems to be
superior to simple chest tube drainage in management of MPE (92.3% vs 59.3%), with remission
rates of 88.5 and 44.4% respectively [42,43]. In a series of 148 patients (VATS pleurodesis in 82
patients and tube thoracostomy with pleurodesis in 66 patients), VATS demonstrated longer
recurrence-free survival and improved quality of life [142].

Thoracoscopic mechanical pleurodesis is a parietal pleura abrasion causing inflammation and
adhesion of the parietal and visceral pleurae as a result of the healing process. Abrasion of the
parietal pleura is initiated to yield uniform oozing. An injury to the visceral pleura should be
avoided to reduce the risk of parenchymal injury, which would cause long-lasting postoper‐
ative air leak. Its efficacy was re-evaluated in a series of breast cancer patients (n=87) with MPE.
Thoracoscopic mechanical pleurodesis and talc pleurodesis demonstrated similar success rates
(92 and 91%, respectively) [143].

A VATS pleurectomy can provide excellent pleurodesis with less postoperative discomfort
and pulmonary dysfunction compared to thoracotomy. Another benefit of VATS pleurectomy
is a reduction of chest pain in patients with malignant tumors of the pleura and lung disease.
In addition, it carries a lower risk of postoperative morbidity, less discomfort, and a better
quality of life in terminally ill patients [144].
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8.7. Pleurectomy

Pleurectomy, which is a palliative debulking procedure, is used to reduce the size of the tumor.
However, it can also be done to relieve the lung and provide pleurodesis as a result of severe
adhesions between the lung and the chest cavity. A posterolateral thoracotomy provides
adequate access to the pleura. The pleura is stripped from the apex to the diaphragm. Dissec‐
tion is continued in anterior, posterior, and apical aspects of the chest wall [144].

The procedure has a low mortality rate (1.5 to 5%), and it is well tolerated in patients with
multiple morbidities [145]. Most authors concluded that thoracotomy was not indicated in
patients with malignant effusion because of the high complication rate and prolonged
hospitalization [146]. Most authors now agree that VATS is the only surgical approach that
can be used in these patients [135, 147].

9. Conclusion

In conclusion, almost any cancer can produce an MPE which is a common clinical problem in
thoracic surgery. MPE is prevalent disease and its therapy is essential. The presence of a
malignant pleural effusion usually indicates advanced disease that is incurable with surgery
alone. At all events, control of malignant pleural effusions is often difficult and inadequate.
The risks of the therapy options should be considered meticulously. The survival time is short
and expressed with months in patients with MPE. The goal of the treatment is to decrease the
symptoms and the duration of hospitalization as well as to improve the quality of life of the
patient. Also we aimed to return the patients and their families to daily life as earliest as
possible. In order to achieve these targets, the therapy should be established for each patient
according to the type, severity, localization and prognosis
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1. Introduction

Superior sulcus tumours are rarely encountered in clinical practice, representing < 5% of all
bronchogenic carcinomas [1, 2]. In 1932, Pancoast [3] published his classic article in which he
reported four patients who had a similar presentation including pain in the shoulder and arm,
weakness and wasting of the muscles of the hand, and ipsilateral Horner syndrome together
with a lesion situated at the apex of the lung. Pancoast [3] rejected the pulmonary origin of the
tumour that was recognised by Tobias [4], who described the same clinical syndrome in four
other patients.

Pancoast syndrome is due to lesions extending to the superior thoracic inlet. Specific symp‐
tomatology mainly due to brachial plexus invasion accounts for the majority of those cases
[5-7]. Pancoast tumour is a tumour of the apex of the lung with no intervening lung tissue
between tumour and chest wall. Subsequently, there is an involvement of structures of the
apical chest wall above the level of the second rib. Almost half of the treated cancers are
squamous cell carcinomas (45-50%), while the rest are either adenocarcinomas (36-38%) or
undifferentiated large-cell carcinomas (11-13%). The tumour rapidly involves the structures
of the thoracic inlet & the root of neck. Due to its localisation in the apex of the lung, invasion
of the lower part of the brachial plexus, first ribs, vertebrae, subclavian vessels or stellate
ganglion, occurs [8-10]. The classical Pancoast presentation, with shoulder pain radiating to
the ulnar side of the arm and the hand, is presented in 55 to 60% of the patients. Pain at the
ulnar aspect of the forearm and hand is consistent with T1 involvement; furthermore symp‐
tomatology along the intrinsic hand muscles suggests the C8 root or lower trunk tumour
deposits. Horner's syndrome is reported in up to 30% of the cases.

Superior sulcus tumours are not necessarily associated with the classic Pancoast syndrome.
Though some controversy exists about their exact definition, it is generally accepted that they
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may be defined as primary lung cancers involving the apex of the chest wall and usually
associated with pain in the shoulder and/or arm[9, 10].

Although those tumours represent a wide range of stage IIB to stage IV disease, (IIB (25-27%), stage
IIIA (6-8%), stage IIIB (40-42%) and stage IV (21-23%) it is the T3, T4, N0-N1 subgroup of this
spectrum that could be amenable to surgical intervention [11]. This subgroup of patients (less than
5% of Bronchogenic Carcinomas) however, is difficult to be treated surgically due to the loca‐
tion of the tumour and the complex anatomy of the area involved [12]. Historically, Pancoast
tumours have been associated with high rates of incomplete resection, local recurrence, and death.

Pancoast tumours were thought to be located posteriorly and early attempts to resect those
tumours were approached solely from the back. A percentage of these lesions might also be located
at the front, with vascular rather than neuro-vertebral involvement. Various reports suggested
spinal involvement in 15%, brachial plexus in 15% and subclavian vessels in 6% of the cases [13].
Therefore surgeons treating these cancers should be able to be familiar and adapt with the various
approaches. An understanding of the posterior location of neural structures and somewhat
anterior location of vascular structures is important for adequate operative planning.

This article alludes to the anatomy, initial assessment, and surgical approaches with an
emphasis on the modified anterior approach for these cancers.

2. How does the treatment of pancoast tumours evolved the last decades

For more than 40 years the treatment of Pancoast tumours has centred on a bi-modality
regimen consisting of preoperative external beam radiotherapy followed by surgery. Tri-
modality treatment however with the addition of platinum based chemotherapy regimes has
become currently the standard treatment, in order to achieve additive anti-tumour effects
(chemotherapy as radiation sensitiser). According to Wright et al [14] induction chemo-
radiotherapy (CT/RT) can be administered with low morbidity, a higher complete resection
rate, a high pathologic response rate, a reduced loco-regional recurrence rate and improved
survival. Further improvement in radiotherapy with the advent of 3-dimensional conformal
radiotherapy, the total radiation dose that could be safely delivered was not anymore con‐
strained by dose-limiting toxicities upon the nearby organs.

Careful patient selection for tri-modality treatment, on the basis of staging and comorbidity, is of
vital importance in the treatment of Pancoast tumours. Nevertheless only 30% of M0 patients with
Pancoast tumours were eligible for combined treatment according to Pourel et al [15]. Not only
operability (patient fitness to surgery) but also ability to resect the tumour is of a major impor‐
tance bearing in mind the difficulty of access, the crowded anatomy of this region and the tendency
of the tumours in this area to involve important adjacent structures. As per the same group [15],
following CT/RT, 67% of the patients were amenable to thoracotomy. The resection rate, which
had remained unchanged at approximately 50%for almost 40 years with conventional preopera‐
tive radiotherapy, was improved to above 70% in SWOG [16] and JCOG [17] studies.

Preoperative radiotherapy was part of the standard treatment, but a recent prospective phase
II study (Southwest Oncology Group 9416, INT 0160)[16], suggests that preoperative concur‐
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rent CT/RT (platinum-based chemotherapy and 45Gy of radiotherapy) improves the rate of
complete resection, local recurrence, and intermediate-term survival. Like wise, the Japan
Clinical Oncology Group JCOG trial 9806 [17]in a prospective report concluded along the same
lines. Furthermore, Kwong et al [18] reported that high dose radiotherapy targeting up to 60
Gy (rather than 45 Gy) could be given in the neoadjuvant setting; it is successfully tolerated
and associated with improved resection rate.

3. Applied surgical anatomy

The limited access and poor visualisation of the thoracic inlet is due to: 1) the unique course
of the upper ribs downwards and outwards that render the neuro-vascular bundle inaccessible
to posterior approaches, 2) the musculature of the area and also 3) the overlapping bulky
pectoral-shoulder girdle with the clavicle and the manubrium to further restrict access from
the neck. These anatomical idiosyncrasies create a hostile but challenging environment for the
thoracic surgeon.

The main goal for cure is to achieve local control of the disease and aim for relapse-free,
metastasis-free outcome. Local control is obtained by removing the upper lobe, chest wall and
invaded structures (subclavian artery or vertebra), aiming for R0 resection margins. Radically
resected cases yield better survival whereas R1 resections are associated with high incidence
of local and distal recurrences. Involvement of the vertebral body or brachial plexus, once
considered unresectable is nowadays amenable to advanced techniques of spinal reconstruc‐
tion and should be planned jointly with a spine neurosurgeon. Finally, according to recent
reports [16, 17], the rate of R0 resection could be above 85%, with the use of tri-modality
protocols.

Contraindications for surgery would be due to metastasis, invasion of the brachial plexus
above C7 & invasion of the spinal canal. Resection of the T1nerve root is usually well tolerated,
but removal of the C8 root or lower trunk of the brachial plexus leads to loss of hand and arm
function. N2 disease is a relative contraindication and some groups enrol those patients after
extended hilar radiation. As per JCOG [17]rib involvement occurs in 77.2% of the patients
(usually 3 ribs or more), vertebra involvement in 10.5% of the patients, and major vessels in
5.3%. T1 involvement is the commonest root involved in up to 85% of the cases.

4. Various treatment modalities and tumour down-staging

According to Wright et al [10], marked difference in pathologic response based on the
induction therapy is favouring CT/RT. Surgical resection of Pancoast tumours after neoadju‐
vant high-dose CT/RT was carried out in 40.5% of patients according to Kwong et al [18].

Pathological downstaging although it does not correlate with the radiological appearance [16]
is reported to be impressively above 30% in various series. As per Pourel et al [15], pathological
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complete response was observed in 39.5% of the patients, necrosis of tumoural tissues between
50% and 95% in 22.5% and less than 50% in 38% of the patients. Along the same lines JCOG
reported [17] pathologic downstaging of the tumour in 40% of the patients; No residual viable
tumour cells in the resected specimens, was achieved in 16% of the treated patients. Finally
SWOG [16] summarised that pathologic no residual microscopic tumour was seen in one third
of the resected specimens and minimal microscopic residual (few scattered tumour foci within
a mostly necrotic or fibrotic mass), was observed in one third of the resected specimens.

5. What are the various surgical approaches

The approach of Paulson [19] is completely satisfactory in dealing with posteriorly located
tumours; however, it is not fully adequate in the presence of invasion of anteriorly located
structures (especially subclavian vessels or their branches). Therefore, different anterior
approaches have been developed in the last 25 years, including the cervicosterno-thoracoth‐
omy[20] or the hemi-clamshell incision [21, 22], the transcervical-transthoracic approach with
resection of the clavicle [23, 24], and the trans-manubrial approach [25]. Exact indications for
these different approaches remain controversial, and few data are available about long-term
outcome of patients treated by anterior approaches [22, 24, 26].

Posterior approach (Paulson)/ posterolateral-paravertebral thoracotomy: This is an extension
of the conventional postero-lateral thoracotomy; the incision is extending around the tip of the
scapula, then it continuous upwards and further midway between the posterior edge of the
scapula and the spinous processes, up to the level of C7. By taking the scapula of the chest wall
this incision allows good exposure of the posterior chest wall, including the transverse
processes, the vertebrae and the roots of the thoracic nerves and the plexus [27]. Nevertheless
the exposure of the neuro-vascular structures are limited. This is due to the fact that brachial
plexus and vascular structures often lie above the tumour mass and access to such structures,
is significantly limited using approaches from below.

According to Vanakesa et al [28], Posterior approach, does not provide adequate access to the
many important structures which may be involved by apical chest tumours of bronchogenic
origin. This restricted access may be one of the reasons for the high rate of incomplete resections
[29] and high surgical morbidity and mortality using this approach [10]. The anterior-cervical
entry [24] proved to be the answer to the problem of limited exposure. It appears to be the
optimal approach to anterior lung apex or first rib lesions [30].

We would facilitate a case like the one presented in Figure 1 by using an anterior-manubrial-
sternal approach for access.

Accurate and thorough staging & re-staging (Radiological response is defined according to
the RECIST criteria [31]following neoadjuvant treatment is necessary prior to surgery (see
Figure 2) and typically includes CT-PET and magnetic resonance imaging (Contrast-enhanced
MRI of Chest and Brain). MRA is a noninvasive diagnostic method complementary to MR
imaging for detecting vascular involvement in bronchogenic carcinoma with Pancoast
syndrome [32].
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Figure 1. CXR, CT Chest imaging, MRI and bone scan of a Pancoast tumor of a 47 yrs old female, Ex smoker (25 cigs
per day up to 13 years ago). Six weeks history of shoulder pain radiating to the median aspect of the right arm. CXR
mass at apex of right chest. Percutanteous Biopsy NSCLC. PMH: Hysterectomy for Ca cervix 1996 - no evidence of re‐
currence. Clinical examination fullness in right supra-clavicular fossa.
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Figure 2. Staging algorithm for patients prior to resection of a Pancoast Tumor. MRI of the thoracic inlet may yield
further information's on the status of vertebra involvement.

Figure 3. Root of neck anatomy, depicting carefully the relationship of the most important neurovascular structures to
the scalene musculature and the first rib.
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Root of neck anatomy as in Figure 3 is depicting carefully the relationship of the most important
neuro-vascular structures to the scalene musculature and the first rib. The anterior and middle
scalene muscles are attached to the first rib and can be used as landmarks: in front of the
anterior scalene muscle situated the subclavian and internal jugular veins and the sternoclei‐
domastoid and omo-hyoid muscles.

The subclavian artery, the trunks of the brachial plexus, and the phrenic nerve are emerging
above the lateral part of the1st rib between the anterior and middle scalene muscles. The nerve
roots of the brachial plexus, the stellate ganglion, and the vertebral column are situated behind
the middle scalene muscle.

6. Exposure and surgical steps (Figure 4)

We favour a modified Dartevelle approach [24] an L shaped incision at the anterior edge of
Sterno-cleido-mastoid (a). Division of the upper sternum extended into 2nd intercostal space
(b). This is a modified access something between Grunenwald [25] and Klima et al [33]
approach. Grunenwald has described a trans-manubrial approach, which avoids division of
the clavicle. Klima and colleagues suggested extending the L-shaped section of the manubrium
down to the first intercostal space. We prefer to divide the sternum down to the angle of Luis
and then extend the incision horizontally along the 2nd intercostal space, thus allowing the
surgeon to lift the clavicle, subclavian muscle, and transected part of the manubrium and
superior body of the sternum without dividing the first costal cartilage and ligament. The
internal mammary artery is encountered and divided during the horizontal intercostal
incision.

Mobilisation & excision of the supra-clavicular fat pad (c), allows exposure of the structures
at the thoracic inlet; further division of the subclavious, omohyoid with preservation of the
accessory nerve is carried out.

The distal part of the jugular veins is divided to expose the subclavian and innominate veins.
If the subclavian vein is affected then it is resected. Following this, the scalenus anterior muscle
is divided by taking care to preserve the phrenic nerve (d) & (e). The subclavian artery is
mobilised by, dividing most of its branches. Care is taken to preserve the vertebral artery and
resection of the vessel is done only if it is involved with the tumour and no substantial extra-
cranial occlusive disease can be detected on preoperative Doppler ultrasound.

If the subclavian artery is taken up by tumour, the affected portion is resected and recon‐
structed, usually with a 6-8 mm PTFE vascular graft. Small dose of heparin is usually admin‐
istered during vascular clamping.

Following anterior traction of the subclavian artery, the scalenus medius muscle comes into
good view. The muscle is divided above its insertion on the first rib, giving access to the
branchial plexus. Familiarity with the anatomy of the plexus is important. At this stage, the
anterior surface of the vertebral bodies of C7 and T1 are in view. The sympathetic chain and
stellate ganglion are lying in front of the anterior surface of the vertebral bodies of C7 and T1.
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The C8 and T1 nerve roots are visualised and dissected medially up to the lower trunk of the
brachial plexus. The C8 nerve component of the plexus is preserved if possible, for better
functional outcome of the upper limp.

Care is taken then, to access tumour invasion and plan with the neurosurgeon the “spinal
component” of the operation.

Chest wall resection is carried out by dividing the first 2-3 ribs at the sternal-costo-chondral
junction following by disarticulation of the ribs from the transverse processes at the back. The

Figure 4. Step by step resection of a Pancoast tumor through an Antero-cervical approach. Incision at the anterior edge of
Sterno-cleido-mastoid (a). Division of the upper sternum extended into 2nd intercostal space(b). Mobilisation-Excision of
supraclavicular fat pad (c). Exposure of the structures at the thoracic inlet by dividing the subclavius, omohyoid with preser‐
vation of the accessory nerve. Division of the Scalenus anterior with preservation of the phrenic nerve (d) & (e). Right upper
Lobectomy (f): can be performed through the neck incision or a posterolateral thoracotomy.
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last part of the resection consists of the upper Lobectomy (f). The access to perform a lobectomy
and mediastinal lymph node clearance through the anterior incision is usually limited,
therefore like others [34] we perform a traditional postero-lateral thoracotomy through the
5th inter-costal space. Routine coverage of the bronchial stump with an intercostal or serratus
muscle flap is advocated by some groups [18] to counteract any potential damage on the stump
from the neoadjuvant radiation. Chest wall reconstruction may be necessary in up to 40% of
the cases [34].

For Pancoast carcinomas affecting the spine, a posterior midline approach can be added by a
neurosurgeon, for multilevel unilateral laminectomy[35], nerve root division inside the spinal
canal, and vertebral body division along the midline. The tumour then is removed en bloc with
the lung, ribs, and vessels through the posterior incision. Fixation of the spine is mandatory.

7. Anterior approach: Advantages and dis-advantages

7.1. Advantages

According to Machiarini et al [36] one of the major advances in the treatment of Pancoast
tumours has been the introduction of anterior approaches for resection. These approaches
increase the likelihood of complete resection and permit resection of tumours that were
previously considered technically unresectable [37].

Furthermore anterior approach facilitates: 1) Direct visualisation of major structures (eg.
Subclavian artery, superior vena cava) thus allowing control and elective sacrifice of the artery
if necessary and reconstruct directly to a safe outcome. 2) Excellent exposure of the brachial
plexus, sympathetic chain, and stellate ganglion. 3) Carry out hemi-vertebrectomy if the
anterior body of the vertebra are involved. 4) Resection of the lower parts of the Brachial plexus,
especially of the C8, T1 roots; however T1 root resection results in diffuse weakness of the
intrinsic muscles of the hand, whereas resection of the C8 nerve root of the lower trunk of the
brachial plexus results in permanent paralysis of the hand muscles. 5) Optimal access, for
resection of the chest wall. 6) Oncological clearance of the structures of the Thoracic inlet,
because the tumour is the last to be encountered. 7) Lower morbidity than the posterior
approach.

Moreover as per Vanakesa et al [28]the cervical-trans-sternal approach has several advantages,
chiefly that of avoiding disfigurement and loss of function of the pectoral girdle, whilst
providing excellent exposure of the brachial plexus, sympathetic chain, and stellate ganglion.
Such an approach results in a short postoperative stay (3–6 days), and yet allows extension as
per Grunenwald [25], or by a high, anterior thoracotomy if necessary.

7.2. Disadvantages

Removal of transverse processes and the head of the ribs in order to disarticulate them, could
be difficult with the anterior access; furthermore more posterior seated tumours with vertebra
involvement may require a complimentary posterior incision.
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There are concerns about functional and aesthetic results with the trans-clavicular approach,
which includes removal of the medial half of the clavicle.

8. Results from literature review

Unfavourable outcome is due to incomplete resection and life-threatening complications
Current reports are quoting peri-operative mortality not higher than for any other lung
resection [16, 17].

The prognosis of this tumour remained poor until 1961 when Shaw et al [38] reported their
satisfactory experience with a bi-modality treatment based on preoperative radiotherapy
followed by surgery through a posterior thoracotomy approach. Several other reports [2, 10,
19, 29, 38-41] confirmed that 5-year survivals of approximately 10 to 35% could be achieved
with this combined approach, which became the standard treatment. Although radiotherapy
was performed prior to surgery in most series, in the experience of others [24, 26]it was often
carried out postoperatively.

Adverse prognostic factors are including the presence of mediastinal nodal metastases (N2
disease), spine or subclavian-vessel involvement (T4 disease), and limited resection (R1 or R2)
[42-44]. Along the same lines Ginsberg et al [2] found Horner’s syndrome, N2/N3 disease, T4
disease and incomplete resection, in general, to be adverse prognostic factors. Okubo and
associates [29][16] found that incomplete resection particularly tumour invasion to the brachial
plexus, influenced the prognosis.

9. Recurrence & survival

With bi-modality regimes the local recurrence rates were reported to be above 70% [10, 13].
Despite the advent in treatment regimes, local recurrence still occurs in about 40% of the
patients [43]; it is expected that local recurrence rate is higher in patients with T4 disease
because complete resection can be achieved in less than half of the patients with c-T4 disease
[17]. More specifically [44] complete resection rate was achieved in only 64% of tumour stage
T3 and nodal stage N 0 and 39% of T4N0 tumours. It is apparent however, that loco-regional
relapse is predominant in R1-2 resections, whereas distant recurrence is frequent in R0
resections.

One would expect that a shift in the trend of clinical recurrences towards distant metastasis is
to be currently expected because of the fact that tri-modality treatment facilitates better R0
resection. As per Pourel et al [15] the most frequent site of relapse was distant metastasis in
66% of the patients, (mainly brain) with the loco-regional recurrence rate of 18%. Likewise
Kwong et al [18] reported brain metastasis in 25% and local recurrence rate in 19% of the cases.
A small series that had bi-modality treatment however had an incidence of loco-regional
recurrence of 17.2% [14].
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Survival has been extensively reviewed by Attar et al [45]. Overall survival at 5 years after
surgery was 46% for T3N0, 13% for T4N0, and 0% for lesions with N2 disease [44]. Particularly
noteworthy [17]was the reproducibility of the favourable survival data, with a 5-year overall
survival rate of 44% in the United States trial (SWOG) and 56% in JCOG trial, which were
clearly superior to the historical value of 30%.

There is wide variability in overall 5-year survival rates reported in larger series,[19, 24, 26, 39,
41, 44, 46] with figures ranging 10 to 35% probably because of the heterogeneity in studied
populations, operative techniques, and preoperative and postoperative treatments. Such
heterogeneity is probably responsible for the difference in the percentage of T3 and T4 tumours
as well as in the rates of complete resection. Comparison of long-term results of different
studies is difficult also for the frequent lack of information about survival according to the
pathologic stage.

10. Future thoughts

In the future new neoadjuvant regimes including aggressive protocols of accelerated radio‐
therapy would potentially increase the pool of surgical candidates from patients diagnosed
with a Pancoast tumour (currently 23% of the patients as per Kappers et al [13]. However,
several questions still remain unresolved:

1) The role of PET-CT in re-staging tumours (eg. The role of “late wash out” images in
differentiating between inflammation and residual tumour) following neo-adjuvant treat‐
ment; Schmuecking et al [47] have shown that metabolic response after induction CT/RT
evaluated within 1 week following its completion, is highly predictive of pathological
response. 2) What is the significance and implications of ipsilateral supra-clavicular lymph
node disease: The argument being that these nodes are in close vicinity of the tumour and
therefore could have the characteristics of the biological behaviour of “N1 disease”. 3)
Recruiting patients with N2 disease: The argument being that inclusion of the hilar and
mediastinal nodes in the irradiation field promotes downstaging. Kwong et al [18] did not
exclude patients with positive mediastinal nodes from tri-modality treatment and found no
difference in survival. In most papers, however, results of patients with persistent N2 disease
turned out to be clearly inferior to those of patients with N0/1 only. On the other hand, no
clinical trial has yet compared various tri-modality treatment regimes for patients with N2
disease. 4) The role of prophylactic cranial irradiation: Due to good loco-regional control with
tri-modality treatment, distant metastases now represent the most common site of failure.
Furthermore, the incidence of brain metastasis as a first site of recurrence in Pancoast tumour
is between 15-30% [34, 48]. The negative impact of brain metastasis on survival has to be
weighted against the risks benefits ration of the impact of prophylaxis with radiation to the
brain. 5) The role of high dose of RT (up to 60Gy): Are there specific subgroups (eg. for patients
with clinical T4 disease complete resection is feasible in less than 50% of the cases) that they
would benefit. 6) The role of Adjuvant postoperative chemotherapy: distant metastases now
represent the most common site of failure following treatment for Pancoast tumours therefore
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patients [43]; it is expected that local recurrence rate is higher in patients with T4 disease
because complete resection can be achieved in less than half of the patients with c-T4 disease
[17]. More specifically [44] complete resection rate was achieved in only 64% of tumour stage
T3 and nodal stage N 0 and 39% of T4N0 tumours. It is apparent however, that loco-regional
relapse is predominant in R1-2 resections, whereas distant recurrence is frequent in R0
resections.

One would expect that a shift in the trend of clinical recurrences towards distant metastasis is
to be currently expected because of the fact that tri-modality treatment facilitates better R0
resection. As per Pourel et al [15] the most frequent site of relapse was distant metastasis in
66% of the patients, (mainly brain) with the loco-regional recurrence rate of 18%. Likewise
Kwong et al [18] reported brain metastasis in 25% and local recurrence rate in 19% of the cases.
A small series that had bi-modality treatment however had an incidence of loco-regional
recurrence of 17.2% [14].
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Survival has been extensively reviewed by Attar et al [45]. Overall survival at 5 years after
surgery was 46% for T3N0, 13% for T4N0, and 0% for lesions with N2 disease [44]. Particularly
noteworthy [17]was the reproducibility of the favourable survival data, with a 5-year overall
survival rate of 44% in the United States trial (SWOG) and 56% in JCOG trial, which were
clearly superior to the historical value of 30%.

There is wide variability in overall 5-year survival rates reported in larger series,[19, 24, 26, 39,
41, 44, 46] with figures ranging 10 to 35% probably because of the heterogeneity in studied
populations, operative techniques, and preoperative and postoperative treatments. Such
heterogeneity is probably responsible for the difference in the percentage of T3 and T4 tumours
as well as in the rates of complete resection. Comparison of long-term results of different
studies is difficult also for the frequent lack of information about survival according to the
pathologic stage.

10. Future thoughts

In the future new neoadjuvant regimes including aggressive protocols of accelerated radio‐
therapy would potentially increase the pool of surgical candidates from patients diagnosed
with a Pancoast tumour (currently 23% of the patients as per Kappers et al [13]. However,
several questions still remain unresolved:

1) The role of PET-CT in re-staging tumours (eg. The role of “late wash out” images in
differentiating between inflammation and residual tumour) following neo-adjuvant treat‐
ment; Schmuecking et al [47] have shown that metabolic response after induction CT/RT
evaluated within 1 week following its completion, is highly predictive of pathological
response. 2) What is the significance and implications of ipsilateral supra-clavicular lymph
node disease: The argument being that these nodes are in close vicinity of the tumour and
therefore could have the characteristics of the biological behaviour of “N1 disease”. 3)
Recruiting patients with N2 disease: The argument being that inclusion of the hilar and
mediastinal nodes in the irradiation field promotes downstaging. Kwong et al [18] did not
exclude patients with positive mediastinal nodes from tri-modality treatment and found no
difference in survival. In most papers, however, results of patients with persistent N2 disease
turned out to be clearly inferior to those of patients with N0/1 only. On the other hand, no
clinical trial has yet compared various tri-modality treatment regimes for patients with N2
disease. 4) The role of prophylactic cranial irradiation: Due to good loco-regional control with
tri-modality treatment, distant metastases now represent the most common site of failure.
Furthermore, the incidence of brain metastasis as a first site of recurrence in Pancoast tumour
is between 15-30% [34, 48]. The negative impact of brain metastasis on survival has to be
weighted against the risks benefits ration of the impact of prophylaxis with radiation to the
brain. 5) The role of high dose of RT (up to 60Gy): Are there specific subgroups (eg. for patients
with clinical T4 disease complete resection is feasible in less than 50% of the cases) that they
would benefit. 6) The role of Adjuvant postoperative chemotherapy: distant metastases now
represent the most common site of failure following treatment for Pancoast tumours therefore
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preventing distant metastasis has now become the challenge in the treatment of these patients.
Large randomised trials concluded a 5—15% survival benefit at 5 years of adjuvant chemo‐
therapy in patients with radically resected stages I—IIIA NSCLC [49, 50]. However, many
patients with Pancoast tumours may not tolerate more extensive treatment. Moreover
Martinod et al [26] reported that preoperative radiotherapy significantly improved the 5-year
survival for stage IIB—IIIA, while postoperative radiotherapy and chemotherapy did not
significantly alter survival. 7) Is the Survival with the use of anterior approach better versus
posterior approach for the same stage of Pancoast tumours?

11. Conclusion

Pancoast tumours represent a small percentage of Lung cancer population (1-5%). Due to poor
performance status and/or advanced tumour stages, only 30-40 % [10, 13] of those patients are
eligible to be enrolled in multi-modality protocols of treatment.

Careful patient selection and adherence to protocols enables Clinical groups to get an impres‐
sion of the efficacy of an intervention and to compare results between studies.

Superior sulcus tumours remain an extremely severe condition, but cure may be achieved in
a large percentage of cases. The surgical approach should be adapted to the different clinical
and radiologic presentations in order to achieve a complete surgical resection, which repre‐
sents the most important positive prognostic factor. Surgery carries a high operative risk,
especially if a combined approach is needed, so every effort should be made to identify patients
expected to derive a benefit that outweighs risks.

No single surgical approach however, provides the best access to all of the heterogeneous
tumours of the thoracic inlet. The thoracic surgeon must be familiar with the potential
advantages that the anterior approach offers under given circumstances. This knowledge
enables the thoracic surgeon to explore new avenues and exciting challenges. Dartevilles
approach and the various modifications are technically demanding, however once the
anatomy has been appreciated, direct visualisation of the major structures of the Thoracic inlet
aids to facilitate complete oncological clearance. Whether the anterior approach results in less
loco-regional recurrences and possibly better 5 year survival, remains to be seen.

12. Summary

12.1. Introduction

Pancoast syndrome is due to lesions extending to the superior thoracic inlet. Pancoast tumour
is a tumour of the apex of the lung with no intervening lung tissue between tumour and chest
wall. The tumour rapidly involves the structures of the thoracic inlet & the root of neck.
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Pain at the ulnar aspect of the forearm and hand is consistent with T1 involvement; furthermore
symptomatology along the intrinsic hand muscles suggests the C8 root or lower trunk tumor
deposits.

An understanding of the posterior location of neural structures and somewhat anterior
location of vascular structures is important for adequate operative planning.

Pancoast tumours were thought to be located posteriorly and early attempts to resect those
tumors were approached solely from the back. A percentage of these lesions might also be
located at the front, with vascular rather than neuro- vertebral involvement. Therefore
surgeons treating these cancers should be able to be familiar and adapt with the various
approaches.

12.2. Surgical Approaches

1. Posterior approach (Paulson)/ posterolateral-paravertebral thoracotomy: This is an
extension of the conventional postero-lateral thoracotomy; the incision is extending
around the tip of the scapula, then it continuous upwards and further midway between
the posterior edge of the scapula and the spinous processes, up to the level of C7. By taking
the scapula of the chest wall this incision allows good exposure of the posterior chest wall,
including the transverse processes, the vertebrae and the roots of the thoracic nerves and
the plexus. Never the less the exposure of the neurovascular structures are limited.

2. The anterior-cervical approach proved to be the answer to the problem of limited
exposure. It appears to be the optimal approach to anterior lung apex and first rib lesions.

We favour a modified Dartevelle approach We prefer to divide the sternum down to the angle
of Luis and then extend the incision horizontally along the 2nd intercostal space, thus allowing
the surgeon to lift the clavicle, subclavian muscle, and transected part of the manubrium and
superior boby of the sternum without dividing the first costal cartilage and ligament.

Mobilisation & excision of the supraclavicular fat pad, allows exposure of the structures at the
thoracic inlet; further division of the subclavius, omohyoid with preservation of the accessory
nerve is carried out.

The distal part of the jugular veins is divided to expose the subclavian and innominate veins.
If the subclavian vein is affected then it is resected. Following this, the scalenus anterior muscle
is divided by taking care to preserve the phrenic nerve.

The subclavian artery is mobilized by, dividing most of its branches. Care is taken to preserve
the vertebral artery and resection of the vessel is done only if it is involved with the tumor and
no substantial extracranial occlusive disease can be detected on preoperative Doppler ultra‐
sound.

12.3. The advantages of the anterior- cervical approach

1. Direct visualization of major structures (eg. Subclavian artery), allowing control and
elective sacrifice if necessary the artery and reconstruct directly to a safe outcome.
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including the transverse processes, the vertebrae and the roots of the thoracic nerves and
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2. Carry out hemi-vertebrectomy if the anterior body of the vertebra are involved.

3. Provide complete oncological clearance of the structures of the Thoracic inlet. The
structures which may be sacrificed if involved are the Subclavian artery, the Brachial
plexus the T1 nerve root and Vertebral body

12.4. Down-staging

Pathological down-staging although it does not correlate with the radiological appearance is
reported to be impressively above 30% in various series.

JCOG reported pathologic down-staging of the tumour in 40% of the patients; No residual
viable tumour cells in the resected specimens, was achieved in 16% of the treated patients. Also
SWOG summarised that pathologic no residual microscopic tumour was seen in one third of
the resected specimens and minimal microscopic residual (few scattered tumour foci within a
mostly necrotic or fibrotic mass), was observed in one third of the resected specimens.

12.5. Results

Unfavorable outcome is due to incomplete resection and life-threatening complications.

Current reports are quoting perioperative mortality not higher than for any other lung
resection.

Adverse prognostic factors are including the presence of mediastinal nodal metastases (N2
disease), spine or subclavian-vessel involvement (T4 disease), and limited resection (R1 or R2.

Author (year) No. of Cases 5 year survival (%) Mortality (%)

Paulson DL (1985) 79 35 3

Maggi et al (1994) 60 17.4 5

Ginberg et al (1994) 100 26 4

Okubo et al (1995) 18 38.5 5.6

Hagan et al (1999) 34 33 0

Dartevelle P (1999) 70 34 0

Table 1. Survival with the use of the anterior versus posterior approach

12.6. Recurrence

With bimodality regimes the local recurrence rates were reported to be above 70%. Despite the
advent in treatment regimes, local recurrence still occurs in about 40% of the patients; it is
expected that local recurrence rate is higher in patients with T4 disease because complete
resection can be achieved in less than half of the patients with c-T4 disease.

More specifically complete resection rate was achieved in only 64% of tumour stage T3 and
nodal stage N 0 and 39% of T4N0 tumours.
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It is apparent however, that locoregional relapse is predominant in R1-2 resections, whereas
distant recurrence is frequent in R0 resections.

In the future new neoadjuvant regimes including aggressive protocols of accelerated radio‐
therapy would potentially increase the pool of surgical candidates from patients diagnosed
with a Pancoast tumor (currently 23% of the patients as per Kappers et al). However, several
questions still remain unresolved such as the role of PET, nodal involvement especially
recruiting patients with N2 disease. Lastly the role of trimodality treatment and prophylactic
cranial irradiation

12.7. Conclusion

Pancoast tumors represent a small percentage of Lung cancer population (1-5%). Due to poor
performance status and/or advanced tumor stages, only 30-40 % of those patients are eligible
to be enrolled in multimodality protocols of treatment.

No single surgical approach however, provides the best access to all heterogeneous tumors of
the thoracic inlet. What probably provides the most favorable outcome would be a team
approach, where the thoracic surgeon coordinates with an experience neuro-spinal surgeon,
in a background of limited disease that is responding well to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy.
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2. Carry out hemi-vertebrectomy if the anterior body of the vertebra are involved.

3. Provide complete oncological clearance of the structures of the Thoracic inlet. The
structures which may be sacrificed if involved are the Subclavian artery, the Brachial
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12.6. Recurrence
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advent in treatment regimes, local recurrence still occurs in about 40% of the patients; it is
expected that local recurrence rate is higher in patients with T4 disease because complete
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It is apparent however, that locoregional relapse is predominant in R1-2 resections, whereas
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with a Pancoast tumor (currently 23% of the patients as per Kappers et al). However, several
questions still remain unresolved such as the role of PET, nodal involvement especially
recruiting patients with N2 disease. Lastly the role of trimodality treatment and prophylactic
cranial irradiation
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Pancoast tumors represent a small percentage of Lung cancer population (1-5%). Due to poor
performance status and/or advanced tumor stages, only 30-40 % of those patients are eligible
to be enrolled in multimodality protocols of treatment.

No single surgical approach however, provides the best access to all heterogeneous tumors of
the thoracic inlet. What probably provides the most favorable outcome would be a team
approach, where the thoracic surgeon coordinates with an experience neuro-spinal surgeon,
in a background of limited disease that is responding well to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy.
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1. Introduction

Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is a primary malignancy of the pleura. The main
aetiological agent is asbestos. The latency period lasts several decades, and in countries where
its use was banned in the 1950’s and 1960’s, the incidence is expected to peak within the coming
decade. However, in the many other countries it continues to be mined and used. The incidence
in these countries can be expected to continue to rise.

The prognosis for MPM is dismal and the median survival from the time of diagnosis is 12 to
18 months. Current therapies are blunt weapons that are very morbid but at the same time
ineffective. They have barely made an impact on the poor outcomes of mesothelioma.

In this chapter, we will review the current knowledge on mesothelioma pathogenesis,
epidemiology, biology and treatment. We will focus on nonoperative therapies and the role
of surgery will be covered in another chapter.

2. Epidemiology and aetiological factors

2.1. The history of asbestos and mesothelioma

Following the earliest descriptions of mesothelioma, it remained an exceptionally rare
malignancy until after industrialisation. For a long time, primary pleural malignancies were
so rare that their very existence was disputed [1]. In the early 1950s, a number of reports noted
small clusters of MPM but it was not until the late 1950s in South Africa when Kit Sleggs noted
that patients with tuberculous pleurisy from the east of Kimberly were recovering with
streptomycin and isoniazid, but a number of patients apparently with the same disease from
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the west of Kimberly continued to die. The pathologist Christopher Wagner observed that
these patients had in fact a rare cancer of the pleura but yet without any other primary tumours,
leading to the conclusion they had primary mesothelioma. In the same period, there were no
mesotheliomas observed amongst 10,000 lungs examined from other areas of South Africa.
This begged the question of why they were diagnosing so many of these rare tumours in west
Kimberly. Wagner observed asbestos bodies in the lung beneath the tumour and surmised
their association with mesothelioma, from that moment on the link was made [2]. His publi‐
cation “Diffuse pleural mesothelioma and asbestos exposure in the North Western Cape
Province” became the most cited paper in industrial medicine. This started a lifelong investi‐
gation into the association of MPM with asbestos [3].

Asbestos is a family of long, thin, fibrinous, hydrated magnesium-silicate crystals. The first
record of its human use is from over 5,000 years ago, and Persians were known to make cloth
with it that could be cleansed by throwing it into the fire [4]. They are classified according to
their morphology into the straight and rod-like amphiboles, and the curly serpentines fibres.
The amphiboles, which include crocidolite, amosite and tremolite, are strongly associated with
the development of mesothelioma. The serpentine fibre chrysotile, believed to be less carci‐
nogenic by some and non-carcinogenic by others, continues to be mined and sold in Canada
to this day. The carcinogenicity of different asbestos preparations is also related to the fibre
dimensions, with long, thin fibres being most strongly carcinogenic [5].

Asbestos is a versatile material valued for being weavable, resistant to heat, electricity and
chemicals, being readily available and cheap. It is used in the building and construction,
machinery, shipbuilding and transport industries, hence asbestos-related diseases including
mesothelioma are mainly industrial work-related and therefore more common in males. The
main cohorts with exposure are occupational - those working directly with the mining and
preparation of asbestos (eg. mixing asbestos cement, cutting sheets, lagging) and end-users of
asbestos such as builders, plumbers and shipyard workers, paraoccupational - in people living
with people working with asbestos and environmental - from exposure to naturally occurring
asbestos.

The background incidence of mesothelioma is approximately 1 per million, rising to 7 per
million in Japan, 12 per million in the United States, 33 per million in the United Kingdom and
40 per million in Australia in a pattern consistent with the distribution of asbestos exposure.
In Wittenoon, Western Australia where crocidolite was mined in the 1930s, follow-up records
of 6,493 employees found MPM caused 3.4% deaths in exposed male workers [6]. The predicted
peak incidence is expected to occur between 2005 and 2025 in countries which banned its use
[7]. It is more common in males, and with a latency period between three and four decades [8],
the median age at diagnosis is in the sixth and seventh decades, although there are instances
when it can present in the second decade, often with a history of perinatal exposure.

There is an exposure dose-response relationship between asbestos and mesothelioma, both in
terms of historic exposure (duration and episodes) and lung asbestos fibre content [9], [10] [11].
The risk is highest with crocidolite and amosite, and less with chrysotile. However, there is a
background rate of mesothelioma, and virtually all mankind has been exposed to asbestos at
some point – fibres have been found in the lungs of the general population. Because of this, it
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has not been possible to determine a threshold level below which exposure could be deemed
safe [12] and this has important implications for legislation.

As of August 2012, 54 countries have banned the use of all types of asbestos [13]. For the rest of
the countries, nearly all of the asbestos mined and consumed today is chrysotile asbestos.
Developing countries are the highest consumers of asbestos, with China topping the list. With
its rapid growth, China’s production could not keep pace with its insatiable domestic appetite
and needs to import a quarter of its asbestos. Russia, the world’s largest producer with re‐
serves that will last over a century, exports most of its asbestos [14]. Whilst the European Union
and United States have complete bans on asbestos, Canada continues to mine chrysotile asbestos
and is the fifth largest exporter of chrysotile to developing countries. This is in spite of severe
restrictions on its domestic use. Although international agencies have long condemned the use
of asbestos, it has been difficult to come to an agreement for an international ban. In June 2011,
Canada for a third time objected to the inclusion of chrysotile asbestos under Annex III of the
Rotterdam Convention.

2.2. The chrysotile controversy

The carcinogenicity of the amphiboles is now indisputable, but for chrysotile this has been fiercely
debated. Most of the asbestos mined and utilised today is chrysotile, on the belief that this fibre
is safe. This assumption is based on studies showing lesser biopersistence of the fibres, which is
likely the result of the fibre’s fragility, leading to fragmentation and quicker clearance from the
lungs.  Epidemiological  studies  which  suggest  chrysotile  causes  mesothelioma were  dis‐
missed by blaming contamination by amphiboles – the so-called ‘Amphibole hypothesis’ [15].
The experimental methodologies behind these studies have been questioned [16] [17] and it has
become clear that even though chrysotile may be less potent at inducing mesothelioma, the
heightened risks of asbestosis, lung cancer and death is still a glaring reality [18, 19].

2.3. Other implicated aetiological factors

2.3.1. Erionite and genetic susceptibility

An epidemic of malignant mesothelioma unfolded in 3 villages in Cappadocia, Turkey in the
1980’s accounting for an unprecedented 50% of deaths in the region. In comparison to
unaffected neighbouring villages, villages with mesothelioma also had high levels of airborne
erionite, a fibrous zeolite with some similarities to asbestos [20]. Certainly, in animal models
erionite is a very potent inducer of mesothelioma [21]. However, the incidence of mesothelioma
in a nearby village with similar erionite levels was significantly lower, implicating other factors
at play. Lineage studies have since incriminated an autosomal dominant transmission of
susceptibility to fibre carcinogenesis to explain the disparity [22], but exposure to erionite itself
remains the dominant driver of carcinogenesis [23].

Whilst erionite is also present in other parts of the world, mesothelioma directly attributable to
erionite is still very rare [24]. Nevertheless, with a long latency period over three decades, the
possibility of a future epidemic in erionite-rich areas, such as parts of America, is a concern [25].
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main cohorts with exposure are occupational - those working directly with the mining and
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asbestos such as builders, plumbers and shipyard workers, paraoccupational - in people living
with people working with asbestos and environmental - from exposure to naturally occurring
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The background incidence of mesothelioma is approximately 1 per million, rising to 7 per
million in Japan, 12 per million in the United States, 33 per million in the United Kingdom and
40 per million in Australia in a pattern consistent with the distribution of asbestos exposure.
In Wittenoon, Western Australia where crocidolite was mined in the 1930s, follow-up records
of 6,493 employees found MPM caused 3.4% deaths in exposed male workers [6]. The predicted
peak incidence is expected to occur between 2005 and 2025 in countries which banned its use
[7]. It is more common in males, and with a latency period between three and four decades [8],
the median age at diagnosis is in the sixth and seventh decades, although there are instances
when it can present in the second decade, often with a history of perinatal exposure.

There is an exposure dose-response relationship between asbestos and mesothelioma, both in
terms of historic exposure (duration and episodes) and lung asbestos fibre content [9], [10] [11].
The risk is highest with crocidolite and amosite, and less with chrysotile. However, there is a
background rate of mesothelioma, and virtually all mankind has been exposed to asbestos at
some point – fibres have been found in the lungs of the general population. Because of this, it
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has not been possible to determine a threshold level below which exposure could be deemed
safe [12] and this has important implications for legislation.

As of August 2012, 54 countries have banned the use of all types of asbestos [13]. For the rest of
the countries, nearly all of the asbestos mined and consumed today is chrysotile asbestos.
Developing countries are the highest consumers of asbestos, with China topping the list. With
its rapid growth, China’s production could not keep pace with its insatiable domestic appetite
and needs to import a quarter of its asbestos. Russia, the world’s largest producer with re‐
serves that will last over a century, exports most of its asbestos [14]. Whilst the European Union
and United States have complete bans on asbestos, Canada continues to mine chrysotile asbestos
and is the fifth largest exporter of chrysotile to developing countries. This is in spite of severe
restrictions on its domestic use. Although international agencies have long condemned the use
of asbestos, it has been difficult to come to an agreement for an international ban. In June 2011,
Canada for a third time objected to the inclusion of chrysotile asbestos under Annex III of the
Rotterdam Convention.

2.2. The chrysotile controversy

The carcinogenicity of the amphiboles is now indisputable, but for chrysotile this has been fiercely
debated. Most of the asbestos mined and utilised today is chrysotile, on the belief that this fibre
is safe. This assumption is based on studies showing lesser biopersistence of the fibres, which is
likely the result of the fibre’s fragility, leading to fragmentation and quicker clearance from the
lungs.  Epidemiological  studies  which  suggest  chrysotile  causes  mesothelioma were  dis‐
missed by blaming contamination by amphiboles – the so-called ‘Amphibole hypothesis’ [15].
The experimental methodologies behind these studies have been questioned [16] [17] and it has
become clear that even though chrysotile may be less potent at inducing mesothelioma, the
heightened risks of asbestosis, lung cancer and death is still a glaring reality [18, 19].

2.3. Other implicated aetiological factors

2.3.1. Erionite and genetic susceptibility

An epidemic of malignant mesothelioma unfolded in 3 villages in Cappadocia, Turkey in the
1980’s accounting for an unprecedented 50% of deaths in the region. In comparison to
unaffected neighbouring villages, villages with mesothelioma also had high levels of airborne
erionite, a fibrous zeolite with some similarities to asbestos [20]. Certainly, in animal models
erionite is a very potent inducer of mesothelioma [21]. However, the incidence of mesothelioma
in a nearby village with similar erionite levels was significantly lower, implicating other factors
at play. Lineage studies have since incriminated an autosomal dominant transmission of
susceptibility to fibre carcinogenesis to explain the disparity [22], but exposure to erionite itself
remains the dominant driver of carcinogenesis [23].

Whilst erionite is also present in other parts of the world, mesothelioma directly attributable to
erionite is still very rare [24]. Nevertheless, with a long latency period over three decades, the
possibility of a future epidemic in erionite-rich areas, such as parts of America, is a concern [25].
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2.3.2. SV40

SV40 is a polyoma virus which has long been studied as a carcinogen. The concerns over SV40
arose from the widespread administration of SV40-contaminated polio vaccines which were
distributed worldwide in the 1960’s. Certainly in the laboratory, SV40 virus has the ability to
transform human cells and induce mesothelioma in experimental animals both directly, and
as a co-carcinogen acting synergistically with asbestos [26] [27]. However, its relevance to
clinical mesothelioma is less clear and the evidence is largely circumstantial. SV40 DNA
fragments have been identified in 40 to 60% of mesothelioma samples [28] [29], but the copy
numbers were exceedingly low (less than one per cell) [29]. Furthermore, there is no current
treatment for SV40 infection.

2.3.3. Irradiation

Irradiation causes cancer and mesothelioma is no exception, Thorotrast is an alpha-emitting
thorium dioxide radiocontrast used between 1930s and 1950s. It has a physical half-life of
1010 years and a biological half-life of several hundred years, and so it is retained lifelong,
constantly exposing tissue including mesothelium to irradiation. Thorotrast is associated with
many malignancies including mesothelioma [30]. Patients with lymphoma who underwent
mantle radiotherapy represent another cohort with irradiation to the pleura. They also have a
higher risk of mesothelioma compared to population with similar levels of asbestos exposure
[31] [32].

3. Pathogenesis and biology

3.1. How asbestos causes cancer

Since most mesothelioma is associated with asbestos exposure, a lot of research has focused
on how this inorganic fibre causes cancer. The physical properties of asbestos are more
important for its carcinogenicity than its chemical composition. Many studies have confirmed
that long (≥8 μm), thin (≤0.25 μm) fibres are most strongly associated with mesothelioma. Fibres
of that size have aerodynamic features that are fine enough to allow them on the one hand to
be deposited beyond the ciliated airways where they escape mechanical clearance, and on the
other, large enough to frustrate phagocytosis by macrophages. Having been deposited, they
migrate through still poorly understood pathways to the parietal pleura where they promote
oncogenesis on the mesothelium. The chemical properties of the fibre are important insofar as
they determine the biopersistence of the fibre. Chrysotile fibres, for example, are weak and
fracture easily into shorter fibres which are easier to clear. Their apparent weak association
with mesothelioma has been attributed to the fibre’s lower biopersistence [33].

Asbestos is specifically cytotoxic to mesothelial cells in culture but not to fibroblasts [34], [35],
therefore other processes must be involved in vivo to prevent cell death, promote cell survival
and drive malignant transformation. The most widely accepted hypothesis invokes a chronic
and genotoxic inflammatory response which over time drives tumourigenesis. As the long
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fibres become deposited and transported to the parietal pleura, they are progressively taken
up by macrophages. However, because of their sheer size and biopersistence, they could not
be cleared effectively, markedly lengthening their dwell time at the mesothelium compared
to other particulates. Furthermore, macrophages are unable to engulf the entirety of these large
fibres. Such frustrated phagocytosis is a potent stimulation of the macrophage’s inflammatory
response which results in respiratory bursts and secretion of toxic metabolites such as reactive
oxygen species, growth factors and cytokines. The asbestos fibres have also themselves been
implicated in carcinogenesis through direct interference with the mitotic apparatus, and direct
generation of free radicals through its interaction with mobilisable iron on the fibre surface
[36]. Over a long period of time, it could be envisaged the unrelenting exposure to these
mutagens and growth signals could drive neoplastic transformation.

3.2. Molecular pathogenesis

A central player which promotes mesothelial transformation is believed to be tumour necrosis
factor-alpha (TNF-α). Asbestos stimulates both macrophages and human mesothelial cells to
express TNF-α. TNF-α has been shown to promote mesothelial cell survival in the face of
asbestos exposure in vitro, and the effect appears to be mediated through Nuclear Factor
Kappa-light-chain-enhancer of Activated B Cells (NF-κB) [35]. NF-κB activation results in
release of a p16 subunit which translocates to the nucleus to induce expression of antiapoptotic
genes. Meanwhile, activated macrophages also secrete a host of other cytokines and growth
factors including interleukins, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and hepatocyte
growth factor (HGF), as well as reactive oxygen and nitrogen species which directly causes
DNA and chromosomal damage. Together, this sustained insult of mutagens and growth
stimulators causes the first genetic alterations behind malignant mesothelioma.

Whilst most cancers have inactivation of the p53 and pRb tumour suppressor genes, mutation
of these genes in mesothelioma is surprisingly rare [37] [38]. In contrast, over 70% of meso‐
theliomas have deletions of 9p21 and about 40% mesothelioma have loss of heterozygosity at
the 22q12 locus [39] [40] [41] [42] [43]. 9p21 contains the INKa/ARF locus which encodes two
proteins p16INK4a and p14ARF alternatively spliced from the same mRNA. Functionally,
p14ARF stabilises p53 whilst p16INK4a inhibits the inactivation of pRb, thereby restricting
progression through the cell cycle G1 checkpoint. Thus, mutations in the INKa/ARF locus
effectively lead to loss of both tumour suppressor pathways. Positional cloning also identified
the neurofibromatosis NF2 gene within the 22q12 locus, which encodes for the protein merlin.
Merlin integrates signals from various adhesion molecules and cytoskeletal components and
promotes cell adhesion, establishes apical polarity and mediates contact inhibition. It also has
the capacity to migrate to the nucleus to modulate gene expression.

The precise mechanism of NF2 tumour suppression remains unclear [44] but it is likely to have
a salient role. Whilst only 40% mesothelioma have truncations of NF2 or merlin, in the
remaining cases, merlin is functionally inactivated through increased phosphorylation at
Ser518 [45] and changes in microRNA expression [46]. Simultaneous loss of both INKa/ARF
and NF2 appears to be important in the pathogenesis of mesothelioma. In experimental models
of asbestos-induced mesothelioma, loss of the remaining NF2 allele is accompanied by the
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2.3.2. SV40

SV40 is a polyoma virus which has long been studied as a carcinogen. The concerns over SV40
arose from the widespread administration of SV40-contaminated polio vaccines which were
distributed worldwide in the 1960’s. Certainly in the laboratory, SV40 virus has the ability to
transform human cells and induce mesothelioma in experimental animals both directly, and
as a co-carcinogen acting synergistically with asbestos [26] [27]. However, its relevance to
clinical mesothelioma is less clear and the evidence is largely circumstantial. SV40 DNA
fragments have been identified in 40 to 60% of mesothelioma samples [28] [29], but the copy
numbers were exceedingly low (less than one per cell) [29]. Furthermore, there is no current
treatment for SV40 infection.

2.3.3. Irradiation

Irradiation causes cancer and mesothelioma is no exception, Thorotrast is an alpha-emitting
thorium dioxide radiocontrast used between 1930s and 1950s. It has a physical half-life of
1010 years and a biological half-life of several hundred years, and so it is retained lifelong,
constantly exposing tissue including mesothelium to irradiation. Thorotrast is associated with
many malignancies including mesothelioma [30]. Patients with lymphoma who underwent
mantle radiotherapy represent another cohort with irradiation to the pleura. They also have a
higher risk of mesothelioma compared to population with similar levels of asbestos exposure
[31] [32].

3. Pathogenesis and biology

3.1. How asbestos causes cancer

Since most mesothelioma is associated with asbestos exposure, a lot of research has focused
on how this inorganic fibre causes cancer. The physical properties of asbestos are more
important for its carcinogenicity than its chemical composition. Many studies have confirmed
that long (≥8 μm), thin (≤0.25 μm) fibres are most strongly associated with mesothelioma. Fibres
of that size have aerodynamic features that are fine enough to allow them on the one hand to
be deposited beyond the ciliated airways where they escape mechanical clearance, and on the
other, large enough to frustrate phagocytosis by macrophages. Having been deposited, they
migrate through still poorly understood pathways to the parietal pleura where they promote
oncogenesis on the mesothelium. The chemical properties of the fibre are important insofar as
they determine the biopersistence of the fibre. Chrysotile fibres, for example, are weak and
fracture easily into shorter fibres which are easier to clear. Their apparent weak association
with mesothelioma has been attributed to the fibre’s lower biopersistence [33].

Asbestos is specifically cytotoxic to mesothelial cells in culture but not to fibroblasts [34], [35],
therefore other processes must be involved in vivo to prevent cell death, promote cell survival
and drive malignant transformation. The most widely accepted hypothesis invokes a chronic
and genotoxic inflammatory response which over time drives tumourigenesis. As the long
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fibres become deposited and transported to the parietal pleura, they are progressively taken
up by macrophages. However, because of their sheer size and biopersistence, they could not
be cleared effectively, markedly lengthening their dwell time at the mesothelium compared
to other particulates. Furthermore, macrophages are unable to engulf the entirety of these large
fibres. Such frustrated phagocytosis is a potent stimulation of the macrophage’s inflammatory
response which results in respiratory bursts and secretion of toxic metabolites such as reactive
oxygen species, growth factors and cytokines. The asbestos fibres have also themselves been
implicated in carcinogenesis through direct interference with the mitotic apparatus, and direct
generation of free radicals through its interaction with mobilisable iron on the fibre surface
[36]. Over a long period of time, it could be envisaged the unrelenting exposure to these
mutagens and growth signals could drive neoplastic transformation.

3.2. Molecular pathogenesis

A central player which promotes mesothelial transformation is believed to be tumour necrosis
factor-alpha (TNF-α). Asbestos stimulates both macrophages and human mesothelial cells to
express TNF-α. TNF-α has been shown to promote mesothelial cell survival in the face of
asbestos exposure in vitro, and the effect appears to be mediated through Nuclear Factor
Kappa-light-chain-enhancer of Activated B Cells (NF-κB) [35]. NF-κB activation results in
release of a p16 subunit which translocates to the nucleus to induce expression of antiapoptotic
genes. Meanwhile, activated macrophages also secrete a host of other cytokines and growth
factors including interleukins, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and hepatocyte
growth factor (HGF), as well as reactive oxygen and nitrogen species which directly causes
DNA and chromosomal damage. Together, this sustained insult of mutagens and growth
stimulators causes the first genetic alterations behind malignant mesothelioma.

Whilst most cancers have inactivation of the p53 and pRb tumour suppressor genes, mutation
of these genes in mesothelioma is surprisingly rare [37] [38]. In contrast, over 70% of meso‐
theliomas have deletions of 9p21 and about 40% mesothelioma have loss of heterozygosity at
the 22q12 locus [39] [40] [41] [42] [43]. 9p21 contains the INKa/ARF locus which encodes two
proteins p16INK4a and p14ARF alternatively spliced from the same mRNA. Functionally,
p14ARF stabilises p53 whilst p16INK4a inhibits the inactivation of pRb, thereby restricting
progression through the cell cycle G1 checkpoint. Thus, mutations in the INKa/ARF locus
effectively lead to loss of both tumour suppressor pathways. Positional cloning also identified
the neurofibromatosis NF2 gene within the 22q12 locus, which encodes for the protein merlin.
Merlin integrates signals from various adhesion molecules and cytoskeletal components and
promotes cell adhesion, establishes apical polarity and mediates contact inhibition. It also has
the capacity to migrate to the nucleus to modulate gene expression.

The precise mechanism of NF2 tumour suppression remains unclear [44] but it is likely to have
a salient role. Whilst only 40% mesothelioma have truncations of NF2 or merlin, in the
remaining cases, merlin is functionally inactivated through increased phosphorylation at
Ser518 [45] and changes in microRNA expression [46]. Simultaneous loss of both INKa/ARF
and NF2 appears to be important in the pathogenesis of mesothelioma. In experimental models
of asbestos-induced mesothelioma, loss of the remaining NF2 allele is accompanied by the
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concomitant loss of INKa/ARF [47]. Indeed functionally, loss of INKa/ARF appears to be
permissive for NF2 tumourigenesis [48]. Thus, the evidence points to mutations in INKa/ARF
and NF2/merlin as driver mutations central to the pathogenesis of mesothelioma. As a result
of the genetic instability conferred by these tumour suppressor gene mutations, a large number
of genetic lesions appear causing dysregulation of growth factor expression and signalling,
angiogenesis and apoptosis, conferring on the cell the phenotype of malignancy.

4. Diagnosis

Pleural diseases are common and the causes are diverse, but there is also considerable overlap
in the clinical manifestatations of these conditions. Because of this, MPM is notoriously difficult
to diagnose, both radiologically and pathologically.

4.1. Radiology

Radiologically, pleural malignancy is often suspected on clinical history and an abnormal
chest  radiograph showing pleural  effusion or thickening.  Computed tomography can be
helpful in distinguishing malignant from benign pleural processes [49]. Whilst direct invasion
of  surrounding  structures  is  diagnostic  of  malignancy,  mediastinal  pleural  thickening,
nodules in the pleura and thickness >1cm predict malignancy with a sensitivity of 40-70%
and specificity of 64-96%. In differentiating mesothelioma from secondary pleural malignan‐
cies,  mediastinal  pleural  involvement  and  rind-like  encasement  of  the  lung  shows  a
sensitivity/specificity of 85%/67% and 70%/85% respectively. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) has a similar performance to CT at distinguishing benign from malignant processes
on the basis of morphology, but signal intensity is a useful additional feature which improves
the ability to differentiate between the two [50] [51]. PET-CT is less helpful for the differen‐
tiation of benign from malignant pleural diseases and is more valuable in staging than in
diagnosis [52]. Interpretation is confounded by inflammatory and infective pleural condi‐
tions  and  recent  talc  pleurodesis  [53]  [54].  Nevertheless,  none  of  these  modalities  are
absolutely  specific  so,  irrespective  of  radiological  findings,  diagnosis  of  mesothelioma
requires pathological confirmation.

4.2. Obtaining tissue for diagnosis

The mesothelium is a flattened layer of pluripotent mesodermal-derived epithelial cells on the
surface of the pleura and mesothelioma can be morphologically diverse. Two main issues face
the pathologist trying to establish a diagnosis of mesothelioma. Firstly, mesothelial prolifera‐
tion is common in benign conditions, and differentiating benign from malignant mesothelial
proliferation can be very difficult with many benign processes showing atypical features and
mimicking invasion. Secondly, of the malignant pathologies affecting the mesothelium,
secondary malignancies are by far the most common and mesothelioma is rare. Determining
that a pleural malignancy is primary can also be very difficult.
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The quality of tissue available to the pathologist greatly influences the ability to make a
diagnosis. Fluid from a pleural effusion is helpful at narrowing the differential diagnosis but
it has poor sensitivity (about 50-60%) for the diagnosis of malignancy, and in most studies the
negative predictive value is around 70% [55]. However, a diagnosis may be more forthcoming
when aspiration cytology is repeated [56]. For the specific diagnosis of mesothelioma, cytology
has an overall sensitivity of about 30-50%, and is almost useless at diagnosing sarcomatoid
mesothelioma (20% sensitivity) [57].

Tissue for histopathology can be obtained by percutaneous or thoracoscopic means. Of the
percutaneous methods, the Abram’s needle has the highest yield, but is only similar to
cytological diagnosis [58] [59]. Although pneumothorax can be expected in 15% of patients,
few require intervention and the overall complication rate is low in safe hands [60] [61]. The
addition of image guidance to target areas with >5mm pleural thickening significantly
improves the diagnostic yield to >80% and reduces the rate of complications [61].

Thoracoscopy allows direct visual inspection and target selection, at the same time enabling
greater amounts of tissue to be obtained, thereby improving the diagnostic yield for malig‐
nancy to about 95%. Video-assisted thoracoscopy requires a general anaesthetic and single
lung ventilation and may be less suited to frail patients, however, it offers the opportunity to
proceed to other procedures such as opening up loculations, pleurodesis or insertion of an
indwelling drain in case of trapped lung.

Thoracotomy and pleural excision remains the gold-standard for diagnosis of mesothelioma.
Whilst pleural biopsy, both open and close, have a high sensitivity for the diagnosis of
mesothelioma, the sensitivity for the determination of tissue subtype is approximately 80-86%
and is less accurate for non-epithelioid subtypes [62] [63].

4.3. Differentiating benign from malignant mesothelial proliferation

The separation of benign from malignant mesothelial proliferation can be extremely difficult.
Most processes that affect the pleural space, from pneumothorax to thoracic surgery, pulmo‐
nary diseases to systemic diseases cause a degree of pleuritis with a degree of reactive
mesothelial hyperplasia. This hyperplasia can be accompanied by quite florid cytological
atypia, sometimes more florid than seen in some mesothelioma. Therefore, cytological features
of a specimen are not helpful in the diagnosis of malignant mesothelioma [64].

Whilst invasion necessarily implies malignancy, benign processes in the pleura can also
produce features that mimic invasion. To demonstrate invasion requires surrounding fat and
stroma within the biopsy specimen, that is a reason why the diagnostic yield is higher with
larger surgical specimens which contain the full thickness of the pleura and the deeper
surrounding tissue. To illustrate the difficulty in clinching a diagnosis, even expert members
of the US-Canadian Mesothelioma Reference Panel disagree 22% of the time on selected cases
referred to them [65] [66].

Some benign histological features can appear ominous, one such is entrapment, where
organising pleuritis within the pleural space overlying a pleural surface gives the deceptive
appearance of mesothelial invasion. This can be complicated by the concomitant appearance
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concomitant loss of INKa/ARF [47]. Indeed functionally, loss of INKa/ARF appears to be
permissive for NF2 tumourigenesis [48]. Thus, the evidence points to mutations in INKa/ARF
and NF2/merlin as driver mutations central to the pathogenesis of mesothelioma. As a result
of the genetic instability conferred by these tumour suppressor gene mutations, a large number
of genetic lesions appear causing dysregulation of growth factor expression and signalling,
angiogenesis and apoptosis, conferring on the cell the phenotype of malignancy.

4. Diagnosis

Pleural diseases are common and the causes are diverse, but there is also considerable overlap
in the clinical manifestatations of these conditions. Because of this, MPM is notoriously difficult
to diagnose, both radiologically and pathologically.

4.1. Radiology

Radiologically, pleural malignancy is often suspected on clinical history and an abnormal
chest  radiograph showing pleural  effusion or thickening.  Computed tomography can be
helpful in distinguishing malignant from benign pleural processes [49]. Whilst direct invasion
of  surrounding  structures  is  diagnostic  of  malignancy,  mediastinal  pleural  thickening,
nodules in the pleura and thickness >1cm predict malignancy with a sensitivity of 40-70%
and specificity of 64-96%. In differentiating mesothelioma from secondary pleural malignan‐
cies,  mediastinal  pleural  involvement  and  rind-like  encasement  of  the  lung  shows  a
sensitivity/specificity of 85%/67% and 70%/85% respectively. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) has a similar performance to CT at distinguishing benign from malignant processes
on the basis of morphology, but signal intensity is a useful additional feature which improves
the ability to differentiate between the two [50] [51]. PET-CT is less helpful for the differen‐
tiation of benign from malignant pleural diseases and is more valuable in staging than in
diagnosis [52]. Interpretation is confounded by inflammatory and infective pleural condi‐
tions  and  recent  talc  pleurodesis  [53]  [54].  Nevertheless,  none  of  these  modalities  are
absolutely  specific  so,  irrespective  of  radiological  findings,  diagnosis  of  mesothelioma
requires pathological confirmation.

4.2. Obtaining tissue for diagnosis

The mesothelium is a flattened layer of pluripotent mesodermal-derived epithelial cells on the
surface of the pleura and mesothelioma can be morphologically diverse. Two main issues face
the pathologist trying to establish a diagnosis of mesothelioma. Firstly, mesothelial prolifera‐
tion is common in benign conditions, and differentiating benign from malignant mesothelial
proliferation can be very difficult with many benign processes showing atypical features and
mimicking invasion. Secondly, of the malignant pathologies affecting the mesothelium,
secondary malignancies are by far the most common and mesothelioma is rare. Determining
that a pleural malignancy is primary can also be very difficult.
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The quality of tissue available to the pathologist greatly influences the ability to make a
diagnosis. Fluid from a pleural effusion is helpful at narrowing the differential diagnosis but
it has poor sensitivity (about 50-60%) for the diagnosis of malignancy, and in most studies the
negative predictive value is around 70% [55]. However, a diagnosis may be more forthcoming
when aspiration cytology is repeated [56]. For the specific diagnosis of mesothelioma, cytology
has an overall sensitivity of about 30-50%, and is almost useless at diagnosing sarcomatoid
mesothelioma (20% sensitivity) [57].

Tissue for histopathology can be obtained by percutaneous or thoracoscopic means. Of the
percutaneous methods, the Abram’s needle has the highest yield, but is only similar to
cytological diagnosis [58] [59]. Although pneumothorax can be expected in 15% of patients,
few require intervention and the overall complication rate is low in safe hands [60] [61]. The
addition of image guidance to target areas with >5mm pleural thickening significantly
improves the diagnostic yield to >80% and reduces the rate of complications [61].

Thoracoscopy allows direct visual inspection and target selection, at the same time enabling
greater amounts of tissue to be obtained, thereby improving the diagnostic yield for malig‐
nancy to about 95%. Video-assisted thoracoscopy requires a general anaesthetic and single
lung ventilation and may be less suited to frail patients, however, it offers the opportunity to
proceed to other procedures such as opening up loculations, pleurodesis or insertion of an
indwelling drain in case of trapped lung.

Thoracotomy and pleural excision remains the gold-standard for diagnosis of mesothelioma.
Whilst pleural biopsy, both open and close, have a high sensitivity for the diagnosis of
mesothelioma, the sensitivity for the determination of tissue subtype is approximately 80-86%
and is less accurate for non-epithelioid subtypes [62] [63].

4.3. Differentiating benign from malignant mesothelial proliferation

The separation of benign from malignant mesothelial proliferation can be extremely difficult.
Most processes that affect the pleural space, from pneumothorax to thoracic surgery, pulmo‐
nary diseases to systemic diseases cause a degree of pleuritis with a degree of reactive
mesothelial hyperplasia. This hyperplasia can be accompanied by quite florid cytological
atypia, sometimes more florid than seen in some mesothelioma. Therefore, cytological features
of a specimen are not helpful in the diagnosis of malignant mesothelioma [64].

Whilst invasion necessarily implies malignancy, benign processes in the pleura can also
produce features that mimic invasion. To demonstrate invasion requires surrounding fat and
stroma within the biopsy specimen, that is a reason why the diagnostic yield is higher with
larger surgical specimens which contain the full thickness of the pleura and the deeper
surrounding tissue. To illustrate the difficulty in clinching a diagnosis, even expert members
of the US-Canadian Mesothelioma Reference Panel disagree 22% of the time on selected cases
referred to them [65] [66].

Some benign histological features can appear ominous, one such is entrapment, where
organising pleuritis within the pleural space overlying a pleural surface gives the deceptive
appearance of mesothelial invasion. This can be complicated by the concomitant appearance
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of fat-like spaces within the organising pleuritis further giving the appearance of fat invasion
[67]. Reactive proliferation of the surrounding stroma fibroblasts and spindled mesothelial
cells can resemble sarcomatoid mesothelioma, whilst dense, fibrous pleuritis with low cellular
content can resemble desmoplastic sarcomatoid mesothelioma.

Because of the difficulties differentiating benign from malignant mesothelial cells on morpho‐
logical grounds, other techniques have been developed to this end. Unfortunately, immuno‐
histochemistry is of limited value, with poor sensitivity and specificity [68], but the
identification of mutated genes may be more fruitful. The discovery that the majority of
mesothelioma has loss of 9q21 led to the recent development of fluorescence in-situ hybridi‐
sation techniques looking for homozygous deletions of the p16INK4a gene. Loss of p16 in this
assay appears to be 100% specific for mesothelioma [40] [69]. Another avenue which has found
commercial application is diagnosis through the pattern of downregulation of specific
microRNAs [70].

4.4. Differentiating MPM from other pleural malignancies

Immunohistochemistry is indispensable for the differentiation between primary pleural
mesothelioma and secondary malignancies. A number of markers for each of mesothelioma
and the carcinoma should be used to improve the diagnostic specificity. The International
Mesothelioma Interest Group (IMIG) recommends the use of at least 2 mesothelial markers
and 2 markers of the tumour under consideration, and if no diagnosis could be arrived at, an
expanded panel could be used [64]. Epithelioid mesothelioma markers include Wilms Tumour
1 (WT-1), calretinin. cytokeratin 5 or 5/6. Thyroid transcription factor-1 (TTF-1) is useful for
the differentiation of lung adenocarcinoma, whilst CYFRA 21-1, SCCA and p63 are useful
squamous cell carcinoma markers. Markers can also be selected for secondary malignancies
of other tissue origin.

4.5. Histological subtypes

Many subtypes of mesothelioma have been described, but a single tumour can harbour several
subtypes, so they are best broadly grouped into three types: epithelioid, sarcomatoid and
mixed or biphasic. The epithelioid type is the most common (60%) whilst the other two types
comprise 20% each [71]. The histological type not only determines the main differential
diagnoses, but is also a predictor of response to treatment and one of the most powerful
prognostic predictor [72] [73] [74].

5. Clinical features

The symptoms of MPM typically present insidiously with vague symptoms [75]. The charac‐
teristic symptoms are pain in half the patients, breathlessness in a third, and constitutional
symptoms in less than 10%. At the beginning, symptoms are usually ill-defined and mild, but
as the disease progresses, the initial heaviness becomes an ache and pain that interferes with
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sleep, and the breathlessness would often force the patient to stop working. Medical attention
is usually only sought after a median of 3.5 months of progressing symptoms [76].

Physical examination is helpful insofar as suggesting a pleural effusion or pleural thickening,
but is nonspecific for the diagnosis of MPM. Peripheral stigmata of pulmonary diseases such
as clubbing and hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy are not features of MPM, and
palpable lymphadenopathy is rare.

In those with large effusion, drainage may lead to rapid improvement of symptoms but a
trapped lung is also common. As the disease progresses, less fluid is produced and there is
progressively more pleural thickening, eventually the fluid disappears and the chest becomes
contracted and filled with tumour. Local invasion of the chest wall can result in intractable
pain and paresthesia, whilst invasion of the contralateral pleural space, pericardial space or
through the diaphragm usually herald a rapid deterioration. Distant spread is common but is
usually less symptomatic than the primary site.

The outlook for patients with mesothelioma is bad. For patients who present asymptomatically
on a chest radiograph, the median survival is 20 months with best supportive care [76], and it
is with this baseline in mind that we should evaluate noncomparative studies on new therapies.

6. Staging of mesothelioma

The purpose of staging is threefold: it allows stratification of patients by the anatomical extent
of disease into groups with similar prognosis, enables comparison of results between studies
and facilitates treatment decision-making by determining the role of specific therapies in these
subgroups. However, the staging of mesothelioma is hampered by two difficulties, firstly it
has a non-spherical and non-concentric plate-like growth pattern and secondly, there is a lack
of understanding of the natural history of mesothelioma. This is reflected in the fact there has
been six different staging systems over the last 30 years [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83]. Only
the later systems adopted the TNM model, and most have not been independently validated.

The lack of an organ within which mesothelioma grows and the way it encroaches insidiously
onto contiguous structures make clinical staging by imaging challenging. This is particularly
the case with T-staging. The latest International Mesothelioma Interest Group (IMIG) staging
system recognises that mesothelioma starts on the parietal pleura (T1a), and the spreads onto
the visceral pleura as isolated and scattered foci (T1b), which becomes confluent (T2). These
features are not easily resolvable on imaging and require direct visualisation with thoraco‐
scopy or open surgery. Nevertheless, most tumours present at the T3 and T4 stages. Here, the
preoperative determination of invasion into the chest wall, mediastinum, diaphragm or
pericardium is crucial to the separation of potentially resectable (T3) from unresectable (T4)
tumour, but in practice this is not an exact science. The visual distinction between a contiguous
structure and an invaded structure can be a difficult call. When compared to the pathological
stage, both CT and MRI have an accuracy of only 50-60% in most categories, but MRI may be
marginally more superior in the diagnosis of diaphragmatic and chest wall invasion on account
of the signal changes in these structures [84].
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of fat-like spaces within the organising pleuritis further giving the appearance of fat invasion
[67]. Reactive proliferation of the surrounding stroma fibroblasts and spindled mesothelial
cells can resemble sarcomatoid mesothelioma, whilst dense, fibrous pleuritis with low cellular
content can resemble desmoplastic sarcomatoid mesothelioma.

Because of the difficulties differentiating benign from malignant mesothelial cells on morpho‐
logical grounds, other techniques have been developed to this end. Unfortunately, immuno‐
histochemistry is of limited value, with poor sensitivity and specificity [68], but the
identification of mutated genes may be more fruitful. The discovery that the majority of
mesothelioma has loss of 9q21 led to the recent development of fluorescence in-situ hybridi‐
sation techniques looking for homozygous deletions of the p16INK4a gene. Loss of p16 in this
assay appears to be 100% specific for mesothelioma [40] [69]. Another avenue which has found
commercial application is diagnosis through the pattern of downregulation of specific
microRNAs [70].

4.4. Differentiating MPM from other pleural malignancies

Immunohistochemistry is indispensable for the differentiation between primary pleural
mesothelioma and secondary malignancies. A number of markers for each of mesothelioma
and the carcinoma should be used to improve the diagnostic specificity. The International
Mesothelioma Interest Group (IMIG) recommends the use of at least 2 mesothelial markers
and 2 markers of the tumour under consideration, and if no diagnosis could be arrived at, an
expanded panel could be used [64]. Epithelioid mesothelioma markers include Wilms Tumour
1 (WT-1), calretinin. cytokeratin 5 or 5/6. Thyroid transcription factor-1 (TTF-1) is useful for
the differentiation of lung adenocarcinoma, whilst CYFRA 21-1, SCCA and p63 are useful
squamous cell carcinoma markers. Markers can also be selected for secondary malignancies
of other tissue origin.

4.5. Histological subtypes

Many subtypes of mesothelioma have been described, but a single tumour can harbour several
subtypes, so they are best broadly grouped into three types: epithelioid, sarcomatoid and
mixed or biphasic. The epithelioid type is the most common (60%) whilst the other two types
comprise 20% each [71]. The histological type not only determines the main differential
diagnoses, but is also a predictor of response to treatment and one of the most powerful
prognostic predictor [72] [73] [74].

5. Clinical features

The symptoms of MPM typically present insidiously with vague symptoms [75]. The charac‐
teristic symptoms are pain in half the patients, breathlessness in a third, and constitutional
symptoms in less than 10%. At the beginning, symptoms are usually ill-defined and mild, but
as the disease progresses, the initial heaviness becomes an ache and pain that interferes with
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sleep, and the breathlessness would often force the patient to stop working. Medical attention
is usually only sought after a median of 3.5 months of progressing symptoms [76].

Physical examination is helpful insofar as suggesting a pleural effusion or pleural thickening,
but is nonspecific for the diagnosis of MPM. Peripheral stigmata of pulmonary diseases such
as clubbing and hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy are not features of MPM, and
palpable lymphadenopathy is rare.

In those with large effusion, drainage may lead to rapid improvement of symptoms but a
trapped lung is also common. As the disease progresses, less fluid is produced and there is
progressively more pleural thickening, eventually the fluid disappears and the chest becomes
contracted and filled with tumour. Local invasion of the chest wall can result in intractable
pain and paresthesia, whilst invasion of the contralateral pleural space, pericardial space or
through the diaphragm usually herald a rapid deterioration. Distant spread is common but is
usually less symptomatic than the primary site.

The outlook for patients with mesothelioma is bad. For patients who present asymptomatically
on a chest radiograph, the median survival is 20 months with best supportive care [76], and it
is with this baseline in mind that we should evaluate noncomparative studies on new therapies.

6. Staging of mesothelioma

The purpose of staging is threefold: it allows stratification of patients by the anatomical extent
of disease into groups with similar prognosis, enables comparison of results between studies
and facilitates treatment decision-making by determining the role of specific therapies in these
subgroups. However, the staging of mesothelioma is hampered by two difficulties, firstly it
has a non-spherical and non-concentric plate-like growth pattern and secondly, there is a lack
of understanding of the natural history of mesothelioma. This is reflected in the fact there has
been six different staging systems over the last 30 years [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83]. Only
the later systems adopted the TNM model, and most have not been independently validated.

The lack of an organ within which mesothelioma grows and the way it encroaches insidiously
onto contiguous structures make clinical staging by imaging challenging. This is particularly
the case with T-staging. The latest International Mesothelioma Interest Group (IMIG) staging
system recognises that mesothelioma starts on the parietal pleura (T1a), and the spreads onto
the visceral pleura as isolated and scattered foci (T1b), which becomes confluent (T2). These
features are not easily resolvable on imaging and require direct visualisation with thoraco‐
scopy or open surgery. Nevertheless, most tumours present at the T3 and T4 stages. Here, the
preoperative determination of invasion into the chest wall, mediastinum, diaphragm or
pericardium is crucial to the separation of potentially resectable (T3) from unresectable (T4)
tumour, but in practice this is not an exact science. The visual distinction between a contiguous
structure and an invaded structure can be a difficult call. When compared to the pathological
stage, both CT and MRI have an accuracy of only 50-60% in most categories, but MRI may be
marginally more superior in the diagnosis of diaphragmatic and chest wall invasion on account
of the signal changes in these structures [84].
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Nodal metastases portends a grave prognosis in patients with mesothelioma who underwent
resection [80] [85] and so accurate staging of nodal involvement is crucial for the selection of
patients for radical treatment and prognostication. However, several factors complicate the
assessment of nodal disease. Firstly, our knowledge of nodal staging is hampered by the fact
that bronchopulmonary nodes are not routinely sampled in radical pleurectomy-decortication,
or routinely reported in extrapleural pneumonectomy specimens. Secondly, the current IMIG
staging system adopted the lung cancer nodal classification for mesothelioma. However, early
anatomical studies has already showed that lymphatic drainage of the pleura occurs first to
the chest wall (internal mammary) and paravertebral lymph nodes, whilst there is little flow
upstream through the lung parenchyma to the N1 stations [86]. Indeed, the survival of patients
with N1 disease does not appear to be any better than those with N2 disease [87] [88] [89] whilst
the extramediastinal nodes (internal mammary, pericardial, diaphragmatic) are associated
with better prognosis [90]. Finally, within the mediastinal nodes there are differences in
outcomes: involvement of upper mediastinal nodes is associated with worse prognosis [90].
This is compatible with the hypothesis that mesothelioma starts basally and progresses
apically.

Radiologically, the nodes are frequently obscured by the pleural thickening, and there is little
correlation between nodal size and disease involvement in mesothelioma [85], so that imaging
modalities based on structural criteria perform poorly at discriminating between involved and
uninvolved nodes. CT and MRI has an accuracy of about 50% for nodal staging and so cannot
be relied on [84]. For this reason, functional imaging such as PET and PET-CT have been
investigated for their role in staging. PET alone has poor spatial resolution, but when combined
with CT, increases the specificity of the PET and the sensitivity of the CT. PET-CT is more
accurate for staging resectable disease than CT, MRI or PET, through its ability to diagnose
distant metastases [91]. For nodal staging, the accuracy for mediastinal nodal involvement in
PET-CT is about 60-66% [92] [93], therefore invasive techniques such as mediastinoscopy are
still required for accurate nodal staging given its potent impact on prognosis [90]. In practice,
in a population with a ‘resectable tumour on CT’ and mandatory mediastinoscopy, PET-CT
was able to prevent futile surgery in an additional 29% patients [92].

The current staging system has several deficiencies. Firstly, it was developed with surgical
patients in mind and requires intraoperative and pathological assessment. As a result, clinical
staging is highly inaccurate and correlates with pathological staging less than 50% of the time
[89]. Secondly, it successfully stratifies survival in only some [94] and not other surgical series
[83]. Thirdly, most patients end up belonging to stage III with little differentiation within.
Fourthly, it does not predict survival in nonsurgical patients such as those following chemo‐
therapy alone [95]. There are other prognostic factors which are more powerful at stratifying
prognosis of mesothelioma patients. Cell type is an important prognostic determinant, the
hazard ratio for death following trimodality therapy is several fold higher than nodal status
and overall stage [83] [95].

Numerous other prognostic factors have been found to be associated with survival in meso‐
thelioma. They include clinical factors such as age, performance status and asbestos burden,
laboratory indices such as haemoglobin, platelet count, white cell count and serum lactate
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dehydrogenase, and biomarkers such as mesothelin and megakaryocyte potentiating factor [96]
[95] [97]. These have been variously combined into different prognostic scores. Amongst the
various scores, different factors take on different prognostic significance in different series and
ultimately, the few consistent predictive factors are age, performance status, histology and
stage. A gene ratio based test for molecular staging using the relative expression of four genes,
namely TM4SF1, PKM2, ARHGDIA, and COBLL1, has been described and internally validated
in a prospective patient set from the same institution [98]. This test was more powerful at
predicting overall survival than either histology or lymph node involvement, and when
combined with these, was able to differentiate three subgroups with very different outcomes
[99]. Nevertheless, the test suffers the same limitation as the current staging system in its
requirement for pathological data following resection.

7. Assessment of treatment response

Many tumours grow as spherical masses and linear measurements which correlate well to
tumour volume can usually be taken on cross-section imaging for the assessment of response
to treatment. The sheet like growth pattern of MPM over many different topologically complex
surfaces meant objective measure of mesothelioma responses is difficult and subject to
significant interobserver variation, the standard criteria for response assessment may therefore
be unsuited to it.

The WHO criteria was introduced in 1979 to determine whether there was a complete response,
partial response, stable disease or disease progression [100] and was based in part on evalua‐
tion of breast cancer response by palpation. Without stipulating the assessment protocol or
measurement process, it proposed taking bidimensional measurements and obtaining the
product of the longest tumour diameter with the greatest perpendicular measurement. This
led to significant variation in the assessment method, and made comparison of reporting from
different trials difficult. The Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumour (RECIST) guideline
was proposed in 2000 to try to address some of these problems [101]. It moved onto unidi‐
mensional assessment and measured changes in the longest tumour diameter on standardised
imaging protocols. However, for tumours like mesothelioma, the choices of longest tumour
diameter are many and subject to interpretation and bias. To improve on this, a modification
of the RECIST criteria for mesothelioma was proposed to assess response by summating the
perpendicular thickness of the tumour rind in two positions at three levels into a unidimen‐
sional measurement, and repeating the measurements at the same position [102]. Where
appropriate for a lesion, bidimensional assessment can still be used. Within this system, a
complete response is defined as complete disappearance of all tumour, a partial response by
at least 30% reduction in the measurement on two occasions 4 weeks apart, progressive disease
as increase in the measurement by 20% or appearance of new lesions, and stable disease as
those who fulfilled neither the partial response nor progressive disease criteria.

This system was validated and showed correlation to lung function and survival outcomes
[102]. Nevertheless, there is still significant overlap in survival between those with stable
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Nodal metastases portends a grave prognosis in patients with mesothelioma who underwent
resection [80] [85] and so accurate staging of nodal involvement is crucial for the selection of
patients for radical treatment and prognostication. However, several factors complicate the
assessment of nodal disease. Firstly, our knowledge of nodal staging is hampered by the fact
that bronchopulmonary nodes are not routinely sampled in radical pleurectomy-decortication,
or routinely reported in extrapleural pneumonectomy specimens. Secondly, the current IMIG
staging system adopted the lung cancer nodal classification for mesothelioma. However, early
anatomical studies has already showed that lymphatic drainage of the pleura occurs first to
the chest wall (internal mammary) and paravertebral lymph nodes, whilst there is little flow
upstream through the lung parenchyma to the N1 stations [86]. Indeed, the survival of patients
with N1 disease does not appear to be any better than those with N2 disease [87] [88] [89] whilst
the extramediastinal nodes (internal mammary, pericardial, diaphragmatic) are associated
with better prognosis [90]. Finally, within the mediastinal nodes there are differences in
outcomes: involvement of upper mediastinal nodes is associated with worse prognosis [90].
This is compatible with the hypothesis that mesothelioma starts basally and progresses
apically.

Radiologically, the nodes are frequently obscured by the pleural thickening, and there is little
correlation between nodal size and disease involvement in mesothelioma [85], so that imaging
modalities based on structural criteria perform poorly at discriminating between involved and
uninvolved nodes. CT and MRI has an accuracy of about 50% for nodal staging and so cannot
be relied on [84]. For this reason, functional imaging such as PET and PET-CT have been
investigated for their role in staging. PET alone has poor spatial resolution, but when combined
with CT, increases the specificity of the PET and the sensitivity of the CT. PET-CT is more
accurate for staging resectable disease than CT, MRI or PET, through its ability to diagnose
distant metastases [91]. For nodal staging, the accuracy for mediastinal nodal involvement in
PET-CT is about 60-66% [92] [93], therefore invasive techniques such as mediastinoscopy are
still required for accurate nodal staging given its potent impact on prognosis [90]. In practice,
in a population with a ‘resectable tumour on CT’ and mandatory mediastinoscopy, PET-CT
was able to prevent futile surgery in an additional 29% patients [92].

The current staging system has several deficiencies. Firstly, it was developed with surgical
patients in mind and requires intraoperative and pathological assessment. As a result, clinical
staging is highly inaccurate and correlates with pathological staging less than 50% of the time
[89]. Secondly, it successfully stratifies survival in only some [94] and not other surgical series
[83]. Thirdly, most patients end up belonging to stage III with little differentiation within.
Fourthly, it does not predict survival in nonsurgical patients such as those following chemo‐
therapy alone [95]. There are other prognostic factors which are more powerful at stratifying
prognosis of mesothelioma patients. Cell type is an important prognostic determinant, the
hazard ratio for death following trimodality therapy is several fold higher than nodal status
and overall stage [83] [95].

Numerous other prognostic factors have been found to be associated with survival in meso‐
thelioma. They include clinical factors such as age, performance status and asbestos burden,
laboratory indices such as haemoglobin, platelet count, white cell count and serum lactate
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dehydrogenase, and biomarkers such as mesothelin and megakaryocyte potentiating factor [96]
[95] [97]. These have been variously combined into different prognostic scores. Amongst the
various scores, different factors take on different prognostic significance in different series and
ultimately, the few consistent predictive factors are age, performance status, histology and
stage. A gene ratio based test for molecular staging using the relative expression of four genes,
namely TM4SF1, PKM2, ARHGDIA, and COBLL1, has been described and internally validated
in a prospective patient set from the same institution [98]. This test was more powerful at
predicting overall survival than either histology or lymph node involvement, and when
combined with these, was able to differentiate three subgroups with very different outcomes
[99]. Nevertheless, the test suffers the same limitation as the current staging system in its
requirement for pathological data following resection.

7. Assessment of treatment response

Many tumours grow as spherical masses and linear measurements which correlate well to
tumour volume can usually be taken on cross-section imaging for the assessment of response
to treatment. The sheet like growth pattern of MPM over many different topologically complex
surfaces meant objective measure of mesothelioma responses is difficult and subject to
significant interobserver variation, the standard criteria for response assessment may therefore
be unsuited to it.

The WHO criteria was introduced in 1979 to determine whether there was a complete response,
partial response, stable disease or disease progression [100] and was based in part on evalua‐
tion of breast cancer response by palpation. Without stipulating the assessment protocol or
measurement process, it proposed taking bidimensional measurements and obtaining the
product of the longest tumour diameter with the greatest perpendicular measurement. This
led to significant variation in the assessment method, and made comparison of reporting from
different trials difficult. The Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumour (RECIST) guideline
was proposed in 2000 to try to address some of these problems [101]. It moved onto unidi‐
mensional assessment and measured changes in the longest tumour diameter on standardised
imaging protocols. However, for tumours like mesothelioma, the choices of longest tumour
diameter are many and subject to interpretation and bias. To improve on this, a modification
of the RECIST criteria for mesothelioma was proposed to assess response by summating the
perpendicular thickness of the tumour rind in two positions at three levels into a unidimen‐
sional measurement, and repeating the measurements at the same position [102]. Where
appropriate for a lesion, bidimensional assessment can still be used. Within this system, a
complete response is defined as complete disappearance of all tumour, a partial response by
at least 30% reduction in the measurement on two occasions 4 weeks apart, progressive disease
as increase in the measurement by 20% or appearance of new lesions, and stable disease as
those who fulfilled neither the partial response nor progressive disease criteria.

This system was validated and showed correlation to lung function and survival outcomes
[102]. Nevertheless, there is still significant overlap in survival between those with stable
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disease and those with partial response, even following optimisation of the cut-off criteria
for each group [103]. This has significant implications for the clinical relevance of studies
which use response as their primary outcome measure instead of survival.

8. Treatment

8.1. From single to multi-modality treatment

The results of mesothelioma treatment in the 1970s and 1980s were disappointing. Radical
surgery alone was associated with high morbidity and mortality, whilst its impact on long
term outcomes was questionable [77]. The response rate to chemotherapy was poor amongst
most agents and responses were not durable with 80% of  patients developing recurrent
disease within 2 years. Mesothelioma cells are radiosensitive in the laboratory [104], but the
use of radiotherapy to treat mesothelioma was associated with significant toxicity resulting
from the extensive volume that needs to be treated and the proximity of vital organs. The
disease burden is great from both local progression and distant metastases, but none of the
modalities when used alone were effective. In 1980, Karen Antman at the then Sidney Farber
Cancer Institute in Boston, proposed the combination of resection with radiotherapy and
systemic chemotherapy in limited disease to maximise local control and minimise distant
relapse.

Studies of surgery alone have reported that following extrapleural pneumonectomy, local
recurrence occurs in a third of patients and distant recurrence in half the patients [105] [106].
Therefore, there was room to improve local control, but systemic control should also be part
of the treatment for all patients. Early work focused on adding adjuvant chemotherapy and
postoperative radiotherapy after EPP, but compliance with early chemotherapy following lung
resection was often poor due to a prolonged postoperative recovery [107]. With this in mind,
and the discovery of significant responses from platinum doublets, the Swiss investigators
adopted a strategy of neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgery and hemithoracic
radiotherapy to ensure all patients received systemic treatment [108]. They showed that
surgery after neoadjuvant chemotherapy was safe and outcomes were at least comparable if
not improved. With this strategy, compliance with chemotherapy was near 100% and overall
compliance with all three treatment modalities was 60-70% [109].

Since then, each of the therapeutic modalities have undergone refinement and a number of
groups reported improved outcomes in selected patients undergoing multimodality treatment
when compared to historical results. This has led to a number of randomised trials designed
to tease out the role of various components of multimodality treatment.

In this section we will review the current state of knowledge on the treatment of mesothelioma.
The role and nuances of surgery will be covered in another chapter, and here we will focus on
radiation therapy and systemic treatment. We will review the roles of these treatments in
palliation and as part of multimodality therapy with radical intent.
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8.2. Symptom palliation

The symptoms of mesothelioma are severe and debilitating, leaving many patients miserable
for their remaining time. In particular, the severity of pain and breathlessness exceeds that in
non-small cell lung cancer patients [110].

Early on in the disease, breathlessness is due to pleural effusion compressing the lung and can
be managed effectively by drainage. If the lung reexpands following drainage, pleurodesis can
prevent reaccumulation. Most studies concern the management of malignant pleural effusions
in general which include some cases of mesothelioma. Randomised trials for the use of
sclerosant (drainage alone vs drainage with sclerosant), between different sclerosants and
between techniques (bedside vs thoracoscopic) for malignant pleural effusions in general
favoured the use of talc pleurodesis and thoracoscopy [111] [112]. One subsequent large
randomised trial did suggest equivalence between bedside talc slurry and thoracoscopic talc
pleurodesis [113], but the frequent need to obtain tissue for diagnosis usually favours the
thoracoscopic approach. The recurrence rate following thoracoscopic pleurodesis remains
however at 20-30%.

As the disease progresses, a trapped lung develops where the visceral tumour forms a
constricting cortex over the lung preventing pleural apposition. Talc pleurodesis in such
situations risks infection from long term drainage and contamination of a fixed space. VATS
pleurectomy and decortication has been advocated as a palliative procedure which does not
aim for complete macroscopic clearance, but tries to achieve lung reexpansion. There seems
to be some short-term improvement in pain and dyspnoea [114] without detriment to survival
[115] [116]. Recruitment to the randomised trial for VATS decortication (MesoVATS) has now
closed, and the results should be available in the near future [117].

Recently, the use of long term tunnelled pleural catheters for effusions with underlying
trapped lung has shown promise with very short hospital stay, low morbidity and better
patient tolerability. It compared favourably with bedside talc slurry [118]. Even in patients
with trapped lung, long term drainage could ultimately result in pleural symphysis, and the
drain could eventually be removed in a fifth of patients [119]. Furthermore, chemotherapy can
safely continue in the presence of such drains.

As the disease progresses, the effusion disappears and is replaced by a constricting tumour
and a contracted hemithorax. Management of breathlessness at this stage is difficult. A
palliative pleurectomy could be performed to relieve the restriction on ventilation and chest
wall pain but there is significant morbidity associated with such an extensive operation. On
the other hand, self-help breathlessness management techniques and opioids can help to
relieve the sensation of dyspnoea.

Pain is also a significant symptom that could be difficult to manage. In addition to the WHO
pain ladder, radiotherapy can improve chest wall pain in 50-60% patients [120] although
unfortunately in most cases the relief is not sustained [121]. There is some suggestion that
hyperthermia may increase the response rate to radiotherapy for pain control [122]. In addition,
there is a significant neuropathic component to the pain, so early referral to a specialist pain
management team may help to improve the quality of life in the final months.
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disease and those with partial response, even following optimisation of the cut-off criteria
for each group [103]. This has significant implications for the clinical relevance of studies
which use response as their primary outcome measure instead of survival.

8. Treatment

8.1. From single to multi-modality treatment

The results of mesothelioma treatment in the 1970s and 1980s were disappointing. Radical
surgery alone was associated with high morbidity and mortality, whilst its impact on long
term outcomes was questionable [77]. The response rate to chemotherapy was poor amongst
most agents and responses were not durable with 80% of  patients developing recurrent
disease within 2 years. Mesothelioma cells are radiosensitive in the laboratory [104], but the
use of radiotherapy to treat mesothelioma was associated with significant toxicity resulting
from the extensive volume that needs to be treated and the proximity of vital organs. The
disease burden is great from both local progression and distant metastases, but none of the
modalities when used alone were effective. In 1980, Karen Antman at the then Sidney Farber
Cancer Institute in Boston, proposed the combination of resection with radiotherapy and
systemic chemotherapy in limited disease to maximise local control and minimise distant
relapse.

Studies of surgery alone have reported that following extrapleural pneumonectomy, local
recurrence occurs in a third of patients and distant recurrence in half the patients [105] [106].
Therefore, there was room to improve local control, but systemic control should also be part
of the treatment for all patients. Early work focused on adding adjuvant chemotherapy and
postoperative radiotherapy after EPP, but compliance with early chemotherapy following lung
resection was often poor due to a prolonged postoperative recovery [107]. With this in mind,
and the discovery of significant responses from platinum doublets, the Swiss investigators
adopted a strategy of neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgery and hemithoracic
radiotherapy to ensure all patients received systemic treatment [108]. They showed that
surgery after neoadjuvant chemotherapy was safe and outcomes were at least comparable if
not improved. With this strategy, compliance with chemotherapy was near 100% and overall
compliance with all three treatment modalities was 60-70% [109].

Since then, each of the therapeutic modalities have undergone refinement and a number of
groups reported improved outcomes in selected patients undergoing multimodality treatment
when compared to historical results. This has led to a number of randomised trials designed
to tease out the role of various components of multimodality treatment.

In this section we will review the current state of knowledge on the treatment of mesothelioma.
The role and nuances of surgery will be covered in another chapter, and here we will focus on
radiation therapy and systemic treatment. We will review the roles of these treatments in
palliation and as part of multimodality therapy with radical intent.
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8.2. Symptom palliation

The symptoms of mesothelioma are severe and debilitating, leaving many patients miserable
for their remaining time. In particular, the severity of pain and breathlessness exceeds that in
non-small cell lung cancer patients [110].

Early on in the disease, breathlessness is due to pleural effusion compressing the lung and can
be managed effectively by drainage. If the lung reexpands following drainage, pleurodesis can
prevent reaccumulation. Most studies concern the management of malignant pleural effusions
in general which include some cases of mesothelioma. Randomised trials for the use of
sclerosant (drainage alone vs drainage with sclerosant), between different sclerosants and
between techniques (bedside vs thoracoscopic) for malignant pleural effusions in general
favoured the use of talc pleurodesis and thoracoscopy [111] [112]. One subsequent large
randomised trial did suggest equivalence between bedside talc slurry and thoracoscopic talc
pleurodesis [113], but the frequent need to obtain tissue for diagnosis usually favours the
thoracoscopic approach. The recurrence rate following thoracoscopic pleurodesis remains
however at 20-30%.

As the disease progresses, a trapped lung develops where the visceral tumour forms a
constricting cortex over the lung preventing pleural apposition. Talc pleurodesis in such
situations risks infection from long term drainage and contamination of a fixed space. VATS
pleurectomy and decortication has been advocated as a palliative procedure which does not
aim for complete macroscopic clearance, but tries to achieve lung reexpansion. There seems
to be some short-term improvement in pain and dyspnoea [114] without detriment to survival
[115] [116]. Recruitment to the randomised trial for VATS decortication (MesoVATS) has now
closed, and the results should be available in the near future [117].

Recently, the use of long term tunnelled pleural catheters for effusions with underlying
trapped lung has shown promise with very short hospital stay, low morbidity and better
patient tolerability. It compared favourably with bedside talc slurry [118]. Even in patients
with trapped lung, long term drainage could ultimately result in pleural symphysis, and the
drain could eventually be removed in a fifth of patients [119]. Furthermore, chemotherapy can
safely continue in the presence of such drains.

As the disease progresses, the effusion disappears and is replaced by a constricting tumour
and a contracted hemithorax. Management of breathlessness at this stage is difficult. A
palliative pleurectomy could be performed to relieve the restriction on ventilation and chest
wall pain but there is significant morbidity associated with such an extensive operation. On
the other hand, self-help breathlessness management techniques and opioids can help to
relieve the sensation of dyspnoea.

Pain is also a significant symptom that could be difficult to manage. In addition to the WHO
pain ladder, radiotherapy can improve chest wall pain in 50-60% patients [120] although
unfortunately in most cases the relief is not sustained [121]. There is some suggestion that
hyperthermia may increase the response rate to radiotherapy for pain control [122]. In addition,
there is a significant neuropathic component to the pain, so early referral to a specialist pain
management team may help to improve the quality of life in the final months.
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The question of whether palliative chemotherapy has additional benefit on top of best
supportive treatment was addressed by a three-armed randomised trial [123]. This was an
important landmark - whilst there were numerous phase II trials addressing different chemo‐
therapy agents, prior to this trial there were no randomised evidence to show that chemother‐
apy was beneficial over best supportive care, and most retrospective comparisons suffered
from significant selection bias. Unfortunately, the trial experienced slow accrual and was
revised to amalgamate two chemotherapy arms, which then also closed early from falling
recruitment following the results of other randomised trials. This rendered it underpowered
to show a survival difference. The trial was also criticised for employing non-standard
chemotherapy regimens which may have led to nonsignificant results [124]. Within these
limitations, it concluded the addition of chemotherapy did not improve symptoms or quality
of life to any significant degree, in part because the few symptoms which improved were
outweighed by the significant morbidity associated with chemotherapy.

The role of chemotherapy was indirectly addressed by other studies. The MED trial rando‐
mised 43 malignant mesothelioma (M) patients with stable symptoms to early (E) chemother‐
apy or to delayed (D) chemotherapy when there was symptom progression. It found patients
who received early chemotherapy had a longer freedom from symptom progression and a
better quality of life; furthermore, despite the small number of patients, there was a trend
towards prolonged survival in the early chemotherapy group [125]. In addition to this study,
a number of comparative randomised phase III studies found benefit for one regimen over
another. Unless the control arms led to worse outcome than best supportive care, which is
unlikely, these studies indirectly showed that a benefit for chemotherapy exists. Together, they
showed that chemotherapy not only has a role in palliation as well as improving survival, but
that it should be given early rather than late, and before symptoms worsen.

8.3. Chemotherapy

MPM is a particularly aggressive condition which responds poorly to treatment and chemo‐
therapy is no exception. In the rush to make an impact, numerous studies have been carried
out and almost all agents have been tried. Yet amongst these, most are small, noncomparative
phase II studies, so attempts to draw conclusions about the efficacy of each treatment were
frustrated by heterogeneity of the populations and variations in treatment schedules, assess‐
ment of response and reporting of outcomes, not to mention selection and publication biases.
Frequently, promising outcomes in smaller trials were not replicated in larger and better
conducted trials.

8.3.1. Towards cisplatin-based chemotherapy

In general, the single agent studies have been hard pressed to obtain response rates of over
20% and complete responses were rare. Of the single agent chemotherapy trials, many agents
such as the vinca alkaloids (with the exception of vinorelbine) had no efficacy, and responders
were few for the alkylating agents [126] [127] [128] [129]. The three classes of agents which
showed some degree of response, albeit with response rates that rarely exceeded 20%, were
the anthracyclines, platinum compounds and the antimetabolites/antifolates [130]. On the
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basis of this, Berghmans and colleagues carried out a metaanalysis, grouping studies into four
subgroups: those which contained cisplatin without doxorubicin, doxorubicin without
cisplatin, both doxorubicin and cisplatin and those that contained neither agents [131]. The
composite response rate was highest for the two groups that contained cisplatin, with a higher
response rate in the group that contained also doxorubicin (28.5%). On the other hand,
doxorubicin alone (11.3%) was not better than trials which contained neither cisplatin nor
doxorubicin (11.6%), suggesting cisplatin was the active agent.

A more recent metaanalysis [132] found the combined intention-to-treat (ITT) response rate
for phase II single agent trials was indeed highest for cisplatin (20.0%) whilst almost all other
classes of drugs including the anthracyclines had a rate of <10%. When used in combination,
the non-platinum combination regimens had a slight improvement over single agents (overall
response rate of 10.4%), but still remained some way behind single-agent cisplatin. On the
other hand, certain combination therapies containing cisplatin appeared to show an improve‐
ment on single-agent cisplatin such as with anthracyclines (32.4%) and gemcitabine/irinotecan
(26.1%).

These trials seemed to suggest that cisplatin is the more potent agent, and that combination
therapy could improve on the results of single-agent cisplatin. Nevertheless, these phase II
trials were hampered by their non-comparative nature, and the use of response rate as a
surrogate outcome whilst often without reporting of survival outcomes. In fact, these respons‐
es were rarely sustained, and the link between radiological response and improved survival
is tenuous.

8.3.2. The antimetabolites

Gemcitabine is a false nucleotide antimetabolite that gets misincorporated into DNA and hence
interferes with DNA synthesis and repair. It showed broad activity against many solid and
haematological malignancies, and has been evaluated in mesothelioma. The single agent trials
were however inconsistent, with three trials showing widely differing response rates of 0%,
7% and 31% [133] [134] [135]. The overall ITT response rate was a disappointing 6.9%. There
was significant heterogeneity in patient selection, chemotherapy dose and schedule, and
response evaluation to explain some of the differences seen.

Cisplatin and gemcitabine are synergistic in the killing of neoplastic cells in vitro [136]. It is
efficacious for several malignancies including non small cell lung cancer for which it became
a standard of care prior to 2008 [137]. In a single institution phase II study from Australia,
Byrne and colleagues administered a 6-cycle regimen of cisplatin and gemcitabine to 21
patients with confirmed mesothelioma. Tumour response was assessed by what was to become
the modified RECIST criteria. There was an impressive 47.6% response rate that exceeded the
results of both drugs as single agents, and a number of patients, including non-responders,
found symptom relief [138]. This led to a multicentre phase II study of 53 patients using the
same regimen [139]. However, the overall response rate this time was only 33% with a median
duration of response of 5.4 months; the overall survival from diagnosis was a median of 17.3
months. In Europe, a phase II trial using a different dosing and scheduling regimen, obtained
a response rate of 16% for the 25 patients using the WHO criteria for assessment [140].
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The question of whether palliative chemotherapy has additional benefit on top of best
supportive treatment was addressed by a three-armed randomised trial [123]. This was an
important landmark - whilst there were numerous phase II trials addressing different chemo‐
therapy agents, prior to this trial there were no randomised evidence to show that chemother‐
apy was beneficial over best supportive care, and most retrospective comparisons suffered
from significant selection bias. Unfortunately, the trial experienced slow accrual and was
revised to amalgamate two chemotherapy arms, which then also closed early from falling
recruitment following the results of other randomised trials. This rendered it underpowered
to show a survival difference. The trial was also criticised for employing non-standard
chemotherapy regimens which may have led to nonsignificant results [124]. Within these
limitations, it concluded the addition of chemotherapy did not improve symptoms or quality
of life to any significant degree, in part because the few symptoms which improved were
outweighed by the significant morbidity associated with chemotherapy.

The role of chemotherapy was indirectly addressed by other studies. The MED trial rando‐
mised 43 malignant mesothelioma (M) patients with stable symptoms to early (E) chemother‐
apy or to delayed (D) chemotherapy when there was symptom progression. It found patients
who received early chemotherapy had a longer freedom from symptom progression and a
better quality of life; furthermore, despite the small number of patients, there was a trend
towards prolonged survival in the early chemotherapy group [125]. In addition to this study,
a number of comparative randomised phase III studies found benefit for one regimen over
another. Unless the control arms led to worse outcome than best supportive care, which is
unlikely, these studies indirectly showed that a benefit for chemotherapy exists. Together, they
showed that chemotherapy not only has a role in palliation as well as improving survival, but
that it should be given early rather than late, and before symptoms worsen.

8.3. Chemotherapy

MPM is a particularly aggressive condition which responds poorly to treatment and chemo‐
therapy is no exception. In the rush to make an impact, numerous studies have been carried
out and almost all agents have been tried. Yet amongst these, most are small, noncomparative
phase II studies, so attempts to draw conclusions about the efficacy of each treatment were
frustrated by heterogeneity of the populations and variations in treatment schedules, assess‐
ment of response and reporting of outcomes, not to mention selection and publication biases.
Frequently, promising outcomes in smaller trials were not replicated in larger and better
conducted trials.

8.3.1. Towards cisplatin-based chemotherapy

In general, the single agent studies have been hard pressed to obtain response rates of over
20% and complete responses were rare. Of the single agent chemotherapy trials, many agents
such as the vinca alkaloids (with the exception of vinorelbine) had no efficacy, and responders
were few for the alkylating agents [126] [127] [128] [129]. The three classes of agents which
showed some degree of response, albeit with response rates that rarely exceeded 20%, were
the anthracyclines, platinum compounds and the antimetabolites/antifolates [130]. On the
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basis of this, Berghmans and colleagues carried out a metaanalysis, grouping studies into four
subgroups: those which contained cisplatin without doxorubicin, doxorubicin without
cisplatin, both doxorubicin and cisplatin and those that contained neither agents [131]. The
composite response rate was highest for the two groups that contained cisplatin, with a higher
response rate in the group that contained also doxorubicin (28.5%). On the other hand,
doxorubicin alone (11.3%) was not better than trials which contained neither cisplatin nor
doxorubicin (11.6%), suggesting cisplatin was the active agent.

A more recent metaanalysis [132] found the combined intention-to-treat (ITT) response rate
for phase II single agent trials was indeed highest for cisplatin (20.0%) whilst almost all other
classes of drugs including the anthracyclines had a rate of <10%. When used in combination,
the non-platinum combination regimens had a slight improvement over single agents (overall
response rate of 10.4%), but still remained some way behind single-agent cisplatin. On the
other hand, certain combination therapies containing cisplatin appeared to show an improve‐
ment on single-agent cisplatin such as with anthracyclines (32.4%) and gemcitabine/irinotecan
(26.1%).

These trials seemed to suggest that cisplatin is the more potent agent, and that combination
therapy could improve on the results of single-agent cisplatin. Nevertheless, these phase II
trials were hampered by their non-comparative nature, and the use of response rate as a
surrogate outcome whilst often without reporting of survival outcomes. In fact, these respons‐
es were rarely sustained, and the link between radiological response and improved survival
is tenuous.

8.3.2. The antimetabolites

Gemcitabine is a false nucleotide antimetabolite that gets misincorporated into DNA and hence
interferes with DNA synthesis and repair. It showed broad activity against many solid and
haematological malignancies, and has been evaluated in mesothelioma. The single agent trials
were however inconsistent, with three trials showing widely differing response rates of 0%,
7% and 31% [133] [134] [135]. The overall ITT response rate was a disappointing 6.9%. There
was significant heterogeneity in patient selection, chemotherapy dose and schedule, and
response evaluation to explain some of the differences seen.

Cisplatin and gemcitabine are synergistic in the killing of neoplastic cells in vitro [136]. It is
efficacious for several malignancies including non small cell lung cancer for which it became
a standard of care prior to 2008 [137]. In a single institution phase II study from Australia,
Byrne and colleagues administered a 6-cycle regimen of cisplatin and gemcitabine to 21
patients with confirmed mesothelioma. Tumour response was assessed by what was to become
the modified RECIST criteria. There was an impressive 47.6% response rate that exceeded the
results of both drugs as single agents, and a number of patients, including non-responders,
found symptom relief [138]. This led to a multicentre phase II study of 53 patients using the
same regimen [139]. However, the overall response rate this time was only 33% with a median
duration of response of 5.4 months; the overall survival from diagnosis was a median of 17.3
months. In Europe, a phase II trial using a different dosing and scheduling regimen, obtained
a response rate of 16% for the 25 patients using the WHO criteria for assessment [140].
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In the absence of better phase III results, cisplatin and gemcitabine became widely adopted at
the turn of the millenium and was also appropriated into multimodality regimens. In a single
institution Swiss trimodality study, neoadjuvant chemotherapy with cisplatin and gemcita‐
bine gave a response rate of 32% without increasing perioperative morbidity or mortality, and
the ITT overall survival was 23 months [108]. A similar study from Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Centre with 21 patients with advanced MPM reported a response rate of 26% to
neoadjuvant cisplatin and gemcitabine. There were no postoperative mortality despite
neoadjuvant treatment. The median survival was 33.5 months for those who completed all
three modalities [141].

8.3.3. The antifolates

The other class of drugs which showed promise was the antifolate family of antimetabo‐
lites. Antifolates interfere with DNA synthesis through disrupting nucleotide synthesis, a
process which requires folate. A trial of 63 patients with unresectable mesothelioma in the
1980s treated with high dose methotrexate found a 37% response rate (albeit with a looser
definition of ‘response’) [142]. Another phase II trial of edatrexate, a drug very similar to
methotrexate but for a single carbon to nitrogen substitution and greater potency, showed a
response rate of 25% but with significant toxicity (20% early deaths) [143]. This required a
protocol amendment with the use of leucovorin rescue. Unfortunately, this alteration also
reduced the response rate.

Pemetrexed is a new generation antifolate which inhibits multiple folate-dependent processes
including thymidylate synthase, dihydrofolate reductase and glycinamide ribonucleotide
formyltransferase (GARFT), all of which are involved in thymidine and purine nucleotide
synthesis. However, folate competes with pemetrexed for cellular uptake. Low folate levels
result in higher intracellular accumulation of pemetrexed and thus higher cytotoxicity.
Homocysteine levels has been found to be a marker of overall folate status and correlates
clinically with pemetrexed toxicity [144]. However, a threshold level below which homocys‐
teine levels could be considered safe could not be established. From 1999, it became a require‐
ment to supplement folic acid and vitamin B12 in studies with pemetrexed, but trials straddling
that period would include both non-supplemented and then supplemented patients.

Pemetrexed on its own showed efficacy similar to other single agents. In a multicentre phase
II trial, 64 patients with confirmed MPM received pemetrexed [145], the response rate was
14.6%. Therapy was better tolerated by the supplemented patients, who also fared better with
a response rate of 16.3% and median survival of 13.0 months. This was in contrast to 9.5% and
8.0 months in the nonsupplemented patients.

A large, international, multicentre, single-blinded phase III study comparing cisplatin and
pemetrexed with cisplatin alone was carried out between 1999 and 2001[146]. In this pivotal
study, 456 chemonaïve patients with unresectable disease or who were not surgical candidates
were randomised to receive cisplatin and pemetrexed or cisplatin alone. Of these, 8 patients
were randomised but were not able to receive treatment. At mid-trial, the protocol was
modified to include folate and vitamin B12 supplementation to all enrolled patients. Supple‐
mentation greatly reduced toxicity: comparing patients who were never supplemented with
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those who were fully supplemented, the instance of neutropenic sepsis fell from 6.3% to 0.6%,
vomiting from 34.4% to 10.7% and diarrhoea from 9.4 to 3.6%.

The trial found a significantly better response rates, time to progressive disease and survival
in the combination therapy arm. The headline response rate was a remarkable 41.3% in the
combination arm and 16.7% in the cisplation-only arm (p<0.0001), all responses were partial
responses. However, true to the difficulty of assessing response, an independent review of
imaging by the FDA confirmed only 47 of the 94 reported responses in the combination arm,
but there were nevertheless still more responses in the combination arm [147].

In the final analysis, the median survival was 12.8 months in the combination arm versus 9.0
months in the cisplatin-only arm, with a hazard ratio of 0.74 [148]. Importantly, the use of
vitamin supplementation did not appear to impact on the response rate or survival outcomes.
On the basis of an advantage on survival, and in spite of the discrepant response rate data,
pemetrexed became the first agent to be approved by the FDA for the treatment of MPM in
patients whose disease is not resectable or who are otherwise not candidates for curative
surgery [149].

A validated quality of life instrument (Lung Cancer Symptom Scale – mesothelioma) was also
administered to all patients on the trial, and the overall symptom score was significantly in
favour of the combination arm. Pain scores had worsened on the cisplatin arm but improved
on the combination arm; dyspnoea scores had also worsened on the cisplatin arm but remain
unchanged on the combination arm. The authors concluded that combination cisplatin and
pemetrexed offered both symptomatic and survival benefit [150].

The trial was notable for its scale, rigorous execution and striking findings. However, it has
also attracted a number of criticisms [151] [152]. The study was single blinded and this may
have contributed to the discrepancy in observed response rates between the investigators and
the FDA reviewers. There was concern that the control group was not the standard of care, ie.
cisplatin doublet, but was instead single agent cisplatin which was not widely used. Further‐
more, the outcome of the cisplatin-alone arm was unusually poor and this may have resulted
in the combination arm appearing more efficacious. In fact, the survival benefit only reached
borderline significance (p=0.051) suggesting the conclusion would have been very sensitive to
small differences in outcome. The low toxicity seen in the vitamin supplemented patients may
suggest that the optimal dosage of pemetrexed has not been reached, as the trial dosage was
derived from the maximum tolerated dose from phase I studies carried out without supple‐
mentation.

Whilst the evidence and the FDA approval was for nonsurgical disease, on the basis of the
survival benefits of the Vogelzang trial, several phase II studies of trimodality treatment
adopted cisplatin and pemetrexed as their neoadjuvant chemotherapy from 2003. Krug and
colleagues reported a multicentre phase II trial of 77 patients with cT1-3,N0-2,M0 histologically
confirmed MPM undergoing trimodality therapy with this combination [153]. 64 patients
(81.3%) were able to complete 4 cycles of chemotherapy. The radiological response rate with
this regimen was 32.4%, of which 3 had pathological complete response at extrapleural
pneumonectomy. The ITT median survival was 16.8 months, and for the 52% who completed
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In the absence of better phase III results, cisplatin and gemcitabine became widely adopted at
the turn of the millenium and was also appropriated into multimodality regimens. In a single
institution Swiss trimodality study, neoadjuvant chemotherapy with cisplatin and gemcita‐
bine gave a response rate of 32% without increasing perioperative morbidity or mortality, and
the ITT overall survival was 23 months [108]. A similar study from Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Centre with 21 patients with advanced MPM reported a response rate of 26% to
neoadjuvant cisplatin and gemcitabine. There were no postoperative mortality despite
neoadjuvant treatment. The median survival was 33.5 months for those who completed all
three modalities [141].

8.3.3. The antifolates

The other class of drugs which showed promise was the antifolate family of antimetabo‐
lites. Antifolates interfere with DNA synthesis through disrupting nucleotide synthesis, a
process which requires folate. A trial of 63 patients with unresectable mesothelioma in the
1980s treated with high dose methotrexate found a 37% response rate (albeit with a looser
definition of ‘response’) [142]. Another phase II trial of edatrexate, a drug very similar to
methotrexate but for a single carbon to nitrogen substitution and greater potency, showed a
response rate of 25% but with significant toxicity (20% early deaths) [143]. This required a
protocol amendment with the use of leucovorin rescue. Unfortunately, this alteration also
reduced the response rate.

Pemetrexed is a new generation antifolate which inhibits multiple folate-dependent processes
including thymidylate synthase, dihydrofolate reductase and glycinamide ribonucleotide
formyltransferase (GARFT), all of which are involved in thymidine and purine nucleotide
synthesis. However, folate competes with pemetrexed for cellular uptake. Low folate levels
result in higher intracellular accumulation of pemetrexed and thus higher cytotoxicity.
Homocysteine levels has been found to be a marker of overall folate status and correlates
clinically with pemetrexed toxicity [144]. However, a threshold level below which homocys‐
teine levels could be considered safe could not be established. From 1999, it became a require‐
ment to supplement folic acid and vitamin B12 in studies with pemetrexed, but trials straddling
that period would include both non-supplemented and then supplemented patients.

Pemetrexed on its own showed efficacy similar to other single agents. In a multicentre phase
II trial, 64 patients with confirmed MPM received pemetrexed [145], the response rate was
14.6%. Therapy was better tolerated by the supplemented patients, who also fared better with
a response rate of 16.3% and median survival of 13.0 months. This was in contrast to 9.5% and
8.0 months in the nonsupplemented patients.

A large, international, multicentre, single-blinded phase III study comparing cisplatin and
pemetrexed with cisplatin alone was carried out between 1999 and 2001[146]. In this pivotal
study, 456 chemonaïve patients with unresectable disease or who were not surgical candidates
were randomised to receive cisplatin and pemetrexed or cisplatin alone. Of these, 8 patients
were randomised but were not able to receive treatment. At mid-trial, the protocol was
modified to include folate and vitamin B12 supplementation to all enrolled patients. Supple‐
mentation greatly reduced toxicity: comparing patients who were never supplemented with
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those who were fully supplemented, the instance of neutropenic sepsis fell from 6.3% to 0.6%,
vomiting from 34.4% to 10.7% and diarrhoea from 9.4 to 3.6%.

The trial found a significantly better response rates, time to progressive disease and survival
in the combination therapy arm. The headline response rate was a remarkable 41.3% in the
combination arm and 16.7% in the cisplation-only arm (p<0.0001), all responses were partial
responses. However, true to the difficulty of assessing response, an independent review of
imaging by the FDA confirmed only 47 of the 94 reported responses in the combination arm,
but there were nevertheless still more responses in the combination arm [147].

In the final analysis, the median survival was 12.8 months in the combination arm versus 9.0
months in the cisplatin-only arm, with a hazard ratio of 0.74 [148]. Importantly, the use of
vitamin supplementation did not appear to impact on the response rate or survival outcomes.
On the basis of an advantage on survival, and in spite of the discrepant response rate data,
pemetrexed became the first agent to be approved by the FDA for the treatment of MPM in
patients whose disease is not resectable or who are otherwise not candidates for curative
surgery [149].

A validated quality of life instrument (Lung Cancer Symptom Scale – mesothelioma) was also
administered to all patients on the trial, and the overall symptom score was significantly in
favour of the combination arm. Pain scores had worsened on the cisplatin arm but improved
on the combination arm; dyspnoea scores had also worsened on the cisplatin arm but remain
unchanged on the combination arm. The authors concluded that combination cisplatin and
pemetrexed offered both symptomatic and survival benefit [150].

The trial was notable for its scale, rigorous execution and striking findings. However, it has
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all three modalities, the median survival was 29.1 months. In a similar vein, a multicentre
European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) trial in 2005-2007
recruited 58 patients with earlier stage (cT1-3,N0-1,M0) histologically-confirmed MPM for 3
cycles of cisplatin and pemetrexed followed by EPP and radical radiotherapy [154]. The
radiological response after chemotherapy was a remarkable 43.9% (24.6% complete response
and 19.3% partial response). The ITT median survival was 18.4 months. 37 patients completed
all 3 modalities and their median survival was about estimated at 33 months, although the
median was barely reached within the follow-up period and so does not allow a confident
estimate.

Another new generation antifolate which has been tested in a randomised phase III setting in
MPM is raltitrexed. Unlike pemetrexed, raltitrexed is a selective inhibitor of only one folic
enzyme - thymidylate synthase. In a phase II study, single agent raltitrexed gave a response
rate of 20.8% with only mild toxicity, without requiring vitamin supplementation [155]. This
led to a multicentre randomised phase III study of cisplatin/ raltitrexed against cisplatin alone
in patients with MPM not amenable to surgical resection [156]. 250 patients were randomised
between the two groups. The radiological response rates were 14% for the cisplatin-only group
and 24% for combination cisplatin-raltitrexed. There was a borderline significant increase in
median survival for the combination chemotherapy arm (8.8 months vs 11.4 months, p=0.048).
The study also assessed quality-of-life but did not find difference in the measures between the
two arms.

Aside from the scale of the trials, the magnitude of benefits seen in the pemetrexed and
raltitrexed randomised trials were very similar. An economic analysis recently found ralti‐
trexed/cisplatin to be much more cost effective than pemetrexed/cisplatin combination
chemotherapy [157]. Raltitrexed however, is not available in the US, and so the standard of
care there remains cisplatin with pemetrexed or gemcitabine [124].

8.3.4. Second-line chemotherapy

The response rate for existing chemotherapy is poor and many patients have disease progres‐
sion during first line therapy. Even for those who respond, the improvement is not durable.
This relentless progression inevitably leads to a question of second line chemotherapy. The
evidence for second-line therapy is however, limited, and many studies are confounded by
rampant immortal time bias – that only patients who can survive to and are fit enough to
receive second-line chemotherapy will receive it, so that treatment benefits will be arbitrarily
overestimated.

For pemetrexed-naïve patients, both pemetrexed and non-pemetrexed-containing regimens
have been used. There is little difference between the two and the outcomes were generally
poor with a median time to progression of several months. Janne et al. reported on the
outcomes of the extended access program for pemetrexed on 153 pemetrexed-naïve patients
[158]. Some patients received single-agent pemetrexed, and others combination cisplatin and
pemetrexed. The response rate and median survival was 32.5% and 7.6 months for combination
therapy and 5.5% and 4.1 months for single agent therapy. There is an element of selection bias
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as patients who were older, have poorer performance status were more likely to receive only
single agent therapy. They were also more likely to receive fewer chemotherapy cycles.

A multicentre phase III randomised trial also addressed the benefits of pemetrexed alone as
second line chemotherapy versus best supportive care in pemetrexed-naïve patients. 243
patients were randomised, but 60% patients died or progressed on the trial treatment. The
response rate was 18.7% with pemetrexed and 1.7% without, and progression free survival
and time to progression were all in favour of pemetrexed. However, there was no difference
in overall survival observed which may relate the large number of patients on the best
supportive care arm who went onto receive early post-discontinuation therapy including
pemetrexed. Quality of life was difficult to assess because of the rapid rate of attrition of these
patients.

For pemetrexed-pretreated patients, both pemetrexed-containing and non-pemetrexed-
containing regimens have been reported in noncomparative studies. For non-pemetrexed
containing regimens, the response rates were reported as <10% and the time to progression
was 2-3 months [159] [160]. Pemetrexed retreatment have also been investigated in pretreated
patients. In one Italian institutional series, 31 pretreated patients were retreated at disease
progression. There was a 19% response rate and a progression free survival of 3.8 months.
They also noted that patients who had a longer progression free survival after first line
chemotherapy also derived a longer progression free survival after second line retreatment
[161], so that the ability to respond to the drug is not lost after first line treatment. In a larger
multicentre retrospective observational study, the same authors reviewed 120 pemetrexed
pretreated patients of which 42 were retreated with a pemetrexed regimen and 78 with a non-
pemetrexed regimen. Those who received the pemetrexed regimen had a higher disease-
control rate, and those rechallenged with platinum/pemetrexed combination therapy had a
significantly longer progression free and overall survival than those receiving monotherapy
(HR 0.11) [162].

However, the results of second line therapy remain poor and there is no standard therapy, this
has made it a platform to test new agents. Many of the new targeted therapy drugs have been
investigated as part of second line therapy, but this stage of the disease also places extraordi‐
nary demands on a new agent to prove a therapeutic value, and a negative trial on this platform
risks writing off an effective agent.

8.4. Targeted therapy

In addition to the classical and largely indiscriminant cytotoxic chemotherapy, the landscape
of oncology has recently been transformed with the arrival of targeted agents which target the
many molecular alterations identified on the malignant cells. The successes of these agents in
other malignancies have also led to them being tested in mesothelioma. There are many such
agents, some of which have been or are investigated for mesothelioma. In this section we will
outline the main targets, but the list is by no means exhaustive. The prevailing theme, never‐
theless, is that the agents tested to date have not been successful.
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8.4.1. Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF)

Angiogenesis is crucial for tumour growth and mesothelioma is no exception. Indeed,
angiogenesis is itself a poor prognostic factor for mesothelioma [163]. VEGF is not only a
paracrine growth factor for blood vessels but also an autocrine signal for mesothelioma cells
which expresses the VEGF receptors (VEGFR) -1, -2 and -3 [164]. A number of angiogenesis
inhibitors are now available, and some has demonstrated effectiveness against malignancies
such as colorectal cancer, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and multiple myeloma.

A number of anti-VEGF agents have been tested in mesothelioma but the results have been
disappointing. Bevacizumab (Avastin) is a humanised anti-VEGF-A antibody which has
showed effectiveness in metastatic colorectal cancer and NSCLC. In a phase II trial of patients
with mesothelioma not amenable to curative intent surgery, they were randomised to cisplatin/
gemcitabine with either bevazicumab or placebo. There was no difference in progression free
or overall survival [165]. In a similar vein, the addition of bevazicumab to cisplatin and
pemetrexed in a noncomparative trial did not result in improvements in response rates or
survival compared to historical results [166]. A randomised trial of pemetrexed-cisplatin with
or without bevacizumab is currently ongoing in Europe (MAPS trial).

Thalidomide has been resurrected in the 1990s when it was shown to be a powerful antian‐
giogenic agent. Clinically, it has showed effectiveness in multiple myeloma. In a dose escala‐
tion study, it was given to 40 patients with MPM irrespective of previous treatment [167].
Response was not formally reported, but only 27.5% patients were free from progression at 6
months.

Many other agents targeting the angiogenesis pathways such as sunitinib, vatalanib, sorafenib
and NGR-hTNF have been tested in MPM alone or in addition to a cisplatin doublet, however,
they mostly showed no or only very modest activity against MPM [168] [169] [170] [171].

8.4.2. Epidermal Growth Factor Signalling

EGF receptors (EGFR) is overexpressed in MPM. The tyrosine kinase inhibitors targeting
EGFR, such as erlotinib and gefitinib, have been so successful in various types of cancer they
too have been tested in MPM. Unfortunately, in phase II trials, these two agents did not show
any significant activity against MPM: in both erlotonib trials, no objective response was
observed [172] [173] whilst the gefitinib trial only showed a 4% response rate [174].

8.4.3. Histone deactylase inhibitors

Acetylation of histones is an important mechanism of epigenetic regulation of gene expression:
acetylation frees the DNA from histones and increases gene expression, at the same time
promoting cell cycle arrest or apoptosis. Histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors have been
developed and investigated in MPM. In the largest randomised trial in MPM to date, 660
patients pretreated were randomised to vorinostat, (a HDAC inhibitor) or placebo. The results
were reported at the European Multidisciplinary Cancer Congress in September 2011. The
triallists reported that vorinostat did not improve the response rate or overall survival
compared to placebo [175].
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8.4.4. NF-κB pathway

The NF-κB pathway is important in the pathogenesis of mesothelioma. Two agents that target
the pathway have been investigated in mesothelioma. Bortezomib, a proteasome inhibitor
which induces apoptosis in mesothelioma cells is currently studied in several trials [176]. In a
phase II trial of monotherapy bortezomib, the response rate was 4.8%, and the majority of
patients had disease progression on treatment within the first two cycles [177]. Ranpirnase is
a ribonuclease found in the Northern Leopard Frog oocyte. It is a tRNase that also prevents
NF-κB nuclear translocation. In a large phase II study of single-agent ranpirnase which
included patients who previously did not respond to chemotherapy, the response rate was 5%
and the ITT median survival was 6 months [178]. In a phase III randomised trial of doxorubicin
with or without ranpirnase for both chemonaïve and pretreated patients, there was no
difference in ITT overall survival. However, a survival benefit could be seen in the preplanned
subgroup analysis of the pretreated subgroup [179].

9. Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy has been studied in three roles for the management of mesothelioma: the
palliation of symptoms, prevention of tract site metastases and with radical intent to improve
survival alone or as part of multimodality treatment. The first of these was covered earlier and
we will focus our discussion here on the other two roles.

9.1. Prophylactic irradiation

Mesothelioma has been known to seed along interventional tracts to form painful subcutane‐
ous nodules and radiotherapy is commonly used in the prevention of such metastases. In
general, the more invasive the procedure, the higher the likelihood is of getting tract metastases
[180]. The carte blanche to give prophylactic irradiation came from a randomised trial in 1995
[181]. Boutin et al. randomised 40 patients following thoracoscopy to local irradiation with
21Gy of 12.5-15 MeV electrons in 3 fractions within 15 days of the procedure. They found an
incidence of subcutaneous nodules of 40% in the untreated patients and 0% in the irradiated
patients. Since then, prophylactic irradiation of intervention sites has become entrenched in
guidelines [182] [183] and clinical practice [184] [185].

Two subsequent randomised trials found an incidence of subcutaneous nodules of only about
10% of patients, and that prophylactic irradiation offered no protection against the develop‐
ment of these nodules [186] [187]. The interpretation of these results was confounded by
different radiotherapy techniques in these trials [188]. Bydder et al. employed a single fraction
of 10Gy of 9MeV electrons delivered up to 15 days following intervention, and O’Rourke
employed 21Gy in 3 fractions of 9-12 MeV electrons up to 21 days following intervention.
Furthermore, all three trials were underpowered, and in none of them was histological
confirmation of subcutaneous nodules obtained.

Further questions which confuse the issue for prophylactic irradiation included the degree
to which these nodules are symptomatic - reports varied between 25% and 75% [187] [189],
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and to what degree these nodules impact on the quality of life of patients. To illustrate the
confusion and debate  surrounding the use of  prophylactic  irradiation,  we need look no
further  than the evidence-based guidelines.  The latest  British  Thoracic  Society  guideline
continue  to  recommend  prophylactic  irradiation  [190],  whilst  the  European  Society  of
Medical Oncology and the European Respiratory Society were not able to recommend it
[191, 192]. In the penumbra of all this equipoise, a new randomised trial is being conduct‐
ed to assess the role of prophylactic irradiation in the modern era of chemotherapy, in an
adequately powered multicentre study [193].

9.2. Radical radiotherapy

Radiotherapy has been used both alone and as part of trimodality therapy in the radical
treatment of MPM. A number of trials in the 1980’s examined the use of radiotherapy alone
with radical intent and found no survival benefit [194]. The use of radiotherapy for mesothe‐
lioma is complicated by the extensive field which it is required to covered, but at the same time
juxtaposition of vital structures such as lung, oesophagus, spine, heart, liver and kidneys which
limits the dose that can be delivered. Following irradiation of the hemithorax for mesothelio‐
ma, the loss of lung function is complete and equivalent to a pneumonectomy [195]. There is
a real risk of treatment-related deaths, reaching 2 out of 12 in one retrospective series [196].
Because of this, it is felt radical radiotherapy should be delivered only after extrapleural
pneumonectomy, to avoid the morbidity and mortality associated with life-threatening
toxicity to the in-field ipsilateral lung.

The local relapse rate following surgery alone is 70-80% [105], and the focus of radiotherapy
has shifted over the years to improving local control within the model of multimodality
treatment. However, the rate of local recurrence from single modality radical treatment 53%
[197], 35% [198] and 11% [199]. There is a suggestion of a dose-response relationship between
radiation dosage and local recurrence but this has not yet been established [199] [200]. Beyond
these observational series there is no randomised evidence yet to support or refute the use of
postoperative radiotherapy. A multicentre randomised trial for radiotherapy within trimo‐
dality therapy is currently recruiting, but the trial will reach completion only in late 2017 [201].
At present, it is common to include postoperative hemithoracic irradiation to 54Gy within
trimodality therapy.

With the tumour abutting a number of radiosensitive vital structures, there has been great
interest in the use of intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) to deliver radiation in a field
which conforms much more tightly to the target volume, in an effort to improve delivery to
the tumour whilst reducing bystander irradiation. It is much more complex to deliver and
requires significantly longer planning and treatment times. Whilst there is a growing body of
evidence in support of the benefits of IMRT in various cancers, its use in mesothelioma appears
to be harmful. In a series from Boston, fatal pneumonitis in the remaining lung occurred in 6
of 13 patients [202], whilst in MD Anderson, 23 of 63 patients died within 6 months of IMRT,
of which 6 were from pulmonary causes [203]. The factor which predicted pulmonary
complications appeared to be V20 (volume of lung receiving over 20Gy irradiation) [204]. At
the same time, however, the locoregional failure rate remained at 13% [203]. Several subse‐
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quent series together corroborated the findings of a relationship between pulmonary compli‐
cations and V20 [205] [206] [207]. As it stands, there is no evidence for additional benefit from
IMRT, whilst there are significant concerns about harm. IMRT has not replaced conventional
radiotherapy and its use should be confined to carefully monitored clinical trials.

Historically, EPP has been reserved for patients who are fit to undergo pneumonectomy, whilst
patients who are less fit and/or have unresectable disease are often offered radical pleurecto‐
my/decortication (P/D). However, despite this strategy, patients who underwent EPP not only
have a survival advantage over those who underwent P/D, but actually had more morbidity,
mortality and worse survival [208]. In recent years, the enthusiasm for EPP has waned and
many surgeons has shifted to offering the less morbid P/D, to the extent that the proposed
MARS2 trial intends to abandon EPP and instead randomise patients between radical P/D and
no surgery [209].

The implication this has on delivering radiotherapy within multimodality therapy is signifi‐
cant. Whilst local control becomes even more pertinent, the risk of radiotherapy is also higher
because of toxicity to the unresected lung. With the poor results of single modality radical
radiotherapy, there is little experience of radiotherapy after pleurectomy-decortication. Some
groups have delivered prophylactic radiotherapy to the surgical wounds with occasional boost
radiation to at-risk areas, and therefore although described as trimodality therapy, these
studies did not reflect the radical doses resembling that after EPP [210].

When higher dose external-beam radiation was used after pleurectomy-decortication, there
was significant treatment-related mortality and morbidity. Likewise, the addition of intrao‐
perative brachytherapy to the pleural space was associated with worse, not better survival.
Nevertheless, there was some suggestion that delivery of >40 Gys was associated with better
outcome although there is inevitably selection and immortal time bias [211]. There has been
interest therefore in the use of IMRT after pleurectomy-decortication to improve delivery of
therapeutic doses to disease area whilst keeping normal tissue irradiation to a minimum.
Planning is challenging, and for MPM requires over 20 planning cycles. A phase I study found
IMRT up to 50Gy was feasible but severe pneumonitis occurred in 20% patients. The median
survival of 26 months after receiving all three modalities was comparable to the results after
trimodality treatment with EPP [212].

10. Conclusion

In conclusion, MPM is an aggressive malignancy which presents insidiously, is difficult to
diagnose and is resistant to most standard treatments. There have been a lot of developments
over the years but the prognosis remains bleak. A number of ongoing current trials are looking
to refine the treatment of this cancer, but it will probably take a quantum leap in thinking to
really make a dent in the outcomes.
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was significant treatment-related mortality and morbidity. Likewise, the addition of intrao‐
perative brachytherapy to the pleural space was associated with worse, not better survival.
Nevertheless, there was some suggestion that delivery of >40 Gys was associated with better
outcome although there is inevitably selection and immortal time bias [211]. There has been
interest therefore in the use of IMRT after pleurectomy-decortication to improve delivery of
therapeutic doses to disease area whilst keeping normal tissue irradiation to a minimum.
Planning is challenging, and for MPM requires over 20 planning cycles. A phase I study found
IMRT up to 50Gy was feasible but severe pneumonitis occurred in 20% patients. The median
survival of 26 months after receiving all three modalities was comparable to the results after
trimodality treatment with EPP [212].
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In conclusion, MPM is an aggressive malignancy which presents insidiously, is difficult to
diagnose and is resistant to most standard treatments. There have been a lot of developments
over the years but the prognosis remains bleak. A number of ongoing current trials are looking
to refine the treatment of this cancer, but it will probably take a quantum leap in thinking to
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1. Introduction

Malignant mesothelioma is a tumour which arises from mesothelial or possibly more primitive
sub-mesothelial cells. It occurs most commonly in the pleura, but also in the peritoneum and rarely
in the pericardium or tunica vaginalis testis [1]. The vast majority of cases (almost 80%) arise from
the pleural mesothelium, and of these, most (60-70%) are associated with asbestos exposure [2].
The first clear evidence of a causal link between asbestos exposure and primary malignant tumours
of the mesothelium was the observation by Wagner et al. (1960) of 33 cases of pleural mesothelio‐
ma in the Northwest Cape Province of South Africa, 28 in individuals who had lived close to the
crocidolite mines, mostly as children [3]. Subsequent studies, especially work by Selikoff and
associates (1965) and Whitwell and Rawcliffe (1971) in the United States, confirmed that asbes‐
tos exposure was the major risk factor for malignant pleural mesothelioma [4–6]. The epidemiol‐
ogy of malignant pleural mesothelioma is now well understood, but its biological behavior
remains an enigma and the treatment of this cancer is still controversial.

2. Incidence

The incidence of malignant pleural mesothelioma was increasing and reached a peak in the
years 2000-2005 in the United States, because of the large number of individuals who were
exposed to asbestos during the 1930s to 1960s in asbestos mines and asbestos-related indus‐
tries, before the causal relationship between asbestos and malignant pleural mesothelioma was
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recognized [7]. The recent decline in incidence is attributable to declining asbestos exposure,
and this trend is expected to continue [2]. On the other hand, asbestos use in Western Europe
remained high until 1980, and substantial quantities are still used in several European
countries. Peto et al. suggested that for the period 1995–2029 the number of men dying from
mesothelioma in Western Europe each year will almost double over the next 20 years, from
5,000 in 1998 to about 9,000 around 2018, and then decline, with a total of about a quarter of a
million deaths over the next 35 years [8]. The highest risk will be suffered by men born around
1945–50, of whom about 1 in 150 will die of mesothelioma. These projections are based on the
fit of a simple age and birth cohort model to male pleural cancer mortality from 1970 to 1989
for six countries (Britain, France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands and Switzerland) which
together account for three-quarters of the population of Western Europe [8]. According to
Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) Program data, the incidence of malignant
mesothelioma in the United States is estimated to be between 1-2/million in states with minimal
exposure to mineral fibers and 10-15/million in states where large amounts of asbestos were
used [9]. The latest data available show that malignant mesothelioma is responsible for
approximately 3,000 deaths per year in the United States and an additional 5,000 deaths in
Western Europe [10], [11]. The latency period, which is the interval between first exposure and
the development of malignant mesothelioma, ranges from about 25 to 71 years and appears
to be influenced by the amount of exposure, because workers in trades with higher amounts
of exposure may experience shorter latencies compared to those exposed to lower amount of
asbestos [11], [12]. It is of crucial importance for the Thoracic Surgeons to be fully informed
about malignant pleural mesothelioma in order to reach the correct diagnosis and recommend
the appropriate treatment when dealing with it.

3. Epidemiology

The main risk factor in developing malignant mesothelioma is asbestos exposure [13]. Asbestos
refers collectively to a group of naturally occurring hydrated mineral silicate fibers that include
two major forms: serpentine, represented by chrysotile (white asbestos); and the amphiboles,
including crocidolite (blue asbestos), amosite (brown asbestos), anthophyllite, actinolite and
tremolite [13], [14]. Crocidolite fibers are regarded as the most oncogenic type of asbestos because
they are long and thin, and are believed to persist longer in the pleura, but the exact way in which
asbestos induces the development of malignant mesothelioma is still not well understood [13],
[14]. Inflammation appears to play a critical role as following asbestos exposure in vivo, recruit‐
ment of mononuclear phagocytes (which differentiate into macrophages that in turn phagocy‐
tize asbestos) was observed, resulting in the release of tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-a) by
the phagocytes and mesothelial cells [14]. Exposure to asbestos can also lead to the accumula‐
tion of DNA damage in mesothelial cells through interaction with reactive nitrogen and oxygen
species, which coupled to the activation of the NF-kB pathway by TNF-a perpetuates the survival
of the DNA-damaged mesothelial cells [14–16].

Crocidolite asbestos is found only in South Africa and Western Australia but has been exported
all over the world for various industrial uses [17]. Chrysotile accounts for 97% of worldwide
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asbestos production and has been mined principally in Russia, Canada (Quebec Province),
South Africa, Italy, and Cyprus [17]. Chrysotile itself is not thought to cause malignant pleural
mesothelioma but is often contaminated with amphibole fibers, such as tremolite or amosite
[18], [19]. However, the issue of chrysotile as a cause of malignant mesothelioma remains still
controversial [17–19].

Individuals can be exposed to asbestos in many situations because of its widespread use [17],
[20]. However, the areas of the world that have a high incidence of malignant pleural meso‐
thelioma are those with asbestos mines and countries that have shipyards, insulation, con‐
struction, and automobile industries that use large amounts of asbestos [17], [21–23].Regarding
tobacco use, there is no evidence that smoking increases the risk of development of malignant
mesothelioma [1], [24]. On the other hand, past radiotherapy is considered as a risk factor from
case series [1], [25].

4. Biological behavior

The right pleural cavity is more commonly involved than the left. In the early stages of the
disease, the tumour often appears as multiple nodules on the surface of the visceral and parietal
pleurae [1]. Occasionally, a localized pleural mass may develop but more often the nodules
coalesce to form a sheet of tumour which surrounds the lung, extends along the fissures and
may invade the underlying parenchyma [1]. Pericardial and diaphragmatic invasion are
common. Bronchial invasion, usually by spread from the pleura near the hilum, is uncommon
and may lead to diagnostic confusion if tumour is visible at bronchoscopy [26]. At post-mortem
examination, distant metastases are common, occurring in about two-thirds of the cases with
sarcomatoid type and one-third of the patients with the epithelioid and mixed types [26].

Diffuse malignant mesothelioma is divided into three main histological types: epithelioid
which is most common, sarcomatoid and mixed or biphasic. The epithelial variety displays
several patterns including tubulopapillary and glandular [1]. Histochemical and immunohis‐
tochemical stains assist in differentiating epithelioid mesothelioma from adenocarcinoma, the
most common and difficult differential diagnosis [27].

A small number of localized serosal/subserosal neoplasms with histopathologic, histochemi‐
cal, immunohistochemical, and ultrastructural features identical to those of diffuse malignant
mesothelioma have been described and given the designation ‘‘localized malignant mesothe‐
lioma’’ [28]. Crotty et al first described a series of 6 localized malignant mesotheliomas in 1994
[28]. Localized malignant mesotheliomas are extremely rare solitary circumscribed nodular
tumors, attached either in a sessile or pedunculated manner to the surface of the pleura [29].
Most localized malignant mesotheliomas present as incidental findings or with nonspecific
symptoms. Epithelial-type localized malignant mesotheliomas predominate, and very few
tumors are purely sarcomatous [29]. However, as opposed to ordinary diffuse malignant
mesotheliomas where epithelial forms have a better prognosis than sarcomatous forms and
biphasic forms are intermediate, histologic subtype does not correlate with survival [29].
Tumor size also does not appear to affect the clinical course [28]. Because of the vastly different
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treatment and prognosis, it is crucial to separate localized malignant mesotheliomas from
diffuse malignant mesotheliomas. Diffuse malignant mesotheliomas always show gross and/
or microscopic evidence of widespread tumor on the serosal surface, as individual tumor
nodules, or as a rind around viscera or as tumor caking [29]. Recurrent spread of localized
malignant mesothelioma in the manner of diffuse malignant mesothelioma has been reported
[30]. The crucial feature of localized malignant mesothelioma is that many cases can apparently
be cured by surgical excision [29]. Localized malignant mesotheliomas should be separated
from diffuse malignant mesotheliomas because of their localized presentation, quite different
biologic behavior, and far better prognosis.

5. Clinical presentation

The majority of cases occur in men, reflecting their greater frequency of occupational asbestos
exposure. A careful occupational history should be taken when mesothelioma is suspected or
confirmed [1]. Median age at presentation is in the seventh decade but the disease may occur
at any age [31]. During the early stages of disease, dyspnea is the predominant symptom and
is related to the presence of an effusion. When the effusion is drained, patients are asympto‐
matic [17], [32]. As the tumor grows, patients develop ill-defined, mild, but continuous chest
discomfort. Dyspnea may actually improve during this phase of the disease because, with
tumor growth, the pleural surfaces fuse and the effusion resolves [17], [33]. Only when the
disease becomes locally advanced does the patient develop severe chest pain, which is related
to tumor infiltration of the chest wall and intercostal nerves [17], [33]. This is accompanied by
a sense of chest tightness and dyspnea caused by entrapment of the lung by tumor [17]. There
may be anorexia, weight loss and general malaise. Profuse sweats, particularly at night, often
occur [1]. In the final stages of disease, dyspnea and chest pain become severe and unremitting
[17]. These symptoms are related to encasement of the chest wall, lung, and mediastinum, and
are occasionally associated with mediastinal shift and compression of the contralateral lung
[17], [32]. Subcutaneous nodules may develop, particularly at sites of previous pleural
aspiration or biopsy [1]. Other late features may include superior vena caval obstruction,
pericardial tamponade due to malignant effusion or pericardial constriction due to tumour
invasion of the pericardium [1], [32]. The tumour may spread to the abdominal cavity causing
ascites. Mesothelioma may metastasize widely to all areas including the contralateral pleura
and lung, intra- and extra-thoracic lymph nodes, liver, bone and brain [1], [26].

6. The role of biomarkers in early detection of malignant pleural
mesothelioma and in predicting patients’ response after therapy and
outcome

Because of mesothelioma’s nonspecific presenting symptoms, patients often suffer a substan‐
tial diagnostic delay, resulting in a more advanced disease at diagnosis [34]. At present, the only
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instruments for screening and diagnosis are based on radiological tests, posing evident econom‐
ic and radio-protectionist problems [35]. An adequate screening program and subsequent earlier
detection might improve patient outcome [36]. Current guidelines on mesothelioma manage‐
ment do, however, not advocate the use of screening and recommend that the efficacy of any
screening tool should be further evaluated in high-risk populations [37]. Soluble mesothelin (SM)
and megakaryocyte potentiating factor (MPF) are serum biomarkers of mesothelioma [38], [39].
Mesothelin is a 40 kDa cell surface glycophosphatidylinositol- anchored protein expressed at a
low level by normal mesothelial cells in the pleura, peritoneum, and pericardium. It is highly
expressed in pancreatic cancer, ovarian cancer, mesotheliomas, and some other cancers [40].
Hollevoet et al. showed that the longitudinal behavior of SM and MPF in controls indicates that a
biomarker-based screening approach can benefit from the incorporation of serial measure‐
ments and individual-specific screening rules, adjusted for age and glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) in their prospective longitudinal cohort study in asbestos-exposed individuals [34]. Large-
scale validation remains nevertheless mandatory to elucidate whether such an approach can
improve the early detection of mesothelioma [34].

Other authors are evaluating different combination of biological indicators as screening and
early diagnosis markers, such as plasma osteopontin (pOPN) and serum soluble mesothelin-
related peptides (SMRP) [35]. OPN is a glycoprotein overexpressed in several human neo‐
plasms such as lung, breast, and colon cancer [41]. OPN modulates cell-matrix interactions;
high levels correlate with tumor invasion, progression, and metastasis [35]. Serum OPN
(sOPN) levels in patients with malignant pleural mesothelioma have been reported to be
higher than in healthy subjects [42], [43]. Cristaudo et al. showed for the first time that
combined SMRP and pOPN measurements can increase both sensitivity and specificity, in
diagnosis of epithelioid malignant pleural mesothelioma, in terms of combined risk index [35].

Biomarkers are also urgently needed for the selection of patients likely to benefit from
multimodality therapy regimens while preventing aggressive but futile treatment interven‐
tions in ineligibles [37], [44]. Serum C-reactive protein (CRP) is known as a widely available
routine marker for diagnosis and follow-up of patients affected by various inflammatory
diseases [45]. Recently, a negative prognostic value has been assigned to elevated serum CRP
levels in several malignant diseases including breast, ovarian, renal, and lung cancer [45–49].
The results of Ghanim et al. suggest that multimodality regimens including radical resection
increase survival selectively in malignant pleural mesothelioma patients with normal pre‐
treatment serum CRP levels, in their retrospective multicenter analysis [50].

The last few years there is an increased focus on markers of resistance, which can be used to
predict treatment efficacy and thereby guide treatment decisions. Cisplatin and carboplatin
work by binding to the DNA forming adducts that lead to intra- or interstrand cross-links. The
formation of these DNA cross-links inhibits the cell from replicating and drives it toward
apoptosis. This proapoptotic signal can be counteracted by the cells’ intrinsic ability to
recognize and repair the DNA damage. Nucleotide excision repair is a highly conserved
pathway that maintains DNA integrity by removing helix-distorting cross-links. This pathway
seems to be a key element in mediating resistance toward platinum compounds. There are
three important steps in this pathway. First, the DNA damage is recognized then excised, and
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is related to the presence of an effusion. When the effusion is drained, patients are asympto‐
matic [17], [32]. As the tumor grows, patients develop ill-defined, mild, but continuous chest
discomfort. Dyspnea may actually improve during this phase of the disease because, with
tumor growth, the pleural surfaces fuse and the effusion resolves [17], [33]. Only when the
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to tumor infiltration of the chest wall and intercostal nerves [17], [33]. This is accompanied by
a sense of chest tightness and dyspnea caused by entrapment of the lung by tumor [17]. There
may be anorexia, weight loss and general malaise. Profuse sweats, particularly at night, often
occur [1]. In the final stages of disease, dyspnea and chest pain become severe and unremitting
[17]. These symptoms are related to encasement of the chest wall, lung, and mediastinum, and
are occasionally associated with mediastinal shift and compression of the contralateral lung
[17], [32]. Subcutaneous nodules may develop, particularly at sites of previous pleural
aspiration or biopsy [1]. Other late features may include superior vena caval obstruction,
pericardial tamponade due to malignant effusion or pericardial constriction due to tumour
invasion of the pericardium [1], [32]. The tumour may spread to the abdominal cavity causing
ascites. Mesothelioma may metastasize widely to all areas including the contralateral pleura
and lung, intra- and extra-thoracic lymph nodes, liver, bone and brain [1], [26].

6. The role of biomarkers in early detection of malignant pleural
mesothelioma and in predicting patients’ response after therapy and
outcome

Because of mesothelioma’s nonspecific presenting symptoms, patients often suffer a substan‐
tial diagnostic delay, resulting in a more advanced disease at diagnosis [34]. At present, the only
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instruments for screening and diagnosis are based on radiological tests, posing evident econom‐
ic and radio-protectionist problems [35]. An adequate screening program and subsequent earlier
detection might improve patient outcome [36]. Current guidelines on mesothelioma manage‐
ment do, however, not advocate the use of screening and recommend that the efficacy of any
screening tool should be further evaluated in high-risk populations [37]. Soluble mesothelin (SM)
and megakaryocyte potentiating factor (MPF) are serum biomarkers of mesothelioma [38], [39].
Mesothelin is a 40 kDa cell surface glycophosphatidylinositol- anchored protein expressed at a
low level by normal mesothelial cells in the pleura, peritoneum, and pericardium. It is highly
expressed in pancreatic cancer, ovarian cancer, mesotheliomas, and some other cancers [40].
Hollevoet et al. showed that the longitudinal behavior of SM and MPF in controls indicates that a
biomarker-based screening approach can benefit from the incorporation of serial measure‐
ments and individual-specific screening rules, adjusted for age and glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) in their prospective longitudinal cohort study in asbestos-exposed individuals [34]. Large-
scale validation remains nevertheless mandatory to elucidate whether such an approach can
improve the early detection of mesothelioma [34].

Other authors are evaluating different combination of biological indicators as screening and
early diagnosis markers, such as plasma osteopontin (pOPN) and serum soluble mesothelin-
related peptides (SMRP) [35]. OPN is a glycoprotein overexpressed in several human neo‐
plasms such as lung, breast, and colon cancer [41]. OPN modulates cell-matrix interactions;
high levels correlate with tumor invasion, progression, and metastasis [35]. Serum OPN
(sOPN) levels in patients with malignant pleural mesothelioma have been reported to be
higher than in healthy subjects [42], [43]. Cristaudo et al. showed for the first time that
combined SMRP and pOPN measurements can increase both sensitivity and specificity, in
diagnosis of epithelioid malignant pleural mesothelioma, in terms of combined risk index [35].

Biomarkers are also urgently needed for the selection of patients likely to benefit from
multimodality therapy regimens while preventing aggressive but futile treatment interven‐
tions in ineligibles [37], [44]. Serum C-reactive protein (CRP) is known as a widely available
routine marker for diagnosis and follow-up of patients affected by various inflammatory
diseases [45]. Recently, a negative prognostic value has been assigned to elevated serum CRP
levels in several malignant diseases including breast, ovarian, renal, and lung cancer [45–49].
The results of Ghanim et al. suggest that multimodality regimens including radical resection
increase survival selectively in malignant pleural mesothelioma patients with normal pre‐
treatment serum CRP levels, in their retrospective multicenter analysis [50].

The last few years there is an increased focus on markers of resistance, which can be used to
predict treatment efficacy and thereby guide treatment decisions. Cisplatin and carboplatin
work by binding to the DNA forming adducts that lead to intra- or interstrand cross-links. The
formation of these DNA cross-links inhibits the cell from replicating and drives it toward
apoptosis. This proapoptotic signal can be counteracted by the cells’ intrinsic ability to
recognize and repair the DNA damage. Nucleotide excision repair is a highly conserved
pathway that maintains DNA integrity by removing helix-distorting cross-links. This pathway
seems to be a key element in mediating resistance toward platinum compounds. There are
three important steps in this pathway. First, the DNA damage is recognized then excised, and
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finally, the excised area is resynthesized. Excision repair cross-complementation group 1
enzyme (ERCC1) plays a rate-limiting step in this process by forming a complex with xero‐
derma pigmentosum complementation group F that excises the damaged DNA [51–54]. Two
studies have recently addressed the possible predictive and prognostic role of ERCC1 in
malignant pleural mesothelioma [51]. In an observational study by Righi et al., immunohis‐
tochemistry was used to detect ERCC1 in a cohort of 45 malignant pleural mesotheliomas
treated with different platinum-based therapies (cisplatin-pemetrexed or carboplatin-peme‐
trexed in different regimens) [55]. In this series, there was no association between ERCC1 status
and treatment response, but the authors did find high ERCC1 levels to be associated with a
better prognosis regardless of the chemotherapy regimen used [51], [55]. Zucali et al. also used
immunohistochemistry to detect ERCC1 in a retrospective cohort of 67 malignant pleural
mesotheliomas treated with a combination of pemetrexed and carboplatin [56]. These authors
found no association between ERCC1 protein status and clinical outcome in terms of disease
control, progression-free survival and overall survival [51], [56]. The retrospective study of
Zimling et al. in malignant pleural mesothelioma patients treated with cisplatin/vinorelbine
suggests that low ERCC1 expression, evaluated by immunohistochemistry, may predict longer
progression-free survival, a result that warrants further validation [51].

7. Staging

Because of the lack of a universally accepted staging system, the International Mesothelioma
Interest Group (IMIG) developed an internationally accepted staging system that was based
on the available data correlating clinical and pathologic extent of disease with outcome [57].
The IMIG staging system has become universally accepted and adopted by the UICC and the
AJCC. [17] This is based upon a TNM (tumour, node, metastasis) system (Tables 1 and 2) [57].
Information regarding the degree of visceral and parietal pleural involvement often requires
the use of diagnostic thoracoscopy by means of VATS (Video Assisted Thoracic Surgery). Chest
CT may also be helpful.

Cervical mediastinoscopy as a pre-operative invasive mediastinal staging tool remains still a
debating issue. The high rate of false negative results or the presence of disease in lymph nodes
inaccessible by mediastinoscopy, are the main reasons for its limited role in the staging
algorithm [58]. Pilling et al. suggested the use of cervical mediastinoscopy as a selection tool
in order to identify the patients who would benefit most from extrapleural pneumonectomy
as nodal size on CT is an unreliable marker of malignancy [59]. Lately, it has been proposed
that cervical mediastinoscopy should be used as routine method of prognostic staging in all
patients undergoing radical surgery for malignant pleural mesothelioma [60].

Positron emission tomography (PET) scan has a crucial role in thoracic oncology due to its
impact on diagnosis, staging and prognosis [61]. PET is useful diagnostic tool to identify and
stage malignant pleural mesothelioma and differentiate it from benign pleural disease. Its
impact in the prediction of survival, determination of mortality risk and detection of metasta‐
ses and recurrent disease is considered valuable. However, the combination of PET-CT can
produce superior diagnostic results than PET alone [62].
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T1 T1a Tumour limited to the ipsilateral parietal pleura, including mediastinal and diaphragmatic pleura. No

involvement of the visceral pleura

T1b Tumour involving the ipsilateral parietal pleura, including mediastinal and diaphragmatic pleura.

Scattered foci of tumour also involving the visceral pleura

T2 Tumour involving each of the ipsilateral pleural surfaces (parietal, mediastinal, diaphragmatic and visceral

pleura) with at least one of the following features:

Involvement of diaphragmatic muscle

Confluent visceral pleural tumour (including the fissures) or extension of tumour from visceral pleura into

the underlying pulmonary parenchyma

T3 Describes locally advanced but potentially resectable tumour. Tumour involving all of the ipsilateral pleural

surfaces (parietal, mediastinal, diaphragmatic and visceral) with at least one of the following features:

Involvement of the endothoracic fascia

Extension into the mediastinal fat

Solitary completely resectable focus of tumour extending into the soft tissues of the chest wall

Non-transmural involvement of the pericardium

T4 Describes locally advanced technically unresectable tumour. Tumour involving all of the ipsilateral pleural

surfaces (parietal, mediastinal, diaphragmatic and visceral) with at least one of the following features:

Diffuse extension or multifocal masses of tumour in the chest wall with or without associated rib destruction

Direct transdiaphragmatic extension of tumour to the peritoneum

Direct extension of tumour to the contralateral pleura

Direct extension of tumour to one or more mediastinal organs

Direct extension of tumour into the spine

Tumour extending through to the internal surface of the pericardium with or without a pericardial effusion,

or tumour involving the myocardium

N Lymph nodes

NX Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed

N0 No regional lymph node metastases

N1 Metastases in the ipsilateral bronchopulmonary or hilar lymph nodes

N2 Metastases in the subcarinal or the ipsilateral mediastinal lymph nodes including the ipsilateral internal

mammary nodes

N3 Metastases in the contralateral mediastinal, contralateral internal mammary, ipsilateral or contralateral

supraclavicular lymph nodes

M Metastases

MX Presence of distant metastases cannot be assessed

M0 No distant metastasis

M1 Distant metastasis present

Table 1. New International Staging System for Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma (IMIG): TNM staging (Rusch VW).
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The IMIG staging system has become universally accepted and adopted by the UICC and the
AJCC. [17] This is based upon a TNM (tumour, node, metastasis) system (Tables 1 and 2) [57].
Information regarding the degree of visceral and parietal pleural involvement often requires
the use of diagnostic thoracoscopy by means of VATS (Video Assisted Thoracic Surgery). Chest
CT may also be helpful.

Cervical mediastinoscopy as a pre-operative invasive mediastinal staging tool remains still a
debating issue. The high rate of false negative results or the presence of disease in lymph nodes
inaccessible by mediastinoscopy, are the main reasons for its limited role in the staging
algorithm [58]. Pilling et al. suggested the use of cervical mediastinoscopy as a selection tool
in order to identify the patients who would benefit most from extrapleural pneumonectomy
as nodal size on CT is an unreliable marker of malignancy [59]. Lately, it has been proposed
that cervical mediastinoscopy should be used as routine method of prognostic staging in all
patients undergoing radical surgery for malignant pleural mesothelioma [60].

Positron emission tomography (PET) scan has a crucial role in thoracic oncology due to its
impact on diagnosis, staging and prognosis [61]. PET is useful diagnostic tool to identify and
stage malignant pleural mesothelioma and differentiate it from benign pleural disease. Its
impact in the prediction of survival, determination of mortality risk and detection of metasta‐
ses and recurrent disease is considered valuable. However, the combination of PET-CT can
produce superior diagnostic results than PET alone [62].
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Stage Description

Stage I

Ia T1aN0M0

Ib T1bN0M0

Stage II T2N0M0

Stage III Any T3M0

Any N1M0

Any N2M0

Stage IV Any T4

Any N3

Any M1

Table 2. New International Staging System for Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma (IMIG): Clinical staging (Rusch VW).

8. Surgical treatment

Malignant pleural mesothelioma is a disease that is difficult to be cured. But efforts made,
combining various medical specialties such as thoracic surgery, oncology, radiotherapy and
pulmonology, to the greatest possible therapeutic approach. In this chapter, the goal is,
through the review of contemporary literature, to highlight the modern surgical strategy for
treatment of malignant pleural mesothelioma.

Based on the clinical staging of disease and histological type, the treatment strategy should be
decided. Specifically, for clinical stage I-III or epithelioid or mixed histology type, the proposed
treatment is surgical or combined, whereas for clinical stage IV or sarcomatoid histology type,
chemotherapy is suggested [63].

In case that surgical treatment has been chosen, the patient should undergo a careful preop‐
erative evaluation, that includes the following selection criteria [64]:

• Performance status 0 – 1

• Predicted postoperative FEV1 > 1.0 L

• Room air PaO2 > 65 mmHg

• Room air PaCO2 < 45 mmHg
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• Ejection fraction > 40%

• Mean pulmonary artery pressure < 30 mmHg

The  aim  of  surgical  treatment  is  to  achieve  the  maximum  cytoreduction  and  radical
resection of macroscopic lesions of the disease and includes the following approaches [65]:

• Extrapleural pneumonectomy

• Pleurectomy - Decortication

• Pleurectomy - Decortication and Hyperthermic Pleural ChemoPerfusion / Photodynamic
Therapy

9. Extrapleural pneumonectomy

The extrapleural pneumonectomy involves radical excision of the entire lung, en block with
the parietal pleura, including the ipsilateral hemidiaphragm and pericardium and radical
mediastinal lymph node dissection. The main goal of this surgical technique is to achieve
complete exclusion of macroscopic disease [66].

The  surgical  technique  is  usually  applied  with  posterolateral  thoracotomy.  In  case  of
previous incisions (probably for  biopsy),  all  scars  should be excluded in order to avoid
spreading  the  disease.  Entry  into  the  thoracic  cavity  is  usually  made through the  sixth
intercostal space. To achieve good surgical field, the sixth rib may be excised or a second
thoracotomy must be performed below in order to facilitate better resection and reconstruc‐
tion of the hemidiaphragm. After division of the intercostal space, an extrapleural plan is
created separating the parietal  pleura from endothoracic  fascia,  carefully,  without enter‐
ing  the  pleural  cavity.  Usually  we  begin  with  blunt  and  sharp  dissection  caudal-to-
cephalad. Particular attention is required during the preparation of parietal pleura to the
anatomical area of internal mammary vessels, azygos vein, aorta, esophagus, superior vena
cava,  inferior vena cava and mediastinum. The pericardium is  opened and explored for
possible metastases and eventually is resected. The hemidiaphragm is resected with very
careful  dissection  from  the  peritoneum,  without  entering  the  peritoneal  cavity.  Then  a
complete mediastinal lymphadenectomy is carried out and ligation of major thoracic duct.
Finally in order to complete pneumonectomy, pulmonary artery and veins as well as the
main bronchus are ligated.  The deficit  of  the pericardium is  restored by placing bovine
pericardium,  while  hemidiaphragm defect  restored with synthetic  mesh.  Finally  place  a
chest  tube,  followed by closure  of  the  wound in  accordance  with  the  anatomical  struc‐
tures' class [64], [67].

The complications of this surgical procedure are represented in the table 3 below:
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Stage Description
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previous incisions (probably for  biopsy),  all  scars  should be excluded in order to avoid
spreading  the  disease.  Entry  into  the  thoracic  cavity  is  usually  made through the  sixth
intercostal space. To achieve good surgical field, the sixth rib may be excised or a second
thoracotomy must be performed below in order to facilitate better resection and reconstruc‐
tion of the hemidiaphragm. After division of the intercostal space, an extrapleural plan is
created separating the parietal  pleura from endothoracic  fascia,  carefully,  without enter‐
ing  the  pleural  cavity.  Usually  we  begin  with  blunt  and  sharp  dissection  caudal-to-
cephalad. Particular attention is required during the preparation of parietal pleura to the
anatomical area of internal mammary vessels, azygos vein, aorta, esophagus, superior vena
cava,  inferior vena cava and mediastinum. The pericardium is  opened and explored for
possible metastases and eventually is resected. The hemidiaphragm is resected with very
careful  dissection  from  the  peritoneum,  without  entering  the  peritoneal  cavity.  Then  a
complete mediastinal lymphadenectomy is carried out and ligation of major thoracic duct.
Finally in order to complete pneumonectomy, pulmonary artery and veins as well as the
main bronchus are ligated.  The deficit  of  the pericardium is  restored by placing bovine
pericardium,  while  hemidiaphragm defect  restored with synthetic  mesh.  Finally  place  a
chest  tube,  followed by closure  of  the  wound in  accordance  with  the  anatomical  struc‐
tures' class [64], [67].
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Common Complications Unommon Complications

Hemothorax Bronchopulmonary fistula

Atrial arrhythmias Patch dehiscence

Cardiac tamponade Empyema

Cardiac hernia ARDS

Chylothorax Pneumonia

Abdominal organs herniation Septicemia

Postpneumonectomy Vocal cord palsy

pulmonary edema Horner's syndrome

Table 3. Complications of extrapleural pneumonectomy

Results obtained from the most recent studies show that the rate of perioperative complications
ranges in 50 - 68 %, while the mean overall survival of patients receiving combination therapy
which includes extrapleural pneumonectomy ranges 12,8 - 29,1 months (table 4) [68–74].

Surgical

Technique

Study

Group

Publication

Year

Patient

Population

Median

Overall

Survival

(months)

Complications

(%)

EPP Bille et al 2012 25 12,8 68

EPP Rena et al 2012 19 20 62

EPP Nakas et al 2012 99 14,7 68

EPP Buduhan et al 2009 46 24

EPP Hasani et al 2009 18 20,4

EPP Krug et al 2009 54 29,1

EPP Yan et al 2009 70 20 50

Table 4. Recent studies of extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP) for the surgical treatment of mesothioma.

10. Pleurectomy - Decortication

Pleurectomy and decortication involves the surgical treatment with performance of dissection
of parietal pleura from endothoracic fascia, diaphragm and mediastinum (including the
pulmonary fissures down to the pulmonary artery and pleural reflections) and decortication
of visceral pleura (visceral pleura is peeled away from the lung like the stripping away of a
rind), with preservation of lung parenchyma (fig 1). The resection of the parietal and visceral
pleura can be partial, radical or extensive (when included excision of the pericardium and / or
hemidiaphragm) [75].
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Figure 1. Parietal and visceral pleura after pleurectomy – decortication.

This surgical procedure is usually performed by posterolateral thoracotomy at the level of the
sixth or seventh intercostal space. After opening the selected intercostal space, prepare the
parietal pleura in all directions. We should mobilize the parietal pleura to dislodge it from the
visceral pleura, where there are adhesions. In next step, visceral pleura is peeled gently away
from the lung surface including the interlobar fissures, avoiding produce tears to the under‐
lying lung. After the decortication, may proceed to parietal pleurectomy, carefully, preventing
the injury of the brachial plexus, the vagus nerve, the subclavian artery and the sympathetic
chain, the esophagus, the thoracic duct, the phrenic and recurrent nerves and hilar blood
vessels. Finally place two chest tubes, followed by closure of the wound [67].

The complications of the procedure is primarily bleeding from the detachment of parietal pleura
and the many air leaks from the detachment of visceral pleura. In recent studies, the complica‐
tion rate fluctuates between 24 - 43 %, while the mean overall survival of patients with multimo‐
dality treatment including pleurectomy - decortication ranges 13,5 - 25 months (table 5).

Surgical

Technique

Study

Group

Publication

Year

Patient

Population

Median

Overall

Survival

(months)

Complications

(%)

P/D Rena et al 2012 20 25 24

P/D Nakas et al 2012 67 13,4 43

Table 5. Recent studies of pleurectomy - decortication (P/D) for the surgical treatment of mesothioma.
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of visceral pleura (visceral pleura is peeled away from the lung like the stripping away of a
rind), with preservation of lung parenchyma (fig 1). The resection of the parietal and visceral
pleura can be partial, radical or extensive (when included excision of the pericardium and / or
hemidiaphragm) [75].
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Figure 1. Parietal and visceral pleura after pleurectomy – decortication.
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lying lung. After the decortication, may proceed to parietal pleurectomy, carefully, preventing
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chain, the esophagus, the thoracic duct, the phrenic and recurrent nerves and hilar blood
vessels. Finally place two chest tubes, followed by closure of the wound [67].

The complications of the procedure is primarily bleeding from the detachment of parietal pleura
and the many air leaks from the detachment of visceral pleura. In recent studies, the complica‐
tion rate fluctuates between 24 - 43 %, while the mean overall survival of patients with multimo‐
dality treatment including pleurectomy - decortication ranges 13,5 - 25 months (table 5).

Surgical

Technique

Study

Group

Publication

Year

Patient

Population

Median

Overall

Survival

(months)

Complications

(%)

P/D Rena et al 2012 20 25 24

P/D Nakas et al 2012 67 13,4 43

Table 5. Recent studies of pleurectomy - decortication (P/D) for the surgical treatment of mesothioma.
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11. Pleurectomy - Decortication and hyperthermic pleural
chemoperfusion / photodynamic therapy

The later and modern surgical therapy for the treatment of malignant mesothelioma is the
combination of radical resection of parietal and visceral pleura (pleurectomy – decortication),
by applying hyperthermic pleural lavage (40–41°C), using aqueous solution containing
chemical agents such as povidone iodine or chemotherapeutic substances [76].

A newer and more advanced method is the combination of radical resection of parietal and
visceral pleura (pleurectomy – decortication), followed by continuous (30min) chemoperfu‐
sion supported by extracorporeal circulation machine, for washing the pleural cavity with
hyperthermic (40–41°C), aqueous solution containing chemotherapeutic substances (used also
for systemic chemotherapy) [77].

Specifically after pleurectomy – decortication, place two chest tubes in the pleural cavity,
ensuring that each is directed anteriorly and top and the other posteriorly and to diaphragm
nearby. Usually, the first tube tube need for inflow and the second for outflow. The tubes are
connected to a specific extracorporeal circulation machine and create a closed flow circuit,
through which the hyperthermic solution circulate and washes the pleural cavity (fig 2-4).

Figure 2. The patient is connected to the extracorporeal circulation circuit in order to apply hyperthermic pleural che‐
moperfusion.
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Figure 3. The arrow shows the direction flow of the hyperthermic solution inside the thoracic cavity.
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Figure 3. The arrow shows the direction flow of the hyperthermic solution inside the thoracic cavity.
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Figure 4. The screen of extracorporeal circulation machine showing in real time all parameters related to the proce‐
dure (temperature, flow-rate, time).

Hyperthermic pleural chemoperfusion can be combined with extrapleural pneumonectomy or
with pleurectomy – decortication. Two recent studies suggest that the combination of hyperther‐
mic pleural chemoperfusion after pleurectomy – decortication has a better median survival rate
(23 VS 20 months) and fewer complications (27,7 VS 66 %) than the combination of hyperther‐
mic pleural chemoperfusion after extrapleural pneumonectomy (table 6), [78], [79].

Surgical

Technique

Study

Group

Publication

Year

Patient

Population

Median

Overall

Survival

(months)

Complications

(%)

P/D and

hyperthermic

pleural lavage with

povidone-iodine

Lang Lazdunski et al 2012 54 23 27,7

EPP and

hyperthermic

cisplatin perfusion

Zellos et al 2009 29 20 66

Table 6. Recent studies of extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP) or pleurectomy - decortication (P/D) in combination
with hyperthermic pleural chemoperfusion for the surgical treatment of mesothioma.
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Futhermore, hypertermic intra-thoracic chemotherapy (HITHOC) can be used even in
inoperable patients with clinical stage III-IV, with very good results, mean survival rate 30
months, because it increases the process of apoptosis [80].

Also the radical resection of parietal and visceral pleura (pleurectomy – decortication) can be
combined with the application of intracavitary photodynamic therapy [81]. The latest, relevant
studies are very few and come from the same center. They show very good median survival
rate (25 - 31,8 months) and few complications (table 7) [82], [83].

Surgical

Technique

Study

Group

Publication

Year

Patient

Population

Median

Overall

Survival

(months)

P/D - PDT Friedberg et al 2012 38 31,8

P/D - PDT Friedberg et al 2011 14 25

Table 7. Recent studies of pleurectomy - decortication (P/D) in combination with intracavitary photodynamic therapy
(PDT) for the surgical treatment of mesothioma.

The main goal of all these combined techniques is the elimination of possible microscopic
residual disease.

12. Discussion

Unfortunately, there are not too many recent studies to demonstrate clearly the most appro‐
priate and effective surgical therapy in the treatment of malignant pleural mesothelioma. The
latest studies regarding surgical treatment of malignant mesothelioma are presented in table 8.

However, some recent studies have tried to answer the question. Apparently, extrapleural
pneumonectomy has achieved greater surgically induced cytoreduction and this method was
the first surgical approach for many years [84]. Also, studies show that extrapleural pneumo‐
nectomy, when is not complicated, can have a significant and rapid, positive effect on resolu‐
tion of symptoms and improve the quality of life in patients with malignant pleural
mesothelioma [85]. It is claimed that co-removal of pericardium and hemidiaphragm should
not be applicable to extrapleural pneumonectomy, because this fact increases very much the
postoperative complications and the risk of disease seeding, without significantly increase in
mean survival [86].

However, current studies, that compare extrapleural pneumonectomy and pleurectomy –
decortication, showed that extrapleural pneumonectomy had more and larger postoperative
complications with worse quality of life, disease recurrence was delayed a little longer, while
the median survival did not show a statistically significant difference [69] [70] [87] [88]. Even
more, recent studies demonstrated that patients with pleurectomy – decortication were
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pneumonectomy has achieved greater surgically induced cytoreduction and this method was
the first surgical approach for many years [84]. Also, studies show that extrapleural pneumo‐
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mesothelioma [85]. It is claimed that co-removal of pericardium and hemidiaphragm should
not be applicable to extrapleural pneumonectomy, because this fact increases very much the
postoperative complications and the risk of disease seeding, without significantly increase in
mean survival [86].

However, current studies, that compare extrapleural pneumonectomy and pleurectomy –
decortication, showed that extrapleural pneumonectomy had more and larger postoperative
complications with worse quality of life, disease recurrence was delayed a little longer, while
the median survival did not show a statistically significant difference [69] [70] [87] [88]. Even
more, recent studies demonstrated that patients with pleurectomy – decortication were
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superior therapeutically to extrapleural pneumonectomy because these patients were able to
undergo even second-line chemotherapy [78].

Surgical

Technique

Study

Group

Publication

Year

Patient

Population
Radiotherapy

Systematic

Chemotherapy

Median

Overall

Survival

(months)

Complications

(%)

EPP Bille et al 2012 25 yes yes 12,8 68

EPP Rena et al 2012 19 yes yes 20 62

EPP Nakas et al 2012 99 yes yes 14,7 68

P/D Rena et al 2012 20 yes yes 25 24

P/D Nakas et al 2012 67 yes yes 13,4 43

P/D and

hyperthermic

pleural lavage

with povidone-

iodine

Lang

Lazdunski et

al

2012 54 yes yes 23 27,7

P/D

PDT
Friedberg et al 2012 38 yes yes 31,8

MEPP Friedberg et al 2011 14 8,4

P/D

PDT
Friedberg et al 2011 14 yes yes 25

EPP Buduhan et al 2009 46 yes yes 24

EPP Hasani et al 2009 18 yes yes 20,4

EPP Krug et al 2009 54 yes yes 29,1

EPP and

hyperthermic

cisplatin perfusion

Zellos et al 2009 29 20 66

EPP Yan et al 2009 70 yes yes 20 50

Table 8. All recent studies of extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP) or pleurectomy - decortication (P/D) or/and
combination with hyperthermic pleural chemoperfusion or/and intracavitary photodynamic therapy (PDT) for the
surgical treatment of mesothelioma

The results from the application of thoracic cavity lavage with hyperthermic solution and
povidone iodide after pleurectomy – decortication, are promising and with fewer complica‐
tions compared to extrapleural pneumonectomy [76]. In a small series of patients that chemo‐
therapy perfusion was performed with cisplatin (100-150 mg / m) at 42 ° C for 1 h, very good
results were observed. Specifically, the mean survival rate was 18 months (in combination with
radiotherapy and chemotherapy), without serious perioperative complications [89].

In our department, the last three years, we have tried chemotherapy perfusion with peme‐
trexed (500 mg) at 42 ° C for 30 min, after pleurectomy – decortication in seven patients. Their
overall treatment included radiotherapy and systemic chemotherapy (carboplatin and
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pemetrexed). The follow-up of patients continues until today and the results are very encour‐
aging. Worth to mention the case of a patient who has completed three years after the start of
treatment and continues with a very good performance status. Hopefully soon, after comple‐
tion of these patients study (http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01409551), the final results
will be published [77].

Photodynamic therapy is a therapeutic method based on the result of the reaction of a
compound containing porphyrin to the effect of visible light. The result of this reaction is the
direct cellular damage and the initiation of cell apoptosis [66]. A study showed that for unclear
reasons, the mean overall survival of patients who have undergone pleurectomy – decortica‐
tion plus photodynamic therapy, is much larger than the group of patients who received
extrapleural pneumonectomy plus photodynamic therapy (8,4 VS 25 months) [83]. Reported
that the combination of pleurectomy – decortication plus photodynamic therapy has compa‐
ratively much greater mean overall survival. Perhaps, this is potentially related to preservation
of the lung or some photodynamic therapy -induced effect, or both [90].

Xenograft experiments has shown that low doses of photodynamic therapy can lead to a
selective and strong uptake of a circulating macromolecular chemotherapeutic drug in human
malignant mesothelioma xenografts, but not in normal tissue [91].

In a recent experimental study in pigs, showed that the use of cold-plasma coagulation may
help in the treatment of mesothelioma. With this technique we can predetermine the depth of
tissue damage (thermo necrosis) from the surface of the lung with the selection of the appro‐
priate dose of energy [92].

13. Conclusion

As for any other type of cancer, the treatment options for malignant pleural mesothelioma
include chemotherapy, irradiation, surgery, immunotherapy or some combination of these
modalities. The choice of treatment is influenced by factors like the extensive nature of this
tumor, its proximity to intrathoracic organs and the general medical condition of these patients
who are usually older and often have underlying diseases. Most patients due to a lack of large
prospective clinical trials are treated in a highly individualized manner. Most reported studies
can at best be classified as phase I type. There are very few properly structured phase II studies
and no phase III studies at all.

The limitations of chemotherapy and radiotherapy have made surgery an important part of
multimodality treatment for MPM. Trimodality therapy has recently emerged as a new
treatment strategy to improve prognosis. To improve resectability rate and local control,
induction chemotherapy is combined with aggressive surgery and post-operative radiother‐
apy. Pemetrexed has been shown to be among the most active agents and is currently used in
induction trials.

Operations for MPM can be divided into two categories – those performed for palliation and
those performed with curative intent. Video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) with talc
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pleurodesis is an effective way to control pleural effusions in patients who are not candidates
for further surgical resection. Thoracotomy and partial pleurectomy is necessary only in
situations in which the pleural effusion has loculated and cannot be evacuated by VATS. The
operations performed with curative intent are extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP) and
pleurectomy – decortication (PD). Surgical treatment can be combined with hyperthermic
pleural chemoperfusion or intrapleural photodynamic therapy.
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pleurodesis is an effective way to control pleural effusions in patients who are not candidates
for further surgical resection. Thoracotomy and partial pleurectomy is necessary only in
situations in which the pleural effusion has loculated and cannot be evacuated by VATS. The
operations performed with curative intent are extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP) and
pleurectomy – decortication (PD). Surgical treatment can be combined with hyperthermic
pleural chemoperfusion or intrapleural photodynamic therapy.
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1. Introduction

Hydatid disease is caused by an infection with the cestode Echinococcus granulosus, It has
been known since the time of Galen and Hippocrates, and was described by Thebesius in
the 17th century [1, 2]. Rudolphy (1808) first used the term hydatid cyst to describe echino‐
coccosis in humans [1]. It’s frequently encountered in sheep- and cattle-raising regions of the
world and has been observed most often in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, South
America, and Mediterranean countries. Adult worms mature in the intestine of dog (defini‐
tive host) and the eggs are released in the stool. Animals like sheep get this disease by via
ingestion of contaminated vegetables. When local people living in contaminated areas (acci‐
dental host) accidentally ingest eggs after contamination of the hands by handling dogs, on‐
cospheres hatch in the duodenum, penetrate the intestines and are carried via the
bloodstream to various organs. (Fig1). About 70 per cent of hydatids lodge in the liver and
develop there. Those that pass the liver are likely to travel via the right side of the heart to
the lungs, which are second to the liver in frequency of involvement. Finally, a few embryos
pass through the lungs and lodge in the systemic distribution, as in brain, bones, or kidneys.
The presence of pulmonary hydatid disease should be considered in patients that present
with a well-defined, spherical density of the lung, particularly in those who have lived or
traveled in endemic areas.

2. Epidemiology

Annual incidence which is as high as 13-27 cases per 1, 00,000 population in certain coun‐
tries of central Asia 2. The prevalence have been of pulmonary involvement is reported to be
10% to 40% in different reported series [3].

© 2013 Alloubi; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Figure 1. Life cycle (dog-sheep cycle) of E granulosus. Diagram shows the most prevalent life cycle of E granulosus, in
which a dog and sheep serve as the definitive and intermediate hosts, respectively. Radiographics 2000; 20:795–817
(With permission)

3. Pathology

3.1. Cyst structure

Morphologically, hydatid cyst consists of three layers and hydatid fluid. The first is the
avascular outer pericystic layer or adventitia which is the host tissue formed by the lung as a
reaction to the foreign body (parasite) (Fig 2). The other two layers, the laminated mem‐
brane (external layer of the cyst) or the ectocyst laminated membrane is an acellular laminar
mucopolysaccaride layer and the germinative layer (inner layer of the cyst), or endocyst lay‐
er that gives rise to larval scolices (Fig 3).

The cyst fluid resembles water in appearance which may contain daughter vesicles.  The
cysts exist in different forms: intact or ruptured, single or multiple, unilateral or bilateral,
solely located in the lung or concomitantly in other organ lodgements (especially in the
liver).
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Figure 2. operative specimen: adventitia which is the host tissue formed by the lung as a reaction to the foreign body
(white arrow) and de germinative membrane ( black arrow); E Boeykens, A. M. Vints University Hospital of Antwerp
(with permission)

Figure 3. Operative view: endocyst layer that gives rise to larval scolices (arrow)

3.2. Cyst classification [4]

Based on morphology the cyst can be classified into 4 different types:

• type I: simple cyst with no internal architecture

• type II: cyst with daughter cyst(s) + matrix

◦ type IIa: round daughter cysts at periphery

◦ type IIb: larger, irregularly shaped daughter cysts occupying almost the entire volume
of the mother cyst
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◦ type IIc: oval masses with scattered calcifications and occasional daughter cysts

• type III: calcified cyst (dead cyst)

• type IV: complicated cyst : e.g. ruptures cyst

4. Clinical presentation

Pulmonary hydatid disease (echinococcosis) does not present a constant clinical pattern, and
consequently the clinical diagnosis tends to be inaccurate. As is so often the case, failure to
think of the condition rather than lack of knowledge about it accounts for most of the mis‐
diagnoses. It would appear, therefore, of some value to re-emphasize certain of the features
of hydatid disease, more particularly from the radiological point of view.

Clinical manifestations varied widely depending on the status of the hydatid cyst. The most
common presenting symptom of the patients was a cough, followed by chest pains of vary‐
ing severity. Clinical presentation of pulmonary hydatid cysts depends on the size of the
cyst and whether the cyst is intact or ruptured. Intact cysts are either incidental findings or
present with cough, dyspnea or chest pain. If it ruptures into a bronchus, pleural cavity or
billiary tree it is called complicated cyst and may present with expectoration of cystic con‐
tents, productive cough, repetitive hemoptysis, fever or anaphylactic shock in addition.

Patients come to the clinician's attention for different reasons, such as when a large cyst has
some mechanical effect on organ function or rupture of a cyst causes acute hypersensitivity
reactions. The cyst may also be discovered accidentally during radiographic examination,
body scanning, surgery, or for other clinical reasons.

Physical findings are hepatomegaly when associated with liver involvement, a palpable
mass if on the surface of the liver or other organs, and abdominal distention. If cysts in the
lung rupture into the bronchi, intense cough may develop, followed by vomiting of hydatid
material and cystic membranes.

5. Diagnosis

The combination of imaging and serology usually enables diagnosis. The standard diagnos‐
tic approach for cystic Echinococcosis is based on the clinical setting, imaging characteris‐
tics, predominantly ultrasonography, computed tomography (CT), X-ray examinations, and
confirmation by detection of specific serum antibodies by immunodiagnostic tests.

In the detection of pulmonary echinococcosis very important role played by mass x-ray ex‐
amination of the population. It allows preventive examination at the present time to identify
the disease before any clinical symptoms. Differential diagnosis of conduct between the
echinococcus, tuberculoma, peripheral carcinoma, between the diseases, giving the spherical
formation in the lungs. Use the full range of special methods except for the puncture. End of

Principles and Practice of Cardiothoracic Surgery198

suspected unacceptable because of the possibility Echinococcus cyst rupture, risk of falling
hydatid fluid in the pleura with the development of severe anaphylactoid reactions and col‐
onization by the parasite. (Fig 4a, Fig 4 b)

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Chest radiograph demonstrates multiple peripheral round areas of soft-tissue opacity.(b) CT scan shows a
clearly defined capsule with a relatively hypo attenuating center, a finding that reflects the cystic nature of the lesions.

Bronchoscopy is unnecessary in patients with a typical clinical and radiological picture but
it can be performed for differential diagnosis in cases of atypical radiological appearance [5,
6]. When bronchoscopy was performed in thoracic hydatidosis, pathologic findings were re‐
vealed in 70%. Bronchoscopy detected a whitish endobronchial lesion imitating endobron‐
chial tuberculosis with a caseous lesion. (Fig 5)

Figure 5. Flexible bronchoscopic image in a 42-year-old man with hemoptysis showing a white gelatinous membrane-
like structure protruding from the medial basal segment of the right lower lobe; CMAJ (with permission)

When a cyst becomes infected or ruptures, the clinical and radiological profile can mimic
diseases such as nonresolving pneumonia, tuberculosis, and abscess or tumor of the lungs.
Direct bronchoscopic visualization with biopsy allowed to quickly clarifying the diagnosis,
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leading to effective treatment. On the other hand, one should bear in mind the possibility
that carcinoma may rarely have clinical, radiological, and serological features, similar to
those of a hydatid disease. It is uncommon for the diagnosis to be made from the microscop‐
ic discovery of hooklets in respiratory secretions, highlighting the value of close liaison with
microbiological staff.

5.1. Laboratory tests

Most serodiagnostic  techniques have been evaluated for diagnosis  of  cystic  hydatid dis‐
ease caused by Echinococcus granulosus. Formerly, the laboratory diagnosis of echinococ‐
cosis  has  been  based  chiefly  on  the  results  of  the  Casoni  intradermal  (ID)  or  the
complement-fixation  (CF)  test.  The  CF  test  has  a  limited  sensitivity,  while  the  ID  test
may  be  unreliable  since,  once  acquired,  skin  sensitivity  may  persist  for  life.  After,  the
findings of Garabedian et al  and Kagan et al  [7,8] reported that indirect haemagglutina‐
tion (IHA) was more sensitive to formers tests but there were some limitations with the
practical aspect of IHA, for example false positive reactions with other helminthic infec‐
tions, cancers and chronic immune complex disease.

Actually,  the most sensitive technique in detecting pulmonary hydatid disease is  immu‐
noglobulin  G  enzyme-linked  immunosorbent  assay  (ELISA)  test,  with  a  sensitivity  of
85.3%; it’s a quantitative serodiagnostic method that specific IgG ELISA kit was available
commercially. It was a better test for initial screening of suspected cases of human hyda‐
tidosis  and was  more  acceptable  due to  its  higher  sensitivity  and simplicity  in  practice
[9]. Our data showed that ELISA is more sensitive than IHA for initial screening of sus‐
pected cases of hydatidosis.

Serological tests are often helpful, but measurable immunological responses do not develop
in some patients, essentially in lung hydatid cyst contrary to liver localization, where it
seems that it has more supply antigenic stimuli to host tissues. Laboratory testing should be
used either in highly suspicious cases or for postoperative follow-up of pulmonary hydatid
cyst disease. Antibody production is elevated during the first 4 - 6 weeks after surgical inter‐
vention, followed by a decrease during the next 12 - 18 months. In patients who have a re‐
currence before 2 years, antibody production remains similar to pre-operative levels [8, 9].
Eosinophilia is 10-30% positive in hydatid cyst disease. Eosinophilia increases if cyst rupture
and it is also high in countries where parasitosis is endemic [10].

6. Radiological features

The plain chest radiograph is very helpful in diagnosis of pulmonary hydatid cyst. In un‐
complicated hydatid cysts, radiologic diagnosis is relatively easy and is identified on routine
chest radiograph incidentally. Unruptured pulmonary hydatid cyst shows one or more ho‐
mogenous round or oval wellshaped masses with smooth borders surrounded by normal
lung tissue on chest radiograph. It can access large volumes and compress to the adjacent
structures. (Fig 6, 7, 8)
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Figure 6. Chest radiograph showing large hydatid cyst right upper lobe causing mediastinal shift to opposite side

Figure 7. CT appearance of an uncomplicated giant hydatid cyst of the right lung.

If the hydatid cyst is infected or ruptured, the radiological appearance may become atypical
and it may cause incorrect and delayed diagnosis.

Complicated, a variety of signs denoting different appearances of the hydatid cysts have
been described. During enlargement, the cyst can erode into the bronchus and air can enter
between the pericyst and endocyst leading to the thin crescent (meniscus) sign (fig 9)
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Figure 8. CT scan showing two well-circumscribed homogenous cysts over right and left lower lobes

Figure 9. The pulmonary meniscus sign (arrow): crescent-shaped inclusion of air surrounded by consolidated lung tis‐
sue

As the air continues to enter this space, the cyst ruptures and air fills the endocyst. The air
fluid level in the cyst and air like onion peel between pericyst and endocyst is called the
Cumbo sign (Fig 10)
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Figure 10. Combo sign (Double air layer appearances

After the contents of the cyst are partially expectorated, collapsed membranes inside the
cyst form the serpent sign. (Fig 11)

Another  pathognomonic  sign is  the  water  lily  sign which occurs  after  the  endocyst  de‐
taches completely and the layer caves into the cyst cavity, floating freely on the cyst flu‐
id. (Fig 12, 13)

In pulmonary hydatid disease, the radiologial signs are usually precise contrary to the clini‐
cal presentation. The appearance of a pulmonary hydatid cyst may change secondary to per‐
foration which necessitates further use of CT.

Rupture, with an incidence of 49%, is the most frequent complication of pulmonary hydatid
disease. Communicating rupture occurs when the cyst contents escape via bronchial radicles
which are incorporated in the pericyst. Rupture of the hydatid cyst into the bronchus occurs
due to the degeneration of the membranes and manifests as coughing and expectoration of a
large amount of salty sputum containing mucus, hydatid fluid, and rarely fragments of the
laminated membrane. Thereby, solid remnants of the collpased parasitic membrane are left
in the cavity. (Fig 14)

In the other hand, pulmonary hydatid cyst may mimic a variety of clinical and radiologi‐
cal  problems including tuberculosis,  primary and secondary tumors,  lung abscess,  bron‐
chopulmonary  infections,  Wegener’s  granulomatosis,  bronchiectasis,  pneumothorax,
pleurisy, and empyema.
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which are incorporated in the pericyst. Rupture of the hydatid cyst into the bronchus occurs
due to the degeneration of the membranes and manifests as coughing and expectoration of a
large amount of salty sputum containing mucus, hydatid fluid, and rarely fragments of the
laminated membrane. Thereby, solid remnants of the collpased parasitic membrane are left
in the cavity. (Fig 14)

In the other hand, pulmonary hydatid cyst may mimic a variety of clinical and radiologi‐
cal  problems including tuberculosis,  primary and secondary tumors,  lung abscess,  bron‐
chopulmonary  infections,  Wegener’s  granulomatosis,  bronchiectasis,  pneumothorax,
pleurisy, and empyema.
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Figure 11. Lung involvement in a child with previous episodes of cough and expectoration. Collimated lateral chest
radiograph shows an intracystic serpentine structure representing collapsed membranes (serpent sign) (arrows).
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Fig 13: CT Scan of thorax showing the torn germinal layer in the Left hydatid cyst: the ‘water-

lily sign.’(Arrow) 

Figure 13. CT scan of thorax showing the torn germinal layer in the right hydatid cyst: the ‘water-lily sign.’

Figure 14. Chest X-ray showing a large cavity with a germinative layer in the left lung

However, CT scan can display the cystic appearance of a pulmonary mass lesion and help
localize the cystic lesion for surgical purposes. CT provides further information in equivocal
cases by revealing the fluid density of an intact cyst and the air-fluid density of a ruptured
cyst. However, infection of the cyst may increase the attenuation values and a produce a sol‐
id appearance, which may hamper the correct diagnosis. Such a complicated cyst, in the ab‐
sence of positive history, serologic tests and other radiologic signs, may simulate a
malignant tumor, tuberculosis, abscess and other infected cystic lesions of the lung [11].

The “air bubble sign” was described in complicated cysts and reported to be an important
clue in the differentiation of hydatid cysts from other disease processes. Air bubble sign is
best demonstrated in mediastinal window settings as single or multiple small, rounded radi‐
olucent areas with very sharp margins within solid media or pericystic areas. They should
not, however, be mistaken as cavitations or pseudocavitations. (Fig 15)
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The hydatid cysts can grow more easily and faster in the lungs because of the elastic struc‐
ture of the lungs compared to the liver. For this reason, the growth rate of cysts in the lungs
is estimated to be at least 5-fold higher than in the liver [12]. It has been noted that the per‐
centage of pulmonary cysts larger than 10 cm (huge cyst) is 21.9%-25% [13, 14]. We also not‐
ed that huge pulmonary cysts occur more often in children than in adults.

Rarely, expectoration of the cystic fluid and germinative membrane may lead to spontane‐
ous healing of the residual cavity in some of the small cysts. (Fig 16)

Figure 16. CT scan of the chest showing an empty cavity with thin walls after complete evacuation of hydatid mem‐
brane

The simultaneous involvement of the liver and lung is quite uncommon but when it occurs,
the right lung is involved in 97% of the cases [15]. Transdiaphragmatic hydatid disease has
been very seldom reported. (Fig 17)
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Figure 17. Contrast-enhanced CT scan obtained at the level of the dome of the diaphragm shows a partially calcified
cyst originating in the posterior segment of the right hepatic lobe and growing through the diaphragm into the lung
(arrows). The cyst has the characteristic hourglass shape.

7. Evolution

During the natural course of infection, the fate of the hydatid cysts is variable. Some cysts
may grow (average increase: 1–30 mm per year) and persist without noticeable change for
many years. Others may spontaneously rupture or collapse and can completely disappear.
Calcified cysts are not uncommon. Spillage of viable protoscoleces after spontaneous or
traumatic cyst rupture, or during interventional procedures, may result in secondary echi‐
nococcosis.

8. General principles of the treatment

8.1. Surgery methods

8.1.1. Conventional surgery

Initially,  the  surgical  treatment  of  pulmonary hydatidosis  involved the  marsupialization
of the cyst when it was attached to the wall, or an atypical pulmonary resection consist‐
ing of two stages: first pleurodesis was produced, followed by marsupialization in a sec‐
ond  procedure.  Evidently,  these  techniques  have  since  been  abandoned  exceptly  when
the diagnosis of  hydatid cyst  rupture was carried later.  We have treated young women
with chronic pleuritis by marsupialization discovered one month after hydatid cyst rup‐
ture. (Fig 18, 19, 20)
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traumatic cyst rupture, or during interventional procedures, may result in secondary echi‐
nococcosis.

8. General principles of the treatment

8.1. Surgery methods

8.1.1. Conventional surgery

Initially,  the  surgical  treatment  of  pulmonary hydatidosis  involved the  marsupialization
of the cyst when it was attached to the wall, or an atypical pulmonary resection consist‐
ing of two stages: first pleurodesis was produced, followed by marsupialization in a sec‐
ond  procedure.  Evidently,  these  techniques  have  since  been  abandoned  exceptly  when
the diagnosis of  hydatid cyst  rupture was carried later.  We have treated young women
with chronic pleuritis by marsupialization discovered one month after hydatid cyst rup‐
ture. (Fig 18, 19, 20)
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Figure 18. Complicated hydatid cyst with chronic pleuritis.

Figure 19. Marsupialization of the cyst
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Figure 20. Outcomes of marsupialization after 1 year for complicated hydatid cyst

Actually the aim of surgery in pulmonary hydatid cyst is to remove the cyst completely
while preserving the lung tissue as much as possible. Lung resection is performed only if
there is an irreversible and disseminated pulmonary destruction. Careful manipulation of
the  cyst  and  adherence  to  the  precaution  to  avoid  the  contamination  of  the  operative
field with the cyst content is the imperative part of the operation. Different surgical pro‐
cedures have been described such as the enucleation of intact cyst, and needle aspiration
for  the evacuation of  the cyst  with serious risk by spillage of  hydatid fluid around the
puncture  site.  Cyst  spillage  may release  a  large  number  of  viable  scolices  that  implant
elsewhere and produce secondary cysts [16]. Sood et al [17] reported a case of anaphylac‐
tic reaction following aspiration of a hydatid cyst in the liver during an operation under
general  anesthesia.  The risks cited after  fluid rupture by enucleation and needle aspira‐
tion are rare but serious, and prompted surgeons in endemic countries to develop a nov‐
el procedure to contain the cyst during surgery, preventing any spillage of hydatid fluid
around the puncture; Santini et al [18] assembled a device using a transparent plastic cyl‐
inder used by nurses to perform venous blood harvesting.  The top of  the cylinder con‐
tains  a  hole  that  allows  for  the  connection  of  two  needles  (Fig.  21).  The  base  of  the
plastic cylinder was placed on top of the cyst. They penetrated the cyst using Needle A,
and Needle B to create a negative depression in the plastic cylinder, thus allowing the te‐
nacious adhesion of the cyst to the cylinder to eliminate the risk of extravasation of liq‐
uid during evacuation.
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Figure 20. Outcomes of marsupialization after 1 year for complicated hydatid cyst

Actually the aim of surgery in pulmonary hydatid cyst is to remove the cyst completely
while preserving the lung tissue as much as possible. Lung resection is performed only if
there is an irreversible and disseminated pulmonary destruction. Careful manipulation of
the  cyst  and  adherence  to  the  precaution  to  avoid  the  contamination  of  the  operative
field with the cyst content is the imperative part of the operation. Different surgical pro‐
cedures have been described such as the enucleation of intact cyst, and needle aspiration
for  the evacuation of  the cyst  with serious risk by spillage of  hydatid fluid around the
puncture  site.  Cyst  spillage  may release  a  large  number  of  viable  scolices  that  implant
elsewhere and produce secondary cysts [16]. Sood et al [17] reported a case of anaphylac‐
tic reaction following aspiration of a hydatid cyst in the liver during an operation under
general  anesthesia.  The risks cited after  fluid rupture by enucleation and needle aspira‐
tion are rare but serious, and prompted surgeons in endemic countries to develop a nov‐
el procedure to contain the cyst during surgery, preventing any spillage of hydatid fluid
around the puncture; Santini et al [18] assembled a device using a transparent plastic cyl‐
inder used by nurses to perform venous blood harvesting.  The top of  the cylinder con‐
tains  a  hole  that  allows  for  the  connection  of  two  needles  (Fig.  21).  The  base  of  the
plastic cylinder was placed on top of the cyst. They penetrated the cyst using Needle A,
and Needle B to create a negative depression in the plastic cylinder, thus allowing the te‐
nacious adhesion of the cyst to the cylinder to eliminate the risk of extravasation of liq‐
uid during evacuation.
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Figure 21. The photograph illustrates the home-made device of Mario Santini Naples.;With permission

Personally, Cystotomy and capitonnage, our preferred technique, was carried out in 95 % of
our patients, we employed a trocar-suction device for needle aspiration (Fig. 22). The use of
this instrument prevents the rupture of the cyst, eradicates the parasite and makes it possi‐
ble to excise the residual cavity.

Figure 22. Trocar-suction device for needle aspiration

Thoracotomy was carried out under General anesthesia with double lumen endotracheal
tubes for producing ipsilateral lung collapse during the procedure. After opening the chest
wall and releasing the adhesions, we avoided any manipulation of the lung until evacuation
of the cyst is not finished; the adjacent tissues were covered by towels soaked in 20% hyper‐
tonic saline solution (Fig. 23). We preferred sterilizing the cyst by aspiration of some fluid
and its replacement with hypertonic saline for fifteen minutes before the cyst was aspirated
by a trocar at a place and the contents of the cyst were evacuated by a powerful suction
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through this trocar. There was another suction ready to be used by the assistant to remove
any fluid leaking around the trocar. After evacuating the cyst contents, the cyst wall col‐
lapsed. Then the pericyst was incised and opened. All of the remaining contents including
portions of the laminated membrane and the remaining fluid were removed under direct vi‐
sion (Figure 24), followed by a partial resection of the pericystic area, the residual cavities
were carefully treated with hypertonic saline solution, at this time, the anesthesiologist was
asked to ventilate the operated lung to detect the exact location of all bronchial openings by
observing air bubbles in the saline solution and all bronchial leaks found were closed indi‐
vidually with absorbable sutures (Fig 25). The cavity was obliterated with purse-string su‐
tures of absorbable material (capitonnage).

Figure 23. adjacent tissues were covered by towels soaked in 20% hypertonic saline solution (arrow)
 

 

Figure 24. Simple cystectomy of germinative membrane (arrow)
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Figure 25. bronchial leaks found were closed individually with absorbable sutures

In our opinion, hypertonic saline solution 20% is effective to killing the ova (cyst injection)
and for protection of the operation field with imbibed hypertonic saline pads. These precau‐
tions can limit disastrous complications of any spillage or per operative rupture.

Only 5 % of the patients with complicated cyst underwent wedge resection, segmentectomy,
lobectomy, pneumonectomy or marsupialization.

8.1.2. Others conventional procedures [19, 20]

A number of methods have been described for the surgical removal of hydatid cysts of the
lung.

The Barrett technique (Barrett and Thomas, 1952) which allows the removal of the parasite
intact; the pericyst was incised and dissected carefully without rupturing the cyst. This pro‐
cedure is eminently safe and free of risk of contamination of the pleural space, it’s widely
applicable, involves the loss of no appreciable pulmonary tissue or function. The technique
is ideal for enucleation of all uncomplicated pulmonary hydatid cysts, even of the largest
size, and after obliteration of the remaining cavity the inflated lobe looks normal

The Perez Fontana method: the cyst being removed with the pericyst (cystopericystectomy)
and the residual cavity obliterated.

The Ugon technique:  When the  cyst  is  small  and there  is  no risk  of  rupture',  its  com‐
plete removal can be attempted, aided by an increase in the airway pressure provided by
the anesthetist.

However, the bronchial openings in the cavity must be closed by sutures in all techniques.

Capitonnage which is the folding of the pericystic zone by sutures for obliteration of the re‐
sidual cavity is usually advocated to prevent air leak from residual bronchial openings.
Without capitonnage, the wall of the pericystic cavity is supposed to be covered by epithe‐
lial cells for an uncertain length of time. On the other hand, capitonnage has the disadvant‐
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age of causing distortion of the pulmonary parenchyma, especially after removal of multiple
or large cysts. However, there is no clear consensus on the use of capitonnage in surgical
series of lung hydatid cyst. (Fig 26)

 

 

Figure 26. residual cavity after aspiration of hydatid cyst (capitonnage technique) (arrow)

Rarely, hydatid cysts can occur in other thoracic structures such as pulmonary artery, chest
wall or diaphragm. (Fig 27, 28)

 

Figure 27. CT scan of rib hydatid cyst (arrow)

Most authors agree that the attempt should be made to remove as little lung tissue as possi‐
ble and that resection of pulmonary parenchyma is only indicated when the adjacent tissue
is seriously damaged or infected, when the atelectatic areas are presumably irrecoverable or
when a big cyst or numerous cysts had destroyed a certain anatomical substrate [10].
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Figure 28. specimen of parietectomy for rib hydatid cyst with hydatid cyst material cotenant (arrow)

8.1.3. Video assisted thoracoscopic surgery

In adult, some authors [21] have reported the successful use of thoracoscopic procedures
for  the  treatment  of  pulmonary  hydatid  disease.  Sporadic  cases  were  founded  in  the
French and the other in the English literature.  In our experience,  we have treated three
patients  through  this  procedure.  Postoperative  course  was  uneventful  in  all  cases.  The
thoracoscopic approach in pulmonary hydatid cysts must follows the same principles of
the open technique, which include sterilization of the cyst with scolicidal agents (eg. hy‐
pertonic  saline),  complete  excision  of  the  endocyst,  and  closure  of  bronchial  fistula,  if
present.  The main advantage offered by thoracoscopy is  less trauma and discomfort  for
the patient.  The lack of intercostal  muscle incision and the lower risk of rib fracture re‐
duce the postoperative pain and when compared to  thoracotomy,  thoracoscopy reduces
the chest tube duration and length of hospital stay. Conversion to thoracotomy is mainly
related to major pleural adherences.

8.2. Medical therapy

Although surgery remains the treatment of choice for hydatid disease, the usefulness of
drug therapy has been reported in many studies. Medical treatment is an alternative to sur‐
gery where a surgical approach is not recommended in risk patients, and in cases with small
and multiple lesions in one or more organs, or proximity of cysts to major vascular struc‐
tures. Antihelminthic agents, Mebendazole, and more recently albendazole, and praziquan‐
tal, reduce recurrence post-operatively, particularly where there has been spillage of cyst
contents [22].

Many and substantial questions still remain unanswered, however. What is the optimum
duration of  treatment?  Clearly,  duration of  treatment  of  <  3  months produces  less  than
optimal response,  whereas results of extension beyond 6 months have yet to be gauged
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because clinicians tend to adopt longer courses. We believe that the response of the ther‐
apy differs  according to  age (children and adults),  cyst  size,  cyst  structure  (presence of
daughter  cysts  inside  the  mother  cysts  and thickness  of  the  pericystic  capsule  allowing
penetration of the drugs), and localization of the cyst [23]. We think that selected pedia‐
tric patients with uncomplicated pulmonary hydatid cysts sized less than 5 cm, with thin
pericystic  capsule  respond favorably  to  treatment.  However  a  large  pulmonary hydatid
cyst  should not  be  treated medically,  because incomplete  expectoration of  the  cyst  con‐
tents  after  the  parasite  death  may  lead  to  infection  through  bronchial  communication.
Medical therapy may cause in some cases rupture of the lung cyst,  and respiratory dis‐
tress. We suggest that in patients with hydatid disease of the lungs associated with mul‐
tiple  organ  involvement,  medical  treatment  should  not  be  given  before  the  removal  of
hydatid cyst of lung.

We thought that medical treatment should be given after surgical therapy, patients surgical‐
ly treated for complications following medical treatment are hospitalized twice as long as
patients surgically treated in the first place. Postoperative Albendazole treatment (400 mg
twice a day for the first 15 days of the month) was administered to patients for a period of 3
to 6 months.

9. Prevention

Necessary to strictly observe good personal hygiene when the content of the dogs and care
for them, and be sure to wash your hands after contact with the dog, not to allow dogs to
the food of man and his pot, limit direct exposure of children and dogs. Stray dogs are ev‐
erywhere to be catching. In addition to current (and past) hydatid control campaigns, there
have been significant technological improvements in the diagnosis and treatment of human
and animal cystic echinococcosis, the diagnosis of canine echinococcosis, and the genetic
characterization of strains and vaccination against E. granulosus in animals. Incorporation of
these new measures could increase the efficiency of hydatid control programmes, potential‐
ly reducing the time required to achieve effective prevention of disease transmission to as
little as 5 - 10 years.

10. Conclusion

We are of the view that surgical treatment of the lung cyst should be preferred firstly in
cases of  lung hydatid cyst  disease.  The diversity of  the pathological  process offers vari‐
ous tactics and approaches in the surgical treatment which must be individually tailored
in each and every case. The goal of surgical therapy is to remove the cyst while preserv‐
ing as much lung tissue as possible and medical treatment may be useful only in no op‐
erable patients.
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Figure 28. specimen of parietectomy for rib hydatid cyst with hydatid cyst material cotenant (arrow)
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present.  The main advantage offered by thoracoscopy is  less trauma and discomfort  for
the patient.  The lack of intercostal  muscle incision and the lower risk of rib fracture re‐
duce the postoperative pain and when compared to  thoracotomy,  thoracoscopy reduces
the chest tube duration and length of hospital stay. Conversion to thoracotomy is mainly
related to major pleural adherences.

8.2. Medical therapy

Although surgery remains the treatment of choice for hydatid disease, the usefulness of
drug therapy has been reported in many studies. Medical treatment is an alternative to sur‐
gery where a surgical approach is not recommended in risk patients, and in cases with small
and multiple lesions in one or more organs, or proximity of cysts to major vascular struc‐
tures. Antihelminthic agents, Mebendazole, and more recently albendazole, and praziquan‐
tal, reduce recurrence post-operatively, particularly where there has been spillage of cyst
contents [22].

Many and substantial questions still remain unanswered, however. What is the optimum
duration of  treatment?  Clearly,  duration of  treatment  of  <  3  months produces  less  than
optimal response,  whereas results of extension beyond 6 months have yet to be gauged
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because clinicians tend to adopt longer courses. We believe that the response of the ther‐
apy differs  according to  age (children and adults),  cyst  size,  cyst  structure  (presence of
daughter  cysts  inside  the  mother  cysts  and thickness  of  the  pericystic  capsule  allowing
penetration of the drugs), and localization of the cyst [23]. We think that selected pedia‐
tric patients with uncomplicated pulmonary hydatid cysts sized less than 5 cm, with thin
pericystic  capsule  respond favorably  to  treatment.  However  a  large  pulmonary hydatid
cyst  should not  be  treated medically,  because incomplete  expectoration of  the  cyst  con‐
tents  after  the  parasite  death  may  lead  to  infection  through  bronchial  communication.
Medical therapy may cause in some cases rupture of the lung cyst,  and respiratory dis‐
tress. We suggest that in patients with hydatid disease of the lungs associated with mul‐
tiple  organ  involvement,  medical  treatment  should  not  be  given  before  the  removal  of
hydatid cyst of lung.

We thought that medical treatment should be given after surgical therapy, patients surgical‐
ly treated for complications following medical treatment are hospitalized twice as long as
patients surgically treated in the first place. Postoperative Albendazole treatment (400 mg
twice a day for the first 15 days of the month) was administered to patients for a period of 3
to 6 months.

9. Prevention

Necessary to strictly observe good personal hygiene when the content of the dogs and care
for them, and be sure to wash your hands after contact with the dog, not to allow dogs to
the food of man and his pot, limit direct exposure of children and dogs. Stray dogs are ev‐
erywhere to be catching. In addition to current (and past) hydatid control campaigns, there
have been significant technological improvements in the diagnosis and treatment of human
and animal cystic echinococcosis, the diagnosis of canine echinococcosis, and the genetic
characterization of strains and vaccination against E. granulosus in animals. Incorporation of
these new measures could increase the efficiency of hydatid control programmes, potential‐
ly reducing the time required to achieve effective prevention of disease transmission to as
little as 5 - 10 years.

10. Conclusion

We are of the view that surgical treatment of the lung cyst should be preferred firstly in
cases of  lung hydatid cyst  disease.  The diversity of  the pathological  process offers vari‐
ous tactics and approaches in the surgical treatment which must be individually tailored
in each and every case. The goal of surgical therapy is to remove the cyst while preserv‐
ing as much lung tissue as possible and medical treatment may be useful only in no op‐
erable patients.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Cardiac embryology — The development of the heart

1.1.1. Early heart development and the folding of the primitive tube

By the 3rd week of development the heart has developed from the cardiogenic region, a
horseshoe-shaped structure, at the cranial end of the embryo, when it is about the size of a
raisin. By day 21 the primitive heart tube has moved below the head region and by day 22 it
fuses and moves into the future thoracic cavity and it is from this time that it begins to beat.
The tube now starts to bend and twist and over the next 8 days, various chamber of the heart
begin to develop and by the end of 2 months it bears a superficial resemblance to the fetal
heart. [1]

The tube is anchored at one end by the arterial trunks and at the other end, by the various
venous channels draining into it. Being fixed at both ends, the cardiac tube grows rapidly in
length and begins to twist and bend. The embryonic ventricle is bent in to a loop to the right
of the midline and the ventricle grows rapidly to cover the atrium and the great veins (figure
1). The sacculations projecting laterally will become the right atrium and the left atrium. The
future left ventricle lies to the left of interventricular groove and the right ventricle or the
bulboconus region communicates with the truncus arteriosus. A four chambered structure is
formed from this convoluted tube by development of 3 septa which partitions the atria,
ventricle and the truncus arteriosus. [2]

The septae develop simultaneously at about the same time between the 28 to 42nd day. The
atria and ventricle are separated by a deep groove, the atrio-ventricular groove which appears
like an invagination from inside.This forms the atrio-ventricular canal, which becomes divided

© 2013 Subramaniam and Solomon; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited.
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by the cushions which grow towards the junction. The endocardial cushions grow from
opposite sides of the atrio-ventricular aperture and fuse to separate the atrium and ventricle.

From the interventricular ridge a proliferating muscular septum advances across the common
ventricle towards the base of the heart. Simultaneously interatrial septum is formed by the
septum primum growing rapidly towards endocardial cushions, leaving a foramen primum.
Before the foramen primum becomes obliterated a new opening appears high on the interatrial
septum- the foramen secundum-which allows shunting of blood from the right atrium to the
left. The septum secundum develops from a ridge to the right of septum primum and grows
like a curtain over the foramen secundum, the edge of the septum secundum forming the
foramen ovale and the septum primum acting like a unidirectional valve, allowing blood to
flow only from the right to the left.

The opening between the ventricular cavities -the interventricular foramen- persists, the
closure of which depends on the development of a spiral septum which partitions the truncus
and conus region into aorta and pulmonary artery.

The truncus arteriosus gives rise to the aortic arches, the 4th aortic arch forming the aorta and
the 6th forming the origin of the pulmonary artery. A pair of ridges forms at the bifurcation
which fuse and spiral down towards the interventricular foramen.

Figure 1. Development of the heart tube in the pericardial sac.
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The interventricular foramen is obliterated by (a) masses of endocardial tissue at the interven‐
tricular septum, (b) masses of ‘endocardial cushion’ tissue and (c) spiral septum. The partitioning
of the heart is now complete. The aortopulmonary septum rotates 180 degree and fuses with
the superior margin of the interventricular septum. This accounts for the manner in which the
ventricular outflow tracts are aligned in a fully-developed heart- the aortic blood flowing
posteriorly to anteriorly and the pulmonary blood flowing anterior to the aorta first and then
posteriorly.

The events which occur during this period accounts for a majority of congenital heart disease.
Atrial septal defect (which is most commonly a secundum defect) occurs due to defect of
septum primum. Inadequate development of septum secundum (which forms by invagination
of the developing superior vena cava and pulmonary veins) accounts for the sinus venosus
type of defects.

The development of ventricular septum helps in understanding the predominance of peri‐
membranous ventricular septal defects as three different regions have to fuse in a coordinated
fashion to completely obliterate the interventricular communication. Uneven spiral partition‐
ing of the outflow tracts can explain the occurrence of Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) and double
outlet right ventricle(DORV) and failure of the spiral pattern of aortopulmonary septum
results in transposition of great arteries (TGA), when the aortopulmonary septum grows
directly towards the interventricular septum. Failure of the septum to develop results in
truncus arteriosus and the contribution of this septum to the interventricular septum explains
the almost invariable association of truncus arteriosus defect with outlet VSD.

Failure of the endocardial cushions to develop properly results in the spectrum of endocardial
cushion defects varying from ostium primum defects to partial and complete AV septal de‐
fects. [3]

1.1.2. Pulmonary venous development

Initially the blood coming from the lung buds drain into the splanchnic plexus which connects
to the paired common cardinal and umbilicovitelline veins. The right common cardinal system
forms the right SVC and azygous vein, the left common cardinal veins becomes the left superior
vena cava and coronary sinus. The umbilicovitelline system becomes the inferior vena cava,
ductus venosus and portal vein.

At 27 – 29 days the primitive pulmonary vein appears as an endothelial out pouching from
superior left atrial wall and this joins the pulmonary venous plexus by 30 days. The common
pulmonary vein enlarges and incorporates into the left atrium. The pulmonary venous part of
the splanchnic plexus gradually loses its connection with cardinal and umbilicovitelline veins.
Knowledge of the normal development of pulmonary venous pathway facilitates understand‐
ing of various types of anomalous pulmonary venous connections. [4]

1.1.3. Aortic arches

Aortic arches are series of six paired embryological structures connecting the ventral to the
dorsal aorta.The ventral aorta at the level of 4- 6th arch fuses to form the truncus arteriosus
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which forms the distal end of the developing heart tube. The dorsal aorta on the right usually
disappears and the dorsal aorta on the left forms the descending aorta.

The first arch disappears and the 2nd persists as stapedial artery which is not of clinical
significance. The third arch forms the internal carotid artery on both the sides and is called the
carotid arch. The 4th arch on the right forms the right subclavian artery as far as the origin of
the internal mammary branch and the left 4th arch forms the arch of aorta between the left
carotid artery and the termination of ductus arteriosus. The 5 th arch disappears on both sides.
The proximal part of the right 6th arch forms the right pulmonary artery and the distal part
disappears. The proximal part of the left 6th arch forms the left pulmonary artery and the distal
part persists as the ductus arteriosus.(figure 2)

Figure 2. Development of aortic arches

Double aortic arch which is the commonest arch anomaly causing trachea and oesophageal
compression occurs as a result of persistence of dorsal aorta. The recurrent laryngeal nerve
loops around the 6th arch and hence goes around the ductus arteriosus on the left side and the
subclavian artery on the right side. Persistence of the ductus arteriosus results in patent ductus
arteriosus (PDA) and its excessive resorption can result in coarctation of aorta or stenosis of
left pulmonary artery. [5]
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The molecular mechanism behind the complex development is being now slowly unravelled.
The consistent rightward looping of the heart suggests a highly conserved molecular control
mechanism, The beating cilia on the node beats in a counter clockwise direction causing a
leftward flow of fluid across the Hensen’s node. The unidirectional movement is based on the
inherent molecular chirality of the ciliary protein machinery. Pitx-2, a homeodomain contain‐
ing protein plays a role in development of laterality. The Nkx2.5 and Tbx5 gene are expressed
in atria and in conduction system. Irx4 is expressed only in ventricular chambers. The HAND
1 gene is expressed on the left ventricle and HAND 2 is expressed in the right ventricle.

The vertebral heart develops from precardiac mesoderm, anterior heart field and cardiac
neural crest cells also play a critical part in myocardium and normal outflow tract develop‐
ment. The cardiac neural crest cell stabilizes the arch vessels and prevents their regression. A
subpopulation of cardiac neural crest cells participates in the septation of outflow tract and
contributes to the formation of semilunar valves. Retinoic acid is believed to have a role in
signalling neural crest migration and cardiac development. Understanding the molecular and
genetic mechanism may help in future fetal cardiac interventions. [6]

2. Surgical anatomy of the heart

The heart is enclosed in a pericardial sac. The pericardial cavity is the space between the inner
lining of the fibrous pericardium and the surface of the heart.There are two recesses in the
pericardial cavity lined by serous pericardium, the first is the transverse sinus behind the great
arteries in front of the atria and is in free communication with the pericardial cavity on either
side. The second is the oblique sinus, a blind ending cavity behind the left atrium.

The cardiac mass is 1/3rd to the right and 2/3rd to the left of midline. The ventricle is a three
sided pyramid with diaphragmatic, anterior and left surfaces. The right sided margin is the
acute margin and the left is the obtuse margin [7].

2.1. The morphological right atrium

The right atrium has 3 components-the appendage, venous sinus and the vestibule. (figure
3)The junction between the appendage and the venous sinus is marked by the prominent
terminal groove. The groove internally corresponds to the crista terminalis, from which the
pectinate muscle originates. The extensive array of pectinate muscles serves as one of the
markers of the morphologic right atrium. Parallel and posterior to the groove is the second
deeper groove between the right atrium and the right pulmonary veins. Dissection into this
deep interatrial groove (Waterston’s or Sondergaard’s groove) permits incisions to be made
into the left atrium (the classic posterior approach to the left atrium).

The sinus node lies in the subepicardial position at the cranial part of the terminal groove, and
is a spindle-shaped structure which lies lateral to the superior cavoatrial junction. The artery
to the sinus node arises from right coronary artery (55%) or cirumflex coronary artery (45%).
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which forms the distal end of the developing heart tube. The dorsal aorta on the right usually
disappears and the dorsal aorta on the left forms the descending aorta.

The first arch disappears and the 2nd persists as stapedial artery which is not of clinical
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The proximal part of the right 6th arch forms the right pulmonary artery and the distal part
disappears. The proximal part of the left 6th arch forms the left pulmonary artery and the distal
part persists as the ductus arteriosus.(figure 2)

Figure 2. Development of aortic arches
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arteriosus (PDA) and its excessive resorption can result in coarctation of aorta or stenosis of
left pulmonary artery. [5]
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The septum between the right and left atria is formed by the floor of the oval fossa and its
adjacent anteroinferior muscular rim. The superior rim or the septum secundum is formed by
deep interatrial fold extending between the systemic and the pulmonary veins. Larger part of
the anterior atrial wall is related to the aortic root (the torus aorticus). It is important to realize
that the true atrial septum is rather small and it is easy to go outside the heart when attempting
to gain access to the left atrium through the septal approach. Because of the infolding of the
interatrial groove, access to the left atrium can be gained by approaching through the right
atrium and incising superiorly within the fossa (The septal superior approach). [8]

The triangle of Koch which contains the atrioventricular (AV) node is an area of major surgical
significance. The triangle is demarcated by the (a) the tendon of Todaro, (b) the attachment of
the septal leaflet and (c) the orifice of the coronary sinus. The tendon of Todaro is formed by
the fusion of the valve guarding the IVC (the Eustachian valve) and the coronary sinus (the
Thebesian valve). This inserts into the central fibrous body and runs in the tissue separating
the oval fossa from the mouth of the coronary sinus The trabeculated diverticulum found
posterior to the coronary sinus is called the post-Eustachian sinus of Keith.

The node lies in the atrial muscle above the hinge point of the septal leaflet, and the bundle
which arises from the node penetrates the interventricular septum at the apex of the triangle
of Koch.

The central fibrous body is actually the area where the membranous septum and leaflets of the
atrioventricular and the aortic valves join in fibrous continuity.

2.2. The morphological left atrium

Like the right atrium, the left atrium has a (a) venous sinus (b) appendage and (c) vestibule.
The differences however are

a. The venous component of the left atrium is considerably larger than the appendage

b. the junction between them is NOT marked by a terminal groove or crest.

c. The pectinate muscles are confined within the appendage and do not extend around the
vestibule

d. The appendage is long, tubular and finger like with a narrow end unlike the broad
triangular appendage of the right atrium

Among these the confinement of the pectinate muscles within the appendage is the most
reliable differentiating factor between the morphological right and left atrium.

2.3. The morphologic right ventricle

It has three components- the inlet, trabecular and outlet parts.

The inlet portion is limited by the tricuspid valve and its tension apparatus

The trabecular component extends to the apex, where it is thin and it is vulnerable to perfo‐
ration by cardiac catheters and pacemaker electrodes.
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The outlet component of the right ventricle is a complete muscular structure - the infundibu‐
lum- which supports the pulmonary valve.

The muscular shelf separating the tricuspid and the pulmonary valve is the supraventricular
crest. Much of the crest is no more than the infolded inner heart curve and incisions and sutures
deep in this area can jeopardize the right coronary artery. The distal part of the crest is
continuous with the sub-pulmonary infundibulum, the presence of which permits the
pulmonary valve to be removed and used as autograft during the Ross procedure.

The crest is cradled between two limbs of the prominent right ventricular trabecula called the
septomarginal trabeculation, which has a superior limb, an inferior limb and a body.

The superior limb runs up to the attachment of the pulmonary valve.

The inferior limb gives rise to the medial papillary muscle (of Lancisi) and a line drawn from
this muscle to the apex of the triangle of Koch marks the position of the atrioventricular
conduction axis.

The body runs to the apex, and gives rise to the moderator band and the anterior papillary
muscle.

Figure 3. Right atrium and ventricle
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The coarseness of the apical trabeculation is the most constant feature of the right ventricle.
The other differences are the direct septal attachment of the tension apparatus of the atrio‐
ventricular valve, which is usually tricuspid in nature.

2.4. The morphologic left ventricle

The inlet component is limited by the mitral valve and its tension apparatus. The mitral valve
has two leaflets, the aortic or the anterior leaflet which is in fibrous continuity with the aortic
valve, which is short and square and the other leaflet which is connected to the wall of the left
atrioventricular junction is called the mural or the posterior leaflet.

The leaflets do not have direct septal attachment unlike the right ventricle but instead attach
through anterolateral and posteromedial papillary muscles.

The apical myocardium is thin like the RV. The septum is not completely muscular unlike RV,
and it has a small membranous part which forms the subaortic outflow tract.

The muscular septal surface is characteristically smooth and the left bundle lies below the
membranous septum corresponding to the zone of apposition between the right coronary and
non-coronary leaflets.

The semilunar valves of the aortic and pulmonary valves are similar, the distal portion forms
the sinotubular junction and the proximal part takes origin from the ventricular structure. The
overall arrangement is like the crown, rather than forming an annulus. [9]

The aorta and pulmonary artery form the vascular pedicle. The aorta gives rise to the brachio‐
cephalic or innominate artery, the left common carotid artery and the left subclavian artery.
The pulmonary artery arises anteriorly and courses posteriorly, and is a short vessel giving
rise to the right and left pulmonary arteries. The left pulmonary artery lies superior to the left
bronchi in front of the descending aorta. The right pulmonary artery is anterior to the left main
bronchus and has a long mediastinal course beneath the aortic arch and behind the superior
vena cava to reach the hilum of the right lung. Sometimes a early branching large upper lobar
branch can be mistaken for the right pulmonary artery.

The coronary arteries arise from the aortic sinuses. According to Leiden convention the
position is described in terms of an observer from the non-coronary sinus, the right hand of
the person is called the sinus 1 and gives rise to the right coronary artery and left hand facing
sinus is called the sinus 2 and gives rise to left coronary artery. The coronary artery arises
beneath the sinotubular junction, and when it is displaced more than 1 cm from the ST junction
it is considered abnormal which occurs in 3.5% of hearts.

The left coronary artery has a single orifice,while in 50% there are two orifices in the right sinus,
one gives rise to the main RCA and the smaller orifice gives rise to the infundibular or sinus
nodal artery. It is important while giving ostial cardioplegia for stopping the heart to perform
cardiac surgeries to instill into the smaller orifices to protect the sinus node.

The epicardial course of the coronary arteries follows the atrioventricular and interventricular
grooves. The RCA gives to the acute marginal branches, the sinus nodal artery (55%), and
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posterior descending artery (90%) at the crux which supplies the diaphragmatic surface. The
LCA gives rise to the anterior interventricular (left anterior descending) and the circumflex
branches. The anterior interventricular artery gives rise to the diagonal branches to the obtuse
surface of the heart and the septal perforating branches. The circumflex artery gives rise to the
obtuse marginal branches of the heart. [10]

The Coronary veins accompany the artery and drain into the coronary sinus.

The Great cardiac vein runs along the left anterior descending artery and encircles the mitral
orifice, and at its left margin receives the oblique vein of the LA and forms the coronary sinus.
The coronary sinus lies between the left atrium and left ventricle before joining the right atrium.

The Middle cardiac vein runs along the posterior descending artery and the small cardiac veins
accompany the right coronary artery. The Thebesian valve guards the orifice of the coronary
sinus.

3. Conductiion system and its surgical significance

3.1. The development

The heart develops from the mesoderm from fusion of vascular channels which forms the heart
tube. The heart starts beating from the time the embryo is 22 days old. Even from the beginning
there is a polarity and the peristaltic type of motion of the tube starts from the venous end and
ends in the arterial end. This sequential contraction ensures that even in the absence of valves
there is very little regurgitation of the blood, and an ECG similar to the adult ECG is recognized
at the end of 1st month. It is believed that this primitive heart tube persists as the remnant of
conduction tissue and the myocardium grows around this to form the atrium and the ventricle.
The conduction system is one of the most primitive structures in the heart which forms even
before the heart tube starts looping.

There is a circle of conduction tissue at the atrioventricular junction, which as the atrioven‐
tricular valves form and the great arteries are assigned to the respective ventricles gradually
becomes restricted.The only area of electrical continuity between the atrium and the ventricles
is the AV node and the penetrating bundle where the muscular septum comes in contact with
the AV junction. This establishes connection with the Purkinje network in the ventricular
myocardium, to ensure sequential contraction of atrium and ventricles. (figure 4)

This sequence of events occurs in the usual d-looping of the heart.If there is l-looping of the
heart as in congenitally corrected transposition, where the right atrium joins the left ventricle,
which then gives rise to the pulmonary artery and the left atrium joins the right ventricle which
gives rise to aorta, the bundle can be extremely elongated bringing it under the pulmonary
valve anteriorly. The conduction system is vulnerable to injury during surgery and otherwise
Both congenital and spontaneous heart blocks can occur at the rate of 2% per annum in this
condition. [11]
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before the heart tube starts looping.

There is a circle of conduction tissue at the atrioventricular junction, which as the atrioven‐
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is the AV node and the penetrating bundle where the muscular septum comes in contact with
the AV junction. This establishes connection with the Purkinje network in the ventricular
myocardium, to ensure sequential contraction of atrium and ventricles. (figure 4)

This sequence of events occurs in the usual d-looping of the heart.If there is l-looping of the
heart as in congenitally corrected transposition, where the right atrium joins the left ventricle,
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Figure 4. Conduction system

3.2. Surgical perspective

3.2.1. Sinoatrial (SA) node

SA node which is located at the lateral cavoatrial junction at the upper end of crista terminalis
is the pacemaker which initiates contraction. This can be identified as a small oval shaped
structure which is slightly more yellowish with SA nodal artery forming small ramifications
over it.

This area is vulnerable during –

1. Glenn surgery – where the SVC is divided and anastomosed to the pulmonary artery end
to side – the cavopulmonary anastomosis. Care has to be taken while clamping and
dividing the SVC.

2. Sinus venosus atrial septal defect with partial anomalous pulmonary venous connection
– some of the pulmonary veins can drain high into the SVC and during correction
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sometimes it may be necessary to cut across the cavoatrial junction longitudinally which
makes the SA node or the artery supplying this at risk.

3. Sennings procedure –the SA node is at risk during suturing the pulmonary venous baffle.

4. Superior septal approach to the mitral valve – which may put the artery supplying the SA
node at risk. Injury is manifested by nodal rhythm during which the P wave is absent in
the ECG. The distal portion of the conduction system gradually takes over or the SA node
itself recovers, making the need for a permanent pacemaker rare in this setting.

3.2.2. Atrioventricular (AV) node

The AV node lies in the apex of the triangle of Koch, the penetrating bundle pierces the apex
of the triangle and reaches the crest of the trabecular septum immediately beneath the
membranous septum which is below the junction formed by the right and noncoronary cusp. It
is in this area that the bundle is most vulnerable during surgical closure of ventricular septal
defect. This corresponds to the commissure between the anterior and septal leaflets of the
tricuspid valve which is usually supported by the medial papillary muscle.Sometimes there
is a cleft in the septal leaflet which points to this area.

The penetrating bundle crosses from the atrial septum to the aortic outflow and then joins the
muscular septum. In normal hearts with normal alignment the apex of the triangle is close to
the crest of the interventricular septum.The length of the bundle is small in this setting and
this length of the non-branching bundle can be excessive in the presence of VSD in the inlet
portion of the ventricular septum.

It is only when the ventricular septum reaches the crux of the heart can a regular AV node join
the AV conduction axis. The node and bundle is formed at the place where the ventricular
septum joins the AV junction.

A few rules may help avoid heart block while closing VSD’s

a. In perimembranous defects, which is also the type of defect usually seen in tetralogy of
Fallot, the VSD patch should be sutured about 5 mm away from the posteroinferior
margin, and in perimembranous defects with outlet extension the muscle protects the
bundle and makes it more left sided and this makes the posteroinferior angle safe in VSD
with outlet extension. It the perimembranous defects with inlet extension where the
bundle is superficial and close to the posteroinferior angle of the defect, and hence is
exposed to maximum risk of damage. The risk of damage to the node is minimal in cases
of muscular and subpulmonic VSD’s.

b. The base of the septal leaflet tissue is always safe to place sutures.

c. The fibrous tissue surrounding the VSD can be used to anchor the patch and this has to
be differentiated from aneurysm of membranous septum which may sometimes harbour
the bundle.
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sometimes it may be necessary to cut across the cavoatrial junction longitudinally which
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is a cleft in the septal leaflet which points to this area.
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d. In AV canal defects the AV node and the coronary sinus are displaced inferiorly, and the
AV node is placed in between the coronary sinus and the crest of interventricular septum
at the so called ‘NODAL triangle’ rather than at the usual apex of the triangle of Koch. [12]

Transient damage to the conduction system can occur as a result of myocardial protection
during cardiopulmonary bypass, which should usually recover in less than 7 days. A perma‐
nent pacemaker is usually needed if sinus rhythm does not return in 9-10 days

4. Fetal and neonatal circulation

The circulatory system evolved as the simple process of diffusion of nutrients from amniotic
sac is no longer able to meet the metabolic needs of the growing embryo.

The placenta does the function of oxygenation in the fetus as the lungs are bypassed by
presence of ductus. The arrangement of circulation in the fetus is such that the more oxygen‐
ated blood goes to the head and the less oxygenated blood goes through the ductus into
descending aorta and into the umbilical arteries.

The umbilical vein brings the oxygenated blood which bypasses the liver through the ductus
venosus and this blood coming into the IVC is preferentially streamed by the Eustachian valve
into the left atrium through the foramen in the atrial septum and this oxygenated blood enters
the left ventricle and from there to the aorta and arch vessels.

The more deoxygenated blood from the SVC goes into the right ventricle which is pumped by
the RV into the PA and as the fetal lungs are collapsed with very high resistance in the
pulmonary circulation, the blood bypasses the lungs and goes into the descending aorta
through the ductus.

A few lesions provide insights, which can evolve into more complicated congenital heart
pathologies. Absence of foramen is one such lesion, which has been linked to the development
of hypoplastic left heart syndrome, the development of which can be prevented by dilating
the foramen ovale.

Atresia of the pulmonary and aortic valve can also be intervened by ballooning to prevent the
development of its sequel which can be hypoplastic left heart and RV dependent coronary
circulation in cases of pulmonary atresia with intact ventricular septum.

Absence of ductus arteriosus is a condition which is associated with absent pulmonary valve
The absence of ductus could be the primary condition which leads to RV output regurgitating
back into ventricle due to high fetal pulmonary vascular resistance, with the VSD partially
decompressing the right ventricle. The increased right ventricular output causes the main and
the branch pulmonary arteries to dilate. This could extend into the lungs, compressing the
airways, and thereby causing severe respiratory compromise in neonatal period as seen in
extreme cases of TOF with absent pulmonary valve.
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5. The transition from fetal to neonatal circulation

The first breath causes the lungs to expand and oxygen content in the blood to increase and
this provides the impetus for the ductus to constrict and close. The right ventricular output
goes to the lungs and reaches the left atrium, the increased pressure in the left atrium causing
the flap valve to shut, closing the foramen ovale. The umbilical vein and ductus venosus regress
to leave the vestigial ligamentum teres and the ligamentum venosum.

Maintaining the patency of ductus is critical to many potential fatal neonatal conditions. These
can be any of the conditions in which the output of the heart through either the aorta or the
pulmonary artery is critically reduced and the patent ductus maintains the flow from one great
artery to the other. These are hypoplastic left heart syndrome, critical aortic stenosis and
pulmonary atresia. The presence of ductus is also useful in mixing lesions like TGA though
the degree of mixing is much better in the presence of atrial level communication. Patency of
ductus can be maintained by Prostaglandin E1 infusion, the availability of which has enabled
the stabilization of many sick neonates before subjecting them to surgery [13].

6. The pathophysiology of L->R shunt lesions

ASD, VSD and PDA are the main lesions which shunt from left to right.

In Atrial septal defect, the size of the shunt is determined by the size of the defect and the
degree of pulmonary vascular resistance. Small shunts cause no enlargement of cardiac
chambers, while large shunt cause significant RA and RV dilatation, mid- diastolic flow
murmur though the tricuspid valve and ejection systolic murmur at the left upper sternal
border due to increased flow across the pulmonary valve. The left chambers do not increase
in size as the increased return to LA is decompressed into the RA through the defect.

The pathophysiology of the shunt in VSD and PDA are similar. The magnitude of shunt is
determined by the size of the defect and the degree of pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR);
PVR is more important in the large defects where it determines the degree of shunt. Since PVR
is elevated at birth and falls by 6-8 wks, children with large VSD typically become symptomatic
with signs of congestive heart failure (CHF) at this time.

A small defect causes no enlargement of cardiac chambers, the ECG and X-ray are normal,
there is ejection systolic murmur and P2 is normal. For moderate sized defects, there is LA and
LV enlargement unlike ASD and as the RV is contracting at the time of left to right shunt, it
undergoes no volume load. However the increased blood pumped by the RV causes mid-
diastolic murmur across the mitral valve.

Large defects and PDA cause CHF in infancy, especially if the PVR is low. This reflects in
biventricular hypertrophy with increased saturations, pan systolic murmur and loud P2. As
the PVR increases, the heart size becomes normal on Chest X-ray though the pulmonary
segment remains prominent, the murmur is reduced, and there is pure RVH in ECG
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undergoes no volume load. However the increased blood pumped by the RV causes mid-
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In PDA in addition there is enlargement of aorta and transverse aortic arch, which is usually
not very evident in on X-ray as the aortic arch does not form a part of cardiac silhouette. As
the PVR increases, there can be differential cyanosis with lower limb saturations being lower
than the upper limb reflecting right to left shunt at the level of PDA.

Endocardial cushion defects present with features of both ASD and VSD. The QRS axis is
abnormal between -20 to -150 degree, which is due to the disposition of the His bundle and its
branches intrinsic to the pathology and not due to hemodynamic consequence.

Obligatory shunts are those where the degree of shunting does not depend on the PVR,
examples of which is Gerbode defect where is there is LV to RA shunt or ruptured sinus of
Valsalva [14]

7. Stenosis and regurgitation of valves

If there is stenosis of atrioventricular valves, it causes systemic or pulmonary venous conges‐
tion, depending on the valves involved. Regurgitant lesions cause volume loading of both
upstream and downstream chambers. Unlike stenotic lesions which cause pressure overload,
regurgitation lesions cause volume overload.

Aortic regurgitation causes wide pulse pressure and the regurgitating jet causes diastolic
flutter of mitral valve causing the Austin Flint murmur, and the jet also causes the mitral valve
to close early and reduces the intensity of S1. Aortic regurgitation in children usually occurs
as a part of ventricular septal defect when the leaflets either attempt to close the defect or get
sucked in due to Bernouilli effect, or prolapse due to lack of support to the leaflets due to
absence of continuity of media.

Pulmonary regurgitation is common after TOF repair and the significance of which depends
on the diastolic distensibility of the right ventricle: patients with diastolic dysfunction of the
RV tolerate PR better with less dilatation, and narrow QRS. TR causes prominent liver and
neck pulsations.

7.1. Cyanotic heart defects pathophysiology – TGA and Truncus arteriosus

TGA is one of the common cyanotic conditions presenting in infancy where the aorta arises
from the RV and PA arises from the LV. The systemic blood reaches the RV and from there to
aorta and again back to RV,(the blood flow is parallel rather than in series). Such an arrange‐
ment is incompatible with life in the absence of atrial, ventricular or ductal level communica‐
tion. In the presence of inadequate communication, they can present with very poor saturations
(30-50%) with acidosis and hypoglycaemia in the first week of life. Of all the levels of com‐
munication the atrial septal defect provides the best area of mixing without streaming and
atrial septostomy (Rashkind procedure) done for this purpose is the first palliative intervention
for a congenital heart disease, which started off the practice of pediatric interventional
cardiology.
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Any newborn with deep cyanosis and cardiomegaly (egg on side appearance) and increased
pulmonary vascular marking and no murmur can be diagnosed to have TGA. Patients with
VSD present a little late with features of early CHF and these patients are prone to develop
very early pulmonary hypertension, because they get relatively desaturated blood under high
pressure. The unique feature of pulmonary circulation of ‘hypoxic vasoconstriction ‘ acceler‐
ates the onset of pulmonary vascular disease.TGA, VSD and PS can occur and the presentation
of which depends on the degree of reduction of pulmonary blood flow.

Truncus arteriosus has complete mixing of systemic and pulmonary blood and the level of
saturation is proportional to the degree of pulmonary blood flow.

7.2. Pathophysiology of Tetralogy of Fallot

This is commonest cause of cyanosis in children in developing countries. Though classically
supposed to have the features of a) VSD b) Aortic over-ride c) RV hypertrophy and d) Right
ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) obstruction, the two important features are

a. A large VSD at least as big as the aortic annulus to equalise pressures in both ventricles.

b. Right ventricular outflow tract obstruction – which can be at any level infundibular,
valvar, supravalvar or at branch PA level.

If a child presents clinically with signs of small VSD with RVH, it strongly suggests diagnosis
of TOF, the probability of which increases in the presence of right aortic arch.

The intensity and the duration of heart murmur are inversely proportional to the severity of
pulmonary stenosis. In pulmonary atresia or in cyanotic spells when there is critical reduction
in pulmonary flow there may be no murmur at all due to absence of flow across the RVOT

There are no signs of CHF in TOF because no chamber is under volume overload and only RV
is under pressure overload which is not suprasystemic and is well tolerated.

The degree of cyanosis depends on the balance between the systemic and pulmonary resis‐
tances, and decrease in SVR due to activities like crying and defecation can increase the degree
of R-> L shunt.

The role of RVOT spasm in the development of cyanotic spell is controversial

Hyperpnoea plays an important role in the perpetuation of cyanotic spell as it increases the
venous return and more desaturated blood enters the systemic circulation due to override.

Termination of a spell can be achieved by

a. By increasing SVR – by knee chest position, phenylephrine, ketamine

b. Reducing hyperpnoea by sedation – morphine, sodium bicarbonate which reduces
respiratory stimulation, ketamine

c. Decreasing venous return – squatting

d. Stabilisation of vascular reactivity – propranolol prevents sudden decrease in SVR and its
role in preventing RVOT spasm is controversial.
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7.3. Pathophysiology of Tricuspid atresia and TAPVC

This is a single ventricle physiology where there is enlargement of RA, LA and LV and
hypoplastic RV. 70% have normally related great arteries and 30% have transposed great
arteries. In either of these situations the pulmonary blood flow can be increased or decreased.
QRS axis is deviated leftward with LVH and the axis resembles endocardial cushion defect.

TAPVC – Total anomalous pulmonary venous connection can present as supracardiac, cardiac
and infracardiac.The timing of clinical presentation depends on the presence of obstruction.

Non- obstructed TAPVC presents like large ASD. Obstructed variant can present with
extremely sick child with pulmonary venous congestion causing ground glass appearance on
chest X-ray, severe cyanosis, respiratory distress and severe pulmonary arterial hypertension.
Murmur is usually soft or absent.

Any child with features of pulmonary oedema and ground glass appearance on chest X-ray
with normal size cardiac shadow and no murmurs should be considered to have obstructed
TAPVC. [15]

8. Chest X-ray

X-ray is integral part of the evaluation of a child with cardiac disease.

The x-ray helps in the evaluation of cardiomegaly, chamber size, and blood flow by looking
at the pulmonary artery and venous markings. Lungs, spine, thorax and visceral situs are also
evaluated using x-ray. For example the presence of aortic knuckle and gastric fundus on the
same side is suggestive of corrected transposition.

The structures forming the margin of the heart on the right side are– SVC, aortic knuckle and
RA and on the left side they are the pulmonary artery, left atrial appendage and LV.

Different conditions can have diagnostic X-ray features. TOF has a ‘ boot shaped’ heart, TGA
has a ‘egg on side’ heart and supracardiac TAPVC is associated with ‘snow man sign’ the left
vertical vein, the innominate vein and the right superior vena cava form the head of the
snowman., Truncus, the dilated pulmonary artery particularly the right pulmonary artery
produces the ‘ comma or the water fall sign’. In Ebsteins anomaly there is cardiomegaly with a
narrow pedicle, with ‘Pencil line sharp’ cardiac borders.These classic appearances are not
usually seen, though they are supportive evidences in broader clinical context.

8.1. The assessment of pulmonary arterial and venous pressure using X-ray

Pulmonary plethora – the presence of right descending pulmonary artery larger than the size
of trachea is a sensitive sign of increased pulmonary blood flow. Other signs are prominent
upper and lower zone vessels and vessels seen in the outer third of the lungs. Infants and
children present with generalized mottling, due to increased pulmonary flow.
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Pulmonary arterial hypertension: Is said to occur when the mean pulmonary artery pressure
is > 20 mmHg,

In mild PAH – (20-29 mmHg) there is prominent pulmonary artery.

Moderate PAH- (30-49), the central vessels dilate further,

Severe PAH (50 mmHg) - there is central dilation with reduction in the calibre of peripheral
vessels (peripheral pruning). The size of the pulmonary artery correlates with PAH, and it has
been found that plethora correlates better with the degree of left to right shunt than cardio‐
megaly.

Pulmonary venous hypertension – normal 8-12 mm Hg, and gradual increase causes:

a. Redistribution of blood flow (10-20mm Hg) – Cephalization due to dilation of upper zone
vessels and blurring of lower zone vessels

b. Interstitial oedema – (15-25 mm Hg) Kerley lines and peribronchial cuffing

c. Alveolar oedema- (25 – 35 mm Hg) causes the ‘Bat’s wing appearance’ when the interstitial
fluid accumulates at rate faster than it can be removed by lymphatics.

The presence of prominent aortic knuckle points to the presence of extra cardiac left to right
shunt like PDA, Sinus of Valsalva rupture, Coronary arteriovenous fistula, or AP window. The
absence points to intra- cardiac L-> R shunt like atrial septal defect and ventricular septal defect.

In addition to the above findings careful consideration should be given to lung parenchyma
to look for any parenchymal patches and also the status of spine and bony thorax for complete
preoperative assessment.

9. Echocardiography

Using ultrasound to visualize organs was first introduced in the 1970’s and over the 1980’s it
transformed the field of imaging becoming the primary diagnostic modality for evaluation of
congenital heart disease. During the 90’s and 2000’s steady progress has been made in the areas
of 3D imaging, myocardial function assessment and trans-esophageal echocardiogra‐
phy(TEE).TEE is now routinely used intraoperatively for planning and performing cardiac
procedures, TEE probes can now be placed in children as small as 3.5 kg.

Echo is non-invasive, has excellent spatial and temporal resolution, ability to see the anatomy
and physiology in real time along with portability. Echo is now everywhere right from prenatal
imaging, preoperative, intraoperative, postoperative and follow-up imaging.

A burst of ultrasonic energy is produced by the piezoelectric crystals placed on the transducer
probe which passes through the tissue and the returning ultrasound is processed by amplifi‐
cation, filtering and is analysed to display in a moving real-time format.

The different modes of imaging are
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vessels and blurring of lower zone vessels

b. Interstitial oedema – (15-25 mm Hg) Kerley lines and peribronchial cuffing

c. Alveolar oedema- (25 – 35 mm Hg) causes the ‘Bat’s wing appearance’ when the interstitial
fluid accumulates at rate faster than it can be removed by lymphatics.

The presence of prominent aortic knuckle points to the presence of extra cardiac left to right
shunt like PDA, Sinus of Valsalva rupture, Coronary arteriovenous fistula, or AP window. The
absence points to intra- cardiac L-> R shunt like atrial septal defect and ventricular septal defect.

In addition to the above findings careful consideration should be given to lung parenchyma
to look for any parenchymal patches and also the status of spine and bony thorax for complete
preoperative assessment.

9. Echocardiography

Using ultrasound to visualize organs was first introduced in the 1970’s and over the 1980’s it
transformed the field of imaging becoming the primary diagnostic modality for evaluation of
congenital heart disease. During the 90’s and 2000’s steady progress has been made in the areas
of 3D imaging, myocardial function assessment and trans-esophageal echocardiogra‐
phy(TEE).TEE is now routinely used intraoperatively for planning and performing cardiac
procedures, TEE probes can now be placed in children as small as 3.5 kg.

Echo is non-invasive, has excellent spatial and temporal resolution, ability to see the anatomy
and physiology in real time along with portability. Echo is now everywhere right from prenatal
imaging, preoperative, intraoperative, postoperative and follow-up imaging.

A burst of ultrasonic energy is produced by the piezoelectric crystals placed on the transducer
probe which passes through the tissue and the returning ultrasound is processed by amplifi‐
cation, filtering and is analysed to display in a moving real-time format.

The different modes of imaging are
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a. M- Mode – uses a narrow ultrasound beam to provide a ‘ice pick’ image of the structure.
It has good axial resolution. Used to measure the degree of movement of leaflets. Chamber
thickness is measured using 2-D directed M-mode imaging.

b. 2-D mode –uses phased array transducers which are multiple piezoelectric crystals that both
transmits and receives ultrasound simultaneously; used to provide an image of the
‘section’ of the heart.

c. 3-D mode uses matrix array transducers and sophisticated parallel array processing to
provide real time image. With progressive miniaturization, real-time 3D Transesophageal
images provide excellent images intraoperatively for planning valve repairs.

d. Doppler imaging – can be used to estimate the velocity and direction of blood flow to
estimate the pressure gradient cross sectional flow area and prediction of intracardiac
pressures.

e. Contrast Echocardiography – is based on the fact that any intravascular injection produces
a contrast which can be detected by echocardiography. Used for intracardiac and great
artery level shunts in patients with poor windows, for detecting pulmonary venous
malformation and for detecting baffle leak following atrial switch procedures.

f. Fetal echocardiography – using trans abdominal screening majority of the cardiovascular
malformations can be detected by 17- 20 weeks of life; by transvaginal window, heart and
great vessels can be visualized at the end of 1st trimester. [16]

10. Magnetic Resonance Imaging

It is a imaging modality which uses magnetic fields and radiofrequency energy to stimulate
hydrogen nuclei which emits radiofrequency waves that are used to construct images. Over
the 1990’s the field has evolved from a procedure which takes a long time to produce a series
of static images to one in which real time 3-D visualization is possible. MRI uses magnetic field
of strength 0.5 Tesla to 3 Tesla (1 Tesla is 10,000 Gauss; earth magnetic field is 0.5 G). MRI uses
fields which are 5000 to 60000 more powerful than the earth’s magnetic field.

Synchronisation or respiratory motion compensation is required as the heart is a moving object and
‘gating’ or ‘ synchronization’ is required to return to the same point in the cardiac cycle in
order to freeze the cardiac motion. Pulse oximetry, ECG signal or MRI navigator echoes can
be used for gating. Advances in gradient coil and parallel acquisition methods can obviate the
need for synchronization.

Two main modalities of MRI are:

a. Spin Echo – uses a radiofrequency pulse that tilts the hydrogen protons by 90 degrees
followed by a second 180 degree pulse, which are used to generate images. Produces
images in which the flowing ‘blood is black’. This provides static anatomic information,
with excellent blood myocardium contrast. Used for assessing cardiac tumours, pericar‐
dial disease and thoracic masses. Takes a relatively longer time
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b. Gradient Echo - sequences uses radiofrequency pulses that are less than 90 degrees, that
are faster than spin Echo images and used to produce images in which the flowing ‘blood
appears white’. ‘Steady State free precession’ MR sequences allow real time MR fluoro‐
scopy, with shorter imaging times. Used to assess ventricular function and flow of blood
in the cardiac pathways and for identifying stenotic or regurgitant jets.

Myocardial tagging – uses ‘spatial modulation of magnetization’ so that protons in selected
volume are incapable of producing a signal. This produces stripes across the image, tagging
the myocardium. As the heart moves the tags are followed and this allows calculation of
myocardial strain

Velocity encoded Cine MRI- can be used to measure blood flow velocity and quantify blood
flow rate.- can measure the regurgitation volume and can even calculate the shear stress
exerted by the blood on the vessel wall.

Contrast enhanced MRI – Uses gadolinium chelate which produces bright blood signal used
for clear delineation of spatial relationship and for imaging of baffles and outflow tracts. Hyper
enhancement of myocardial regions observed 10-15 minutes after administration of gadolini‐
um contrast is indicative of scar tissue and irreversible myocardial injury.

MRI in patients younger than 5-6 years would require sedation, Surgical clips, sternotomy
wires, coils stents and occluding devices are MRI safe once the surrounding fibrous tissue
grows over these implants and makes them immobile. Cardiac pacemakers, presence of
intracranial, intra ocular or intracochlear implant are considered contraindication to MRI.

Cardiovascular MRI is fast becoming a tool which can provide us with anatomic and functional
information not provided by echo or cardiac catheterization. [17]

11. Cardiac catheterisation and interventions

Catheterisation used to be the main diagnostic modality available when it was first introduced
in 1946. The era of angiographic anatomic delineation is fading. Echocardiography is now
preferred for evaluation of valvar and congenital cardiac defects with 3D echo promising real
time surgical images of the valves for repair. MRI and CT angiography is fast replacing
angiogram for delineation of complex relationship, volume estimation of chamber, extra
cardiac vessels, aortic arches and venous anomalies. The field of MR imaging, has the potential
to completely replace diagnostic angiography. The routine use of catheterization before single
ventricle surgeries is being questioned, as the same information can be made available through
non-invasive means

Angiogram still has a role in

a. Visualising branch PA anatomy beyond hilum- in case of tetralogy of Fallot with aorto‐
pulmonary collaterals

b. Coronary anatomy.
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order to freeze the cardiac motion. Pulse oximetry, ECG signal or MRI navigator echoes can
be used for gating. Advances in gradient coil and parallel acquisition methods can obviate the
need for synchronization.

Two main modalities of MRI are:

a. Spin Echo – uses a radiofrequency pulse that tilts the hydrogen protons by 90 degrees
followed by a second 180 degree pulse, which are used to generate images. Produces
images in which the flowing ‘blood is black’. This provides static anatomic information,
with excellent blood myocardium contrast. Used for assessing cardiac tumours, pericar‐
dial disease and thoracic masses. Takes a relatively longer time
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are faster than spin Echo images and used to produce images in which the flowing ‘blood
appears white’. ‘Steady State free precession’ MR sequences allow real time MR fluoro‐
scopy, with shorter imaging times. Used to assess ventricular function and flow of blood
in the cardiac pathways and for identifying stenotic or regurgitant jets.

Myocardial tagging – uses ‘spatial modulation of magnetization’ so that protons in selected
volume are incapable of producing a signal. This produces stripes across the image, tagging
the myocardium. As the heart moves the tags are followed and this allows calculation of
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Velocity encoded Cine MRI- can be used to measure blood flow velocity and quantify blood
flow rate.- can measure the regurgitation volume and can even calculate the shear stress
exerted by the blood on the vessel wall.

Contrast enhanced MRI – Uses gadolinium chelate which produces bright blood signal used
for clear delineation of spatial relationship and for imaging of baffles and outflow tracts. Hyper
enhancement of myocardial regions observed 10-15 minutes after administration of gadolini‐
um contrast is indicative of scar tissue and irreversible myocardial injury.

MRI in patients younger than 5-6 years would require sedation, Surgical clips, sternotomy
wires, coils stents and occluding devices are MRI safe once the surrounding fibrous tissue
grows over these implants and makes them immobile. Cardiac pacemakers, presence of
intracranial, intra ocular or intracochlear implant are considered contraindication to MRI.

Cardiovascular MRI is fast becoming a tool which can provide us with anatomic and functional
information not provided by echo or cardiac catheterization. [17]

11. Cardiac catheterisation and interventions

Catheterisation used to be the main diagnostic modality available when it was first introduced
in 1946. The era of angiographic anatomic delineation is fading. Echocardiography is now
preferred for evaluation of valvar and congenital cardiac defects with 3D echo promising real
time surgical images of the valves for repair. MRI and CT angiography is fast replacing
angiogram for delineation of complex relationship, volume estimation of chamber, extra
cardiac vessels, aortic arches and venous anomalies. The field of MR imaging, has the potential
to completely replace diagnostic angiography. The routine use of catheterization before single
ventricle surgeries is being questioned, as the same information can be made available through
non-invasive means

Angiogram still has a role in

a. Visualising branch PA anatomy beyond hilum- in case of tetralogy of Fallot with aorto‐
pulmonary collaterals

b. Coronary anatomy.
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c. Measurement of flow, pressure, reactivity and resistance of pulmonary vasculature to
various drugs in patients with elevated pulmonary artery pressure.

d. Estimation of cardiac output, Qp/Qs calculation for assessment of operability.

The cardiac output can be calculated by the thermodilution technique or the Fick’s principle.

Fick’s principle is based on the fact that

‘The uptake or release of substance by an organ is equivalent to the blood flow to the organ
multiplied by the arteriovenous difference of the substance’

O2 is used as the indicator and all the systemic organs or lungs are considered as one organ to
estimate the systemic or pulmonary output respectively.

We use the 02 consumption in ml/min/m2 and this divided by the arteriovenous difference
would give the systemic or pulmonary flows. The consumption is made available through
estimates based on age, sex and heart rate.

Systemic output would be the difference between the arterial oxygen content and mixed
venous oxygen content (ideally measured in the middle of right atrium to average for the
superior vena caval, inferior vena caval or coronary sinus venous blood whose oxygen content
may be different)

Pulmonary output would be the difference between the pulmonary venous and pulmonary
artery oxygen content.

Qp/Qs can be easily calculated even if we do not have the values of oxygen consumption. We
need the systemic arterial, mixed venous and pulmonary arterial and pulmonary venous
oxygen content (which is assumed to be 100% in the absence of pulmonary pathology).

Pressure measurements are based on fluid filled catheters, or large bore catheters with multiple
side holes which would yield accurate description of intracardiac waveforms. The resistance
is calculated using the Ohm’s law, which is the difference in the pressure across the organ
divided by the amount of blood flowing through it. PVR (Pulmonary vascular resistance)
would be transpulmonary gradient (difference between the mean PA and LA pressures)
divided by the pulmonary flow. Measured in mmHg/ L/min/m2 or Wood units [18]

12. Interventions

With the availability of modified catheters and catheter delivery devices, the role of interven‐
tion in pediatric cardiology is increasingly becoming important

Catheter interventions can primarily do three things

1. Open things that are closed: Atrial septostomy – done in infants who need mixing of blood
for maintaining saturation and cardiac output. Most common indication is transposition
of great arteries with intact ventricular septum, other rarer indications are TAPVC with
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restriction at the interatrial septum, tricuspid atresia, pulmonary atresia, mitral atresia.
Septostomy with a blade would be required if the infant is > 6-8 weeks as the septum
becomes thicker.

2. Widen things that are narrow – involving the blood vessels and heart valves, done using
balloon catheters and stents to prevent recoil in case of vessels. The stent gets incorporated
into the vessel wall. There can be neointimal proliferation causing restenosis, usually in
the first 2 years The procedure uses special plastic polymer balloons which will not inflate
beyond predetermined size even under high pressure. This needs a guide wire to be placed
across the narrow area with balloon placed across so as to place the waist (middle of the
sausage) in the narrow region which is dilated with dilute contrast.

Used commonly for

a. Pulmonary valvar stenosis- for gradients > 40 mmHg, has almost replaced surgery, except
when the valve is very dysplastic or associated infundibular obstruction

b. Peripheral and branch pulmonary artery stenosis in the setting of postoperative tetralogy
of Fallot, pulmonary atresia,- are surgical challenges and balloon dilatation with stenting
has emerged as preferred alternatives with 60-80% success rate.

c. Aortic valve stenosis – used when gradient > 50-60 mm Hg in the absence of AR can be
life-saving in small infants, can also be used for discrete subvalvar aortic stenosis but not
for tunnel like subaortic stenosis.

d. Coarctation of aorta – preferred for re-coarctation or for coarctation in grown up children
where it can be combined with stenting. Not for coarctation in infancy which has high
rate of recurrence and surgery is better option.

e. Mitral valves – works well for rheumatic heart disease, not very successful with congenital
MS. Heart block, tearing of leaflet and occurrence of MR are possible complications.

f. Prosthetic valves and conduits

g. Systemic vein stenosis in the setting of post- operative Mustard or Senning’s procedure,
does not work in the presence of pulmonary vein stenosis.

h. Close things that are open – this uses devices mounted on catheters that are passed
through long and large sheaths after crossing the area to be closed.

ASD, VSD and PDA’s – ASD’s upto 32 mm diameter can be closed, the defect needs a rim of
4 mm for the device to be centred and placed. Amplatzer devices are FDA approved and have
the longest track record.

Closure of VSD requires careful assessment to ensure that the device would not interfere with
tricuspid or aortic valvar mechanisms. Arrhythmias, stroke, perforation, device embolization,
incomplete closures are the risks involved.

Large PDA’s > 5mm are closed with Amplatzer I device which has a single aortic rim and is
mushroom shaped.
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oxygen content (which is assumed to be 100% in the absence of pulmonary pathology).
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is calculated using the Ohm’s law, which is the difference in the pressure across the organ
divided by the amount of blood flowing through it. PVR (Pulmonary vascular resistance)
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With the availability of modified catheters and catheter delivery devices, the role of interven‐
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for maintaining saturation and cardiac output. Most common indication is transposition
of great arteries with intact ventricular septum, other rarer indications are TAPVC with
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restriction at the interatrial septum, tricuspid atresia, pulmonary atresia, mitral atresia.
Septostomy with a blade would be required if the infant is > 6-8 weeks as the septum
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2. Widen things that are narrow – involving the blood vessels and heart valves, done using
balloon catheters and stents to prevent recoil in case of vessels. The stent gets incorporated
into the vessel wall. There can be neointimal proliferation causing restenosis, usually in
the first 2 years The procedure uses special plastic polymer balloons which will not inflate
beyond predetermined size even under high pressure. This needs a guide wire to be placed
across the narrow area with balloon placed across so as to place the waist (middle of the
sausage) in the narrow region which is dilated with dilute contrast.

Used commonly for

a. Pulmonary valvar stenosis- for gradients > 40 mmHg, has almost replaced surgery, except
when the valve is very dysplastic or associated infundibular obstruction

b. Peripheral and branch pulmonary artery stenosis in the setting of postoperative tetralogy
of Fallot, pulmonary atresia,- are surgical challenges and balloon dilatation with stenting
has emerged as preferred alternatives with 60-80% success rate.

c. Aortic valve stenosis – used when gradient > 50-60 mm Hg in the absence of AR can be
life-saving in small infants, can also be used for discrete subvalvar aortic stenosis but not
for tunnel like subaortic stenosis.

d. Coarctation of aorta – preferred for re-coarctation or for coarctation in grown up children
where it can be combined with stenting. Not for coarctation in infancy which has high
rate of recurrence and surgery is better option.

e. Mitral valves – works well for rheumatic heart disease, not very successful with congenital
MS. Heart block, tearing of leaflet and occurrence of MR are possible complications.

f. Prosthetic valves and conduits

g. Systemic vein stenosis in the setting of post- operative Mustard or Senning’s procedure,
does not work in the presence of pulmonary vein stenosis.

h. Close things that are open – this uses devices mounted on catheters that are passed
through long and large sheaths after crossing the area to be closed.

ASD, VSD and PDA’s – ASD’s upto 32 mm diameter can be closed, the defect needs a rim of
4 mm for the device to be centred and placed. Amplatzer devices are FDA approved and have
the longest track record.

Closure of VSD requires careful assessment to ensure that the device would not interfere with
tricuspid or aortic valvar mechanisms. Arrhythmias, stroke, perforation, device embolization,
incomplete closures are the risks involved.

Large PDA’s > 5mm are closed with Amplatzer I device which has a single aortic rim and is
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Coils – are metal wires coated with thrombogenic Dacron strands, suitable for vessels < 6-7
mm, with an area of narrowing. The thrombus formation around the coil plugs the vessel.
Embolization, incomplete closure and hemolysis are possible risks.

Other defects which have been plugged are ruptured sinus of Valsalva especially the ones
arising from the non-coronary sinus, aorta LV tunnels, veno-venous collaterals plugging
following cavopulmonary connection. [19]

13. Pediatric anesthesia and critical care

The success of any pediatric cardiac surgical programme depends on a team effort and
anesthetists and intensive care personnel are critical members of the team. The importance of
effective communication between the various team members cannot be overemphasized.

Care of pediatric patients and care of the neonates in particular needs appreciation of the
differences in physiology of the immature organ systems.

The neonate responds rapidly to any stressful situations which reflect in the sudden changes
of various metabolic and hemodynamic parameters. The metabolic rate of neonates is 2-3 fold
have increased compared to adults. The caloric requirement is between 100-150 Kcal/kg/day
and neonatal gut is at risk of necrotizing enterocolitis with the use of hyperosmolar feeds.

The myocardium has only 30% contractile tissue as against 60% in mature myocardium. The
myocardium has a reduced ability to respond to afterload stress and the compliance is reduced.
Acute pressure afterload is poorly tolerated, and can lead to rapid ventricular dysfunction;
chronic pressure load is longer tolerated than chronic volume load. Symptoms of CHF are rare
unless the obstruction is severe and prolonged.

The stroke volume is relatively fixed and cardiac output is more heart rate dependent. They
are more dependent on the trans-sarcolemma movement of calcium to initiate and sustain
contraction as the sarcoplasmic reticulum and T-tubules are relatively underdeveloped.

Cardiorespiratory interactions and ventricular interdependence are particularly marked in
infants. Positive pressure ventilation reduces the preload of both ventricles, increases the
afterload of right ventricle and reduces the afterload of left ventricle. Implying that in situations
where right ventricle is dysfunctional or in situations of single ventricle, early extubation with
reduced afterload would be useful and in situations of left ventricular dysfunction, positive
pressure ventilation would reduce the afterload of the heart and act as positive inotrope. This
principle should be tempered against the background of ventricular interdependence where
dysfunction of one ventricle can rapidly affect the other due to septal interactions.

Neonates rely on diaphragm as the main muscle of respiration. Only 25% of the diaphragm in
neonates is made of type I fibre capable of slow and sustained activity against 55% by 8 months
of age. Raised intra-abdominal pressure due to any cause like gastric distension, hepatic
congestion and ascites can compromise its function. In neonates a larger portion of energy
expenditure is used for ventilation and therefore they fatigue easily and have failure to thrive
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in the presence of increased work of breathing. They have increased closing capacity with
airway closure occurring during normal tidal ventilation putting them at risk of developing
hypoxemia and atelectasis. In addition dilated pulmonary arteries and left atrium can
compress bronchi causing lobar collapse. [20]

Pulmonary hypertension both pre and postoperatively plays an important role in the planning
of surgery, anesthesia and postoperative care.

Preoperatively it can be due to large left to right shunt lesions, or due to pulmonary venous
obstruction, rarely due to pulmonary vascular obstructive disease.

Intraoperatively- light anesthesia, hypoxemia, hypoventilation, lung hyperinflation or
hypoinflation, hypothermia, respiratory and metabolic acidosis, protamine, blood products,
prolonged bypass with inflammatory response and capillary leak, compression and atelectasis
of lung, pulmonary edema from inadequate venting of left atrium can all contribute to
increased pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR).

Intravenous drugs can be used to reduce the PVR, but they lack selectivity and can cause
systemic hypotension. Nitroprusside, glyceroltrinitrate, milrinone, Prostaglandin E1 and I2,
tolazoline and isoproterenol have been used. Inhaled NO is most selective pulmonary
vasodilator currently available; it is rapidly taken up and inactivated by haemoglobin as it
diffuses from the alveoli. Oral drugs in the form of PDE type V inhibitor, sildenafil and
endothelin I blocking drugs bosentan have shown encouraging results. [21,22]

Preoperative evaluation should keep in mind the physiology of defect, and the changes that
the preoperative treatment could have caused (diuretics causing hypokalaemia) and the
presence and severity of cyanosis and pulmonary hypertension. Haematocrit greater than 65%
can exacerbate tissue hypoxia and can cause stasis and potential thrombosis. Avoiding
dehydration is very important to avoid tissue hypoxia and to maintain renal function postop‐
eratively.

Non-invasive monitoring using electrocardiography, pulse oximetry, capnography, non-
invasive blood pressure is placed before induction, invasive arterial and central venous line
should be planned according to procedure. Neurologic monitoring and cerebral protection is
of concern during congenital heart surgery. Nasopharyngeal temperature, continuous EEG,
transcranial Doppler, frontal lobe infrared spectroscopy and cerebral oximetry can be used to
evaluate cerebral blood flow velocity and perfusion. Intraoperative echocardiography has
achieved a significant role in repair of CHD. It helps in re-evaluation of anatomy before
intervention, adequacy of surgical repair and de-airing after weaning from cardiopulmonary
bypass and has become a integral part of monitoring in many units including ours.

Maintenance of diastolic pressure and coronary perfusion is important particularly in the
setting of duct dependent lesions and in situations of altered coronary perfusion. There is a
choice of induction techniques, inhalational, IV or IM.

Fentanyl (15-25 ug/kg), ketamine (1-3 mg/kg), Pancuronium (0.2mg/kg) or Suxamethonium
(2mg/kg) in combination with glycopyrrolate (10ug/kg) allows prompt induction and airway
control without significant increase in PVR. Midazolam (0.1-0.2mg/kg) is also a useful adjunct
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where right ventricle is dysfunctional or in situations of single ventricle, early extubation with
reduced afterload would be useful and in situations of left ventricular dysfunction, positive
pressure ventilation would reduce the afterload of the heart and act as positive inotrope. This
principle should be tempered against the background of ventricular interdependence where
dysfunction of one ventricle can rapidly affect the other due to septal interactions.

Neonates rely on diaphragm as the main muscle of respiration. Only 25% of the diaphragm in
neonates is made of type I fibre capable of slow and sustained activity against 55% by 8 months
of age. Raised intra-abdominal pressure due to any cause like gastric distension, hepatic
congestion and ascites can compromise its function. In neonates a larger portion of energy
expenditure is used for ventilation and therefore they fatigue easily and have failure to thrive
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in the presence of increased work of breathing. They have increased closing capacity with
airway closure occurring during normal tidal ventilation putting them at risk of developing
hypoxemia and atelectasis. In addition dilated pulmonary arteries and left atrium can
compress bronchi causing lobar collapse. [20]

Pulmonary hypertension both pre and postoperatively plays an important role in the planning
of surgery, anesthesia and postoperative care.

Preoperatively it can be due to large left to right shunt lesions, or due to pulmonary venous
obstruction, rarely due to pulmonary vascular obstructive disease.

Intraoperatively- light anesthesia, hypoxemia, hypoventilation, lung hyperinflation or
hypoinflation, hypothermia, respiratory and metabolic acidosis, protamine, blood products,
prolonged bypass with inflammatory response and capillary leak, compression and atelectasis
of lung, pulmonary edema from inadequate venting of left atrium can all contribute to
increased pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR).

Intravenous drugs can be used to reduce the PVR, but they lack selectivity and can cause
systemic hypotension. Nitroprusside, glyceroltrinitrate, milrinone, Prostaglandin E1 and I2,
tolazoline and isoproterenol have been used. Inhaled NO is most selective pulmonary
vasodilator currently available; it is rapidly taken up and inactivated by haemoglobin as it
diffuses from the alveoli. Oral drugs in the form of PDE type V inhibitor, sildenafil and
endothelin I blocking drugs bosentan have shown encouraging results. [21,22]

Preoperative evaluation should keep in mind the physiology of defect, and the changes that
the preoperative treatment could have caused (diuretics causing hypokalaemia) and the
presence and severity of cyanosis and pulmonary hypertension. Haematocrit greater than 65%
can exacerbate tissue hypoxia and can cause stasis and potential thrombosis. Avoiding
dehydration is very important to avoid tissue hypoxia and to maintain renal function postop‐
eratively.

Non-invasive monitoring using electrocardiography, pulse oximetry, capnography, non-
invasive blood pressure is placed before induction, invasive arterial and central venous line
should be planned according to procedure. Neurologic monitoring and cerebral protection is
of concern during congenital heart surgery. Nasopharyngeal temperature, continuous EEG,
transcranial Doppler, frontal lobe infrared spectroscopy and cerebral oximetry can be used to
evaluate cerebral blood flow velocity and perfusion. Intraoperative echocardiography has
achieved a significant role in repair of CHD. It helps in re-evaluation of anatomy before
intervention, adequacy of surgical repair and de-airing after weaning from cardiopulmonary
bypass and has become a integral part of monitoring in many units including ours.

Maintenance of diastolic pressure and coronary perfusion is important particularly in the
setting of duct dependent lesions and in situations of altered coronary perfusion. There is a
choice of induction techniques, inhalational, IV or IM.

Fentanyl (15-25 ug/kg), ketamine (1-3 mg/kg), Pancuronium (0.2mg/kg) or Suxamethonium
(2mg/kg) in combination with glycopyrrolate (10ug/kg) allows prompt induction and airway
control without significant increase in PVR. Midazolam (0.1-0.2mg/kg) is also a useful adjunct
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during narcotic induction but can cause hypotension in patients with high sympathetic drive.
Isoflurane and midazolam can be used during bypass for maintenance and blunt awareness.

Reducing stress response using high dose opioid anesthesia and extending this to immediate
postoperative period was considered important to reduce morbidity and mortality. With
changes in surgical practice and particularly the timing of surgery, a strategy of using high
dose opiod may be a less critical determinant of outcome. The main aim however is to maintain
hemodynamic stability so that the team can focus on surgery without the distraction of side
effects of anesthetic drugs.

14. Discontinuation of cardiopulmonary bypass and postoperative
management

A co-ordinated approach must be used during weaning so that a smooth transition can be
ensured - there should be close communication between surgeon, anesthesiologist and
perfusionist. The need for vasopressors and inotropes is decided by close observation of the
heart during re-warming period. Once adequate temperature is reached, ventilation is
restarted after a good inflation of the lungs to prevent atelectasis and for deairing. Acid base
status is normalized, adequate heart rate is ensured and the drainage from venous cannula is
slowly reduced and CPB is stopped.

Myocardial edema and secondary fall in cardiac output by 20-30% is common in neonate in
the first 6 – 12 hrs following surgery. Sternal closure is frequently delayed in neonates due to
this reason. Avoiding hypothermia and hypoglycaemia, maintenance of optimal filling
pressures, and preventing abdominal distension due to ascites by using catheter which can be
used for peritoneal dialysis are important in the early postoperative period. An LA line and
PA line may be inserted by the surgeons in the theatre in situations when LV dysfunction is
anticipated or when pulmonary artery pressures are labile. This would help to fine tune
management and help in decision making with regards to inotropes and ventilation manage‐
ment.

Postoperative management requires a precise knowledge about the anatomy, pathophysiology
and details of the surgical and CPB technique. For most patients the recovery is uncomplicated
and whenever the clinical progress does not follow the expected course possible residual or
additional defects should be investigated.

14.1. Analgesia and sedation

Inadequate analgesia while the patient is on ventilator may be manifested by tachycardia,
hypertension, pupillary dilation, diaphoresis etc, Changes in the respiratory pattern like
tachypnea, grunting and splinting of the chest wall may also be seen. Fever, hypoxemia,
hypercapnia, seizures, vasoactive infusions, early low cardiac output may also present in
similar fashion and should be ruled out.
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Opioid analgesics are the mainstay of pain management as they blunt hemodynamic response
to procedures such as endotracheal suctioning. Morphine in intermittent or continuous
infusion (50-100 ug/kg) is an excellent analgesic with sedative property. Disadvantage is that
it can cause histamine release with systemic vasodilation and elevation of PVR.Fentanyl
(5-10ug/kg/hr) is an alternative drug with less sedative action, and does not cause histamine
release. There is wide variation in the metabolism of fentanyl, tolerance and dependence
develops rapidly and chest wall rigidity can develop as a rare idiosyncratic reaction. It blocks
the stress response and maintains systemic and pulmonary hemodynamic stability.

Dexmedetomidine (commonly called the dexmed) is alpha-2 agonist which is increasingly
being  used  due  to  its  sedative,  anxiolytic,  and  its  non-respiratory  depressant  property.
This can cause hypotension and bradycardia and should be used with caution in children
with CHD.

Recognition and early intervention for the management of low cardiac output is one of the
pivotal roles of the intensivists. The following are some of the clues and the entire clinical
picture should be considered rather than a isolated finding.

Physical examination: Core hyperthermia, tachycardia, cool peripheries with impalpable
peripheral pulses, hypotension with narrow pulse pressure, ascites, hepatomegaly, oliguria,
obtundation of sensorium.

Monitoring – Dampened arterial upstroke, narrow pulse pressure, elevated venous pressures
(systemic or pulmonary – loss of sinus rhythm, residual outflow obstruction, tamponade, AV
valve regurgitation should be ruled out)

Laboratory – Metabolic acidosis, low mixed venous oxygen saturation (or increased arterio‐
venous oxygen difference > 25 – 30%), increased arterial lactate, potassium, liver transaminases
and Increased BUN and creatinine.

Strategies for management of Low CO should focus on optimizing the balance between oxygen
supply and demand.

Demand – Maintaining adequate analgesia, sedation and paralysis when necessary, strict
avoidance of hyperthermia and occasionally using mild hypothermia to reduce metabolic rate.

For optimizing delivery – Oxygen content can be optimized by managing Hemoglobin and
fiO2, and the factors which determine output

Contractility – Dopamine (5-10ug/kg/min), dobutamine (5-10 ug/kg/min), epinephrine (upto
0.1ug/kg/min is considered acceptable. Requirement greater than 0.3 – 0.5ug/kg would make
one assess the possibility of mechanical circulatory support. Calcium infusion may also be
necessary especially in patients with diGeorge syndrome and 22q11 deletion.

Afterload – Milrinone (0.2- 0.75 ug/kg/min) has inotropic and peripheral and pulmonary
vasodilating property and is useful for patients with ventricular dysfunction and increased
afterload. Nitroprusside and GTN can be used in the setting of normal ventricular function.
Norerpinephrine (upto -0.2ug/kg/min) and vasopressin (10-120 milliunits/kg/hr is a potent
vasopressor) can be used in situations with low SVR (‘warm’ shock) [23]
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this reason. Avoiding hypothermia and hypoglycaemia, maintenance of optimal filling
pressures, and preventing abdominal distension due to ascites by using catheter which can be
used for peritoneal dialysis are important in the early postoperative period. An LA line and
PA line may be inserted by the surgeons in the theatre in situations when LV dysfunction is
anticipated or when pulmonary artery pressures are labile. This would help to fine tune
management and help in decision making with regards to inotropes and ventilation manage‐
ment.

Postoperative management requires a precise knowledge about the anatomy, pathophysiology
and details of the surgical and CPB technique. For most patients the recovery is uncomplicated
and whenever the clinical progress does not follow the expected course possible residual or
additional defects should be investigated.

14.1. Analgesia and sedation

Inadequate analgesia while the patient is on ventilator may be manifested by tachycardia,
hypertension, pupillary dilation, diaphoresis etc, Changes in the respiratory pattern like
tachypnea, grunting and splinting of the chest wall may also be seen. Fever, hypoxemia,
hypercapnia, seizures, vasoactive infusions, early low cardiac output may also present in
similar fashion and should be ruled out.
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Opioid analgesics are the mainstay of pain management as they blunt hemodynamic response
to procedures such as endotracheal suctioning. Morphine in intermittent or continuous
infusion (50-100 ug/kg) is an excellent analgesic with sedative property. Disadvantage is that
it can cause histamine release with systemic vasodilation and elevation of PVR.Fentanyl
(5-10ug/kg/hr) is an alternative drug with less sedative action, and does not cause histamine
release. There is wide variation in the metabolism of fentanyl, tolerance and dependence
develops rapidly and chest wall rigidity can develop as a rare idiosyncratic reaction. It blocks
the stress response and maintains systemic and pulmonary hemodynamic stability.

Dexmedetomidine (commonly called the dexmed) is alpha-2 agonist which is increasingly
being  used  due  to  its  sedative,  anxiolytic,  and  its  non-respiratory  depressant  property.
This can cause hypotension and bradycardia and should be used with caution in children
with CHD.

Recognition and early intervention for the management of low cardiac output is one of the
pivotal roles of the intensivists. The following are some of the clues and the entire clinical
picture should be considered rather than a isolated finding.

Physical examination: Core hyperthermia, tachycardia, cool peripheries with impalpable
peripheral pulses, hypotension with narrow pulse pressure, ascites, hepatomegaly, oliguria,
obtundation of sensorium.

Monitoring – Dampened arterial upstroke, narrow pulse pressure, elevated venous pressures
(systemic or pulmonary – loss of sinus rhythm, residual outflow obstruction, tamponade, AV
valve regurgitation should be ruled out)

Laboratory – Metabolic acidosis, low mixed venous oxygen saturation (or increased arterio‐
venous oxygen difference > 25 – 30%), increased arterial lactate, potassium, liver transaminases
and Increased BUN and creatinine.

Strategies for management of Low CO should focus on optimizing the balance between oxygen
supply and demand.

Demand – Maintaining adequate analgesia, sedation and paralysis when necessary, strict
avoidance of hyperthermia and occasionally using mild hypothermia to reduce metabolic rate.

For optimizing delivery – Oxygen content can be optimized by managing Hemoglobin and
fiO2, and the factors which determine output

Contractility – Dopamine (5-10ug/kg/min), dobutamine (5-10 ug/kg/min), epinephrine (upto
0.1ug/kg/min is considered acceptable. Requirement greater than 0.3 – 0.5ug/kg would make
one assess the possibility of mechanical circulatory support. Calcium infusion may also be
necessary especially in patients with diGeorge syndrome and 22q11 deletion.

Afterload – Milrinone (0.2- 0.75 ug/kg/min) has inotropic and peripheral and pulmonary
vasodilating property and is useful for patients with ventricular dysfunction and increased
afterload. Nitroprusside and GTN can be used in the setting of normal ventricular function.
Norerpinephrine (upto -0.2ug/kg/min) and vasopressin (10-120 milliunits/kg/hr is a potent
vasopressor) can be used in situations with low SVR (‘warm’ shock) [23]
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Heart rate and sinus rhythm –temporary atrial and ventricular pacing wires are kept after any
major cardiac procedure and can be used to optimize the heart rate, though a little trial and
error would be required to find the best settings for the individual patient

Stress dose steroid – hydrocortisone (50mg/m2/day) has been demonstrated to increase
systemic blood pressure and lower inotropic scores and should be used when the pressures
are recalcitrant to inotropes. No consistent correlation has been found between the serum
cortisol level and low cardiac output state. Due to risks of infection and poor wound healing
its use should be restricted to 3- 5 days.

T3 at dose of 0.05ug/kg/hr has been shown to be beneficial in neonates due to sick euthyroid
state when there is reduced conversion of thyroxine to active T3.

Fluid management – the first 24 hrs the maintenance fluids should be 50% of full maintenance
and volume replacement should be titrated to filling pressures and hemodynamic response.
Furosemide (0.2-0.3 mg/kg/hr is used after iv bolus of 1 mg/kg can provide consistent and
sustained diuresis. Fenoldopam is a new selective dopamine DA1 receptor agonist with renal
and mesenteric vasodilating properties (0.1-0.5 ug/kg/min).

Peritoneal dialysis, hemodialysis and continuous veno-venous hemofiltration provide renal
replacement therapy for patients with persistent oliguria and renal failure. Besides helping in
solute and water clearance, they help in nutritional support by allowing additional volume,
and may also remove the inflammatory mediators. [24]

Weaning from ventilation and extubation should be possible once patients are hemodynami‐
cally stable and normothermic with good cardiac output. Patients after closed heart surgery
like PDA ligation, ASD, small to moderate VSD, RV to PA conduit change, bidirectional Glenn
shunt and Fontan procedure with fenestration are suitable for early extubation.Neonates
undergoing surgery like TGA, Truncus, TAPVC, TOF would require elective ventilation for
48 hrs for the physiology to normalize.

Extubation of an infant after a major cardiac procedure is both an art and science.Upto to 25%
of 1st extubation can end in reintubations, and if more than 3 attempts fail serious consideration
should be given to the following conditions. Residual volume and pressure load, ventricular
dysfunction. Phrenic nerve injury, bronchomalacia, retained secretions, vocal cord injury,
Diuretic therapy with contraction alkalosis, Inadequate nutrition and an evolving sepsis are
all factors to be considered for failed extubation. Early tracheostomy can sometimes help if
there is no correctable lesions, and if predominantly retained secretions and nutrition are the
major causes of failed extubation. [25,26]

14.2. Cardiopulmonary bypass and extracorporeal life support

Cardiopulmonary bypass machine essentially takes over the function of pumping and
oxygenating the blood allowing surgery to be performed on arrested still heart.

Gibbon developed the first cardiopulmonary bypass machine used for closing an atrial septal
defect in 1953, Throughout the 1960’s the typical survival rate for open heart surgery remained
around 50%. During the 1970’s the mortality of CPB was reduced by using deep hypothermic
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circulatory arrest pioneered by Barrat- Boyes and Castaneda. Progressive improvement in
circuit design and perfusion techniques has now brought the overall mortality to less than 5%.
Even now the morbidity associated with the use of CPB is held to be the major limitation for
completely successful outcomes.

Due to immature organ function, fetal contractile protein isoforms, immature calcium cycling,
pulmonary dysfunction and exaggerated stress and inflammatory response the morbidity
associated with CPB is more profound in infants and neonates.

The Cardiopulmonary bypass circuit consists of

1. Oxygenators - microporous membrane(0.05 – 0.25um) pores which allows more efficient
oxygenation but lasts shorter are used for cardiac surgery, the nonporous folded sheet
silicone membrane oxygenator is usually selected for longer term circulatory support
applications.

2. Pumps – Roller pumps are used and the flow rate is governed by the revolutions per
minute, occlusion produced by the rollers and the internal diameter of the tubing.

3. Tubing – usually ¼ inch tubing in used on arterial and venous limbs, the pump is situated
close to the field to reduce the tubing length which contributes to the priming volume.

4. Venous reservoirs – Open rigid reservoirs are usually used to which the blood flows by
gravity, the level of blood in the reservoir is an important safety mechanism – source of
volume for arterial inflow and to judge adequacy of venous return. Malposition of venous
cannulas and lost blood in the surgical field can reduce the venous volume which may
need urgent attention. Collapsible venous reservoir with reduced air blood contact is
increasingly being used. Vacuum can improve drainage through small venous cannulas
and tubing which can theoretically reduce organ edema and improve organ function;
venoarterial air embolism is a potential complication.

5. Arterial cannula – aorta is the usual site of cannulation, the location needs to be tailored
according to surgery. Alternate sites are carotid artery in small infants and femoral artery
in bigger children (> 10-15kg).

6. Venous cannula – SVC and IVC cannulas are used to maximize venous return and to
minimize interference with the operative field, and optimally sited to prevent obstruction
and kinking.

7. Filters – 0.2 um filters are used in gas inflow and for crystalloid and cardioplegia solutions.
40um filters are used in cardiotomy suction return lines to remove macro and micro
aggregates and debris returning from the surgical field. Arterial filter (40um) may reduce
microemboli, though some consider its use optional.

8. Prime – The fluid used to fill the oxygenator, minimum level required in the reservoir and
the tubing is the priming volume. The prime consists of physiologic crystalloid solutions,
packed red cells, colloids like albumin and FFP, and mannitol (used for its membrane
stabilization, antioxidant and osmotic diuretic properties). The hematocrit during CPB
should be maintained around 25 – 30 %. At low temperature and low flows, low hematocrit
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solute and water clearance, they help in nutritional support by allowing additional volume,
and may also remove the inflammatory mediators. [24]

Weaning from ventilation and extubation should be possible once patients are hemodynami‐
cally stable and normothermic with good cardiac output. Patients after closed heart surgery
like PDA ligation, ASD, small to moderate VSD, RV to PA conduit change, bidirectional Glenn
shunt and Fontan procedure with fenestration are suitable for early extubation.Neonates
undergoing surgery like TGA, Truncus, TAPVC, TOF would require elective ventilation for
48 hrs for the physiology to normalize.

Extubation of an infant after a major cardiac procedure is both an art and science.Upto to 25%
of 1st extubation can end in reintubations, and if more than 3 attempts fail serious consideration
should be given to the following conditions. Residual volume and pressure load, ventricular
dysfunction. Phrenic nerve injury, bronchomalacia, retained secretions, vocal cord injury,
Diuretic therapy with contraction alkalosis, Inadequate nutrition and an evolving sepsis are
all factors to be considered for failed extubation. Early tracheostomy can sometimes help if
there is no correctable lesions, and if predominantly retained secretions and nutrition are the
major causes of failed extubation. [25,26]

14.2. Cardiopulmonary bypass and extracorporeal life support

Cardiopulmonary bypass machine essentially takes over the function of pumping and
oxygenating the blood allowing surgery to be performed on arrested still heart.

Gibbon developed the first cardiopulmonary bypass machine used for closing an atrial septal
defect in 1953, Throughout the 1960’s the typical survival rate for open heart surgery remained
around 50%. During the 1970’s the mortality of CPB was reduced by using deep hypothermic
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circuit design and perfusion techniques has now brought the overall mortality to less than 5%.
Even now the morbidity associated with the use of CPB is held to be the major limitation for
completely successful outcomes.

Due to immature organ function, fetal contractile protein isoforms, immature calcium cycling,
pulmonary dysfunction and exaggerated stress and inflammatory response the morbidity
associated with CPB is more profound in infants and neonates.

The Cardiopulmonary bypass circuit consists of

1. Oxygenators - microporous membrane(0.05 – 0.25um) pores which allows more efficient
oxygenation but lasts shorter are used for cardiac surgery, the nonporous folded sheet
silicone membrane oxygenator is usually selected for longer term circulatory support
applications.

2. Pumps – Roller pumps are used and the flow rate is governed by the revolutions per
minute, occlusion produced by the rollers and the internal diameter of the tubing.

3. Tubing – usually ¼ inch tubing in used on arterial and venous limbs, the pump is situated
close to the field to reduce the tubing length which contributes to the priming volume.

4. Venous reservoirs – Open rigid reservoirs are usually used to which the blood flows by
gravity, the level of blood in the reservoir is an important safety mechanism – source of
volume for arterial inflow and to judge adequacy of venous return. Malposition of venous
cannulas and lost blood in the surgical field can reduce the venous volume which may
need urgent attention. Collapsible venous reservoir with reduced air blood contact is
increasingly being used. Vacuum can improve drainage through small venous cannulas
and tubing which can theoretically reduce organ edema and improve organ function;
venoarterial air embolism is a potential complication.

5. Arterial cannula – aorta is the usual site of cannulation, the location needs to be tailored
according to surgery. Alternate sites are carotid artery in small infants and femoral artery
in bigger children (> 10-15kg).

6. Venous cannula – SVC and IVC cannulas are used to maximize venous return and to
minimize interference with the operative field, and optimally sited to prevent obstruction
and kinking.

7. Filters – 0.2 um filters are used in gas inflow and for crystalloid and cardioplegia solutions.
40um filters are used in cardiotomy suction return lines to remove macro and micro
aggregates and debris returning from the surgical field. Arterial filter (40um) may reduce
microemboli, though some consider its use optional.

8. Prime – The fluid used to fill the oxygenator, minimum level required in the reservoir and
the tubing is the priming volume. The prime consists of physiologic crystalloid solutions,
packed red cells, colloids like albumin and FFP, and mannitol (used for its membrane
stabilization, antioxidant and osmotic diuretic properties). The hematocrit during CPB
should be maintained around 25 – 30 %. At low temperature and low flows, low hematocrit
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may improve microvascular flow and oxygen delivery. For patients with myocardial
dysfunction and complex prolonged surgeries a target of around 40% at the end of surgery
may improve oxygen delivery.

14.3. Initiation, monitoring and termination of CPB

Heparin at a dose of about 4mg/kg is given to bring activated clotting time(ACT) of more than
400 seconds. ACT should be maintained between 400- 600 seconds to prevent activation of
blood coagulation and clot formation. Inadequate concentration of heparin is believed to
contribute to excess coagulation and fibrinolytic system activation.

Once the arterial and venous cannulae are in place, after confirming adequate anticoagulation
and absence of air (especially at the arterial cannula and tubing) is confirmed, CPB is slowly
initiated by beginning arterial inflow and unclamping the venous line. Any systemic to
pulmonary shunts should be closed prior to, or immediately after CPB initiation. These can
contribute to systemic runoff, contributing to organ malperfusion, increased left heart return,
heart distension, and inadvertent rewarming. It is absolutely essential to prevent myocardial
distension at all times after initiation of CPB.

The important CPB circuit variables that are monitored are:

1. Arterial line pressures (typically in the range of 200-250mm Hg to drive blood through
the infant arterial cannula and tubing to maintain mean pressures around 40-60 mm Hg).

2. Pump flow rate - which is a calculated value in roller pumps based on rotation, internal
tubing diameter and occlusion pressure.

3. Oxygenator gases – the flow rate (‘sweep speed’) and oxygen concentration controlled
with blender and flow meter, usually started with 1: 1 ratio with the flow rates in mem‐
brane oxygenators.

4. Temperature- thermistors measure the temperature of the water bath, arterial and venous
blood. The gradient between the patient and the perfusate should not exceed 10 degree
C, especially during rewarming to prevent formation of gaseous bubbles.

Hypothermia delays loss of ionic hemostasis, slows consumption of ATP, decreases free radical
generation, inflammatory cytokine production, white cell activation and leucocyte adhesion
molecule synthesis, suppresses the release of excitatory amino acid neurotransmitters. It
continues to be the mainstay for cerebral and other organ protection during CPB.

The important patient variables monitored are

1. Patient mean arterial and venous pressures – femoral arterial line preferred especially in
small infants and in deep hypothermia.

2. Nasopharyngeal (reflecting brain temperature), rectal or bladder (core) and esophageal
(aortic) temperatures are measured using appropriate thermistors, slow cooling over a
period of 15-20 minutes- is necessary whenever deep hypothermic circulatory arrest
(DHCA) is planned. Hct of 25% is favoured at this temperature.
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3. Arterial and venous blood gases are measured every 15-30 minutes. Oxygen saturation
of venous blood (SvO2) and blood lactates are an important index of tissue perfusion and
SvO2 can also be measured continuously using calibrated inline monitor. Values < 60-70%
should raise concerns of inadequate tissue oxygen delivery. At low temperature, due to
increased affinity of Hb to oxygen, higher levels (90%) may have to be targeted

4. Blood glucose should be monitored frequently particularly in neonates and infants who
are prone to hypoglycemia due to low glycogen reserves.

5. pH management – There are two methods –

6. Alpha stat - maintains electrical neutrality at lower temperatures, pH measured is 7.7 at
20° C. Advantages are better preservation of metabolic functions and buffering capacity,
useful during mild and moderate hypothermia.

7. pH stat - Adds CO
2
 to the circuit to correct pH for the fall of temperature, useful during

deep hypothermia to increase cerebral blood flow and decrease metabolic rate, and also
for management of aortopulmonary collaterals to increase pulmonary vascular resistance
and to increase systemic flow.

15. Bleeding and organ injury

The coagulation factors reach the adult level at 6 – 12 months of age. The effects of CPB on
blood activation and coagulation is far greater in neonates and infants because of hemodilu‐
tion, hypothermia, greater shear stress, and more blood- air contact activation.

Platelets are the initial therapy for bleeding after adequate heparin reversal. 1 unit of platelets
per 10 Kg raises the platelet count by approximately 50,000/mm3. Cryoprecipitate which is a
good source of fibrinogen is the next blood component usually used. Antifibrinolytic agents
like aprotinin, e-aminocaproic acid, tranexamic acid have become popular to reduce bleeding
after complex surgeries and in infants.

Lung, kidney and brain are at risk of injury during CPB. The stress and inflammatory response
is 5-10 times greater in neonates and infants. High dose steroids have been used to mask the
response and have been shown to be more beneficial in neonates and infants. Ultrafiltration,
both conventional and modified are being used for hemoconcentration, removing inflamma‐
tory mediators, and decreasing total body water, with beneficial effects being shown for
hematocrit, oxygenation, pulmonary vascular resistance and decreasing duration of mechan‐
ical ventilation.

16. Extracorporal life support

Modalities include extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), intra-aortic balloon pump
(IABP) counter pulsation and ventricular assist devices. Wide application in pediatric age
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may improve microvascular flow and oxygen delivery. For patients with myocardial
dysfunction and complex prolonged surgeries a target of around 40% at the end of surgery
may improve oxygen delivery.

14.3. Initiation, monitoring and termination of CPB

Heparin at a dose of about 4mg/kg is given to bring activated clotting time(ACT) of more than
400 seconds. ACT should be maintained between 400- 600 seconds to prevent activation of
blood coagulation and clot formation. Inadequate concentration of heparin is believed to
contribute to excess coagulation and fibrinolytic system activation.

Once the arterial and venous cannulae are in place, after confirming adequate anticoagulation
and absence of air (especially at the arterial cannula and tubing) is confirmed, CPB is slowly
initiated by beginning arterial inflow and unclamping the venous line. Any systemic to
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contribute to systemic runoff, contributing to organ malperfusion, increased left heart return,
heart distension, and inadvertent rewarming. It is absolutely essential to prevent myocardial
distension at all times after initiation of CPB.
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the infant arterial cannula and tubing to maintain mean pressures around 40-60 mm Hg).
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3. Oxygenator gases – the flow rate (‘sweep speed’) and oxygen concentration controlled
with blender and flow meter, usually started with 1: 1 ratio with the flow rates in mem‐
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3. Arterial and venous blood gases are measured every 15-30 minutes. Oxygen saturation
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2
 to the circuit to correct pH for the fall of temperature, useful during

deep hypothermia to increase cerebral blood flow and decrease metabolic rate, and also
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15. Bleeding and organ injury

The coagulation factors reach the adult level at 6 – 12 months of age. The effects of CPB on
blood activation and coagulation is far greater in neonates and infants because of hemodilu‐
tion, hypothermia, greater shear stress, and more blood- air contact activation.

Platelets are the initial therapy for bleeding after adequate heparin reversal. 1 unit of platelets
per 10 Kg raises the platelet count by approximately 50,000/mm3. Cryoprecipitate which is a
good source of fibrinogen is the next blood component usually used. Antifibrinolytic agents
like aprotinin, e-aminocaproic acid, tranexamic acid have become popular to reduce bleeding
after complex surgeries and in infants.

Lung, kidney and brain are at risk of injury during CPB. The stress and inflammatory response
is 5-10 times greater in neonates and infants. High dose steroids have been used to mask the
response and have been shown to be more beneficial in neonates and infants. Ultrafiltration,
both conventional and modified are being used for hemoconcentration, removing inflamma‐
tory mediators, and decreasing total body water, with beneficial effects being shown for
hematocrit, oxygenation, pulmonary vascular resistance and decreasing duration of mechan‐
ical ventilation.

16. Extracorporal life support

Modalities include extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), intra-aortic balloon pump
(IABP) counter pulsation and ventricular assist devices. Wide application in pediatric age
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group is limited by the need for miniaturization and ECMO is still the most common form of
mechanical circulatory support for pediatric patients.

ECMO is now accepted modality of treatment in neonates with a variety of parenchymal and
vascular lung disease (meconium aspiration, diaphragmatic hernia, persistent hypertension
of newborn). The outcome irrespective of the indication depends on early diagnosis, prompt
institution and reversible nature of dysfunction. The use of ECMO for respiratory indications has
progressively decreased (due to increased availability of High frequency oscillatory ventila‐
tion, nitric oxide, and surfactant therapy) and there is a steady increase in its use after con‐
genital cardiac surgery or as a bridge to transplantation to support failing circulation.

The cardiac indications for ECMO are in preoperative resuscitation (critical AS, pulmonary
hypertension, obstructed TAPVC, transposition of great arteries), inability to wean from CPB,
cardiomyopathy, myocarditis, after in- hospital cardiac arrest and CPR, and bridge to trans‐
plantation.

Venovenous ECMO is used in patients who need ventilatory support alone. Arteriovenous
cannulation is used for cardiac ECMO. In the postoperative period single right atrial and
ascending aortic cannula is preferred, internal jugular vein and carotid artery can be used in
other settings. ACT is maintained around 180-200 seconds,flow rates between 100-150 ml/kg/
min for children on full ECMO, hematocrit level between 35 -45% and platelet count > 100,000/
mm3.

The daily management of ECMO needs assessment of cardiorespiratory function, end organ
perfusion and evolving complications such as bleeding or sepsis. Assessing adequacy of flow
and systemic perfusion is of paramount importance.

When instituted in post cardiac surgery setting, myocardial recovery should be anticipated in
2-3 days, failing which listing for transplantation or withdrawal of support must be considered.
Patients with cardiomyopathies or with severe bronchiolitis due to viral infection may require
longer period of support (1-2 weeks).

Weaning depends on the underlying indication. Inotropes are recommenced or increased,
intravascular status is optimized and ventilator settings are adjusted, flows gradually de‐
creased over a period of time and the circuit is clamped. ABG, serum lactated levels and mixed
venous oxygen saturation levels are closely monitored and decannulation is done once patient
has maintained stable circulation and acceptable gas exchange for upto 4hrs.

IABP (Intra-aortic Balloon Pump) has not been very successful in paediatric population
because of a number of reasons, the usual right heart nature of pathology, rapid heart rate in
children making timing difficult, distensible nature of aorta and collaterals making coronary
flow augmentation and afterload reduction less. The smallest size available is 2.5ml and
generally volume of 0.5ml/kg is recommended. Technical improvements including smaller
sized consoles, catheters and M-mode echocardiography for timing may enhance its applica‐
bility in the future.

Ventricular assist devices require direct cannulation of heart. Reported indications are
decompensated cardiomyopathy, ALCAPA (ischemic myocardium as a result of anomalous
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origin of coronary artery), and retraining of poorly prepared left ventricle after arterial switch
procedure. They are simple in design and require less technical assistance once established.
VAD are more suited as bridge to transplantation. Berlin Heart Excor VAD is the first extrac‐
orporeal pneumatically driven pulsatile VAD designed specifically for paediatric use and is
available in 6 different sizes depending on stroke volume. Significant advances in the circu‐
latory support technology for children are expected in the near future with various devices
being in preclinical stages of development. [27]

17. Conduits in cardiac surgery

Allografts – tissues obtained from human body which are cryopreserved are used in repair of
variety of congenital cardiac defects. Due to availability and preservation problems it fell into
disrepute in 1980’s only to re-emerge in 1990’s mainly due to late complications of porcine
valved Dacron conduits which became popular in 1980’s and availability of better cryopre‐
servation technology.

Allografts are currently available standards against which any conduit is compared. Factors
which can reduce the longevity of allografts are – use of excessively large conduits (> +2 z
score), aortic allografts which tends to calcify earlier probably because of higher elastin content
(controversial) and immunogenicity due to blood and tissue incompatibility (controversial).
No particular method is proven to enhance the longevity of allograft. Decellularisation process
using anionic detergents and nucleases have been used to provide acellular matrix for the
native tissue to repopulate and grow, but the long term structural impact of the decellulari‐
sation process is yet to be seen. Treating the decellularised tissue in a bioreactor using the
recipient cells so as to repopulate the matrix is now in experimental stages.

Contegra which is made from Bovine jugular vein is one of the popular valved conduits in
pediatric cardiac surgery; This conduit shows predictable function with survival approaching
homografts over mid-term. The advantages are easy availability (12- 22mm sizes) and
predictable quality. It is important to keep the conduit short and straight to prevent ‘telescop‐
ing’ and distal stenosis.

Alternative conduits have been used made of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) wall and leaflets,
which has minimal tissue reactivity. Long term results are still awaited.

Conduits fashioned out of autologous pericardium with PTFE (0.1mm) leaflets are also
increasingly being used, the disadvantages being non-availability in reoperations and
limitation with respect to the length and diameter.

While a variety of choices are available for older children and adults, an ideal conduit for
neonates and small children is still elusive. The availability of ‘conduits which grow’ using
tissue engineering technology can potentially provide curative surgery for a number of
conditions which require multiple reoperations for conduit replacements. [28]
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origin of coronary artery), and retraining of poorly prepared left ventricle after arterial switch
procedure. They are simple in design and require less technical assistance once established.
VAD are more suited as bridge to transplantation. Berlin Heart Excor VAD is the first extrac‐
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latory support technology for children are expected in the near future with various devices
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disrepute in 1980’s only to re-emerge in 1990’s mainly due to late complications of porcine
valved Dacron conduits which became popular in 1980’s and availability of better cryopre‐
servation technology.
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which can reduce the longevity of allografts are – use of excessively large conduits (> +2 z
score), aortic allografts which tends to calcify earlier probably because of higher elastin content
(controversial) and immunogenicity due to blood and tissue incompatibility (controversial).
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native tissue to repopulate and grow, but the long term structural impact of the decellulari‐
sation process is yet to be seen. Treating the decellularised tissue in a bioreactor using the
recipient cells so as to repopulate the matrix is now in experimental stages.

Contegra which is made from Bovine jugular vein is one of the popular valved conduits in
pediatric cardiac surgery; This conduit shows predictable function with survival approaching
homografts over mid-term. The advantages are easy availability (12- 22mm sizes) and
predictable quality. It is important to keep the conduit short and straight to prevent ‘telescop‐
ing’ and distal stenosis.

Alternative conduits have been used made of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) wall and leaflets,
which has minimal tissue reactivity. Long term results are still awaited.

Conduits fashioned out of autologous pericardium with PTFE (0.1mm) leaflets are also
increasingly being used, the disadvantages being non-availability in reoperations and
limitation with respect to the length and diameter.

While a variety of choices are available for older children and adults, an ideal conduit for
neonates and small children is still elusive. The availability of ‘conduits which grow’ using
tissue engineering technology can potentially provide curative surgery for a number of
conditions which require multiple reoperations for conduit replacements. [28]
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18. Surgical approaches to the correction of congenital cardiac defects:

A simplified approach to such a variety of congenital cardiac defects is to broadly classify them
as

1. left-to-right shunts

2. cyanotic conditions

3. single-ventricle physiology

4. valvular and coronary heart disease

5. tracheal and vascular rings

18.1. Left to right shunts

Left to right shunts are the most gratifying to treat as they are potentially life-saving and
promote the growth of the child. The common lesions are atrial septal defect (ASD), ventricular
septal defect (VSD) and patent ductus arteriosus (PDA).

The common variations of ASD [29] (figure 5) are ostium secundum, ostium primum, sinus
venosus, coronary sinus and various combinations of these. Secundum ASD’s are usually
closed by the interventional cardiologists percutaneously provided parameters are satisfied
including adequacy of rims and the safety of neighbouring structures. When these criteria are
not met, surgery is via median sternotomy or right posterolateral or anterolateral thoracotomy
(cosmetic), placing on cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) and closure either directly or using the
patient’s own (autologous) pericardial patch. Ostium primum ASD is usually associated with
abnormal mitral and sometimes tricuspid valves. Repair involves repair of the valves with
closure of the ASD with a patch. Failure to close the cleft in the mitral valve increases reoper‐
ation rate for mitral regurgitation [30]. These patients require lifelong follow-up for mitral
regurgitation and left ventricular outflow tract obstruction [31] Complete heart block is a
potential complication due to the proximity of the bundle of His.

Sinus venosus ASD is usually superior vena cava (SVC) ASD with partial anomalous pulmo‐
nary venous connection (usually right upper lobe pulmonary veins draining anomalously to
the right atrium instead of left atrium. Surgical options range from simple ASD closure (single-
patch), two-patch technique and Warden’s procedure which is more complex [32]. Complica‐
tions range from SVC obstruction, pulmonary venous obstruction and sino-atrial nodal
dysfunction. Coronary sinus ASD is rare and involves patch repair. Common atrium is
complete absence of interatrial septum and surgery is partitioning of the atria. Autologous
pericardial patch is the material of choice.

Ventricular septal defect (VSD) is deficiency of the interventricular septum. There are various
classifications based on anatomy and embryology. The commonest classification is perimem‐
branous VSD, muscular VSD, doubly commited subarterial VSD, inlet septal and multiple
VSD’s. [33] The majority close by one year, particularly perimembtranous and muscular. The
doubly committed and inlet septal VSD’s do not close spontaneously. Indications for surgery
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are large VSD with congestive cardiac failure refractory to medical management, left atrial and
left ventricular dilatation, aortic valve prolapse and aortic regurgitation and prevention of
infective endocarditis [34] Open heart surgery entails closure directly (is small) or patch (Gore-
tex, Dacron, bovine or autologous pericardium). ( figure 6)

Patent ductus arteriousus (PDA) is the persistence of the fetal ductus arterious beyond two
months after birth. This results in increased left heart return and failure to thrive with
congestive cardiac failure. Most PDA’s are amenable to closure by device (intervention) and
surgery is done infrequently. Surgical approach is via left posterolateral thoracotomy. (figure
7) [35]

Aortopulmonary window (APW) is  a  communication between the aorta and pulmonary
artery  resulting  in  a  large  left-to-right  shunt.  This  condition  requires  early  surgical  clo‐
sure. This condition is rare and requires early surgery as there is steal from the systemic
circulation. Surgical approaches vary but basically consist of division of the APW with su‐
turing of a patch [36]

Double outlet right ventricle is a separate and complex entity wherein both great vessels arise
predominantly from the right ventricle. When there is a VSD, this results in unrestricted
pulmonary blood flow and physiologically is a left-to-right shunt. The classification of DORV
by Lev is self-explanatory and the varying anatomy decides the clinical presentation which
varies from simple left-to-right shunt, tetralogy of Fallot physiology, transposition of great

Figure 5. Atrial Septal Defects
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arteries physiology to single ventricle physiology. They occur with VSD which then presents
as increased pulmonary blood flow. The treatment is surgical closure of VSD with routing of
LV to drain into the aorta across the VSD. When they present with VSD and PS, the repair
consists of VSD closure and relief of RVOTO with or without conduit. DORV with subpul‐
monic VSD Requires arterial switch and VSD closure [37]

Truncus arteriosus (figure 8) is a condition wherein the pulmonary arteries arise from the aorta
directly. This results in torrential pulmonary blood flow and warrants early surgery in the

Figure 6. Ventricular Septal Defects.

Figure 7. Patent Ductus Arteriosus
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neonatal period. The PA is detached from the aorta and reconnected to the right ventricle
utilizing a conduit and closing of the VSD. Alternatives include direct connection of RV-PA
utilizing neighbouring tissue. Mid-term and long-term results are determined by the fate of
the RVOT- the presence of pulmonary regurgitation and the deterioration of the conduit. [38].

Coarctation of aorta is narrowing of the aorta near the insertion of the ductus arteriousus to
the descending aorta This presents at various stages. Presentation in the neonatal period is
usually as an emergency with closure of the ductus and sudden cessation of blood flow to the
lower body. Treatment includes commencing prostaglandin to reopen the ductus, commence‐
ment of inotropes and correction of acidiosis. Emergency surgical repair of coarctation is
warranted. Surgical techniques are varied and each has merits and demerits. The preferred
technique is resection of the coarctation and end-to-end anastomosis [39] Alternatives include
subclavian flap plasty and patch plasty. Interruption is total disconnection of the aorta and is
usually associated with VSD. The classification is based on the location of the interruption
(type A is distal to the left subclavian artery, type B is distal arch and type C proximal arch.
Surgery is complex and involves disconnection of the PDA which supplies blood to the lower
body and reconnection of the two ends of the aorta. The VSD is closed [40].

Pulmonary vein anomalies are rare and can present as stenosis of individual veins or as they
enter the LA as a confluence. Prognosis is poor when all four pulmonary veins are involved
[41] Surgery or balloon dilatation are both associated with high rates of restenosis.

18.2. Cyanotic congenital cardiac conditions

The congenital cardiac conditions are Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF), Transposition of Great Arteries
(TGA), Total anomalous pulmonary venous connection (TAPVC), Tricuspid atresia (TA) and
Truncus arteriosus.

Tetralogy of Fallot(figure 8) is the commonest cyanotic congenital cardiac condition. The
condition described originally consists of four components- VSD, overriding of aorta, right
ventricular outflow tract obstruction (RVOTO) and right ventricular hypertrophy. The extent
and severity of RVOTO accounts for the variation in symptoms. Babies present early with
cyanosis or cyanotic spells(due to infundibular spasm). Surgical strategies vary in different
parts of the world. In the neonatal period, whenever the baby presents with symptoms, the
tendency is surgical correction with closure of VSD and judicious relief of RVOTO. However,
most centers follow the policy of performing Blalock-Taussig shunt if the baby presents with
symptoms at less than 6 months of age or less than 5 kgs. If older, surgical correction is
attempted [ 42].B-T shunt is still performed if the branch pulmonary arteries are hypoplastic
or there are significant co-morbidities that preclude placing the baby on cardiopulmonary
bypass. The postoperative course varies depending on the anatomically variations. Right heart
failure is common due to the non-compliant RV and diastolic dysfunction.

B-T shunt is the connection of an artificial conduit between a branch of the aorta and one of
the pulmonary arteries. This is a palliative surgery and is associated with complications such
as blocked shunt precipitating cardiac arrest, low cardiac output, and pulmonary artery
distortion. Historically, there have been several systemic-pulmonary artery shunts. These have
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[41] Surgery or balloon dilatation are both associated with high rates of restenosis.
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and severity of RVOTO accounts for the variation in symptoms. Babies present early with
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attempted [ 42].B-T shunt is still performed if the branch pulmonary arteries are hypoplastic
or there are significant co-morbidities that preclude placing the baby on cardiopulmonary
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B-T shunt is the connection of an artificial conduit between a branch of the aorta and one of
the pulmonary arteries. This is a palliative surgery and is associated with complications such
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Figure 8. Types of Truncus Arteriosus
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been anastomosis between ascending aorta and RPA (Waterston’s) and descending aorta and
LPA (Pott’s). These shunts have resulted in uncontrolled pulmonary blood flow and gross
distortion of pulmonary arteries.

Repair of TOF carries excellent results- less than 5% mortality in most centers. Potential
complications are right heart failure, residual VSD, residual RVOTO and complete heart block.
RVOTO relief varies from simple removal of obstructing muscle bundles to subannular patch
to transannular patch. Transannular patch entails incising across the pulmonary valve annulus
and results in free pulmonary regurgitation. This can cause right heart failure both acutely and
in the long-term. Late pulmonary valve replacement is common in TOF repairs 10-15 years
postoperatively. Surgeons are prophylactically placing bicuspid valves in the pulmonary
position at the first surgery. [43] This improves immediate outcomes and as well as the long-
term results.

Transposition of great arteries is the second ccommonest cyanotic condition. This presents in
the neonatal period with the aorta arising from the right ventricle and pulmonary artery from
the left ventricle. 50% are born with intact ventricular septum, 25% with VSD and 25% with
VSD and PS. Senning’s and Mustard’s are procedures of historical importance. These are atrial
switch procedures wherein the right atrium is directed to drain into the left ventricle and left
atrium is directed to right ventricle. The disadvantage of this procedure is that the right

Figure 9. Tetralogy of Fallot showing a) VSD b) over ride of aorta c) Right ventricular hypertrophy and d) right ventric‐
ular outflow obstruction.
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ventricle is placed in the systemic circulation. The RV is not designed to sustain the systemic
circulation for long periods and many of these patients develop heart failure later and are
candidates for heart transplant. Arterial switch operation is the transfer of coronary arteries
from aorta to the pulmonary arteries. This results in switching the left ventricle to the systemic
circulation.

Figure 10. Transposition of Great Arteries

Babies with TGA and intact ventricular septum should ideally be operated within 2-3 weeks.
The left ventricle loses its ability to sustain the systemic circulation beyond this as it adapts to
the lower pulmonary artery pressures. When these patients present late, the options are to
proceed with atrial switch which has lesser mortality and rapid two-stage arterial switch. The
latter procedure is a staged procedure wherein the PA is banded and B-T shunt is created [44].
This creates the pressure and volume overload on the LV thereby retraining the LV to accept
the systemic load. This is a relatively high-risk procedure. Serial echocardiographic assessment
aids the surgeon to time the arterial switch once the LV is retrained.

Arterial switch is a worthwhile operation as the long-term results are excellent. Immediate
postoperative complications are low cardiac output and myocardial ischemia due to coronary
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insufficiency. Long-term complications are neoaortic regurgitation, neo-suprapulmonary
stenosis and coronary ischemia [45] These occur in less than 10% of patients.

Total pulmonary venous connection (TAPVC) is a common congenital cardiac condition.
Darling’s classification divides TAPVC into 4 types- supracardiac, cardiac, infracardiac and
mixed. The basic issue is that the pulmonary veins are not attached to the left atrium, form a
common pulmonary venous chamber(CPVC) and drain via a communicating vein to some
component of the systemic circulation. The commonest is supracardiac- the left vertical vein
arising from the CPVC drains to the left innominate vein or less commonly, to the SVC just
cranial to the SVC-RA junction. The cardiac variant usually joins the coronary sinus. The
infracardiac type has a descending vertical vein draining vertically across the diaphragm to
the portal vein or IVC. Mixed types are varying combinations of these. The presentation
depends on whether there is obstruction in the pulmonary venous pathway or not. In supra‐
cardiac, the vertical vein may obstruct near the innominate vein or at the level of the ASD- this
has to be completely unrestrictive or the child will present with obstructive pulmonary venous
symptoms such as breathlessness, and even pulmonary edema. Cardiac type can have
obstruction where the CPVC joins the coronary sinus or at the ASD. The infracardiac is the
commonest type to present with obstruction as blood has to pass through the liver. This is one
of the commonest neonatal cardiac emergencies. Surgery varies depending on the anatomy.
Supracardiac TAPVC can be addressed by surgery - creation of anastomosis at the back of the
heart between the Left atrium and CPVC. The creation of the anastomosis is dependent on the
surgeon’s preference- either working through the ASD, lifting the heart to the right, working
lateral to the RA, working between the SVC and aorta or Shumacker’s repair. Cardiac TAPVC
is relatively simple- the coronary sinus is unroofed and pulmonary veins are committed to the
LA after partitioning of the atria. The infracardiacTAPVC is again by creation of anastomosis
between the LA and CPVC with disconnection of the descending vertical vein.

Immediate postoperative complications are low cardiac output, pulmonary hypertensive crisis
and pulmonary vein restenosis- either early or late, at the anastomosis or in the individual
pulmonary veins.

Tricuspid atresia is the absence of the tricuspid valve. ASD is mandatory for survival. They
can present unrestricted pulmonary blood flow (PBF), in which case they need pulmonary
artery band, followed by Glenn followed by Fontan. If the neonate presents with decreased
PBF, the first operation is a B-T shunt followed by Glenn and Fontan. At each stage, before the
Glenn and Fontan operations, the baby undergoes cardiac catheterization and angiography.
The Glenn operation consists of dividing SVC and suturing this to the RPA. This unloads the
single ventricle. The Fontan operation consists of a conduit being placed between the IVC and
RPA. The single ventricle is thus unloaded of the pulmonary circulation and pumps blood to
two circulations in series instead of two ventricles pumping blood to two circulations in
parallel. Low cardiac output may occur and long-term complications include protein-losing
enteropathy, plastic bronchitis and cardiac failure.

There are variations in univentricular physiology. The treatment protocol is similar to the one
followed for tricuspid atresia. The common variant of this is hypoplastic left heart syndrome
(HLHS) wherein the aorta is hypoplastic and a complex operation called Norwood is per‐
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formed in the neonatal period. The PA is disconnected and reconnected to the systemic
circulation to enhance the arch. The pulmonary circulation is provided by a B-T shunt. The
patient subsequently undergoes Glenn and Fontan procedures.

Corrected transposition of great arteries (CCTGA) or l-TGA consists of atrio-ventricular and
ventriculo-arterial discordance. The child may present with intact ventricular septum. The
disadvantage lies in the fact that the RV is in the systemic circulation and will fail over a period
of time. The child may present with VSD and with or without pulmonary stenosis. There are
two approaches- anatomic and physiologic repairs. The physiologic approach consists of
addressing the various lesions- VSD and PS thereby leaving the RV in the systemic circulation
with doubtful long-term outcomes. The anatomic repair consists of double switch. The
procedure consists of performing atrial switch and arterial switch. This eventually results in
the LV being in the systemic circulation. If there is a VSD, this is surgically closed. The chances
of complete heart block requiring a pacemaker is high as the A-V node and Bundle of His are
in an abnormal position. If there is a PS, the procedure is an atrial switch-Rastelli- the RV is
connected to the PA via conduit. These are complex procedures carrying significant morbidity
and mortality [46] These children present with left A-V valve regurgitation as well. This is the
tricuspid valve functioning as the systemic valve. A simplified approach to this condition is
to perform Glenn followed by Fontan procedure if they present with VSD with significant PS.
This carries lesser mortality than the above procedures. However, the Fontan circulation is an
imperfect state and has its own disadvantages.

18.3. Congenital lesions of valves, aorta and coronary arteries

The four valves are prone to various congenital anomalies:

1. Tricuspid valve- Ebstein’s anomaly is the commonest congenital anomaly of the TV. There
is apical displacement of the septal and postero-inferior leaflets with a sail-like anterior
leaflet. This results in severe TR. The RA is dilated with RV dilatation and dysfunction.
This condition is associated with accessory conduction pathways which predispose to
supraventricular arrhythmias. This is diagnosed from the presence of delta waves in the
ECG. Criteria for surgery are presence of dyspnoea NYHA III-IV, cardiomegaly (CTR ratio
> 0.65) and cyanosis in the presence of ASD. LV dysfunction is noted when cases present
late due to RV dysfunction causing LV to be affected by the phenomenon-of ventricular
interdependence. Neonatal Ebstein’s is a particular difficult subset to treat and the Starne’s
operation has been described- elective closure of the tricuspid valve and B-T shunt
followed by staging to Glenn and Fontan.(figure 10).

Children and adults with Ebstein’sanomaly require tricuspid valve repair. There are various
techniques described such as Danielson’s [47], Carpentier’s, Cone [48] and Stanford [49]
technique and variations on these with proponents for each. The repair aims to achieve
tricuspid competence, without compromising RV cavity if possible. Some techniques aim to
obliterate the atrialised RV and others ignore it. Complications include severe RV dysfunction,
arrhythmias, low cardiac output. Glenn is performed by the surgeon if he feels the RV will not
be able to cope. If tricuspid regurgitation is significant, the tricuspid valve is electively
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replaced. Bioprosthetic valves are preferred in the tricuspid position as the circulation is
sluggish compared to the left heart and mechanical valves in this position are prone to clotting
and there have been reports of sudden death. Bioprosthetic valves require reoperation as they
deteriorate over a period but reoperations are not associated with increased mortality.

Other causes of congenital TR are due congenital dysplastic leaflets. Various standard valve
repair strategies are employed such as artificial Chordae, closure of clefts and commissures,
and leaflet enhancements with commissural annuloplasty or ring annuloplasty.

2. Pulmonary valve- Congenital anomalies of the PV present as pulmonary stenosis.
Intervention is indicated when the gradient > 50 mm Hg. This is usually performed by the
interventional cardiologist. Most cases are amenable to balloon valvuloplasty. Surgery is
only indicated if there is supra-annular narrowing, annular hypoplasia or dysplastic
leaflets. Surgical relief is by open pulmonary valvotomy with or without transannular
patch. Patients can present with isolated infundibular obstruction. This requires open
heart surgery- either resection of RVOT muscle bundles and if necessary, subannular
patch.

When patients present with free pulmonary regurgitation following TOF repair, reoperation
is indicated if children are symptomatic, the RV dilates or the patient presents with ventricular
tachycardia. Surgical options include pulmonary valve replacement with pulmonary or aortic

Figure 11. Ebsteins anomaly of tricuspid valve showing atrialised RV and displaced tricuspid leaflets.
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homografts, bovine jugular vein conduits and bioprosthetic valves. These valves are of limited
durability and will require re-replacment. Percutaneous deployment of pulmonary valves has
clinically employed with limited success.

2. Mitral valve- Congenital anomalies MV can be either mitral stenosis (MS) or mitral
regurgitation (MR). Variants of MS include commissural fusion, parachute MV (single
papillary muscle), hammock MV and variations in anomalies of the annulus, leaflets,
chordae and papillary muscles. Congenital MR is due to the following mechanisms:
Carpentier’s classification- type 1-normal leaflets, type 2-leaflet prolapsed, type 3-leaflet
restriction. If there is perforation in the leaflet, this is closed with a patch. If the annulus
is dilated, this is reduced either by suture annuloplasty, commissural annuloplasty or ring
annuloplasty. In leaflet prolapsed, the use of artificial chordate is gaining popularity.
Contrary to the belief that this is contraindicated in children as they may outgrow their
chordae, this has not been found to be the case as corresponding growth of the papillary
muscle compensates. Chordal transposition or chordal shortening are described with
good results. Leaflet restriction is addressed by releasing tethering secondary and tertiary
chordae and leaflet enhancement with pericardial patch. Repair is always preferable in
children at the expense of residual MS/MR as mitral valve replacement carries high risk
in children due to their small annulus. Bioprosthetic valves degenerate rapidly due to the
accelerated calcium metabolism of adolescence and mechanical valves require anticoa‐
gulation which is difficult to manage in children. Small valves are quickly outgrown by
the child.

3. Aortic valve- Commonest AV lesion is congenital bicuspid aortic valve. This usually
presents with stenosis. The optimal treatment when obstruction is significant is balloon
valvuloplasty. This is associated with greater recurrence but delaying surgery is always
preferable till the child is bigger and the annulus is larger. Congenital AS may present as
unicuspid valve as well. Open aortic valvotomy is a simple procedure wherein the
surgeon splits the valve judiciously at the commissures. Bicuspid valve can present with
AR as well. Repair is still preferable and various valve preservation techniques are
described. Residual AR is preferable to aortic valve replacement in infants and children.
AVR in children varies from mechanical valve replacement in older children, Ross
procedure wherein the patients PV is placed in the aortic position and conduit placed in
the pulmonary position and aortic homograft root replacement. Anticoagulation is not
required for Ross and homografts with the former carrying the advantage of increased
durability of the aortic autograft. Mechanical valves, particularly if small, are fraught with
problems particularly outgrowth.

Children, particularly those with Marfan’s and other connective tissue disorder, can present
with aneuysmal dilatation of the aorta. The indications for surgery are similar to those for
adults with the aim being to prevent rupture. Surgical options include replacement of the
ascending aorta with an interposition graft and Bentall procedure wherein the whole aortic
root is replaced with composite graft including a mechanical valve and reimplantation of the
coronary arteries if there is associated AR. Current concepts are to preserve the native valve
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whenever possible and hence, further surgical options are to replace ascending aorta and repair
the AV or root-preserving surgery.

Coronary artery anomalies are uncommon and include anomalous origin of the left coronary
artery from pulmonary artery (ALCAPA), coronary arterio-venous fistula and coronary artery
aneurysms. ALCAPA characteristically presents with severe LV dysfunction and mitral
regurgitation. The problems are two-fold: connection of the left coronary artery to the PA
which results in myocardial ischemia and the left-to-right shunt ensuing. Ideal procedure is
urgent surgery and re-implantation of the left coronary to the aorta. Takeuchi repair or its
modifications to baffle the left coronary to the aorta has also been described. Less than ideal
is to tie off the left main and leave the patient on a single coronary. Adults have been managed
by ligation of left main and coronary artery bypass grafting.

18.4. Congenital tracheal anomalies and vascular rings

These are rare conditions. Congenital tracheal stenosis consists of localised or long-segment
stenosis of trachea due to presence of complete tracheal rings. These are associated with cardiac
lesions such as TOF. The patients present with stridor. Surgery is the treatment of choice. These
include slide plasty,resection and end-to-end anastomosis, homograft replacement and patch
plasty of trachea simultaneous with the cardiac repair.

The two common vascular anomalies that present are double aortic arch and left pulmonary
artery sling. Double aortic arch [50] is due to the persistence of both right and left dorsal aortic
arches. Symptoms are related to the compression of the trachea and esophagus by the relevant
vascular structures. Surgery for double arch is via left thoracotomy, division of the PDA/
ligamentumarteriosum and surgical division of the smaller arch distal to the corresponding
subclavian artery. LPA sling is associated in 50-65% of cases with tracheal stenosis due to
complete rings. Surgery is by reimplantation of the LPA onto the MPA either via left thora‐
cotomy or median sternotomy on cardiopulmonary bypass [51]

18.5. Adult congenital cardiac surgery

Children who grow into adults with congenital heart disease come under this category.

Left-to-right shunts: Atrial septal defect of all types can present in adulthood and are usually
operable. A small percentage present with irreversible pulmonary hypertension. Operations
on adults provide a survival benefit upto 25 years of age, but beyond that, the main indication
is improving quality of life, prevention of paradoxical embolism and most importantly,
prevent the onset of atrial fibrillation.

Ventricular septal defect rarely present in adulthood as they are operable only as children. The
only odd case maybe the rare ones with large VSD that have not become Eisenmenger’s and
the one who present with aortic valve prolapse or along with aortic regurgitation and/ or
ruptured sinus of Valsalva aneurysm. The latter characteristically present in middle age. The
other common subset is those adults who present with VSD and RVOT obstruction (double
chamber right ventricle or adults with closing VSD and acquired RVOT obstruction-gazzuli‐
zation.)
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operable. A small percentage present with irreversible pulmonary hypertension. Operations
on adults provide a survival benefit upto 25 years of age, but beyond that, the main indication
is improving quality of life, prevention of paradoxical embolism and most importantly,
prevent the onset of atrial fibrillation.

Ventricular septal defect rarely present in adulthood as they are operable only as children. The
only odd case maybe the rare ones with large VSD that have not become Eisenmenger’s and
the one who present with aortic valve prolapse or along with aortic regurgitation and/ or
ruptured sinus of Valsalva aneurysm. The latter characteristically present in middle age. The
other common subset is those adults who present with VSD and RVOT obstruction (double
chamber right ventricle or adults with closing VSD and acquired RVOT obstruction-gazzuli‐
zation.)
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Adults do occasionally present with PDA- the large ones are rarely still operable and the small
ones can be occluded by the interventional cardiologist. Surgery in PDA with pulmonary
hypertension is high-risk as they are fragile and prone to catastrophic tears during surgery-
they may be calcified. Surgery is more complex- requiring cardiopulmonary bypass.

Coarctation is not uncommon in presentation as an adult, either as a primary coarctation or
re-coarctation. Surgery is high-risk, particularly with tight coarctation with multiple collater‐
als. Entry into the chest is associated with significant bleeding and very often, the coarct
segment has to be excised and replaced with an interposition graft. The aortic tissue is usually
friable and is prone to tear. A bypass graft from the left subclavian artery to the descending
aorta may then be preferable. Recoarctation is better dealt with balloon plasty and stenting.
Adults with coarctation may be managed with covered stents.

Tetralogy of Fallot may present in adulthood. They are amenable to corrective surgery
provided criteria are met such as adequacy of pulmonary arteries and there are no significant
collaterals. They may need preoperative embolization of collaterals and intraoperative RV-PA
conduit as they may not tolerate free pulmonary regurgitation in the event of transannular
patch. The children who underwent repair as children may present in adulthood with RV
dysfunction due to free PR. They require redo sternotomy and insertion of RV-PA conduit. A
subset of these patients presents as adults with aortic regurgitation and/or ascending aortic
aneurysm and require AVR with or without ascending aorta replacement.

Patients may present de novo with RVOT obstruction at various levels. These are amenable to
surgery or intervention based on various criteria.

Children who underwent Senning’s or Mustard’s procedure from transposition of great
arteries (TGA) present in adulthood with residual defects such as baffle leaks or with cardiac
failure as the RV in the systemic position is prone to failure. These patients require heart
transplant or conversion to arterial switch following PA banding to retrain the LV. These are
high-risk procedures.

Children with single ventricle physiology present in adulthood requiring Fontan procedure.
Some have had atriopulmonary Fontan and require conversion to an extracardiac Fontan if
the former surgery fails.

Ebstein’s anomaly, cor triatriatum sinister (membrane in the left atrium obstructing pulmonary
veins), ALCAPA and TAPVC with unrestricted ASD are conditions with which patients may
present as adults for surgery. Congenital corrected transposition of great arteries, with VSD
and PS may also present late.

Children who have undergone arterial switch as infants present as adults with coronary issues,
neo-pulmonarysupravalvular stenosis, and neoaortic regurgitation. These patients require
stenting of their coronary artery obstructions, coronary artery bypass grafting, patch plasty of
supravalvular obstruction and replacement of the aortic valve.
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19. Arryhtmias, pacemakers and defibrillators

The congenital population is prone to postoperative complete heart block and even nodal
arrhythmias are not tolerated by the population with single ventricle physiology. These
children will require to be under the care of the electrophysiologist. They will need lifelong
pacemaker changes and lead changes. Arrhythmias are common such as atrial fibrillation and
those related to accessory bundle pathways. Children with dilated RV/LV are prone to
malignant ventricular arrhythmias such as ventricular tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation.
These require monitoring and insertion of AICD (automatic internal cardioverter-defibrilla‐
tor). Patients with chronic atrial fibrillation may benefit from the Maze procedure (antiar‐
rhythmic surgery). This procedure may involve either right atrium or left atrium or both.

20. Future of congenital cardiac surgery

1. Rise of interventional cardiology: The interventional cardiologists have taken over many
of the procedures formerly done exclusively by the surgeons. These include atrial septal
defect (ostium secundum), and patent ductus arteriosus closure. Certain VSD’s are being
closed by the cardiologists. Open pulmonary valvotomy is a procedure of historical
importance and open aortic valvotomy is rarely undertaken as a primary procedure.
Procedures which will be undertaken with increasing aggressiveness by the interven‐
tionalist include ductal stenting, and RVOT stenting as a substitute for B-T shunt, and
percutaneous pulmonary valve replacement. Percutaneous maze procedures, percutane‐
ous mitral valve repairs, and percutaneous completion Fontan are on the anvil. Lesions
such as aortopulmonary window, aorto-cameral tunnel and coronary a-v fistulae are
amenable to interventional strategies. This will result in a change in the spectrum of
surgeries done- surgeries will become more complex and the number of simple surgeries
will dwindle. Hybrid procedures will rise wherein the cardiologist and cardiac surgeon
will work together.

2. Fetal echocardiography: Antenatal diagnosis of congenital cardiac conditions is possible
at 18-20 weeks of gestational age. This will empower parents with the option of medical
termination of pregnancy. This will reduce the number of children requiring heart
surgery.

3. Robotic cardiac surgery/ thoracoscopic surgery: Certain operations may be performed
by the surgeon sitting at the console or maybe even in another part of the world utilising
computer-controlled robotic arms. Thoracoscopic surgery may be an alternative for PDA.

4. Disappearance of valve replacements: Surgeons will become increasingly skilled at
preserving the patient’s own valve by mastering the skill of repairing rather than replacing
with substandard alternatives.
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5. Genetic engineering: Valves manufactured from the patient’s own genetic material will
demonstrate greater durability and biocompatibility and may become available off the
shelf.

6. Heart and heart-lung transplant: There is a huge population of patients with Eisenmeng‐
er’s syndrome who will eventually require transplant. Transplant restrictions such as
availability of organs (genetically manufactured) and rejection will be overcome.

7. Advancements in perfusion, anaesthesia and intensive care: Better perfusion technology
and techniques to avoid cardiopulmonary bypass with its deleterious effects on children
will improve results of cardiac surgery. Pharmocological advances and newer drugs will
provide for better outcomes via improved anaesthesia and postoperative strategies.

21. Quality improvement and risk stratification in congenital cardiac
surgery

There are various risk-stratification scores in congenital cardiac surgery such as RACHS-1 and
Aristotle Comprehensive Complexity Score. This places into perspective the mortality and
morbidity rates of the hospital relative to the complexity of the cases they accept.

Databases exist such as the Society of Thoracic Surgeons database (STS) and EACTS congenital
database which allows surgeons to compare the results of their surgery on various diagnoses
with those of various others across the world.

22. Conclusion

Pediatric cardiac surgery is a noble pursuit, the healing of a sick heart by surgery in a fragile
child. The future remains exciting with many anticipated developments. Many complex
conditions will disappear as antenatal diagnosis becomes a norm and medical termination of
pregnancy the rule. There will be an explosive growth in the number of adults presenting with
congenital heart disease. This would present a huge stress on the healthcare providers and we
must be prepared for this.

Surgeons will have to sharpen their skills as simple conditions will disappear from their
operating list, which would be dealt with by interventional cardiologist. It would be replaced
by complex conditions, adolescents and adults with congenital problems, requiring reopera‐
tions. They will have to accept fresh challenges- a surgeon cannot just replace a valve, but
figure out strategies and surgical techniques to repair the patient’s valve. The bar is thus raised.

In the late 1990’s and early part of this century, mortality rate was the parameter by which a
surgeon or unit was judged. This will be replaced by tougher parameters- complication rates
and success rates with the more complex congenital cardiac conditions. Genetic engineering
and transplant technology will have the greatest impact on the future of congenital cardiac
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surgery. Emphasis will be on the quality of life of survivors and normalizing their lives as
much as possible. The future is indeed exciting and full of wonderful possibilities!
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1. Introduction

Cardiogenic shock (CS) following acute myocardial infarction (AMI) occurs in 7% to 9% of
patients affected by AMI with a high mortality rates. Despite all recent advanced treatments
such as use of inotropes, vasoconstrictors and intra-aortic balloon pump (IAPB) therapy,
revascularization techniques and application of different systems of mechanical circulatory
support, CS is still the most common cause of hospital mortality ranging between 60%-70%
compared to patients with AMI without advanced CS whose hospital mortality is about 10%
[1]. Cardiac arrest is a major cause of unexpected death and complicates about 22% of patients
with acute myocardial infarction [2]. Cardiac arrest has a poor prognosis, and despite con‐
ventional cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) maneuvers, only a few patients can fully
return to a normal lifestyle. The main reasons for very poor outcome and prognosis in CA are
a lack of return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC), a long time of CPR [3],[4], re-arrest from
hemodynamic instability after ROSC, hypoxic encephalopathy [5], out-of-hospital CA [6-8]. In
both refractory CS and CA secondary AMI, which are very critical circumstances, Veno-
Arterial Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation (V-A ECMO) has been proposed and utilized
during the last decades to obtain rapid resuscitation, stabilization, and subsequent triage to a
more permanent treatment strategy.

The aim of this chapter is to describe the more recent indications, techniques and results in the
usage of the V-A ECMO in patients with refractory cardiogenic shock and cardiac arrest
secondary to acute myocardial infarction.

© 2013 Formica and Paolini; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2013 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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2. Definition of V-A ECMO

Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation is essentially a modification of the cardiopulmonary
bypass circuit, which is used routinely in cardiac surgery. Blood is removed from the venous
system, oxygenated by an oxygenator and then returned back to the body by a pump. ECMO
provides both full cardiac and respiratory support. In brief, every ECMO system is basically
a closed tubing loop with the interpolation of a blood pump (centrifugal or roller) and an
oxygenator. Two vessel cannulas complete the system. Technically the ECMO system is more
complex and several configurations have been developed according to the primary etiology.

The veno-arterial ECMO configuration is a tubing loop with a venous arm connected to a
venous cannula to allow the venous blood drainage and an arterial arm to return back the
oxygenated blood inside the patient’s circulatory system. This mode provides both cardiac
and respiratory support and can be achieved by either peripheral or central cannulation
(Figure1).

Figure 1. Patient supported with peripheral V-A ECMO

The veno-venous ECMO mode refers to blood, which is drained from the venous system and
returned back to the venous system. This mode only provides respiratory support and is
obtained by peripheral cannulation, usually of both femoral veins and jugular vein. This
ECMO configuration will be not discussed in this chapter.

2.1. Definition of cardiogenic shock

Cardiogenic shock is a state of impaired and non-physiologic end-organ perfusion owing to a
low cardiac output. Being characterized by hypotension cardiogenic shock is defined mainly
by haemodynamic parameters as follows [9,10]:

a. a systolic blood pressure of less than 90 mmHg for more than 30 min with normovolemia;

b. the need of inotropic drugs to obtain a systolic blood pressure more than 90 mmHg with;
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c. a cardiac index less than 1.8 L/min/m2 without inotropic support and 2.0–2.2 L/min/m2
with inotropic and intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP) support;

d. high left ventricular (LV) filling pressures (pulmonary capillary wedge pressure more
than 18 mmHg).

End-organ hypoperfusion may be manifested clinically by:

a. pale, cool, and clammy peripheries;

b. alteration in mental status such delirium, confusion, clouded sensorium, psychomotor
agitation;

c. decreased urine output (less than 1 ml/kg/min);

d. pulmonary congestion or edema;

e. tachycardia;

f. hyperlactacidemia (more than 3.mmol/L) as expression of impaired peripheral microcir‐
culation;

g. mixed venous saturation of less than 65%.

3. Definition of in-hospital and out-hospital cardiac arrest

Cardiac arrest is a major cause of unexpected death in developed countries with a low
probability of patient survival. Survival is influenced by several variables common to both in-
hospital and out-of-hospital arrest, such as time to recognition of the cardiac arrest, time to
initiation of CPR, rhythm presentation, first defibrillation [2, 11, 12]. In current resuscitation
guidelines for in-hospital cardiac arrest (IHCA) patients [13], CPR using ECMO (E-CPR) has
been assigned a low-grade recommendation. It is reported that ECMO for out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest (OHCA) has worse outcomes compared with ECMO for IHCA patients [7, 14].
In the United States, more than 166,000 patients experience an OHCA annually [15] and
approximately 60% are treated by emergency medical services. OHCA survival to hospital
discharge range from 0.3% in Detroit [16] to 20.4% in Slovenia [17].Five clinical criteria to
predict survival from OHCA [18] have recently been reported. They are: cardiac arrest
witnessed by a bystander, arrest witnessed by emergency medical personnel, provision of
bystander CPR, shockable cardiac rhythm, and return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) in
the field. These criteria are applicable on IHCA too.

4. Indication and contraindications for v-a ECMO

Patient selection is a crucial point when the physician needs to take the decision to institute
ECMO and several considerations must be focused up. Most importantly, it must be consider
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the likelihood of heart and end organs recovery. If the organs failure is thought to be reversible
with ECMO, in such situation the device application is to be encouraged. If the likelihood of
recovery of the heart or other end organs is thought to be very low or even impossible, then
other factors must be taken into account. In such clinical scenario, the decision to institute
ECMO should be based on an experienced ECMO team approach, which has to evaluate the
patient’s eligibility for heart transplantation or a definitive mechanical assist device (LVAD)
implant as destination therapy.

4.1. Indications for v-a ECMO

The following factors need to be evaluated for the indications [19]:

• Age of patient and body surface area;

• sufficient medical expertise in the field of ECMO;

• possibilities for myocardial revascularization therapy, such as a coronary artery bypass
grafting or coronary angioplasty;

• possibilities for heart transplantation or LVAD implant as destination therapy;

• status of central organs such as kidney, liver, and brain.

4.2. Contraindications for v-a ECMO

Contraindications to the institution of v-a ECMO include [20]:

• disseminated malignancy;

• advanced age;

• graft vs. host disease;

• known severe brain injury;

• unwitnessed cardiac arrest or cardiac arrest of prolonged duration;

• aortic dissection aortic incompetence.

5. Equipment of v-a ECMO circuit

5.1. ECMO circuit

The ECMO circuit is made of PVC tubing and the diameter of lines varies from ¼ inch for a
neonate to ½ inch for pediatric and adult patients. The length of the circuit is kept not more
than 2 meters to avoid increasing of resistance within a tube and twisting, but the length should
be suitable to allow the movements of the patient by ECMO staff.

Areas of turbulent flow can predispose to clot formation; therefore loop and connectors should
be avoided or kept at minimum.
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5.2. ECMO cannulas and cannulation techniques

Cannulation is one of the most challenging aspects of ECMO. Peripheral percutaneous
approach [6, 21 is the most used in cardiogenic shock and cardiac arrest [7, 22] because is
quicker with less bleeding complications and easier decannulation. (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Peripheral cannulation for V-A ECMO.

The open surgical approach is considered for patients with severe peripheral vascular disease
or for patients with postcardiotomy syndrome or failure of weaning from cardiopulmonary
bypass [23, 24] (Figure 3). The open or central cannulation has more complications such as
bleeding, infections, and mediastinitis.

Figure 3. Central cannulation for V-A ECMO
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Percutaneous cannulas are usually made of polyurethane (Figure 4) and they are inserted using
the Seldinger technique (Figure 5).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Percutaneous arterial cannulas (right) and percutaneous venous cannulas (left).

Figure 5. Percutaneous cannula insertion by Seldinger technique.

The size of the cannulas depends on the size of the patient; usually the arterial cannula ranges
between 17 Fr to 21 Fr and the venous cannula ranges between 21 Fr and 25 Fr. Cannulas of
sufficient size are required to support high blood flow with low resistance. Local complica‐
tions, particularly at the site of peripheral insertion of VA-ECMO can occur, of which the most
concerning is leg ischemia. For this reason all attempts the limb perfusion is restored, after
noted the absence of anterior and posterior tibial artery flow, by inserting a 9-Fr catheter
distally to the arterial cannula by means of vascular ultrasound scan as soon as possible after
ECMO implantation (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Distal leg perfusion to restore the blood flow.

Some Authors [25] suggested to insert a catheter for a distal perfusion if the mean pressure of
the superficial femoral artery is lower than 50 mmHg.

Alternative arterial approach, such as axillary arterial cannulation, has been reported [26]
(Figure 7).

Figure 7. Cannulation of right axillary artery (tube on the right). Cannula is tunneled below the skin to protect by acci‐
dental trauma.

Whatever the type of approach cannulation is considered, it requires always a highly skilled
medical staff, usually a cardiac or vascular surgeon, who are able to undertake this procedure
under often very difficult conditions as the patients are so unstable or even in cardiac arrest.

5.3. Pumps

The pump pushes  the  blood through the  oxygenator  and then back to  the  patient.  The
most used pump in adult patients is the centrifugal pump. These pumps consist of a pol‐
ycarbonate housing with a one-point sapphire bearing linked to a magnetic field, which
create a vortex flow at an adjustable rate (Figure 8). Vortex creates a negative pressure in
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the pump head and this negative pressure pulls blood into the pump and then the blood
is pushed towards the oxygenator.

Figure 8. Centrifugal pump.

5.4. Oxygenators

The silicone membrane has been the principal artificial lung used for ECMO for many years
and introduced in the clinical practice by Kolobow [27] and Bartlett [28]. The silicone oxygen‐
ators were used until the diffusion of microporous hollow fibers oxygenators in the 90s. The
silicone surface is homogeneous and does not contain micropores, which can cause plasma
leakage. However, the silicone oxygenator has a very large membrane surface to ensure
adequate gas exchange and needs both high prime volume and high pressure drop; moreover,
the procedure to optimize the efficacy of the oxygenator is cumbersome and lengthy, requiring
a CO2 gas flush. The hollow-fiber polypropylene membrane oxygenators had advantages over
the silicone oxygenators, such as high gas exchange efficiency with a smaller change surface,
lower prime volume, and lower pressure gradient. However, this generation of oxygenators
has micropores causing plasma leakage for periods more than 6 hours, thus reducing the gas
exchange. Recently, a new generation of poly-methylpentene (PMP) membrane oxygenators
have been introduced with the aim of allowing longer support without the complications
linked to the hollow-fiber oxygenators, such as plasma leakage [29] (Figure 9).

The adjunct equipment that completes the ECMO system includes a heat exchanger for tem‐
perature regulation, monitors that measure blood flow, venous and arterial saturation, hem‐
atocrit, and other variables. ECMO systems also can measure circuit pressures and changes
in circuit resistance. Additional safety features include continuous monitoring of venous
drainage and air detection.
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Figure 9. V-A ECMO circuit with polymethilpentene oxygenator (blue case)

Recently a new miniaturized system for V-A ECMO was introduced in the clinical practice.
The system has the console directly connected with the oxygenator and the blood pump, which
are integrated to each other. The console has a touch screen where is possible to monitor
continuously several parameters such has hematocrit, hemoglobin, SVO2, resistance at the
inlet and the outlet of oxygenator and the pressure drop (Figure 10).

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. On the left the miniaturized V-A ECMO system (Cardiohelp by Maquet); on the right the particular of con‐
sole.

This system is very useful because of his reduced dimension and weight (the weight of console
is about 10 Kgs); for this reason this system can be used for transportation of V-A ECMO
patients within the different sites of the hospital or from hospital to other hospital.
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6. Management of v-a ECMO

Systemic heparinization is obtained with an intravenous bolus of 5,000 UI of heparin, 5 minutes
prior to vessels cannulation. ECMO blood flow is calculated to maintain a Cardiac Output
(CO) index of 2.5 L/min/m2, an SvO2 of about 70% and a mean blood arterial pressure of 60-70
mmHg during the first 24-48 hours. Continuous intravenous heparin is administered in order
to achieve an activate clotting time (ACT) of 160-180 seconds and a prothrombin time value of
50-60 seconds. Small doses of inotrope (dobutamine, 5 to 7 μg/Kg/min) are given to maintain
the ventricular ejection, to allow the opening of aortic valve and to prevent the formation of
clots inside the left ventricle (LV). Oxygenator is always connected with a heat exchange to
maintain a body temperature of 36 °C. Those patients who had a cardiac arrest before ECMO
implantation are gradually cooled to 32-34°C during the first 24-36 hours. The assessment of
the neurologic status is initiated by electroencephalography after body rewarming; serial
neurologic evaluations and cerebral computed tomography scan are always considered to
assess cerebral hemorrhage, stroke or hypoxic encephalopathy. In those patients with criteria
of irreversible brain damage, ECMO withdrawn is usually considered.

Multiple heart examinations by transesophageal echo are performed to monitor the LV
pulsatility. Left ventricular venting is considered in case of irreversible pulmonary edema, LV
distension or pulseless heart with blood stasis. If the heart needs to be decompressed, several
techniques can be considered. An 18-20 Fr catheter could be inserted into the apex of LV after
surgery when patient cannot be weaned from cardiopulmonary bypass (Figure 11).

Figure 11. The left ventricle is decompressed by a 20 Fr catheter inserted in the apex of the ventricle.

Alternatively, the LV can be indirectly decompressed with a 16-Fr percutaneous venous
cannula inserted in the right internal jugular vein and advanced into the main pulmonary
artery; the cannula was connected to the venous arm of the ECMO circuit [30] (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. The cannula is inserted in the right jugular vein and advanced up to the main arterial pulmonary trunk.

Other techniques of LV decompression have been described such as the use of Pulse-Cath [31],
Insertion of a pigtail inside the LV through the aortic valve [32], use of a transeptal atrial
cannula [33].

Red blood cells (RBCs) transfusions are given to achieve a hematocrit of 30-32% and platelets
are infused when the platelet count is less than 50,000-60,000/μL. Mechanical ventilation is
continued throughout the ECMO support with the same management for each patient.
Ventilator setting is commonly set at a tidal volume of 8 ml/Kg, 4 breaths/min, positive end
expiratory pressure of 10 cm H20 and a FiO2 of 0.40-0.60.

Intraortic balloon pump (IABP) [24, 34] is employed with the aim to reduce the afterload, to
increase the coronary and cerebral perfusion [35] and to maintain a pulsatile flow.

No attempts to wean off ECMO are usually considered during the first 48 hours. Step by
step is the main strategy for weaning off ECMO using transesophageal echocardiography
monitoring.  This  consists  to  reduce the pump flow at  1.0  L/min/m2  for  about  40-60 mi‐
nutes after having obtained an ACT of 180 seconds. In patients who are supported also
with  IABP,  this  is  set  to  1:1  ratio.  If  systemic  pressure,  LV contractility,  central  venous
pressure,  wedge pressure and SvO2 had not significant changes without the addition of
new inotropes, then heparin is stopped and ECMO is removed at patient’s bedside or in
operating room within the next few hours.

Transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiography play a very important role in the
assessment of LV and RV function and during the delicate phase of weaning from ECMO.
Echocardiographic knowledge and facilities are becoming mandatory to start and continue an
ECMO program with the aim to improve the outcome. Such echocardiographic parameters,
such as transmitral E velocity, E/e’ ratio, LV ejection fraction, aortic valve velocity-time
integral, tissue Doppler lateral Ea, Sa, and parameters derived from Velocity Vector Imaging,
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including lateral systolic velocity, strain, and strain rate, are now considered important data
[36] to drive a safe weaning from ECMO and they should be frequently collected in each ECMO
patient.

7. Results and discussion

Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation is now considered a validate tool to support very ill
patients affected by refractory cardiogenic shock to conventional therapy or cardiac arrest [4,
7, 37-39] and it is a well-established technology to provide a rapid and full circulatory support
and to reverse the severe hypoperfusion organ injury. The ECMO system has several advan‐
tages: a) it can easily be implanted at patient’s bedside, b) it can be initiated through a
peripheral percutaneous cannulation, c) it is possible to stabilize the patient in the out-center
hospital [6,22] d) it provides a full cardiopulmonary support, e) it allows to take time for
diagnosis and further decision f) it is a relative low-cost support and g) it is a validate system
for a “bridge strategy” [40]. However, the use of ECMO for cardiogenic shock has several
limitations. All patients need to be anticoagulated during the ECMO support and complica‐
tions such as neurological damage [41], infections [42], limb ischemia [43], bleeding and
transfusion requiring [44] are frequently reported. However, the use of ECMO in patients with
acute coronary syndrome complicated by advanced cardiogenic shock or by cardiac arrest is
becoming an increasingly accepted procedure [3, 38, 39, 45].

Although the results about the use of IABP before and during ECMO are not univocal, the use
of IABP seems to affect positively the early outcome. Some Authors [23, 24, 34, 46] found that
the nonuse of IABP was one of the significant predictors of in-hospital death. On the other
side, other Authors [39, 40, 47] could not find significant difference about the use of IABP
during ECMO support. According to these different results, we cannot confirm whether the
use of IABP has a determinant role in the cardiac function improvement. It can be argued that
the use of IABP during ECMO, through the increase of coronary blood flow as reported by
Madershahian [35], could favorite the cardiac recovery in ischemic patients.

Higher lactate levels are an index of severe acidosis and tissue hypoxia. The trends of blood
lactate levels during the first three days of ECMO are considered as independent predictors
of early mortality. Hyperlactatemia (level of blood lactate above 3 mmol/l) during cardiopul‐
monary bypass is associated with an increased mortality and morbidity, and appears to be
related primarily to a state of inadequate perfusion [48]. We have already observed [44] that,
when blood lactate level is > 3 mmol/l at 48 hours after ECMO initiation, the predicted
probability of mortality is 52%. The earlier ECMO initiation should improve the organ
perfusion and reduce dramatically the incidence of multi-organ failure. The persistence of
hyperlactacidemia during the first days of ECMO support in nonsurvivors patients, even
though the flow of the pump during the same period is similar to that of surviving patients,
is likely to be referred to the persistent systemic and splanchnic hypoperfusion due to the
extent of atherosclerotic disease or other unknown causes.
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Bleeding and transfusion requiring can negatively affect the ECMO course and the early
outcome and they are considered important complications during ECMO [23, 24, 47]. It is
worthy to point out that lower number of RBCs transfused the number of RBCs units trans‐
fused was an independent predictor of in-hospital and late mortality. The need for RBCs
transfusion depends not only by the fact that some patients on ECMO have undergone surgery;
other factors such as systemic heparinization during ECMO and the use of platelet inhibitors
after PTCA can cause bleeding and need for transfusions with increased risk of early mortality.
Alternative therapy to conventional heparin anticoagulation therapy, such as bivalirudin or
fondaparinux, to reduce the risk of bleeding and for the treatment of heparine induced
thrombocitopenya have been recently published [49, 50].

High incidences of central nervous system (CNS) injury meeting the criteria of brain death are
reported. These patients usually are withdrawn from ECMO sooner than the rest of the other
patients. Brain death is frequent in patients who presented with cardiac arrest and received V-
A ECMO implantation during cardiopulmonary resuscitation maneuvers. The incidence of
brain death is ranging between 10% and 40% [6, 7, 39, 51]. Thiagarajan et al.[5] analyzing data
of 297 patients supported by ECPR and extracted from the Extracorporeal Life Support
Organization (ELSO) Registry reported an incidence of 33% of CNS damage and 21% had
irreversible hypoxic encephalopathy. Other Authors [3, 4] described a very low survival when
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) time is 60 minutes and a survival approaching to 0%
when the CPR was more than 90 minutes.

Left ventricular decompression during ECMO support is an important priority in cases in
which the contractile activity of the heart is inadequate to allow the opening of the aortic valve.
In such scenario, the risk of clotting formation inside the left cavities is very high and the clots
may embolize.

Several techniques to unload the left ventricle such as atrial septostomy [4, 33], direct LV apex
cannulation [21], insertion of PulseCath iVAC [31], use of Impella [52, 53], percutaneous
insertion of a pigtail [32] or percutaneous pulmonary truck drainage [30] have been described.
One of the most followed strategies is to use as soon as the IABP associated with low dose of
inotrope (dobutamine 5 mcg/min/Kg) with the aim to reduce the systemic resistance, improve
the coronary and cerebral flow and increase the cardiac contractility. Whether the use of IABP
is a useful tool to dramatically reduce the afterload mainly in such patients with a peripheral
retrograde arterial return [21], and whether the IABP simply increases the coronary blood flow
[35], is still debated.

Peripheral percutaneous cannulation represents a big challenging for all ECMO teams. Several
peripheral complications such as retroperitoneal hemorrhage, cannula dislocation, cannula‐
tion failure, leg ischemia and leg amputation are described [43, 54]. According to early or late
vascular complication following peripheral cannulation, Huang et al. [25] suggested measur‐
ing the mean pressure of the superficial femoral artery and they indicate to insert a catheter
for a distal perfusion if the mean pressure is lower than 50 mmHg. It is extremely important
to verify the pulsatility of the anterior and posterior tibial artery by an ultrasound vascular
Doppler and to restore the limb perfusion signs of hypoperfusion are observed. In such case
an 8-9 F catheter is placed distally to the arterial cannula by means of vascular ultrasound scan.
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In female patients or in patients with a BSA less than 1.7 m2 or in patients with a severe
peripheral vascular disease, the distal catheter is inserted as soon as possible.

Patients with acute coronary syndrome complicated by advanced cardiogenic shock had a
higher survival than patients presented with cardiac arrest. Kim et al. [45] reported an early
survival of 59.2% in a group of 27 patients and described a long-term survival of 42.9% at 3
years. Bermudez et al. [39] described an early survival of 64% in a group of 33 patients affected
by AMI and advanced CS. The 2-year survival was 48%. Sakamoto et al. [38] reported a
cumulative early survival of 32.7% in a group of 98 patients affected by refractory CS following
AMI in which 36.7% had CA on arrival. Other early survival rate ranging between 33.3% and
56.8% have been reported [37, 55, 56].

8. Future implications

Recently, some Authors have reported early results about the use of IABP in the setting of
cardiogenic shock following acute myocardial infarction and in these articles the IABP seems
to have not robust data to be still considered as the tool of first choice in the treatment of
cardiogenic shock. Seyfart et al [57], in a randomized study of 25 patients with CS, randomly
assigned to IABP (n=13) and percutaneous Impella 2.5 (n=12), reported a superior hemodi‐
namic parameter and a significative increasing of cardiac index in patients treated with
Impella; the 30 days mortality (46%) was not different in both groups. In a meta-analisys
published by Sjauw et al. [58] about the use of IABP in the setting of ST-elevation myocardial
infarction complicated by cardiogenic shock, the Authors could not find robust data in favours
of the use of IABP. Different complications such as stroke and bleeding and increasing of 30-
days mortality in patients managed with IABP were observed. A very recent article by Thiele
and al [59], 600 patients affected by CS following acute myocardial infarction, were randomly
assigned to IABP therapy (n = 300) or conventional therapy (n = 298). The Authors could not
find significant differences in 30-days mortality and in secondary end points or in process-of-
care measures, including the time to hemodynamic stabilization, the length of stay in the
intensive care unit. No other significant differences with respect to the rates of major bleeding,
peripheral ischemic complications and stroke were reported between the two groups. Ho‐
wewer all these results have received different criticisms due to small number of patients [57]
or a high number of patients with a relatively low mortality risk if treated with conventional
therapy [59] and therefore these report could be influenced from some confounding factors.

According to these recent results, in the next close future, it can be argued that the use of
ECMO could be more encouraged and anticipated in such patient who are in the setting
of “pre-shock”, in order to reduce the complications linked to the low cardiac output and
to  reduce  the  rate  of  very  late  application of  ECMO. The current  systems are  safe  and
simple  to  apply,  due to  the  advance in  miniaturized centrifugal  pumps and circuits,  to
the increased biocompatibility (heparin-coated system),  but they are still  associated with
major  complications  in  a  relatively  high  percentage.  Big  efforts  are  still  needed  to  im‐
prove the current techniques and devices.
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9. Conclusion

The use of V-A ECMO in patients with acute myocardial infarction complicated by refractory
cardiogenic shock and or cardiac arrest is widely increasing due to the improving in the early
e mid-term results. The relatively low early survival rate in these very illness patients sup‐
ported by ECMO should be considered an encouraging data, because in these patients the
mortality without the ECMO support is dramatically higher. Bleeding, infections and CNS
irreversible damage remain still serious complications and efforts to reduce or prevent them
are necessary and strongly recommended to improve the outcome.
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1. Introduction

Acute myocardial infarction (AMI), despite advances in health care delivery systems, educa‐
tion, and primary prevention still remains a significant problem. Fortunately, with these ad‐
vances and early interventions, there has been a decline in the incidence of mechanical
complications. Unfortunately, while becoming less common, when mechanical complica‐
tions occur and despite advances and evolving techniques in the surgical management of
these problems, morbidity and mortality remain high. Post-myocardial infarction ventricu‐
lar septal rupture (PI-VSD) has challenged and intrigued clinicians for years. The timing of
presentation can be quite variable, as they tend to occur in patients several days after their
initial cardiovascular insult (acute PI-VSD) – and unfortunately, they can occur in patients
who appear to otherwise be doing well. In addition, while less common, some patients
might not present until weeks, if not longer, after their AMI with symptoms prompting a
work-up that might reveal a chronic PI-VSD. Early PI-VSDs tend to be catastrophic and can
result in death. The pathology is also variable and complex, but common themes include:

1. acute right ventricular (RV) failure from a sudden increase in pressure, volume, and
flow from left to right shunts,

2. pulmonary hypertension also from the acute increase in RV work and flow and

3. worsening cardiac output, often with manifestations of shock and end-organ damage,
from acute left ventricular (LV) dysfunction and left-right shunting.

Definitive management remains surgical, however, controversies continue to exist regarding
the timing of surgery, the role of concomitant coronary revascularization, and the evolving
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role of percutaneous closure devices. Unfortunately, despite early repair and improvement
in techniques and peri-operative management, the short and long-term outcomes remain
less than ideal.

2. History

Post-myocardial infarction ventricular septal defects (PI-VSD) were described first at autop‐
sy [30]. It was not until 1923 that the pre-mortem pathophysiology was understood [7]. [40],
described the association with coronary artery disease and acute myocardial infarction [40].
The first report of a surgical repair came in 1956 when Denton Cooley described a patient 9
weeks after the initial diagnosis who underwent operative intervention [12]. With advances
in the peri-operative and intra-operative management of the cardiovascular surgery patients
there were reports of survival in what was previously felt to be an inherently fatal problem.
Most of the successful operative cases occurred in patients who presented in congestive
heart failure weeks after their initial acute event. Based upon these experiences, for many
years it was the belief that operative management should be delayed as long as possible to
allow for scaring of the necrotic myocardium to provide for a more stable repair. As experi‐
ences grew early repair was advocated, particularly in stable patients before hemodynamic
deterioration and associated multi-organ failure.

3. Clinical Presentation

The incidence of PI-VSD has decreased dramatically over the years with advances in myo‐
cardial reperfusion and early revascularization strategies. Historically, up to 5% of AMI
were associated with mechanical complications such free-wall ruptures, papillary muscle
rupture, and PI-VSD [1]. With advanced in therapies that advocate early and aggressive at‐
tempts at reperfusion of the acute ischemic myocardial – such as thrombolytic therapy, early
percutaneous interventions with coronary stenting (PCI), and, rarely, emergent coronary ar‐
tery bypass surgery (CABG) – the overall presentation of mechanical complications, such as
PI-VSD, has decreased significantly. Large multi-center studies evaluating the pathophysiol‐
ogies of acute myocardial infarctions have shown a current incidence of approximately 0.2%
of all AMI. In patients who present late or in whom there is a delay in therapy and there is a
resulting increase in myocardial damage, this incidence increases up to 2%. Despite the low
risk of developing a PI-VSD, it accounts for a disproportionally high mortality rate. Five per‐
cent of all early deaths after AMI are attributed directly to the complications of PI-VSD [36].

The timing of the development of a PI-VSD can be quite variable. The average time to clini‐
cal presentation is between 2 and 4 days. However, some patients can present as early as a
few hours after AMI or as long as several weeks.
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Risk factors include gender, with men at a greater risk than women (3:2 ratio), increasing
age, and current smoking history. In the GUSTO trial, the mean age of presentation with a
PI-VSD was 62.5 years and ranged from 44 to 81 years [13].

4. Diagnosis

The diagnosis of a PI-VSD must be considered in any patient presenting with hypotension,
cardiogenic shock, or respiratory failure, particularly in the setting of a patient who other‐
wise had been doing well, either during or after an AMI. A PI-VSD presents in a similar
manner as other mechanical complications of AMI, such a papillary muscle rupture with
acute mitral regurgitation, free wall rupture with tamponade, or severe LV failure and pul‐
monary edema. The initial diagnosis must be suspected during initial investigations during
a comprehensive work-up.

Patients often complain of recurrent chest pain. The characteristics of the pain are often dif‐
ferent than their initial presentation and are typically related to the onset or recurrence of
myocardial necrosis. Often a new systolic murmur will develop and it can be harsh, pansys‐
tolic, and often-best auscultated at the left lower sternal border. Patients can often have a
bundle branch block from disruption of the septal conduction system. Hemodynamic deteri‐
oration can be quick and there can be a rapid progression to cardiogenic shock.

Figure 1. Representative cardiac catheterization in which contrast is injected during left ventriculography crosses the
defect into the right ventricle. Contrast flowing into the pulmonary artery is then diagnostic for a ventricular septal
defect.
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With the acute clinical decompensation, a rapid evaluation of potential causes is critical. Un‐
like other mechanical complications, such as papillary muscle rupture, PI-VSDs will have
imaging confirming a left to right shunt – such as contrast injected into the left ventricle dur‐
ing catheterization crossing the defect into the RV and entering into the pulmonary arteries
(Figure 1). Likewise, oxymetric assessment with right heart catheterization will demonstrate
a “step-off” from the mixing of de-oxygenated RV blood with the oxygenated LV blood.
Quantitative assessment of Qp:Qs can correlate with the size, and more importantly – the
physiologic consequences, of the defect.

4.1. Cardiac Catheterization:

Without a doubt, the value of early cardiac catheterization and coronary angiography in the
setting of acute myocardial ischemia is well established and standard of care. In patients
whom the diagnosis of a PI-VSD is suspected this test can also be diagnostic. Because a sep‐
tal defect is often with extensive and acute ischemia of a large territory of myocardium, it is
not uncommon that the catheterization findings are different from patients with a history of
chronic coronary artery disease in which compensatory development of septal collaterals
have had time to develop. During the acute presentation, the findings often suggest a com‐
plete occlusion of a large coronary artery in the setting of relatively minimal disease. Single
vessel disease is found in 64% of patients. The left anterior descending (LAD) artery is often
the culprit vessel and this explains why anterior or apical septal defects are found in 60% of
cases. Conversely, acute occlusions of a dominant right coronary or circumflex artery ac‐
counts for the remaining cases involving the posterior septum. Seven percent have concomi‐
tant double vessel disease, and 29% have triple vessel disease.

As mentioned above, quantitative assessment of oxygen step-offs, when performed, will
demonstrate an increase in the partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2) between the right atrium
and ventricle – diagnostic of left to right shunting. Left ventricular contrast injections, al‐
though less likely to be performed in a deteriorating patient secondary to the concern that
additional contrast might further injure already compromised renal function, can be diag‐
nostic of a PI-VSD. Contrast injected into the LV will cross the defect (left-right shunt) and
flow into the pulmonary arterial tree. This “pulmonary arteriogram” is characteristic for a
VSD (Figure 1, see above)

Arguments against mandatory catheterization suggest that in a clinically deteriorating pa‐
tient in whom the diagnosis is clear it only delays surgical management, the dye load may
worsen already impaired renal function, and some reports suggest that considering the pat‐
terns of coronary disease typically encountered that coronary revascularization is a risk fac‐
tor for a poor outcome [33]. Despite these theoretical arguments, from a practical standpoint
it is hard to argue the clear benefits of defining the coronary anatomy prior to a surgical
intervention aimed at treating a complication of impaired coronary blood flow – particular‐
ly given the importance of optimal and complete revascularization. Since these patients have
already undergone catheterization as part of the initial management of their initial ischemic
event, the question whether to proceed with catheterization (or repeat catheterization) is rarely
encountered. However, as many of the patients develop septal defect several days (or weeks)
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after their initial acute coronary insult, it is hard to argue the need for repeat cardiac catheter‐
ization if the diagnosis is clear and the coronary anatomy is defined. Conversely, repeat
catheterization might suggest an alternative, and potentially more likely, diagnosis such as
acute stent thrombosis, coronary dissection, or disruption of an already unstable plaque.

4.2. Echocardiography:

Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) remains the cornerstone of the non-invasive assess‐
ment of PI-VSD [28]. TTE is indicated in any patient who presents with acutely impaired
ventricular function or in unexplained hemodynamic deterioration [9]. Echocardiography
has the benefit of being able to assess both left and right ventricular function, the presence of
co-existing and confounding valvular diseases – typically mitral and/or tricuspid regurgita‐
tion, and with color flow imaging it can be 100% specific and sensitive in diagnosing a PI-
VSD. Despite the utility of transesophageal echocardiography in the acute assessment of an
unstable patient, a high index of suspicion is needed when looking for a PI-VSD as tradition‐
al echo windows might miss a small or apical defect. Large pericardial effusions might sug‐
gest an associated free wall rupture.

Figure 2. Transesophageal echo, 4-chamber view, demonstration an apical VSD with shunt from the left ventricle (LV)
to the right ventricle (RV). The left atrium (LA) is also shown to illustrate the typical relationship of the defect to the
mitral valve.

4.3. Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging:

While the diagnosis is often made at the time of initial cardiac catheterization or echocar‐
diography, occasionally a PI-VSD may be encountered as an incidental finding during other
diagnostic imaging. While patients might be too hemodynamically unstable or the presence
of an intra-aortic balloon pump might contraindicate cardiac MRI, with the growing indica‐
tions and utilization of MRI for operative planning, PI-VSD might be encountered. Patients
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has the benefit of being able to assess both left and right ventricular function, the presence of
co-existing and confounding valvular diseases – typically mitral and/or tricuspid regurgita‐
tion, and with color flow imaging it can be 100% specific and sensitive in diagnosing a PI-
VSD. Despite the utility of transesophageal echocardiography in the acute assessment of an
unstable patient, a high index of suspicion is needed when looking for a PI-VSD as tradition‐
al echo windows might miss a small or apical defect. Large pericardial effusions might sug‐
gest an associated free wall rupture.

Figure 2. Transesophageal echo, 4-chamber view, demonstration an apical VSD with shunt from the left ventricle (LV)
to the right ventricle (RV). The left atrium (LA) is also shown to illustrate the typical relationship of the defect to the
mitral valve.

4.3. Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging:

While the diagnosis is often made at the time of initial cardiac catheterization or echocar‐
diography, occasionally a PI-VSD may be encountered as an incidental finding during other
diagnostic imaging. While patients might be too hemodynamically unstable or the presence
of an intra-aortic balloon pump might contraindicate cardiac MRI, with the growing indica‐
tions and utilization of MRI for operative planning, PI-VSD might be encountered. Patients
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with low ejection fractions, cardiomyopathies, or suspicion for unusual cardiac anatomy,
might have cardiac MRI performed to assess for myocardial viability, fibrosis, or valvular
pathology. In these patients, a PI-VSD may be an unsuspected finding (Figure 3). Although
there is little experience describing the role of cardiac MRI in PI-VSDs, using concepts de‐
rived from the literature on congenital shunts and defects, cardiac MRI might be of value in
assisting in defining the extent of the defect, the shunt fraction, right ventricular function,
and other associated pathophysiology [17]. Cardiac MRI might be of additional value in sit‐
uations of questionable catheterization or echocardiographic results or in the assessment of
the post-operative patient when a residual shunt is suspected. Nevertheless, MRI is, in gen‐
eral, not considered a first-line diagnostic imaging tool.

Figure 3. Cardiac MRI demonstrating an apical defect. Gated cine images indicated a left to right shunt in which
quantitative assessment can be used to calculate the shunt fraction and size of the defect.

5. Pathophysiology

The pathophysiology reflects two different types of defects. The first, a simple rupture, is a
direct through-and-through defect that is typically located anteriorly when associated with a
LAD territory infarct. Alternatively, complex defects are believed to result from tracking of
blood as it dissects thru the septum with left ventricular entry sites remote from right ven‐
tricular exit sites – these tracks then enlarge over time due to the pressure gradient between
the left and right ventricle. Obviously, with unpredictable injury to the septum, there can be
a combination of the 2 different pathologies. Multiple defects are found in 5-11% of cases
and emphasized the need for a complex pre-operative and intra-operative assessment of all
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pathways to insure a complete repair [18] and the observation that most defects are proba‐
bly larger than they initially appear. Incomplete closure of residual or secondary defects can
account for post-operative recurrences. Transmural infarcts can be quite extensive with de‐
fects developing to several centimeters in diameter and can often involve extensive areas of
the left ventricular free wall and potentially the annular structures of the mitral valve. For
complex defects, as blood dissects through the necrotic myocardium there can be further ex‐
pansion and damage with loss of cellular integrity. With local cellular destruction there is
fragmentation with degeneration of myocytes with enzymatic digestion and destruction. In
patients who survive the acute presentation, up to 66% develop chronic ventricular aneur‐
ysms and a third will have significant functional mitral regurgitation from the secondary ef‐
fects on the ventricular free wall.

Interestingly, and clearly an area of further study, the pathologic consequences and out‐
comes of surgery of anterior and posterior defects are different in ways beyond what can be
explained by the varying degree of shunting. Autopsy studies have shown that anterior PI-
VSDs were associated with 33% of the LV and only 10% of the RV being infarcted, while
posterior defects were associated with only 20% of the LV and 33% of the RV being infarcted
[15]. Particularly considering the acute pressure/volume overload and associated RV failure,
it becomes understandable why posterior based defects are associated with a worse prognosis.

6. Natural History

The natural history of untreated PI-VSD is also poorly understood. As advances in the acute
and chronic management of coronary artery disease continues to evolve, so does complica‐
tions of CAD such as AMI. In general, 25% of patients with PI-VSDs die within the first 24
hours [6]. Death is most commonly related to pre-existing comorbidities and the potentially
irreversible and severe heart failure that comes from not only the acute pump failure from
the inciting infarct but also the significant acute left to right heart shunting that only com‐
promises systemic perfusion further. The sudden increase in pulmonary overcirculation also
contributes to the development of significant right heart failure. For those patients who sur‐
vive the acute event, 1, 2, and 4-week survival is 50%, 35%, and 20% respectively [31]. It is
easy to appreciate that those patients who survive the first month may have inherently fa‐
vorable variables that might further self-select for a good post-operative outcome. Pro‐
longed untreated survival has been reported with up to 7% of patient surviving to 1 year –
obviously the physiologic insult and over-circulation is minimal in these rare cases.

7. Timing/Indications for surgery

The mere presence of a PI-VSD is considered an indication for surgery with the majority of
patients undergoing urgent or emergent operative intervention [38]. The primary goal of
VSD closure is to reduce the end-organ damage from the combined insults of acute right
ventricular overload/failure and systemic cardiogenic shock.
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The pathophysiology reflects two different types of defects. The first, a simple rupture, is a
direct through-and-through defect that is typically located anteriorly when associated with a
LAD territory infarct. Alternatively, complex defects are believed to result from tracking of
blood as it dissects thru the septum with left ventricular entry sites remote from right ven‐
tricular exit sites – these tracks then enlarge over time due to the pressure gradient between
the left and right ventricle. Obviously, with unpredictable injury to the septum, there can be
a combination of the 2 different pathologies. Multiple defects are found in 5-11% of cases
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pathways to insure a complete repair [18] and the observation that most defects are proba‐
bly larger than they initially appear. Incomplete closure of residual or secondary defects can
account for post-operative recurrences. Transmural infarcts can be quite extensive with de‐
fects developing to several centimeters in diameter and can often involve extensive areas of
the left ventricular free wall and potentially the annular structures of the mitral valve. For
complex defects, as blood dissects through the necrotic myocardium there can be further ex‐
pansion and damage with loss of cellular integrity. With local cellular destruction there is
fragmentation with degeneration of myocytes with enzymatic digestion and destruction. In
patients who survive the acute presentation, up to 66% develop chronic ventricular aneur‐
ysms and a third will have significant functional mitral regurgitation from the secondary ef‐
fects on the ventricular free wall.

Interestingly, and clearly an area of further study, the pathologic consequences and out‐
comes of surgery of anterior and posterior defects are different in ways beyond what can be
explained by the varying degree of shunting. Autopsy studies have shown that anterior PI-
VSDs were associated with 33% of the LV and only 10% of the RV being infarcted, while
posterior defects were associated with only 20% of the LV and 33% of the RV being infarcted
[15]. Particularly considering the acute pressure/volume overload and associated RV failure,
it becomes understandable why posterior based defects are associated with a worse prognosis.

6. Natural History

The natural history of untreated PI-VSD is also poorly understood. As advances in the acute
and chronic management of coronary artery disease continues to evolve, so does complica‐
tions of CAD such as AMI. In general, 25% of patients with PI-VSDs die within the first 24
hours [6]. Death is most commonly related to pre-existing comorbidities and the potentially
irreversible and severe heart failure that comes from not only the acute pump failure from
the inciting infarct but also the significant acute left to right heart shunting that only com‐
promises systemic perfusion further. The sudden increase in pulmonary overcirculation also
contributes to the development of significant right heart failure. For those patients who sur‐
vive the acute event, 1, 2, and 4-week survival is 50%, 35%, and 20% respectively [31]. It is
easy to appreciate that those patients who survive the first month may have inherently fa‐
vorable variables that might further self-select for a good post-operative outcome. Pro‐
longed untreated survival has been reported with up to 7% of patient surviving to 1 year –
obviously the physiologic insult and over-circulation is minimal in these rare cases.

7. Timing/Indications for surgery

The mere presence of a PI-VSD is considered an indication for surgery with the majority of
patients undergoing urgent or emergent operative intervention [38]. The primary goal of
VSD closure is to reduce the end-organ damage from the combined insults of acute right
ventricular overload/failure and systemic cardiogenic shock.
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As soon as the diagnosis is made an intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP) should be placed.
Coronary augmentation will assist the ischemic and injured myocardium. More important‐
ly, an IABP will unload the left ventricle and improve cardiac output, and end-organ perfu‐
sion. By decreasing afterload, there will also be an improvement in pulmonary shunting and
over-circulation. However, the physiologic improvements with IABP and other inotropic or
vasoactive medications should only be viewed as transient and allow finishing the pre-oper‐
ative assessment.

While some advocate a strategy of delayed repair, this approach is rarely successful. The hy‐
pothesis of this management plan is to give the friable necrotic myocardium time (3-6
weeks) to fibrosis thereby allowing for an easier and more secure repair. The scarred tissue
will better hold suture and less likely to tear apart and result in an early post-operative fail‐
ure. This approach appears reasonable, in theory, but it is rare that patients remain stable or
can be supported during this time period. While guidelines for delayed surgical manage‐
ment are lacking, this might be an option in those who are hemodynamically or physiologi‐
cally stable with a delayed presentation, have no or minimal signs of pulmonary
hypertension or over-circulation, and have a stable fluid balance with good renal function.
Unfortunately, such patients are rare and less than 5-10% of all PI-VSD patients will survive
to allow for delayed repair. Such an approach may represent a “survival of the fittest” ap‐
proach in those with minimal shunting and with strict attention to medical comorbidities
and nutrition a period of close careful waiting may be clinically successful. This approach
may also be used to justify waiting in patients who have other severe comorbidities preclud‐
ing intervention and would, in theory, require optimization prior to surgery. Nevertheless,
it is hard to argue that any other comorbidities would improve enough to the point of mak‐
ing surgery safer in the setting of worsening right ventricular heart failure – a problem that
by itself is very difficult to treat both pre and post-operatively. Although, one can also sug‐
gest that in these patients, unless early surgical repair is clearly contraindicated, that their
physiologic reserve combined with a minimal pathophysiologic insult might predispose
them to a good outcome regardless of whether an early or late repair is performed.

Of growing concern regarding the timing of surgery and the implications of peri-operative
management is the use of potent, and often irreversible, anti-platelet inhibitors and/or anti-
coagulants. The data and experience on operating on patients with some of these newer
agents, the impact on the ability – or lack thereof – to achieve surgical hemostasis with such
drugs is both limited and evolving. As many of these patients might have already been pre‐
treated with P2Y12 inhibitors such as clopidogrel, or the more potent agents such as prasu‐
grel or ticagrelor, the impact on bleeding and the timing of surgery can be worrisome.
Furthermore, other agents used to facilitate coronary interventions, such as Gp IIb/IIIa in‐
hibitors such as eptifibatide, or direct thrombin inhibitors such as bivalirudin might require
an appropriate ‘wash-out’ period. The risk for a massive transfusion (particularly with pla‐
telets) at the time of surgery with these agents still active cannot be understated. In fact, at
patient who already might be considered physiologically high-risk might be considered in‐
operable in the setting of recent Dabigatran (Pradaxa) exposure due to the risk of cata‐
strophic, irreversible, surgical hemorrhage. In the post-operative period, the decision to
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restart a P2Y12 inhibitor, if indicated (i.e. for recent coronary stents), clearly needs to be a
balance between the risk of bleeding and the risk of a stent thrombosis or recurrent ische‐
mia. Hopefully, newer agents, such as cangrelor, which is an IV, short-acting, reversible, an‐
ti-platelet agent might lead to protocols that can assist in bridging patients to such high-risk
surgical interventions – such as an acute PI-VSD [2].

8. Operative Management

The initial surgical techniques for PI-VSDs followed a surgical approach similar to that for
congenital ventricular septal defects. The approach was through a ventriculotomy in the
right ventricular outflow track (RVOT) [12]. It was quickly realized that this approach had
significant drawbacks. Firstly, in an already dysfunctional and acutely injured right ventri‐
cle, the outflow tract incision only further reduced residual, crucial RV function. As impor‐
tantly, while suited for many common types congenital septal defects near the aortic valve,
the RVOT incisions offered poor exposure of defects that tended to be much further down
the septum towards the apex. Most importantly, since the patch and suture line was on the
RV side, the defect was still exposed to LV pressures and consequently was at increased risk
for patch dehiscence, early recurrence, extension of the defect, and clinical failure. Pioneer‐
ing animal studies by [22] advocated an approach to the VSD thru the left ventricle in the
region of the culprit vessel through infracted myocardium – specifically, anterior defects ap‐
proached through the anterior wall while posterior defects through the inferior wall. These
techniques addressed many of the deficiencies of a RVOT approach [22]. The benefits of
these animal studies were subsequently validated clinically within several years [26][8]

8.1. Basic Principles and Considerations

After the patient arrives in the operative room, routine anesthesia is induced. If not already
in place, all patients should have arterial monitoring lines and a pulmonary artery (Swan-
Ganz) catheter inserted. Pressures and oxygen saturations should be obtained to determine
shunt fractions and to assist in determining the completeness of repair. Since these patients
have left-to-right shunting, it is of critical importance to avoid pharmacologic agents that
cause pulmonary vasodilation. Such agents would worsen the shunt, increase pulmonary
over-circulation, and potentially worsening right heart dysfunction. Preoperative antibiotics
including a first generation cephalosporin, such as cefazolin, and vancomycin are adminis‐
tered. In cases of antibiotic allergies, appropriate alternatives should be chosen.

Median sternotomy is performed and the patient is prepared for cardiopulmonary bypass.
Minimally invasive techniques are typically not advocated for this type of extensive and
complex procedure in which complete exposure of heart is helpful. However, in situations
of re-operative surgery, depending on surgeon preferences, consideration should be given
to peripheral cannulation (i.e. femoral or axillary) prior to sternotomy as a re-entry injury to
an already compromised and dilated RV can be fatal. The patient is heparinized prior to
standard aortic – right atrial cannulation. Some advocate routine bicaval venous drainage,
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telets) at the time of surgery with these agents still active cannot be understated. In fact, at
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operable in the setting of recent Dabigatran (Pradaxa) exposure due to the risk of cata‐
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restart a P2Y12 inhibitor, if indicated (i.e. for recent coronary stents), clearly needs to be a
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mia. Hopefully, newer agents, such as cangrelor, which is an IV, short-acting, reversible, an‐
ti-platelet agent might lead to protocols that can assist in bridging patients to such high-risk
surgical interventions – such as an acute PI-VSD [2].

8. Operative Management

The initial surgical techniques for PI-VSDs followed a surgical approach similar to that for
congenital ventricular septal defects. The approach was through a ventriculotomy in the
right ventricular outflow track (RVOT) [12]. It was quickly realized that this approach had
significant drawbacks. Firstly, in an already dysfunctional and acutely injured right ventri‐
cle, the outflow tract incision only further reduced residual, crucial RV function. As impor‐
tantly, while suited for many common types congenital septal defects near the aortic valve,
the RVOT incisions offered poor exposure of defects that tended to be much further down
the septum towards the apex. Most importantly, since the patch and suture line was on the
RV side, the defect was still exposed to LV pressures and consequently was at increased risk
for patch dehiscence, early recurrence, extension of the defect, and clinical failure. Pioneer‐
ing animal studies by [22] advocated an approach to the VSD thru the left ventricle in the
region of the culprit vessel through infracted myocardium – specifically, anterior defects ap‐
proached through the anterior wall while posterior defects through the inferior wall. These
techniques addressed many of the deficiencies of a RVOT approach [22]. The benefits of
these animal studies were subsequently validated clinically within several years [26][8]

8.1. Basic Principles and Considerations

After the patient arrives in the operative room, routine anesthesia is induced. If not already
in place, all patients should have arterial monitoring lines and a pulmonary artery (Swan-
Ganz) catheter inserted. Pressures and oxygen saturations should be obtained to determine
shunt fractions and to assist in determining the completeness of repair. Since these patients
have left-to-right shunting, it is of critical importance to avoid pharmacologic agents that
cause pulmonary vasodilation. Such agents would worsen the shunt, increase pulmonary
over-circulation, and potentially worsening right heart dysfunction. Preoperative antibiotics
including a first generation cephalosporin, such as cefazolin, and vancomycin are adminis‐
tered. In cases of antibiotic allergies, appropriate alternatives should be chosen.

Median sternotomy is performed and the patient is prepared for cardiopulmonary bypass.
Minimally invasive techniques are typically not advocated for this type of extensive and
complex procedure in which complete exposure of heart is helpful. However, in situations
of re-operative surgery, depending on surgeon preferences, consideration should be given
to peripheral cannulation (i.e. femoral or axillary) prior to sternotomy as a re-entry injury to
an already compromised and dilated RV can be fatal. The patient is heparinized prior to
standard aortic – right atrial cannulation. Some advocate routine bicaval venous drainage,
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but typically, as procedures on the tricuspid or mitral valves are not performed unless clear‐
ly indicated by pre-operative studies, this is not necessary. Cold-blood antegrade and retro‐
grade cardioplegia is delivered via conventional root and coronary sinus catheters. Topically
cooling to further reduce the metabolic demands of the already compromised heart is also
liberally used. This author routinely uses ice-slush wrapped in gauze to further cool the
right ventricle to assist in reducing the temperature and assists further in myocardial protec‐
tion – a key component in minimizing post-operative biventricular dysfunction. Active or
passive systemic cooling is performed with an ideal temperature of 25º-28ºC to further assist
end-organ protection. Regardless, the key concept is an appropriate and well thought out
approach to myocardial protection.

In general, once the defect is identified, a piece of either glutaraldehyde-fixed bovine peri‐
cardium or Dacron is cut to not only cover the defect but a generous rim of surrounding,
and potentially non-viable, myocardium. Continuous suture or interrupted pledgeted su‐
tures are used to suture the patch to the residual septum. Tension on the repair must be
avoided to minimize the risk of the sutures tearing through once the ventricle is pressurized
and begins to contract. The “Sandwich Technique” approach has been described to mini‐
mize the tension and risk for leakage of the final repair. In this technique, a patch is posi‐
tioned on the RV side and re-enforced with pledgets. The defect, much like a “pot-hole” in
the road, is then filled a gelatin-resorcin-formalin (GRF) glue and then covered on the left
ventricular side with a similar patch and pledgets. The proposed advantage of this techni‐
que is that the glue serves as a cement to re-enforce the repair, minimize tension on the su‐
tures lines, attempts to preserve ventricular geometry, and most importantly, reduces the
risk of leaking. Early [24] and midterm results [25], although in limited studies, support this
adjuvant to traditional patch repair techniques as described below. Although the “sandwich
technique” advocated a repair via a right ventricular incision, such an approach, for reasons
already outlined, may not be desirable – nevertheless, experience with this technique is
growing and this might be a reasonable approach in selected patients [4]. For posterior de‐
fects the patch might require anchoring to the annulus of the mitral valve. For cases in
which the annulus of the mitral valve and/or peri-valvular tissues is involved, mitral valve
replacement may be required. The choice of prosthesis is up to the surgeon, but given the 5-
year limited survival of these patients in general and the post-operative challenges that
might come from the need for anticoagulation with a mechanical valve, a tissue valve in
these cases is a reasonable option regardless of the patient’s age and co-morbidities.

The intra-operative approach and management of the defect is based upon the location of
the VSD and the need for concomitant procedures. The pre-operative assessment of the loca‐
tion of the defect is critical in determining the optimal approach to closing it.

8.2. Apical Defects

Apical septal defects involve the apical portion of the right ventricle, septum, and the left
ventricle. As mentioned, such defects are typically the result of acute occlusion of the distal
left anterior descending artery. Daggett and colleagues first described the technique of api‐
cal amputation and repair of the PI-VSD in 1970. The initial incision is created through the
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infracted tissue of the cardiac apex. The necrotic myocardium is then excised until healthy
muscle is exposed and deemed adequate for repair. The healthy tissues of the right and left
ventricle are then approximated to the septum using interrupted, felt pledgeted, heavy Ty‐
cron suture in a mattress fashion (Figure 4). Felt strips are placed along the right and left
septal walls during this process to create a ‘felt sandwich’. The apical repair can be rein‐
forced with a second layer of suture. While meticulous hemostasis is critical, too much ten‐
sion on the suture repair can tear through the muscle and result in uncontrolled post-
operative hemorrhage.

Figure 4. Apical repair involves excising the apical defect and bringing together the residual edges of the left and
right ventricular walls using a primary repair reinforced with pledgets.

Figure 5. Left: Intra-operative view of the extensive apical infarction that has resulted in the echocardiographic find‐
ings demonstrated in Figure 2. The left anterior descending artery (LAD) is shown. Right: The same patient after open‐
ing and debridement of the infracted apex. The necrotic septum is visualized with a probe in the left ventricle (LV) and
the bypass “pump sucker” is in the right ventricle (RV).

8.3. Anterior Defects

The anterior septal defect involves the anterior septum as well as the anterior left ventricular
free wall. This, as discussed earlier, is typically a result of acute infarct of the LAD territory.
The initial approach is via an incision in the left ventricular myocardium parallel to the LAD
and through the non-viable or ischemic tissue. The infracted area is then excised and debrid‐
ed back to healthy, viable myocardium. The septum is then inspected and necrotic tissue is
excised in the same fashion. This is can be straightforward in a single, obvious defect. How‐
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adjuvant to traditional patch repair techniques as described below. Although the “sandwich
technique” advocated a repair via a right ventricular incision, such an approach, for reasons
already outlined, may not be desirable – nevertheless, experience with this technique is
growing and this might be a reasonable approach in selected patients [4]. For posterior de‐
fects the patch might require anchoring to the annulus of the mitral valve. For cases in
which the annulus of the mitral valve and/or peri-valvular tissues is involved, mitral valve
replacement may be required. The choice of prosthesis is up to the surgeon, but given the 5-
year limited survival of these patients in general and the post-operative challenges that
might come from the need for anticoagulation with a mechanical valve, a tissue valve in
these cases is a reasonable option regardless of the patient’s age and co-morbidities.

The intra-operative approach and management of the defect is based upon the location of
the VSD and the need for concomitant procedures. The pre-operative assessment of the loca‐
tion of the defect is critical in determining the optimal approach to closing it.

8.2. Apical Defects
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ventricle. As mentioned, such defects are typically the result of acute occlusion of the distal
left anterior descending artery. Daggett and colleagues first described the technique of api‐
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infracted tissue of the cardiac apex. The necrotic myocardium is then excised until healthy
muscle is exposed and deemed adequate for repair. The healthy tissues of the right and left
ventricle are then approximated to the septum using interrupted, felt pledgeted, heavy Ty‐
cron suture in a mattress fashion (Figure 4). Felt strips are placed along the right and left
septal walls during this process to create a ‘felt sandwich’. The apical repair can be rein‐
forced with a second layer of suture. While meticulous hemostasis is critical, too much ten‐
sion on the suture repair can tear through the muscle and result in uncontrolled post-
operative hemorrhage.

Figure 4. Apical repair involves excising the apical defect and bringing together the residual edges of the left and
right ventricular walls using a primary repair reinforced with pledgets.

Figure 5. Left: Intra-operative view of the extensive apical infarction that has resulted in the echocardiographic find‐
ings demonstrated in Figure 2. The left anterior descending artery (LAD) is shown. Right: The same patient after open‐
ing and debridement of the infracted apex. The necrotic septum is visualized with a probe in the left ventricle (LV) and
the bypass “pump sucker” is in the right ventricle (RV).

8.3. Anterior Defects

The anterior septal defect involves the anterior septum as well as the anterior left ventricular
free wall. This, as discussed earlier, is typically a result of acute infarct of the LAD territory.
The initial approach is via an incision in the left ventricular myocardium parallel to the LAD
and through the non-viable or ischemic tissue. The infracted area is then excised and debrid‐
ed back to healthy, viable myocardium. The septum is then inspected and necrotic tissue is
excised in the same fashion. This is can be straightforward in a single, obvious defect. How‐
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ever, great care must be taken if the defect is noted to be tracking through the myocardium –
a finding that might not be obvious. In general, the larger the patch the better - as a too small
of a patch is more likely to pull through and dehisce.

Figure 6. Picture representation of the various steps used to repair an anterior defect with the patch excluding the
necrotic septum from the higher pressure left ventricular cavity. The incision is through the infracted muscle on the
anterior wall, parallel to the left anterior descending artery.

Small defects can be plicated with a primary repair to the right ventricular free wall using
interrupted, pledgeted suture as first suggested by Shumacker [42]. For anything other than
very small (<1.0 cm) defects, most anterior septal infarcts will require repair with a patch.
This is fashioned in a manner that will allow for a tension-free repair. Excess tension in the
repair can lead to devastating consequences either with acutely life threatening bleeding or
a delayed dehiscence and residual shunt.

Figure 7. Intra-operative picture with the apex of the heart elevated (head and aortic cannula to the right). The inci‐
sion is through the infarcted anterior wall. The septal defect is shown in the middle of the cavity with circumferential
sutures around a wide margin. The sutured will then be placed through a pericardial patch to exclude the infracted
septal muscle and defect from the left ventricular cavity.

Larger defects require the use of a prosthetic patch that is anchored to the posterior wall of
the septum using interrupted, pledgeted Tycron or Proline suture to distribute the tension.
The suture is passed from the RV through the LV so that the patch-septum interface lies in
the left ventricle, as opposed to the RV. The anterior sutures are placed through the right
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ventricular free wall and tagged with hemostats (Figure 7). All sutures are placed prior to
placing them through the patch. They can now be placed through the designated anterior
region of the prosthetic patch and then through a second pledget if desired prior to tying the
suture knots. The left ventricular free wall is then re-approximated using interrupted, mat‐
tress suture similar to apical repairs. A second layer of running suture, often with a strip of
felt to distribute the tension of the closure, is placed for reinforcement.

8.4. Posterior Defects

The posterior or inferior septal defect involves a transmural infarction of the myocardium in
the posterior descending artery distribution. The inferior wall is often thin and after infarc‐
tion, is quite friable. For this reason, primary repair is not a durable option and is rarely suc‐
cessful. Attempt at primary repair, in which the myocardium is placed under tension, can
have disastrous immediate, and potentially fatal, consequences. Hence, posterior/inferior
septal defects are the most technically demanding of the PI-VSDs.

After the heart is arrested, the inferior wall is lifted out of the pericardial well and exposed.
The transmural infarct may involve both ventricles, or the septum and left ventricle alone.
The transinfarct incision is created in a longitudinal fashion in the left ventricle. The nonvia‐
ble myocardium is excised, which will create adequate exposure of the septal defect which is
critical for a durable repair. The papillary muscles are inspected. If the base is involved in
the infarct resulting in ruptured papillary muscle, then mitral valve replacement is indicat‐
ed. If a small posterior defect (<1.0 cm) is identified, primary repair to the ventricular free
wall using pledgetted suture as described earlier is satisfactory – but this situation is very
rare and placement of a small patch may result in a more durable outcome than risking a
primary repair involving ischemic myocardial tissue.

Figure 8. Similar to anterior repairs, the high pressure left ventricular cavity is isolated from the necrotic septum with a
patch repair. The incision is along the distal right coronary along and parallel to the posterior descending artery
through the infracted basal muscle.

As with anterior defects, most posterior defects will require a tension free repair by utilizing
a patch closure. This technique often necessitates the use of two separate patches, one dedi‐
cated to the septal repair and the other to the wall of the ventricle. Principles as described
previously apply. The pledgetted mattress sutures are placed from the right ventricle to the
left along the circumference of the defect. The sutures are passed through the contoured
patch and tied down. Great care should be taken to avoid lacerating the myocardium. Some
authors suggest placing a second pledget on the patch side of the repair to minimize this
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ventricular free wall and tagged with hemostats (Figure 7). All sutures are placed prior to
placing them through the patch. They can now be placed through the designated anterior
region of the prosthetic patch and then through a second pledget if desired prior to tying the
suture knots. The left ventricular free wall is then re-approximated using interrupted, mat‐
tress suture similar to apical repairs. A second layer of running suture, often with a strip of
felt to distribute the tension of the closure, is placed for reinforcement.

8.4. Posterior Defects

The posterior or inferior septal defect involves a transmural infarction of the myocardium in
the posterior descending artery distribution. The inferior wall is often thin and after infarc‐
tion, is quite friable. For this reason, primary repair is not a durable option and is rarely suc‐
cessful. Attempt at primary repair, in which the myocardium is placed under tension, can
have disastrous immediate, and potentially fatal, consequences. Hence, posterior/inferior
septal defects are the most technically demanding of the PI-VSDs.

After the heart is arrested, the inferior wall is lifted out of the pericardial well and exposed.
The transmural infarct may involve both ventricles, or the septum and left ventricle alone.
The transinfarct incision is created in a longitudinal fashion in the left ventricle. The nonvia‐
ble myocardium is excised, which will create adequate exposure of the septal defect which is
critical for a durable repair. The papillary muscles are inspected. If the base is involved in
the infarct resulting in ruptured papillary muscle, then mitral valve replacement is indicat‐
ed. If a small posterior defect (<1.0 cm) is identified, primary repair to the ventricular free
wall using pledgetted suture as described earlier is satisfactory – but this situation is very
rare and placement of a small patch may result in a more durable outcome than risking a
primary repair involving ischemic myocardial tissue.

Figure 8. Similar to anterior repairs, the high pressure left ventricular cavity is isolated from the necrotic septum with a
patch repair. The incision is along the distal right coronary along and parallel to the posterior descending artery
through the infracted basal muscle.

As with anterior defects, most posterior defects will require a tension free repair by utilizing
a patch closure. This technique often necessitates the use of two separate patches, one dedi‐
cated to the septal repair and the other to the wall of the ventricle. Principles as described
previously apply. The pledgetted mattress sutures are placed from the right ventricle to the
left along the circumference of the defect. The sutures are passed through the contoured
patch and tied down. Great care should be taken to avoid lacerating the myocardium. Some
authors suggest placing a second pledget on the patch side of the repair to minimize this
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risk. The posterior ventricular wall is repaired with the second patch using mattress sutures.
Occasionally, depending on the size and quality of free wall myocardium, the free-edges can
be approximated and closed primarily (and re-enforced with a pericardial or felt strip) rath‐
er than using a second patch.

8.5. General Principles

Closure of the ventriculotomy is performed by folding the free edge of the patch to the edge
of the ventricle to exclude it from the circulation. The ventriculotomy repair is then closed
with a primary closure re-enforced with strips of either Teflon felt or pericardium. Exclusion
of the necrotic myocardium from the left ventricular is also important in minimizing the risk
of small debris breaking off at any point and causing a systemic embolism. Biologic glues
can be liberally used for small suture leaks, but it should be avoided in more significant
bleeding as this might suggest a less than stable closure.

Regardless of the location of the ventriculotomy, it cannot be emphasized enough the im‐
portance of a tension free closure. Any unnecessary tension through injured or friable myo‐
cardium may predispose to catastrophic and potentially fatal post-operative bleeding once
the ventricle becomes pressurized. In extreme cases involving extensive myocardial (free
wall and septal) damage, temporary mechanical support with either extra-corporeal mem‐
brane oxygenation (ECMO) or a left ventricular assist device may help unload the ventricle
to assist in recovery. The hypothesis behind this approach is by reducing the LV pressure, it
will encourage recovery, reduce the pressure on the repair, and allow for further decision
making in patients in whom there is extensive ventricular destruction and residual ventricu‐
lar function may not be adequate to support physiologic needs [19].

Although the benefits of concomitant revascularization on long-term outcomes are debata‐
ble, complete coronary revascularization, if possible, is typically advocated [23]. As with
other risk models for outcomes after surgery (e.g. EuroScore and STS models), it is the need
for revascularization and the extent of underlying CAD that defines the long-term outcome
rather than the actual performing of the procedure. Overall, the paradigm of complete
and/or optimal revascularization should apply in cases of PI-VSD management. It is hard to
refute the benefits of revascularization in the setting of an already acutely and chronically
ischemic myocardium.

9. Post-operation Management

The post-operative management of patients following successful repair should be similar
to that of other high-risk cardiac surgery patients. However, there are several key princi‐
ples that must be remembered. As these patients often present and are taken to the oper‐
ating room in acute decompensated heart failure, strict attention to optimizing biventricular
function is critical. Post-operative left ventricular dysfunction is common and there should
be a low threshold for placement of an intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP), particularly if one
was not  placed pre-operatively.  While,  as  discussed below,  the use of  an IABP is  often
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associated with worse outcomes, the relationship to a poor outcome is the need for its use
and the potential delay in initiating therapy rather than the therapy itself that influences
the adverse outcome. Right heart failure is common and often these patients require con‐
siderable therapies directed specifically at assisting in right heart management. Convention‐
al intravenous agents such as epinephrine, milrinone, and dobutamine are often required
– and sometimes at high doses. Inhaled agents that selectively reduce pulmonary vascu‐
lar resistance and assist in reducing RV afterload such as inhaled nitric oxide (20-80 ppm)
or epoprostenol (2,500 – 20,000 ng/min) may be required [37]. Ventricular arrhythmias are
also common from the residual ischemic/necrotic myocardium (as well as secondary to the
ventriculotomy) and anti-arrhythmic medications, such as amiodarone, should be used lib‐
erally. In addition, as the repaired septal defect and free wall are often quite friable, strict
attention to avoid hypertension is  important  as  even transient  elevations in blood pres‐
sure can result in disruptions in either the patch repair or the ventriculotomy closure su‐
ture line that might precipitate uncontrolled and fatal cardiac bleeding. Any acute increase
in chest tube drainage should raise the concern for ventricular suture line dehiscence and
there should be a  low threshold for  returning the patient  to the operating room for re-
exploration – however, excess manipulation of the heart in the search for bleeding should
be avoided at the risk of catastrophic suture-line tearing in a beating and pressurized ven‐
tricle.  Any post-operative coagulopathy must be aggressively corrected. Although recov‐
ery in these patients is unpredictable, it may be prolonged. A slow wean of inotropes may
be required and there should be a low threshold for repeat and/or frequent echocardiograph‐
ic evaluations in a patient who is not improving as anticipated. Repeat echocardiography
might show a residual shunt or valvular dysfunction, more importantly may identify easy
to correct problems, such as tamponade.

10. Outcomes: Predictors of Survival

The increasing rarity of PI-VSD implies that few centers are able to report an extensive ser‐
ies. Even though several large single center experiences and outcomes have been reported,
most summarize years of experience and may not take into consideration the improvements
in peri-operative management, surgical skills, and – probably most importantly – the clinical
judgment necessary for the management of these critically ill patients.

In the GUSTO trial in which 41,021 patients were randomized to different strategies of re‐
perfusion during AMI, 84 developed a PI-VSD. 34 of these were managed surgically, with 31
(90%) undergoing early treatment and 3 (10%) undergoing delayed surgery. Survival in the
surgical group was 53% at 30 days and 47% at 1 year. Conversely, for those treated medical‐
ly, as an indicator of the lethality of this problem, survival at 30 days and 1 year was 6% and
3%, respectively [13]. All patients who presented in Class III or IV heart failure died.

Deja and colleagues reported their experience with 117 patients from the Glenfield General
Hospital in England. In their series, there were 76 anterior defects and 34 posterior defects.
The mean age was 65 ± 8 years and 43 of the 117 were females. One third of patients were in
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cardiogenic shock at the time of presentation. The average time from AMI to the develop‐
ment (or diagnosis) of a PI-VSD was 6 days. The time interval from the point of diagnosis to
surgical intervention was 9 days. The overall mortality was 37% and this does not include
the 6.4% intra-operative mortality. Forty percent had evidence of a residual left-right shunt
with 13 patients undergoing early re-operation. In patients undergoing re-operative surgery,
mortality was 30%. Table 1 summarizes their overall results. The predictors of post-opera‐
tive mortality included:

1. shock at time of surgery,

2. clinical deterioration while awaiting surgery,

3. need for concomitant CABG, and

4. pre-operative renal failure (as a marker for shock and organ failure).

The obvious criticism of this report is the long interval from the time of diagnosis to the time
of surgery as earlier intervention, as advocated, might have resulted in less end-organ dam‐
age in an already compromised patient (Deja MA, 2002).

Overall surgical mortality (%) 37%

Intra-operative mortality (%) 6.4 %

Need for extra-corporeal membrane oxygenation

(ECMO)

2 %

Re-exploration/bleeding 5 %

Average ICU Stay 4.8 days

Average Ventilator Time 40 hours

Major inotropic support 90 %

Use of Intra-aortic balloon pump 75 %

Tracheostomy 5%

Continuous renal replacement 16 %

Stroke 5 %

Residual shunt 40%

Table 1. Post-Operative Complications Following Surgical Repair (From Deja MA, 2002)

National registry data has proven useful to define the real-world experiences with this un‐
common problem. In a report from Sweden, outlining the national experience with 189 pa‐
tients, several factors were found to be predictive of favorable vs. unfavorable short (< 30
days) and long-term (> 30 days) outcomes (Tables 2 and 3) [27].
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Favorable Predictors

Short time from MI to Diagnosis

Short time from Diagnosis to Operating Room

Short time from MI to Operating Room

Pre-Op catheterization

Anterior rupture

Unfavorable Predictors

IABP

Stroke/Coma

Renal failure

Re-Op for bleeding

No effect on outcome

Age

Gender

Pre-Op IABP

Pre-Op Lytic therapy

Concomitant CABG

Residual shunt

Table 2. Predictors of short-term (< 30-day) survival based on National Swedish Experience (Adapted from Jeppsson et
al. Euro J Cardiothor Surg 2005;27:216-221). CABG: Coronary artery bypass surgery, IABP: Intra-aortic balloon pump,
MI: Myocardial infarction.

Favorable Predictors

Younger age

Unfavorable Predictors

Pre-Op IABP

Pre-Op catheterization

Need for CABG

Renal Failure requiring dialysis

Residual shunt

No effect on outcome

Anterior rupture

Time from MI to Operating Room

Post-Op stroke

Pre-Op Lytic therapy

Post-Op IABP

Re-Op for bleeding

Table 3. Predictors of Long-Term (> 30 day) Survival. See above for legend.
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The Italians also presented their experience with the outcomes of 58 patients treated be‐
tween 1992 and 2000 [10]. The mean age was 73 years. Thirty-six percent presented in acute
renal failure, 33% were in atrial fibrillation, and 22% were insulin dependent diabetics. Most
(57%) were in NYHA Class IV heart failure and 41% were in cardiogenic shock. Intra-aortic
balloon pumps were used in only 20% of patients. Sixty percent had associated significant
mitral regurgitation. The timing of surgery was 14 ± 12 days from the acute event with 76%
undergoing surgery within the first 3 weeks and 31% within the first 24 hours. A key point
is again emphasizing the importance of early diagnosis and surgery before the onset of
shock and organ failure (Table 4).

Non-Survivors (n=30) Survivors (n=28)

Time to OR (days) 11 ± 8 21 ± 13

% to OR < 24hrs 43 % 18 %

Pre-operative Shock 57 % 28 %

Pre-operative sPAP (mmHg) 56 ± 14 42 ± 11

CPB time (time) 126 ± 35 95 ± 28

Post-operative IABP 90 % 39 %

Post-operative LVEF (%) 29 ± 2 45 ± 2

Post-operative Renal Failure 66 % 25 %

Table 4. Italian Registry Data. Legend: CPB: Cardiopulmonary bypass, IABP: Intra-aortic balloon pump, LVEF: Left
ventricular ejection fraction, sPAP: Systolic pulmonary artery pressure. Table adapted from Cerin et al. Inter Soc
Cardiovasc Surg 2003;11:149-154

In a series of 50 patients, operated on over 19 years (1983-2002), Mantovani et al reported
their single center experience. The mean age of 66 ± 9 years (range: 45-81) who presented
with either anterior (n=30, 60%) or posterior (n=20, 40%) PI-VSDs. Most patients developed
their defects within the first week (76%) with an average of 4 days post-AMI. Only 2 patients
presented after 2 days. Cardiac catheterization was performed in 98% of patients. Coronary
angiography revealed single vessel disease in 51% of patients, double vessel disease in 35%,
and 14% had triple vessel disease. Pre-operative IABP was used in 56% of patients and 74%
underwent surgery within 2 days of diagnosis of a PI-VSD. Operative mortality (within 30
days) was 36% with 6 operative deaths. Posterior defects were associated with 50% mortali‐
ty versus 25% for anterior. Other univariate risk factors for early death included:

cross-clamp time >100 minutes (p=0.035);

emergent surgery (p=0.02); and delayed surgical intervention (>3 days post diagnosis,
p=0.0055).

Interestingly, in their experience factors not associated with operative/post-operative mor‐
tality included: gender, extent of CAD (single vs. triple vessel disease), need for CABG, age
(>65 years), or the year of operation (before/after 1992). In a logistic regression analysis, only
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emergent surgery (odds ration: 10.23) and a delayed treatment (OR: 4.03) were the only pre‐
dictors of early post-operative or operative mortality. Long-term survival was 76.5 ± 7.8 and
56.1 ± 11.5% at 5 and 10 years suggesting a reasonable outcome for this catastrophic prob‐
lem. No significant predictors of long-term survival were found in their analysis.

However, patients with residual myocardium at risk from incomplete revascularization
tended to have a worse long-term prognosis [32].

A review of the Society of Thoracic Surgeons National Database has also provided some val‐
uable insight into the management and outcomes of the problem of PI-VSD. Arnaoutakis
retrospectively reviewed all adult patients who underwent surgical repair of a PI-VSD be‐
tween 1999 and 2010 [3]. In this review, there were 2,876 patients – reflecting probably the
largest series reviewed. In this cohort, 56.5% were males, almost half (49.7%) underwent
emergent surgical intervention, and 65% had a pre-operative IABP. One third (33%) had un‐
dergone a previous percutaneous coronary intervention and 7.5% had undergone a previous
CABG. The annual incidence of PI-VSD was relatively constant and ranged from 232-297
cases/year and implies that few reporting centers have a significant experience with this
complex problem - of the 666 centers reporting data to the database the experience ranged
from 0.09 to 3.7 cases/center/year. Consistent with previous reports, the overall operatively
mortality was 42.9%. They found an inverse relationship between the timing of surgery and
survival. Patients operated on within 6 hours of presentation had a 54% mortality. Survival
was ~50% for the patients operated on between 1 and 7 days. However, of the 513 patients
operated on >21 days after presentation had a <20% mortality – again, suggesting that those
who present late and remain hemodynamically stable have a better long-term prognosis.
Furthermore, when classified as elective, survival was 87% versus 20% for salvage opera‐
tions. Refractory cardiac failure was the most common cause of death post-operatively.
Clearly, maintaining hemodynamic and physiologic stability is key to a good outcome. Ta‐
ble 5 lists the predictors of a good outcome.

Favorable Unfavorable

FAVORABLE FACTORS UNFAVORABLE FACTORS

Male gender Older age

Hypertension Chronic kidney disease

Smoking Need for pre-operative IABP

Chronic lung disease Pre-operative shock

Pre-operative NYHA Class IV Previous CABG

Pre-operative beta-blocker Triple vessel CAD

Pre-operative lipid agent Lower Ejection Fraction

Elective repair Salvage surgery

Short bypass time Longer aortic cross-clamp time

Table 5. Adopted from Society for Thoracic Surgeons National Registry Database on favorable vs. unfavorable
predictors of survival after repair of PI-VSD in 2,876 patients.
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In a multi-variate analysis of the clinical characteristics, the following variables were found
to be predictors of post-operative death:

1. Advancing age (>65 years/old)

2. Lower Ejection Fraction

3. Female (vs. male)

4. Pre-operative cardiogenic shock

5. Pre-operative need for intra-aortic balloon pump

6. Peripheral vascular disease

7. Percutaneous coronary intervention within 6 hours of surgery

8. Re-do cardiac surgery

9. Emergent/Salvage surgery

10. Pre-operative dialysis

11. Pre-operative mitral regurgitation

Of all of the variables, the strongest predictor of a poor outcome was pre-operative renal
failure requiring dialysis. Interestingly, favorable variables included a history of hyperten‐
sion, congestive heart failure, and need for concomitant CABG. The authors emphasized pa‐
tients, due to their physiologic status, who required earlier intervention tended to have
worse outcome. Obviously, the controversies regarding the balance between the timing of
intervention and clinical optimization continue.

Unfortunately, there is little data reporting long-term survival. In their report of 68 patients
undergoing surgery for PI-VSD between 1988 and 2007, Fukushima and colleagues from
Brisbane, Australia provide some valuable insight and predictors of long-term outcomes
[21]. In their report, 85% of patients underwent urgent surgery within 48 hours of diagnosis,
71% had concomitant CABG, and 30-day mortality was 35%. The mean follow-up was 9.2
years. Overall short-time outcomes and predictors of survival were similar to previous re‐
ports (as discussed above). The actuarial survival at 1 year was 67%, 63% at five years, 51%
at 10 years, and 36% at 15 years. However, freedom from main adverse coronary events of
the survivors was 91%, 61%, 40%, and 19% at 30 days, 1 year, 5 years, and 15 years respec‐
tively. At 5 years, freedom from congestive heart failure was 70% and 85% for ventricular
arrhythmias – while at 10 years, 54% were free of heart failure and 71% from arrhythmias.
For the cumulative survival analysis, there were 43 patients alive a 1 year, 34 at 5 years, 22 at
10 years, and 6 at 15 years.
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11. Controversial Topics

11.1. Percutaneous Closure devices

Successful application of less invasive non-surgical options and closure devices in children
with congenital VSDs has prompted enthusiasm for the use of similar closure devices in pa‐
tients with PI-VSDs. The role of such devices has been proposed for both the primary clo‐
sure of acute defects and to assist in the closure of recurrent or residual shunts [41].

However, because of the appeal of a less-invasive, non-surgical, option for these critically ill
patients, investigators continue to try and define the role of septal occluder devices in pa‐
tients with PI-VSDs. Attia recently reviewed the literature of such devices [5]. Thirty manu‐
scripts were reviewed, but only 5 studies, consisting of approximately 100 patients, were felt
to provide some insight into a “best practice” recommendation – despite numerous case re‐
ports. The general recommendations were that 1) surgical management still should be con‐
sidered the ‘gold standard’ for patients with PI-VSDs but occluder devices might have a role
in small defects (< 15 mm diameter) and in patients who present late (> 3.5 weeks after the
index event). Attia also suggested a potential role in attempting to minimize a significant
shunt in patients who are too ill to survive surgery as temporizing and potential means of
stabilizing a patient prior to urgent surgical intervention.

While conceptually promising, the complex nature of acute defects as compared to congeni‐
tal defects has tempered some of the early enthusiasm as early experiences were discourag‐
ing and improvements in outcomes were not observed [35]. Difficulties in covering not only
the actual defect, but also the residual necrotic myocardium predisposed to early recurrence.
Challenges remain in the technology because of problems positioning the devices and ade‐
quately covering potentially complex defects.

11.2. Mechanical Support

Despite advances in surgical and post-operative management, operative mortality is still high
and depending on clinical presentation can vary between 10-60%[14]. Even with early inter‐
vention, biventricular failure is often a significant factor in early post-operative deaths. Short
and long-term mechanical support, beyond intra-aortic balloon counterpulsation, is a reason‐
able option in patients with post-operative ventricular (left, right, or bi) failure and who are
felt to be salvageable. Short-term support may be required as a bridge to recovery, while long-
term device therapy may be indicated for those with irreversible ventricular failure. Since early
acute co-morbidities and associated cardiogenic shock predict poor outcomes, there is some
evidence and support for pre-operative biventricular mechanical support to allow for clini‐
cal optimization and stabilization as a bridge to definitive repair [11].

In cases in which there is extensive ventricular infarction and acute heart failure, associat‐
ed free-wall rupture, or when there is excessive bleeding or tension from the ventriculoto‐
my, temporary left ventricular support should be considered. With LVAD inflow drainage
from the left atrium, the LV is unloaded (i.e. ‘atrialized’) and may allow time as a bridge
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to recovery before exposing the compromized left ventricle to systemic pressures and con‐
tractile function [19].

Right ventricular mechanical support is also difficult following the acute volume/pressure
overload of a PI-VSD with recovery unpredictable and potentially prolonged. Unfortunate‐
ly, there is little data to guide decision making other than clinical judgment and center expe‐
rience with management of acute post-cardiotomy right heart failure.

Residual shunts after repair pose a unique challenge for patients requiring mechanical sup‐
port. Careful attention to left and right ventricular flows and pressures are critical to com‐
pensate for the residual shunt – and prevent worsening of over-circulation [39]. If residual
shunts are significant then biventricular support, either with long-term ventricular assist de‐
vices or extra-corporeal membrane oxygenation, may allow for a period of recovery and sta‐
bilization prior to an attempted repair in an otherwise very high-risk surgical patient [44].
The decision to intervene surgically on residual shunts, because of the extremely high opera‐
tive mortality as discussed above, must clearly be made in the context of the overall clinical
condition of the patient. Small defects can be managed medically and can be surprisingly
well tolerated physiologically for years.

The need for mechanical support, while attractive in unstable post-operative patients, is also
not without substantial risks. Often there is need for aggressive anti-coagulation, multiple
surgical procedures (i.e. device change-outs, explants, re-operation for bleeding, etc), and
overall patient recovery is more difficult when tethered to external VAD controllers. In addi‐
tion, the risks for infectious complications with long-term support are considerable.

A total artificial heart, by definition, eliminates native cardiac recovery and mandates car‐
diac transplantation, nevertheless, it may be an option with appropriate resources and expe‐
rience in highly selected patient with few other comorbidities and in general, is probably a
poor idea.

11.3. Residual/Recurrent Defects

Residual shunts are found in up to 25% of patients after definitive repair [43]. The etiology
of residual shunts is either a missed defect at the time of initial repair, dehiscence of a patch
(sewn to necrotic or friable tissue), or further extension of the initial defect. Fortunately,
most residual shunts tend to be physiologically tolerated and spontaneous closure has been
reported. Operative re-intervention is associated with a >60% mortality [27] and surgery is
reserved for patients in heart failure failing medical management or those with large shunts
(Qp:Qs>2.0) [34]. Because of the high operative mortality with repairing residual or recur‐
rent shunts there has been interest, but limited success, with percutaneous closure devices
[41]. Nevertheless, the role of percutaneous closure and the ideal devices are undefined [35]
and probably best reserved for use in those centers with extensive experience in the closure
of congenital VSDs.
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12. Conclusions

Ventricular septal defects after acute myocardial infarction are rare events. With modern re‐
perfusion strategies, septal defects occur in up to 0.02% of acute myocardial infarctions. De‐
spite advances and experiences in the management of these complex patients, operative
mortality still approaches 50% with major risks including cardiogenic shock, renal failure,
right and/or left ventricular failure, size of the defect with degree of shunting, posterior/infe‐
rior locations, and residual post-repair shunting. While some patients may present late or
benefit from watchful waiting and a delayed repair, typically surgical intervention is indi‐
cated prior to irreversible end-organ damage. Repair techniques emphasize closure of the
defect and protecting the injured septum from left ventricular pressures while avoiding ad‐
ditional injury to the already compromised left and right ventricles. Post-operative manage‐
ment is typically challenging considering the inherent pre-operative biventricular
dysfunction and often encountered end-organ dysfunction. Those who survive their initial
event and operation tend to have favorable 5 and 10-year survivals.
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1. Introduction

Left ventricular aneurysm (LVA) in postinfarction period makes for worse prognosis of cor‐
onary artery disease (CAD) course due to concomitant complications. With the natural
course of postinfarction aneurysms 5 year survival varies from 25 to 60%, according to vari‐
ous authors. Ventricular arrhythmias cause death in 50% of the patients with remodelled left
ventricle (LV) after myocardial infarction [1].

Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the method of choice for the evalua‐
tion of myocardial viability in patients with chronic CAD and with LVA in particular [2,3,4].

Meanwhile, data of contrast-enhanced MRI pictures with condition of electrophysiological
activity and topical diagnosis of ventricular tachycardia in patients who had experienced
myocardial infarction complicated with LVA have not been compared. At the same time,
need for surgical treatment of cardiac aneurysm combined with intraoperative ablation of
arrhythmogenic areas of myocardium arises no doubts since it allows for better treatment
outcomes in the early postoperative period and in the late follow-up [4,5,6].

Thus,  the  objective  of  our  study  was  to  enhance  efficacy  of  topical  diagnostics  and  of
surgical  treatment  in  patients  with  postinfarction  LV aneurysms  complicated  with  ven‐
tricular  rhythm  disorders  through  application  of  contrast-enhanced  MRI,  electrophysio‐
logical  study  (EPhS)  of  the  heart  and  optimal  dissection  or  ablation  of  scarred  and
arrhythmogenic endocardium.

© 2013 Shipulin et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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2. Materials and methods

The study included 188 patients operated for postinfarction anterior septal and apical LVA.
The disease was diagnosed basing on the data of echocardiography (EchoCG), coronary
ventriculography (CVG) and contrast-enhanced MRI.

Prior to the surgery the patients mostly had III-IV CC angina class, their condition corre‐
sponded to that of New York Heart Association (NYHA) class II-III for chronic heart failure.
All the patients demonstrated evidence of postinfarction LV remodeling according to the re‐
sults of ventriculography and EchoCG.

Cardiac inversion recovery and T-1 spin-echo weighed MRI study with ECG synchronization
was performed with a patient lying flat with no additional functional stress. Axial slices on the
level of thorax with the complete coverage of heart area were recorded. The field of view was
350-380 mm wide and 7-8mm thick slices were recorded into the matrix of 256x256 voxels. Syn‐
chronization of the recordings of MRI pictures with ECG was performed by standard means of
an open PRI scanner Magnetom-Open (0,2 T by Siemens Medical) or high field open MRI scan‐
ner Vantage Titan (1,5 Т, by Toshiba) by R-wave of ECG; end-diastolic images were acquired in
all the cases. Parameters of the acquired T1-weighed images in spin-echo mode were as fol‐
lows: repetition time (TR) 550 – 1040ms, echo time (TE) – 20 ms. MRI included slices with long
axis two-chamber and four-chamber views as well as short axis view covering all the myocar‐
dial volume of LV. The study was performed in 12-20 minutes after injection of paramagnetic
contrast agents with the concentration of paramagnetic agent itself of 0,5М (Omniscan, Mag‐
nevist, Optimark, Cyclomang, Viewgam) in dosage of 2ml/10kg of a body weight. The short-
axis  and long-axis  slices  in  four-chamber  view were  divided semi-automatically  into  17
segments taking into account generally accepted segmentation of LV myocardium (Fig.1) [7].

In particular, for each segment i (i = 1 – 17) we calculated the depth of damage by the degree
of paramagnetic contrast agent uptake as follows: [Index of Transmurality]i = (maximum
thicknesses of paramagnetic contrast agent uptake)i / (thickness of myocardium in a particu‐
lar segment) i (Figure 2). (original data)

To see the association between MR images with the data of electrophysiological condition of
heart muscle, and in particular with the location of the areas with lowered voltage of local
electrical activity, the patients underwent electrophysiological study of the heart (EPhS)
with electroanatomical CARTO reconstruction of LV [20]. Besides, there were identified the
areas of delayed conduction, zones of possible re-entry and inducible VT (Figure 3).

Locations of intracardiac leads and thus of segmental electrical activity corresponded to the lo‐
cations of left ventricular segments during contrast-enhanced MRI. In accordance with the am‐
plitude of the curve during EPhS for a definite myocardial segment,  degree of potential
reduction was graded as follows: 0 – for the amplitude of the potential from 1,5 to 8 mV, when the
segment was considered to be a zone of normal potential; 1 — for the amplitude of 0,5 — 1,5 mV, a
transient zone; 2 — for the amplitude 0,05 — 0,5 mV, low potential zone; 3 — zone of «electrical
scar» - lack of electrical activity when the amplitude was 0 — 0,05 mV. This grading was precon‐
ditioned by the fact that myocardial areas with the 1st or 2nd grades of lowered potential were, as a
rule, sources of life threatening tachycardias, while for grade 3 “electrical scar” this was less pos‐
sible and in the zones with normal electrical activity of grade 0 VTs did not occur [9,10].
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Figure 1. Segmentation of LV myocardium, used in evaluation of a local paramagnetic contrast agent uptake during
myocardial MRI

Figure 2. The scheme of TI calculation by the data of delayed contrast-enhanced MRI of myocardium. The values of
thickness of the infarction zone (accumulation of paramagnetic) and the value of the total myocardial thickness were
identified on the LV slices in short axis. Thickness of the contrast-paramagnetic accumulation in myocardium is
thought to be the thickness of lesion resulting from acute myocardial infarction. Thus TI is equal to {(thickness of an
infracted area)/ (thickness of the myocardium)}. (original data)
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Figure 3. Patient T, 56 year old. Before the surgery. EPhS with LV reconstruction of a patient with LV aneurysm. The
area of electrical “silence” (scar) is highlighted with grey color; the low-amplitude ventricular potential area of 0,5 mV
– with red; the transient zone of 0,5 - 1,5 mV – with yellow-green; the zone of viable myocardium – with violet; the
double potential zone – with blue dots and the zone of delayed potential – with pink dots. Front view, right oblique
view. (original data)

Surgical ventricular reconstruction (SVR) was performed by the standard methods by V.Dor
and in L.Menicanti modification. [4,6]. After cardiac arrest with a calculated injection of cardio‐
plegia solution (Kustodiol) there was performed grafting of distal coronary anastomoses. Left
ventricle was opened with a longitudinal incision in the apical area to be parallel to the anterior
descending artery along visually identified scarred tissue. After revision of left ventricular cav‐
ity thrombotic mass if any was eliminated. In case of endocardectomy we performed resection
of scarred and transient areas of LV. Residual volume of LV cavity was calculated by a physio‐
logical norm of 50-60 ml/m2 of a patient’s body surface, and was limited by a special sizer
(Chase Medical Richardson, TX, USA). To close LV cavity we used an endocardial synthetic
patch (Gore-tex). When L. Menicanti modification was applied, LV neoapex was formed with
one or two u-shaped sutures. LV was closed with a double running suture [11,12].

Endocardectomy was performed in 84 patients who were referred to the study group (LVR
+EE); on average there was dissected 44cm2 of LV endocardium (from 17 to 84 cm2) includ‐
ing ventricular septum. The control group consisted of 104 patients in which endocardial re‐
section was not performed (LVR without EE). The patients were allocated into the groups
randomly. All the patients signed the informed consent form. The study was approved by
the local ethic committee.

Resection of aneurysm and left ventricular reconstruction (LVR) was performed by V. Dor
procedure in 130 patients, by L. Menicanti modification - in 58 patients. In 29 patients from
both groups mitral valve fibrous ring repair was done. All the patients underwent coronary
artery bypass grafting (CABG). The area of an endocardial synthetic patch varied from 5 to
20 cm2. Clinical data and the data of instrumental examinations did not show significant dif‐
ferences between the patient groups (Table 1).
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Characteristics
LVR with EE

n=84
LVR without EE n=104

Age, years old 55 56

Angina class Canadian

Cardiovascular Society,

(%)

II 10 10

III 37 40

IV 34 33

Unstable angina 19 17

Current NYHA heart

failure class, (%)

I 5 6

II 20 21

III 70 69

IV 5 4%

Type of LV aneurysm, (%) 1 56 58

2 35 34

3 9 8

Ventricular tachycardia,

(%)

Spontaneous 14 13

Induced 32 30

Ventricular extrasystoly, (%) 44 48

Mitral regurgitation 2+, fibrous ring more than 35

mm, (%)
18 13

Lesions of coronary

arteries, (%)

1 30 34

2 35 36

3 35 30

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the patients.

SSPS 11.5 for Windows software was used for the analysis. Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to
assess normality of distribution law of quantitative values. The parameters conforming with
the normal distribution test were described with the use of a mean value (M) and a standard
deviation (SD). Qualitative data were described by the rate of occurrence or its percentage.
Student’s t-test was used to evaluate significance of the differences of quantitative values in
the compared groups when distribution law was normal. To see the significance of differen‐
ces among quantitative values Z criterion (Fisher’s exact test) was used. Evaluation of signif‐
icance of differences in postoperative mortality was carried out by Kaplan-Meier method.
With p<0.05 all the statistical parameters were considered significant.
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3. Results

3.1. Survival rate

Intraoperative mortality for the patients underwent LVR comprised 5% (9/188). For the pa‐
tients of the study group (LVR with EE) mortality was 4% (3/84), for the patients of the con‐
trol group (LVR without EE) – 6% (6/104). One year survival was 92% (77/84) for the patients
subjected to LVR with EE and 87% (90/104) for those from the control group. The causes of
mortality are shown in Table 2.

Causes of postoperative mortality LVR with EE

(N=7 from 84)

LVR without EE

(N = 14 from 104)

Low cardiac output syndrome 1 2

Progressing HF 3 4

Acute myocardial infarction 2 1

Stroke - 2

Sudden cardiac death - 4

Non-cardiac reason 1 1

Table 2. Surgical outcomes of the patients in 1 year after the intervention.

4. Cardiac function

Thus, in the study group patients left ventricular end-diastolic volume index (LV EDVI) was
increased on average up to 118 ml/m2, end-systolic volume index (LV ESVI) – up to 74
ml/m2, LV ejection fraction (EF) was lowered to 38% and in the control group patients these
parameters were: LV EDVI - 114 ml/m2, LV ESVI – 69 ml/m2, EF - 40%. MRI of diastolic
phase in synchronizing mode showed perimeters of affected myocardium; on average they
were 52% and 49% of the entire myocardial perimeter in the groups.

EchoCG performed in 2 weeks after the surgical intervention showed statistically signifi‐
cant  (p<0,01)  change  of  the  values  in  comparison  with  preoperative  data:  increased  EF
up to 49% и 52%, decreased EDVI down to 79 and 77 ml/m2, ESVI to 49 and 48 ml/m2 in
the patients of the study group and control group correspondingly. There were no statis‐
tically significant differences found between the groups as for preoperative and postoper‐
ative hemodynamic values.
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5. EPhS with LV electroanatomical mapping

Analyzing the results we decided to allocate the patients who underwent EPhS with electro‐
anatomical LVR before and after the surgery into separate groups. Fourty patients from the
study group were included into group 1 and 38 from the control group into group 2. In the
early postoperative period in the patients of group 1 the values of EPhS improved: “electri‐
cal scar” zones were found on endoventricular patch only, areas of lowered potential disap‐
peared completely, transient zones (from 0,5 to 1,5 mV) took a limited area without
possibility of re-entry and VT induction (Figure 2).

In 2nd group patients spontaneous VT spells were registered by Holter monitoring in 6 cases;
in 8 cases VT was induced during EPhS which made in total 37% of the patients. In 12 pa‐
tients cardioverters-defibrillators were implanted for the secondary prevention of a sudden
cardiac death.

6. Contrast-enhanced MRI

Analyzing the obtained MRI values characterizing local morphological condition of the my‐
ocardium with values of local electrical myocardial potential we found a significant differ‐
ence as for the thickness of viable myocardium (i.e. myocardium which does not accumulate
contrast paramagnetic agent) in comparable segments. Thus in the zones with normal po‐
tential (0 decrease) the thickness of viable myocardium was more than 7 mm - on average
9,8mm; in transient zone (lowered potential 1) it was 6,2mm; in low potential zone (lowered
potential 2) – 5,3mm and in “electrical scar” zone (lowered potential 3) – 2,8 mm. In the lat‐
ter case viable myocardium was thinner than 3,5mm in all the segments. Figure 4 shows an
example of a typical MR image in a patient with a previous acute myocardial infarction and
affected lateral LV wall.

In the segments 10,11, 12 the uptake of contrast with the index of transmurality ranging
from 0,20 to 0,55 is obviously seen. Later on during the electrophysiological study the activi‐
ty of proarrhythmogenic type 2 was revealed. (original data)

Besides, the value of transmural index (TI) of paramagnetic contrast agent accumulation in
myocardium differed significantly between unaffected segments with 0 degree potential
lowering and segments with the 1st and 2nd degrees of potential lowering –the most arrhyth‐
mogenic degrees (Figure 4). In electrically normal myocardial segments, in particular, TI val‐
ue was 0,072 ± 0,020. In the group of segments in transient zone TI was 0,46 ± 0,046, and in
the low potential zone - 0,32 ± 0,052. Finally, the most affected myocardium with TI of 0,32 ±
0,052 was found in the area of an “electrical scar” with no electrical potential.

By the data of ROC analysis and discriminative analysis the most appropriate breaking val‐
ue allowing to differentiate segments with abnormal electrical activity became TI value of
0,27. In other words, when TI ≥ 0,27 one should consider probable arrhythmogenic activity
in such a segment and pay closer attention to such areas during EPhS.
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Figure 4. Patient K, has had an acute MI in the circulation of a left circumferential artery with a long area of subendo‐
cardial lesion of a lateral wall. Fig.4а – Т1- weighed spin-echo ECG-gated MRI study before injection of paramagnetic
contrast; Fig. 4b – T1-weighted spin-echo ECG-gated MRI 15 min after injection of paramagnetics, as 2ml of 0,5M sol‐
ution per 10 kg of BW. Fig. 4c – the same as 4b, after semi-automatic bordering of subendocardial contrast uptake.

7. Clinical case

Patient T, 56 year old was admitted to the department of cardiovascular surgery at Tomsk
Institute of Cardiology in 4 months after transmural anterior-septal myocardial infarction
with complaints on occasional angina pangs and dyspnea. The patient was examined rou‐
tinely. Holter monitoring showed ventricular extrasystoly (grade III by Lown). By EchoCG
ejection fraction was 25% lower than normal (in B mode), LV was dilated with LV EDVI as
high as 154 ml/m2 and LV ESVI of 116 ml/m2; local LV contractility was disturbed, there
was found akinesis of apical, medial septal and anterior segments as well as hypokinesis of
lateral and posterior-lateral segments. EchoCG also showed the 2nd type aneurysm.

By MRI there were found postinfarction cicatricial changes in all apical and, ventricular sep‐
tal and anterior segments; perimeter of the affected LV endocardium was 43%. In the apical
and septal segments TI varied from 0,35 to 0,56. Data of coronaroventriculography showed
LV deformation due to the aneurysm on the plane of anterior-lateral and apical segments
and due to atherosclerosis of coronary arteries which included occlusion of the LAD artery
in its proximal third and 75% stenosis of the right coronary artery. After mapping and elec‐
troanatomical LV reconstruction (Figure 3) there were identified the areas of an “electrical
scar” on the apex, ventricular septum and anterior LV wall, zones of delayed conduction
(pink dots in the picture) and those of double potential (blue dots) in transient zone, around
the scar on ventricular septum and partially on the lateral LV wall. On the border of affected
areas and viable myocardium radiofrequent (RF) dotty tags were applied (maroon dots in
the picture) by an ablation lead.

After careful examination the decision was made to perform surgical myocardial revascula‐
rization and LV endoventriculoplasty with endocardectomy of the affected area. During the
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surgery we performed epicardial EPhS with overdriving stimulation of 200 impulses a mi‐
nute; VT was induced. In conditions of CP bypass and cardioplegia mammary-coronary ar‐
tery bypass grafting of the LAD artery, LV aneurysm dissection, endocardectomy of the
apex, ventricular septum, anterior and lateral LV walls along RF tags were performed as
well as SVR including endoventricular circular repair with a synthetic patch by the method
of V.Dor. Postoperatively the patient received routine care. Postoperative period was un‐
eventful. By EChoG done in 3 weeks after the surgery one could notice better contractile car‐
diac function – LV EF grew up to 40% (B-made), LV sizes became smaller – EDVI was 70ml,
ESVI – 48ml. The data of 24-hour ECG monitoring did not reveal any signs of ventricular
rhythm disturbances. Postoperative mapping (Figure 5) showed significantly smaller transi‐
ent zone, lack of re-entry and VT.

Figure 5. Patient T, 56 year old. EPhS with LV reconstruction of the patient after LV aneurysmectomy (LVR) : electrical
scar in the area of the patch. Low-potential areas with the potential from 0,5 mV and transient zones (from 0,5 to1,5
mV) take a limited area with no possibility of re-entry and VT induction. Front view, right oblique view. (original data)

The patient was discharged from the hospital in satisfactory condition.

8. Discussion

In 1956 Couch O.A. performed LV aneurysm resection in a patient with VT thus beginning
an era of surgical treatment of ventricular rhythm disorders [13].

It has been more than 50 years since; nevertheless the issue of complications and approaches
of surgical treatment associated with the appearance of VT in patients with remodelled LV
after previous MI is still quite challenging [14]. It was at that time already when specialists
were aware of the fact that LV myocardium affected by infarction was a source of fatal ven‐
tricular rhythm disorders. Initially there were offered methods of indirect surgical interven‐
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Figure 5. Patient T, 56 year old. EPhS with LV reconstruction of the patient after LV aneurysmectomy (LVR) : electrical
scar in the area of the patch. Low-potential areas with the potential from 0,5 mV and transient zones (from 0,5 to1,5
mV) take a limited area with no possibility of re-entry and VT induction. Front view, right oblique view. (original data)
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tricular rhythm disorders. Initially there were offered methods of indirect surgical interven‐
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tion such as thoracic sympathectomy, CABG, resection of a cardiac wall for the treatment of
recurrent ventricular arrhythmias associated with CAD [15,16,17]. Since these methods ap‐
peared to be inefficient, over the course of time there were implemented direct endocardial
methods performed under control of intraoperative electrophysiological mapping. The first
endocardial procedure developed for the treatment of VT combined with CAD was a circu‐
lar endocardial resection performed by Guiraudon in 1978 [18]. This procedure involves en‐
docardial incision made on the borderline between endocardial fibrosis and viable
myocardium and continued around the whole base of aneurysm or infraction area. In 1982
to enhance efficiency of a circular endocardial resection J. Moran modified this procedure by
resecting all the fibrous endocardium connected with LV aneurysm or infarction and called
it an expanded endocardial resection [19]. Supporting development of the ideas referred to
endocardial resection V.Dor offered resection of fibrous endocardium from the side of inter‐
ventricular septum during surgical LV reconstruction [11].

This kind of intervention appeared to be efficient for the treatment of «refractory» ischemic
VTs but did not make any effect on VTs coming from papillary muscles’ base or from areas
adjacent to a ring of an aortic or mitral valves.

In 1981 Leo Bokeria one of the first in the world began resection of LV aneurysm and cardio‐
destruction in the areas of early activity after intraoperative epicardial EPhS [20]. Develop‐
ing cryosurgical methods of intervention in 1985 J.Cox performed endocardial
cardiodestruction but the procedure resulted in lethal outcome in 27% of the cases and was
ineffective in 17% of the cases [15]. I 1980th M.Mirovsky (the USA) offered an alternative
method of VT treatment – implantation of cardioverter-defibrillator [21].

As a result, for the treatment of postinfarction LV aneurysms and associated ventricular ta‐
chyarrhythmias there have been used different methods, either alone or in combination. Sig‐
nificant clinical experience have been acquired.

Thus, Bokeria L.A. in his study including 59 patients demonstrated a clear dependence of
actuarial survival rate from the type of tachycardia and from the presence of VT relapse in
the early postoperative period [20]; the worst prognosis was noticed with the presence of
polymorphic ventricular extrasystoly (Figures 6, 7).

Interesting data were presented by the group of authors headed by M. Di Donato [22]; they
analyzed data of 382 patients proving that spontaneous VTs after surgical treatment of LV
aneurysms and VT significantly worsen prognosis for late postoperative period if compare
with induced VTs of cases without arrhythmias (Figure 8).

After careful study of immediate ablation results in 71 patients with LV aneurysm and VT J.
Pirk showed that epicardial cryoablation alone was successful in 63,3% of the cases and
aneurysmectomy and endocardial cryoablation and/or subendocardial resection were suc‐
cessful in 73,2% of the cases [23].

Sartipy U. studying combination of V. Dor procedure and surgery for VT in 53 patients
came to the conclusion that combination of these procedures keeps survival rate high in the
postoperative period (Figure 9) and that majority of the patients did not need implantation
of an automatic implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (AICD) [24].
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Figure 6. Actuarial survival curve depending on a type of VT (Kaplan-Meier); p=0,00739 (Bokeria L.A et al.// Journal of
Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery –1999.– №6.).

Figure 7. Actuarial survival curve depending on VT relapse (Kaplan-Meier); p=0,012 (Bokeria L.A et al.// Journal of
Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery –1999.– №6.).
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Figure 8. Kaplan-Meier survival curves by the groups with VT in postoperative period (months) after surgical treat‐
ment of LV aneurysm and VT. (Di Donato et al. Seminars in Thorac and Cardiovasc Surg.Vol.13;4:480-485).

Figure 9. Overall actuarial survival after the Dor procedure including ventricular tachycardia surgery. Dotted curves are
upper and lower 95% confidence intervals (Sartipy U. et al.; Ann Thorac Surg 2006;81:65-71).
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Contemporary therapeutic methods are not able to solve this problem also. By the data of a
multicenter trial MADIT II implantation of AICD in patients with ventricular rhythm distur‐
bances lowers the risk of a sudden cardiac death for 31 % which is more efficient than anti‐
arrhythmic therapy but still is not 100% saving [21]. In a year after endovascular treatment
of VT the rate of relapses comprises 20% [25,26]. Nevertheless, antiarrhythmic therapy, im‐
plantation of AICD, catheter isolation of ectopic focuses do not touch an issue of coronary
arteries lesion.

According to the data of  a multicenter STICH trial  there were no significant differences
found  between  the  patients  with  ICMP  and  postinfarction  LV  aneurysm  subjected  to
CABG  only  (group  1)  and  those  subjected  to  CABG  with  LV  reconstruction  (group  2)
during 5 year follow-up. Nevertheless, postoperatively AICD was implanted into 20% of
the patients from group 1 and into 17% from group 2 [27]. The study did not suppose to
perform  extended  endocardectomy  during  LV  reconstruction.  Taking  into  account  the
aforesaid, one may claim that almost every 5th patient is destined for AICD implantation
after  surgical  remodeling of  LV.  Although,  by the  data  of  multiple  authors  endocardial
resection  either  with  intraoperative  mapping  or  without  it  prevents  VT  paroxysms  in
90% of the cases and more [19, 24].

Thus, we saw clearly that at that time to treat patients with postinfarction LV aneurysm
complicated with ventricular rhythm disorders is was necessary to perform reconstruction
of LV cavity with endocardial resection and CABG; to use contemporary antiarrhythmics
and AICD implantation in postoperative period if necessary.

Though, at that point there were unclear issues connected with topical diagnostics of poten‐
tial re-entry zones which was important for adequate resection of affected endocardium. In
our study we tried to enhance efficacy of topical diagnostics and surgical treatment of the
patients with postinfarction LV aneurysm complicated with VT, due to combined applica‐
tion of contrast-enhanced MRI, EPhS and advanced surgical treatment (SVR and EE). It is
well-known that MRI is a golden standard in diagnostics of LV aneurysm [4, 28], but MRI
data may provide only indirect evidences about the presence of arrhythmogenic zones.

Prognostic role of contrast-enhanced MRI in evaluation of myocardial viability were report‐
ed in literature in as far as 1986 [29]. In particular, it was supposed, that with the presence of
irreversible ischemic lesion of myocardium MRI made at rest demonstrated significant de‐
crease of end-diastolic thickness of myocardium (EDTM) and simultaneously – contractility
index. At the same time it was assumed that secure thickness of myocardium evaluated by
the value EDTM meant also a secure viability of myocardium in that location.

Comparison of myocardial MRI made at rest with the results of PET with 18F-FDG and
SPECT with repeated injection of tallim-201 in patients with chronic coronary disease and
pronounced LV dysfunction was made in a number of studies [30]. It was found, that as a
rule MRI visualized secure thickness of myocardium and the value of EDTM more than
5,5-6,0 mm in the affected areas in LV segments classified as viable by PET and SPECT. Lat‐
er, Baer et al [31] making a direct comparison of MRI at rest and PET data with 18F-FDG
found that with EDTM ≤ 5,5mm there were no signs of viability on myocardial tomography
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slices during radionuclide study. As for prognosis for restoration of myocardial viability
and contractility after CABG in such patients, their criterion { EDTM ≤ 5,5 mm } had high
sensitivity up to 92-95%, but low specificity – just about 56-60%.

As a rule, for contrast-enhanced MRI visualization of affected myocardium contrasting
agents – paramegnetics are used, usually they are complexes of Gd or Mn with derivatives
or analogues of diaethylentriaminpentacetic acid (DTPA). Their intravenous bolus injection
makes possible qualitative evaluation of myocardial perfusion by the degree of changing
brightness of myocardial image during the first few seconds after injection. Later on, in
12-20 minutes after injection one can evaluate the picture of myocardial lesion by accumula‐
tion of contrasting agent in affected areas.

There exist an established and commonly accepted opinion that transmural accumulation of
paramagnetics in myocardium during contrast-enhanced MRI means irreversible lesion, and
lack of accumulation vice versa evidences viability of myocardium and makes for favoura‐
ble prognosis [32]. Nevertheless, relationship of contrast-enhanced MRI picture with the
possibility of arrhythmogenesis in this or that myocardial area is still of a great interest.

Electrophysiological mechanism of the observed interrelationship between results of cardiac
contrast-enhanced MRI and decrease of electrical potential in a definite LV segment is noth‐
ing but a particular case of a well-studied pathogenesis of arrhythmias appearance in the
area of ischemic myocardial lesion [33].

It is in the area of thickened and partially replaced by subendocardial scarred tissue of myo‐
cardium where one can notice lowered electrical potential proportionally to the lowering
mass of viable myocardium. This fact, in its turn, is favorable for the functioning of local re-
entry circuits which are electrophysiological basis for ventricular tachycardias [33, 34].

That is why during contrast-enhanced MRI it makes sense to calculate TI index value in all
the cases keeping in mind further electrophysiological study and evaluation of risks for ven‐
tricular tachycardias. Epicardial mapping provides information about the presence of excite‐
ment zones in LV and approximate anatomy of their localization for a further surgical
treatment [4, 35]. Preoperative endocardial EPhS with electroanatomical LV reconstruction
is able to demonstrate vividly disturbances in cardiac conduction system. Examining the re‐
sults of endocardial EPhS we found consistency of myocardial lesion and its elctrophysio‐
logical properties. In patients suffered from extensive myocardial infarction complicated
with aneurysm one can identify zones of low-amplitude ventricular potential less than
0,5mV which is a scarred zone more often anatomically involving an apex of LV with a part
of anterior wall and ventricular septum. Viable myocardium has potential amplitude higher
than 1,5 mV. A subject of a special interest is a transient zone from 0,5 to 1,5 mV situated
between the scar and viable myocardium where they register double potential and/or de‐
layed conduction able to cause re-entry and ventricular tachycardia; a surgeon is just to per‐
form dissection of affected endocardium. EPhS and MRI allow to identify borders for
endocardial dissection.

Postoperative EPhS worth electroanatomical LV reconstruction performed in patients with‐
out endocardectomy showed that re-entry and VT sources revealed preoperatively were still
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there and made for a high risk for the patients’ lives. Contrast-enhanced MRI gives addition‐
al prognostic information about arrhythmogenisity of particular areas and segments of LV
after myocardial infarction. More often arrhythmogenic areas are located in the areas of a
pronounced non-transmural lesion of LV myocardium with TI higher than 0,27.

9. Conclusion

Thus, data of contrast-enhanced MRI not only have diagnostic significance concerning a de‐
gree of a cardiac muscle lesion but also identify arrhythmogenisisty of this or that myocar‐
dial area. In surgical treatment of postinfarction aneurysm endocardectomy of scarred and
transient LV zones’ endocardium is an inseparable stage to prevent VT spells. MRI and en‐
docardial EPhS with electroanatomical LV reconstruction allow to find potential areas
where re-entry may occur.
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1. Introduction

1.1. History of cardiac trauma

The treatment of trauma to the heart has been written about since 3000 BC and had an
inauspicious beginning. Until the late 19th century, the commonly held belief agreed with
Boerhaave’s sentiments that, “all penetrating cardiac trauma is fatal.” Theodore Billroth
warned, “The surgeon who should attempt to suture a wound of the heart would lose the
respect of his colleagues.” Paget believed that “surgery of the heart has probably reached the
limits set by nature to all surgery: no new method of discovery can overcome the natural
difficulties that attend a wound of the heart.” However, reports of successful treatment of
cardiac injuries began to surface toward the beginning of the 20th century. Like many surgical
advances, times of war brought about new innovations and techniques for treating injuries.

Around the time of World War II, it was recognized that cardiac tamponade could be suc‐
cessfully managed by pericardiocentesis. With the advent of cardiopulmonary bypass by
Gibbon in 1953, repair of more complex injuries became possible. This ushered in the modern
era of treating injuries to the heart. Diagnosis of cardiac injury and tamponade has also been
facilitated by portable ultrasound becoming the standard of care in the evaluation of trauma
patients. The focused assessment with sonography for trauma (FAST) scan allows for simple,
quick, and non-invasive assessment and recognition of cardiac trauma [1].

Cardiac trauma, especially penetrating injuries to the heart, still carries a very high mortality,
but certainly is no longer considered uniformly fatal and attempt at repair is now the standard
of care in patients presenting with signs of life upon arrival to the hospital[2, 3].
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2. Initial assessment and general assessment

The initial care of the trauma patient with cardiac injuries does not vary from standard
Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) protocols. The primary priority is ensuring the patency
of the airway and establishing adequate oxygenation and ventilation. This may include tube
thoracostomy for drainage of hemothorax from the pleural space to allow re-expansion of the
lung. Subsequently, the circulatory system is assessed. Priority is given to establishing
intravenous access for the administration of crystalloid and/or blood products. If cardiac
tamponade is suspected, this should be confirmed with sonographic confirmation of hemo‐
pericardium and/or right ventricular collapse during diastole[4]. If tamponade physiology is
present, treatment for immediate drainage of the pericardial space should be initiated. This
can be accomplished percutaneously by pericardiocentesis or via open pericardial window.

The treatment algorithm for cardiac injured patients branches at this point depending on the
mechanism of injury and hemodynamic status. As is the standard in all trauma care, cardiac
injuries are categorized as either blunt or penetrating and we will explore their assessment
and treatment separately.

3. Penetrating trauma

Penetrating trauma to the heart most frequently occur with trauma to the anterior chest, but
should also be suspected with wounds to the upper abdomen, chest, back, and neck [5]. Of the
patients that do present to the hospital, the majority of the injuries are to the low pressure,
anteriorly located right side of the heart (Table 1) [6]. Survival following penetrating trauma
is often dependent on the state of the pericardial wound.[7] When the pericardial wound is
open and blood is able to flow freely into the pleural space, the patient can often be supported
with fluid resuscitation and chest tube thoracostomy. Persistent drainage from the thoracos‐
tomy tube should warn of possible cardiac injury and surgical exploration is indicated.
Conversely, if the blood is retained in the pericardial space, cardiac tamponade and physiology
will ensue if not drained immediately.

Right Atrium 14% Left Atrium 5%

Right Ventricle 43% Left Ventricle 33%

Coronary Arteries Involved 3.1-4.4%

Table 1. Anatomic Location of Penetrating Cardiac Injuries

The protocol for treatment of patients with penetrating cardiac trauma can be further subdi‐
vided based upon the patient's vital signs upon presentation to the hospital (Figure 1).
Management of the stable patient (systolic blood pressure greater than 90 mm Hg) allows for
a more complete evaluation including chest x-ray and echocardiography. Unstable patients
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(systolic blood pressure less than 90 mm Hg) are taken directly to the operating room for
exploration while patients with loss of vitals during transport or upon presentation to the
hospital are treated with Emergency Department thoracotomy.

Figure 1. Algorithm for the Management of Penetrating Cardiac Injury

If the diagnosis of penetrating cardiac injury is suspected but not confirmed, a subxiphoid
pericardial window should be performed. Surgeons should be prepared to do a median
sternotomy if an injury is identified in order to definitely address the wound. Upon opening
the pericardial sac, any blood or fluid should be evacuated to allow the heart to properly fill
and contract. The surgeon’s finger can be used to apply pressure and temporarily control
hemorrhage while further exposure is gained. This will also allow for replacement of blood
volume and restoration of tissue perfusion.

Repair of the myocardium should be done with interrupted sutures utilizing pledgets and
performed in a horizontal mattress fashion [7, 8]. Injuries to small coronary arteries can be
treated with simple ligation. Larger coronary arteries require either direct repair or bypass and
the operating room should be capable of cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB).[7] Intracardiac
injuries require CPB to be definitively addressed.

Whatever injury is encountered and method of repair utilized, the operative principles are
universal: relieve tamponade, stop the bleeding, and restore circulating volume. [8]
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Picture 1. Cardiac Laceration from anterior stab woundPicture

Picture 2. Successful pledgeted repair
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Figure 2. Schematic Depiction of Right Ventricular Repair

3.1. Iatrogenic injuries

Another form of penetrating cardiac injury that has increased in the modern era is iatrogenic
injuries. As the fields of interventional and electrophysiology cardiology continue to increase
the number of percutaneous procedures performed, there is a concomitant increase in
iatrogenic injuries to the heart. Pacemaker and ICD placement, ASD occlusion devices,
coronary catheterization, pericardiocentesis, and even central line placement can cause cardiac
trauma. Usually the treatment is observational, but sometimes intervention is necessary.
Fortunately these are rare complications but the incidence of iatrogenic injury has been
reported as high as 6% for certain radiofrequency ablation procedures.[9] Awareness and
prompt recognition of an injury are essential to successful treatment.
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3.2. Cardiac fistulas

Although hemorrhage and tamponade are the most common injuries seen in penetrating
cardiac trauma, cardiac fistulas are another uncommon yet dramatic complication from cardiac
trauma (including iatrogenic injuries). Fistulous connections can occur between coronary
arteries, aorta, and directly with the cardiac chambers. Patients, if symptomatic, usually
present with congestive heart failure and surgical repair is usually required.[10, 11]. Presen‐
tation is variable from acutely after the injury to decades post-injury. Echocardiography and
coronary angiography are the cornerstones of diagnosis and necessary to plan surgical repair.

Figure 3. Pledgets are used to reinforce the suture line
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4. Blunt injury

4.1. Background (mechanism, incidence, and pathophysiology)

Blunt cardiac injury (BCI) is a spectrum of traumatic heart diseases with severity that can range
from myocardial contusion and EKG changes to septal rupture and death. Earlier in the
century, cardiac contusion or concussion were terms used to diagnose cardiac changes from
blunt thoracic trauma. More recently, BCI is the term used to better incorporate and classify

Figure 4. Various maneuvers used to repair penetrating wounds of the heart. Suturing of cardiac wound underneath
the wound-occluding finger (A). Wound sutured (A’). Placement of horizontal mattress sutures through the myocardi‐
um underneath the cardiac wound-occluding finger and underneath the coronary artery adjacent to the wound (B).
Wound sutured (B’). Control of atrial bleeding with a vascular clamp (C). (From Symbas PN: Cardiothoracic Trauma.
Philadelphia, WB Saunders Co, 1989, p 42. Used by permission.)
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the myriad of cardiac injuries that result from blunt trauma. BCI is estimated to occur in 20%
of motor vehicle collisions and in greater than 75% of thoracic blunt injuries independent of
the mechanism. The primary mechanism of injury to the heart is from high-speed motor vehicle
collision, but any injury that applies force in the form of kinetic energy to the chest wall and
heart can result in a form of BCI. The following mechanisms of injury may result in BCI: direct
precordial impact, a crush injury between the sternum and spine, a deceleration injury causing
injury from the fixation points of the aorta and vena cava, a hydraulic effect from an intraab‐
dominal injury that sends force to the great vessels and heart, or a crush injury [12].

Figure 5.
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Since blunt cardiac injury is a spectrum of injuries to the heart, a classification scheme was
developed to allow clinicians to categorize the types of injury based on outcomes and treatment
options. These categories are as follows: 1) BCI with free wall rupture, 2) BCI with septal
rupture, 3) BCI with coronary artery rupture, 4) BCI with cardiac failure, 5) BCI with complex
arrhythmias, and 6) BCI with minor ECG or cardiac enzyme abnormalities. The American
Association for the Surgery of Trauma (AAST) has also published a cardiac injury scale (Table
2) that may help to codify injury for diagnosis and research. Injuries sustained with blunt
cardiac injury (BCI) include contusion, ruptures, septal defects, valvular injuries, and coronary
artery injuries. Table 3 lists each of these types and the incidence seen from both autopsy and
clinical series. Contusion is the most common type of injury with left atrial chamber rupture
being least common. Injuries can often occur concomitantly; approximately 20% of injuries
with chamber rupture will have another chamber involved. The right heart is the most
commonly injured as it is closest to the sternum which is impacted anteriorly by the steering
wheel in motor vehicle collisions. Besides having concomitant cardiac injuries, the force
needed to cause a BCI will often cause associated injuries such as chest pain, rib fractures,
pulmonary contusions, and solid organ injuries; the most common associated injuries that
occur with BCI are listed in Table 5.

4.2. Diagnosis

The best test for diagnosing blunt cardiac injury has been debated for many years. Cardiac
enzymes, radionuclide scans, EKG, cardiac ultrasound and continuous monitoring are some
of the major methods that have been investigated. Although cardiac enzymes and radionuclide
scans have had many supporters these have not shown reliable predictability in diagnosing
blunt cardiac injury and have therefore been left out of the Eastern Association for the Surgery
of Trauma (EAST) guidelines (figure 6). Cardiac enzymes, specifically serial troponin meas‐
urements are mentioned in the suggested BCI algorithm by Schultz and Trunkey 2004 (figure
7) as an adjunct to increase the negative predictive value of the normal EKG when you have a
patient who has either a history of cardiac disease or increased age. EKG has emerged as the
primary screening tool for blunt cardiac injury. There are no pathognomonic findings;
however, the presence of a new arrhythmia is a sign that workup needs to be escalated. If the
EKG is negative in a young hemodynamically stable patient without a history of cardiac
disease there is no further need for workup [12]. If the EKG is abnormal, and the patient has
a history of cardiac disease, increased age or hemodynamic instability then continuous
telemetry monitoring for 24-48 hours is recommended. Those with hemodynamic instability
require continuous monitoring in a surgical ICU. Any arrhythmia may be detected after BCI
including sinus tachycardia, supraventricular arrhythmias, ventricular arrhythmias, any type
of heart block, ST-T changes or Q waves [13].

Although, these patients are likely to have had a FAST exam in the emergency room, it is
important to figure out who needs a formal echocardiogram. The key indication is hemody‐
namic instability and a possible diagnosis of blunt cardiac injuiry. Anyone meeting these
criteria requires a formal echocardiogram. There has been debate over whether to use trans‐
thoracic or transesophageal echocardiography. The recommendations are that the patient
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Since blunt cardiac injury is a spectrum of injuries to the heart, a classification scheme was
developed to allow clinicians to categorize the types of injury based on outcomes and treatment
options. These categories are as follows: 1) BCI with free wall rupture, 2) BCI with septal
rupture, 3) BCI with coronary artery rupture, 4) BCI with cardiac failure, 5) BCI with complex
arrhythmias, and 6) BCI with minor ECG or cardiac enzyme abnormalities. The American
Association for the Surgery of Trauma (AAST) has also published a cardiac injury scale (Table
2) that may help to codify injury for diagnosis and research. Injuries sustained with blunt
cardiac injury (BCI) include contusion, ruptures, septal defects, valvular injuries, and coronary
artery injuries. Table 3 lists each of these types and the incidence seen from both autopsy and
clinical series. Contusion is the most common type of injury with left atrial chamber rupture
being least common. Injuries can often occur concomitantly; approximately 20% of injuries
with chamber rupture will have another chamber involved. The right heart is the most
commonly injured as it is closest to the sternum which is impacted anteriorly by the steering
wheel in motor vehicle collisions. Besides having concomitant cardiac injuries, the force
needed to cause a BCI will often cause associated injuries such as chest pain, rib fractures,
pulmonary contusions, and solid organ injuries; the most common associated injuries that
occur with BCI are listed in Table 5.
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enzymes, radionuclide scans, EKG, cardiac ultrasound and continuous monitoring are some
of the major methods that have been investigated. Although cardiac enzymes and radionuclide
scans have had many supporters these have not shown reliable predictability in diagnosing
blunt cardiac injury and have therefore been left out of the Eastern Association for the Surgery
of Trauma (EAST) guidelines (figure 6). Cardiac enzymes, specifically serial troponin meas‐
urements are mentioned in the suggested BCI algorithm by Schultz and Trunkey 2004 (figure
7) as an adjunct to increase the negative predictive value of the normal EKG when you have a
patient who has either a history of cardiac disease or increased age. EKG has emerged as the
primary screening tool for blunt cardiac injury. There are no pathognomonic findings;
however, the presence of a new arrhythmia is a sign that workup needs to be escalated. If the
EKG is negative in a young hemodynamically stable patient without a history of cardiac
disease there is no further need for workup [12]. If the EKG is abnormal, and the patient has
a history of cardiac disease, increased age or hemodynamic instability then continuous
telemetry monitoring for 24-48 hours is recommended. Those with hemodynamic instability
require continuous monitoring in a surgical ICU. Any arrhythmia may be detected after BCI
including sinus tachycardia, supraventricular arrhythmias, ventricular arrhythmias, any type
of heart block, ST-T changes or Q waves [13].

Although, these patients are likely to have had a FAST exam in the emergency room, it is
important to figure out who needs a formal echocardiogram. The key indication is hemody‐
namic instability and a possible diagnosis of blunt cardiac injuiry. Anyone meeting these
criteria requires a formal echocardiogram. There has been debate over whether to use trans‐
thoracic or transesophageal echocardiography. The recommendations are that the patient
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receive the first available study method. If transthoracic echocardiography is used and
adequate imaging cannot be obtained, then a transesophageal echocardiogram should be
initiated immediately.

*Advance one grade for multiple wounds to a single chamber or multiple chamber involvement.

Table 2. Cardiac Injury Scale

4.3. Management

Since blunt cardiac injury describes a spectrum of disease states, the treatment depends on the
actual problem. Arrhythmia can be managed medically with the caveat that anticoagulation
needs to be used cautiously in trauma patients. Hemopericardium can be seen with or without
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hypotension or tamponade. If hemopericardium is suspected and the patient is stable a
subxiphoid pericardial window can be used to verify the hemopericardium. Once a pericardial
window is performed, the surgeon must be prepared to proceed with a median sternotomy.
If the patient is hypotensive and tamponade is expected then either a subxiphoid pericardial
window or a thoracotomy can be performed. As a rule free wall rupture is more common in
the atria than the ventricles and more common on the right than the left. This is thought to be

Cardiac Injury Incidence of injury in autopsy series

of patients with BCI

Incidence of injury in clinical series

of patients with BCI

Myocardial contusion 60% to 100% 60% to 100%

Chamber Rupture

Right Ventricle 19% to 32% 17% to 32%

Right Atrium 10% to 15% 8% to 65%

Left Ventricle 5% to 44% 8% to 15%

Left Atrium 1% to 7% 0% to 31%

Atrial Septal Defect 7% Case reports

Valve Injury in BCI 5% Case reports

Ventricular Septal Defect 4% Case reports

Coronary Artery Injury 3% Case reports

Table 3. BCI Patterns of Injury

Associated Injuries Incidence of finding in patients with BCI

Chest Pain 18% to 92%

Rib Fracture 18% to 69%

Aortic or great vessel injury 20% to 40%

Hemothorax 7% to 64%

Pulmonary Contusion 6% to 58%

Pneumothorax 7% to 40%

Flail Chest 4% to 38%

Sternal Fracture 0% to 60%

Traumatic Brain Injury 20% to 73%

Extremity Injury 20% to 66%

Abdominal Solid Organ Injury 5% to 43%

Spinal Injury 10% to 20%

Table 4. Injuries Associated with BCI
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due in part to the position of the heart in the chest. The method of repairing the atria is to grasp
each side of the atrial wound, place a vascular clamp across the defect, and sew it closed. The
method of repair of the ventricle is to place a finger of the non-dominant hand over the injury
occluding the wound and stopping the blood loss. Then pledgeted mattress sutures are placed
under the finger in order to approximate the wound without tearing through the injured
myocardium. Septal rupture requires the patient to be placed on bypass. Coronary artery
injury, valve injury and papillary muscle rupture are all very rare. These entities generally

EAST guidelines 

A. Level I 

1. An admission EKG should be performed on all patients in who there is suspected 
BCI. 

B. Level II 

1. If the admission EKG is abnormal (arrhythmia, ST changes, ischemia, heart block, 
unexplained ST), the patient should be admitted for continuous EKG monitoring 
for 24 to 48 hours. Conversely, if the admission EKG is normal, the risk of having a 
BCI that requires treatment is insignificant, and the pursuit of diagnosis should be 
terminated. 

2. If the patient is hemodynamically unstable, an imaging study (echocardiogram) 
should be obtained. If an optimal transthoracic echocardiogram cannot be 
performed, then the patient should have a transesophageal echocardiogram. 

3. Nuclear medicine studies add little when compared to echocardiography and, thus, 
are not useful if an echocardiogram has been performed. 

C. Level III 

1. Elderly patients with known cardiac disease, unstable patients, and those with an 
abnormal admission EKG can be safely operated on provided they are 
appropriately monitored. Consideration should be given to placement of a 
pulmonary artery catheter in such cases. 

2. The presence of a sternal fracture does not predict the presence of BCI and, thus, 
does not necessarily indicate that monitoring should be performed. 

3. Neither creatinine phosphokinase with isoenzyme analysis nor measurement of 
circulating cardiac troponin T are useful in predicting which patients have or will 
have complications related to BCI. 

Screening of Blunt Cardiac Injury. Pasquale, N K and Clark, J. s.l. : The Eastern 
Association for the Surgry of Trauma, 1998. 

 

 

Figure 6. EAST guidelines for Blunt Cardiac Injury
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present with clinically significant acute congestive heart failure. Another rare entity is
pericardial rupture with cardiac herniation. This requires opening the chest with replacement
of the heart in the normal anatomic position and repair of any injured vasculature. Whether
you utilize a thoracotomy or sternotomy will depend on the details of the cardiac herniation.

Outcomes of emergency department thoracotomy for blunt trauma are universally poor. The
salvage rate of patients with or without vital signs on arrival to the emergency department is
1%-2% [14]. This low survival rate mandates that before an emergency department thoracot‐

Blunt Cardiac Injury. Schultz JM, Trunkey DD. Critical Care Clin. 20 (2004) 57-70[12]

Figure 7. Algorithm for treatment of suspected BCI
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omy is undertaken both the mechanism of injury and the length or presence of CPR be taken
into consideration.

Author details

Daniel  Eiferman*, R. Nathan Cotterman and Michael Firstenberg

Ohio State University Medical Center, Department of Surgery, Division of Trauma, Critical
Care, and Burn, Columbus, OH, USA

Figure 8. Schematic Representation of right atrial repair
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1. Introduction

Gastrointestinal complications (GIC) in cardio-thoracic surgery (GIC-CTS) constitute a het‐
erogenous group of non-cardiac/thoracic complications. Although relatively infrequent,
these complications are associated with significant mortality and severe clinical sequelae. It
is also well recognized that GIC-CTS are often difficult to identify clinically [1], and the pre‐
sentation of each specific complication may differ from the presentation of said complication
in non-CTS patient populations. The incidence of gastrointestinal complications following
CTS ranges from <1% to 4.1% patients [2-4], and is associated with mortality rates between
13.9% and 63% [5-7]. Commonly reported GIC-CTS include gastrointestinal hemorrhage,
esophagitis/gastritis, perforated ulcer, acute cholecystitis, acute pancreatitis, and mesenteric
ischemia [5]. Predominant factors associated with increased mortality following a gastroin‐
testinal complication after cardiac surgery include patient age, COPD, smoking, NYHA class
III and IV heart failure, and hepatic insufficiency [8].

2. Risk factors for GIC-CTS

Numerous studies report on specific risk factors for GIC-CTS. Although some of the factors
seem to be universally present across different studies, some others are likely unique to spe‐
cific study populations. A comprehensive list of commonly cited risk factors compiled from
the literature includes: (a) decreased left ventricular ejection fraction (<40%) including post‐
operative low cardiac output; (b) advanced patient age; (c) pre-existing conditions such as
diabetes, renal failure, peripheral vascular disease; (d) valvular surgery or combined coro‐
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unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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nary artery bypass/valve operation; (e) prolonged mechanical ventilation; (f) emergency sur‐
gery; (g) prolonged pump time; (h) need for intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP) or
vasopressors during or after surgery; (i) need for re-exploration following surgery (re-ster‐
notomy or re-thoracotomy); (j) pre-existing gastric ulcer disease; (k) stroke; and (l) postoper‐
ative sepsis/infectious complications including sternal wound infection [3-5, 9-12].

3. Physiologic and bowel motility changes following cardiac surgery

Despite significant hemodynamic implications of cardiac surgery, the effects on gastrointes‐
tinal system function are only modest at best. It is important to note that cardiopulmonary
bypass impairs small intestinal transport and increases gut permeability, especially when
pump times exceed 100 minutes [13]. Intestinal absorption also appears to be affected in car‐
dio-thoracic surgical patients [14].

Figure 1. Postoperative ileus following thoracoscopic right upper lobe resection. The patient improved markedly fol‐
lowing 5 days of therapy consisting of nasogastric suction, electrolyte correction and bowel rest.

The incidence of ileus (Figure 1) in cardio-thoracic surgical patients is between 1-2% [15].
Ileus is among the more common complications following cardio-thoracic procedures [16].
Various forms of ileus following CTS constitute approximately 10% of GIC [4]. Gastrointesti‐
nal motility dysfunction following cardio-thoracic procedures can take a number of clinical
manifestations, from isolated gastric distention to prolonged bowel dysfunction [9]. It is im‐
portant to note that the appearance of clinically significant new ileus, especially when ac‐
companied by severe abdominal pain, may indicate a more serious underlying problem

Principles and Practice of Cardiothoracic Surgery356

such as mesenteric ischemia or pancreatitis [15]. Mandatory perioperative fasting, the effect
of anesthetic agents, and decreased patient mobility during immediate postoperative recov‐
ery, all contribute to temporary intestinal dysfunction, which in the vast majority of cases
regresses automatically after the initiation of enteral intake. In a small proportion of patients
the ileus persists past the fourth postoperative day, requiring the use of suppositories, ene‐
mas, and pro-motility agents (i.e., metaclopramide, erythromycin) to facilitate clinical reso‐
lution [17, 18]. In addition, the use of opioids has to be minimized due to the inhibitory
effect of these analgesic agents on bowel motility [19]. The abovementioned measures, in
conjunction with close clinical monitoring and normalization of serum electrolyte concentra‐
tions, are usually successful in restoring or improving intestinal function [20]. Cases that re‐
main unresponsive are treated with a course of nasogastric suction, which should be
continued until the return of bowel function.

4. Colonic pseudo-obstruction

Colonic pseudo-obstruction is a rare, poorly understood surgical complication with multifac‐
torial origins [21]. Characterized by marked colonic distention in the absence of distal obstruc‐
tion (Figure 2), this condition seems to be associated with the disturbance of the autonomic
innervation of the colon [22]. Untreated, colonic pseudo-obstruction leads to cecal over-disten‐
tion and subsequent perforation, with reported mortality as high as 15-50% [21, 22]. The critical
cecal diameter range at which perforation is more likely to occur is between 9-12 centimeters
[23]. The two main management modalities for colonic pseudo-obstruction, used alone or in
combination, are neostigmine administration and colonoscopic decompression [22, 24]. De‐
pending on whether indicated by the finding of bowel perforation or repeated episodes of
pseudo-obstruction, surgical options vary from cecal decompression (i.e., cecostomy) to colon‐
ic resection with entero-enterostomy or ostomy creation [25]. In the presence of sepsis with he‐
modynamic instability, damage control surgery may be justified [26-28].

5. Dysphagia

Dysphagia is a common complaint following cardio-thoracic operations [29]. Undoubtedly,
there is an association between history of endotracheal intubation, median sternotomy or
thoracotomy incisions, postoperative inflammatory changes in the chest/mediastinum and
dysphagia in the CTS patient population. The etiology of postoperative dysphagia is multi‐
factorial, including contributions from gastroesophageal reflux, local tissue trauma from
surgery and endotracheal intubation, intraoperative trans-esophageal echocardiography
(TEE), and other potential factors such as recurrent/superior laryngeal nerve dysfunction or
injury [30]. One of the more interesting contributors to post-CTS dysphagia is the perform‐
ance of intraoperative TEE, with nearly 8 times greater odds of developing dysphagia
among patients who underwent TEE versus those who did not [31].
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portant to note that the appearance of clinically significant new ileus, especially when ac‐
companied by severe abdominal pain, may indicate a more serious underlying problem
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such as mesenteric ischemia or pancreatitis [15]. Mandatory perioperative fasting, the effect
of anesthetic agents, and decreased patient mobility during immediate postoperative recov‐
ery, all contribute to temporary intestinal dysfunction, which in the vast majority of cases
regresses automatically after the initiation of enteral intake. In a small proportion of patients
the ileus persists past the fourth postoperative day, requiring the use of suppositories, ene‐
mas, and pro-motility agents (i.e., metaclopramide, erythromycin) to facilitate clinical reso‐
lution [17, 18]. In addition, the use of opioids has to be minimized due to the inhibitory
effect of these analgesic agents on bowel motility [19]. The abovementioned measures, in
conjunction with close clinical monitoring and normalization of serum electrolyte concentra‐
tions, are usually successful in restoring or improving intestinal function [20]. Cases that re‐
main unresponsive are treated with a course of nasogastric suction, which should be
continued until the return of bowel function.

4. Colonic pseudo-obstruction

Colonic pseudo-obstruction is a rare, poorly understood surgical complication with multifac‐
torial origins [21]. Characterized by marked colonic distention in the absence of distal obstruc‐
tion (Figure 2), this condition seems to be associated with the disturbance of the autonomic
innervation of the colon [22]. Untreated, colonic pseudo-obstruction leads to cecal over-disten‐
tion and subsequent perforation, with reported mortality as high as 15-50% [21, 22]. The critical
cecal diameter range at which perforation is more likely to occur is between 9-12 centimeters
[23]. The two main management modalities for colonic pseudo-obstruction, used alone or in
combination, are neostigmine administration and colonoscopic decompression [22, 24]. De‐
pending on whether indicated by the finding of bowel perforation or repeated episodes of
pseudo-obstruction, surgical options vary from cecal decompression (i.e., cecostomy) to colon‐
ic resection with entero-enterostomy or ostomy creation [25]. In the presence of sepsis with he‐
modynamic instability, damage control surgery may be justified [26-28].

5. Dysphagia

Dysphagia is a common complaint following cardio-thoracic operations [29]. Undoubtedly,
there is an association between history of endotracheal intubation, median sternotomy or
thoracotomy incisions, postoperative inflammatory changes in the chest/mediastinum and
dysphagia in the CTS patient population. The etiology of postoperative dysphagia is multi‐
factorial, including contributions from gastroesophageal reflux, local tissue trauma from
surgery and endotracheal intubation, intraoperative trans-esophageal echocardiography
(TEE), and other potential factors such as recurrent/superior laryngeal nerve dysfunction or
injury [30]. One of the more interesting contributors to post-CTS dysphagia is the perform‐
ance of intraoperative TEE, with nearly 8 times greater odds of developing dysphagia
among patients who underwent TEE versus those who did not [31].
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Figure 2. Colonic pseudo-obstruction following cardiac surgery. The first patient (left) presented with increasing ab‐
dominal pain/distention, nausea and vomiting following mitral valve replacement. Abdominal CT showed massively
dilated left colon with compressive effect on the surrounding small bowel. The pseudo-obstruction resolved with neo‐
stigmine therapy. The second patient (right) developed diffuse colonic dilatation following coronary artery bypass
grafting. His pseudo-obstruction resolved promptly following emergent colonoscopic decompression.

6. Gastritis and esophagitis

Gastritis and esophagitis are among the more commonly seen gastrointestinal complications
in the CTS patient population [32]. In addition to clinical symptoms and history, endoscopy
is the most commonly utilized diagnostic modality [33, 34]. Although esophagitis is often as‐
sociated with gastro-esophageal reflux (GER), the most pressing concern for post-CTS pa‐
tients with GER is the potential for pulmonary aspiration and associated complications [35].
The etiology of gastritis is multi-factorial, with major contributing elements including mu‐
cosal hypoperfusion, previous history of gastric mucosal disorder, and the use of non-steroi‐
dal anti-inflammatory drugs [36, 37]. Management includes avoidance of hypotension and
hypoperfusion, and aggressive management with H2-receptor blockers or proton pump in‐
hibitors. For postoperative patients with GER and high pulmonary aspiration risk, the main‐
tenance of 45 degree head-of-bed elevation is an important preventive measure [38].

7. Gastrointestinal hemorrhage

Gastrointestinal bleeding is among the most common GIC following cardio-thoracic proce‐
dures. In one study, gastrointestinal bleeding constituted nearly 29% of all GIC-CTS [32]. In
general, upper gastrointestinal bleeding occurs more frequently than lower gastrointestinal
bleeding, with most hemorrhages (>90%) occurring proximal to the ligament of Treitz [5].
Patients with previous history of peptic ulcer disease may be at higher risk for developing
an upper gastrointestinal perforation or hemorrhage following cardiac surgery, although
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other traditional risk factors such as H. pylori infection alone do not seem contributory [39].
Prolonged mechanical ventilation significantly elevates the risk of upper gastrointestinal
bleeding [39]. The two most common etiologies of upper gastrointestinal bleeding are duo‐
denal ulceration and gastric erosion. The appearance of gastric erosions following CTS is
likely secondary to systemic hypoperfusion with subsequent development of mucosal ische‐
mia and erosion [40].

The initial step in diagnosis of gastrointestinal bleeding is the placement of a nasogastric
(NG) tube and lavage of gastric contents. This aids in determining if the gastrointestinal
hemorrhage is proximal to the ligament of Treitz. Medical therapy is attempted first, and in‐
cludes the administration of H2-receptor blockers or proton pump inhibitors, red blood cell
transfusion, correction of coagulopathy, and temporarily withholding anticoagulation when
applicable/possible [41, 42]. If medical management fails, upper endoscopy is the next step
in evaluation and treatment of potential bleeding source(s) [43]. Endoscopic attempts aimed
at stopping the bleeding by cauterization, vasoconstrictive agent injection, or both are usual‐
ly effective [42, 43]. In one report, approximately half of the patient with upper gastrointesti‐
nal bleeding required upper endoscopy with cauterization to stop the hemorrhage while the
other half required surgical intervention to control the bleed [32]. Early surgical intervention
if patient fails medical and endoscopic treatment or if significant rebleeding occurs, is rec‐
ommended. In general, the presence of continued hemodynamic instability, or a pre-deter‐
mined transfusion threshold (i.e., >4-6 units of packed red blood cells) are utilized as
“surgical triggers”. Mortality related to gastrointestinal bleeding, even when requiring an
operation has decreased over the past two decades.

Lower gastrointestinal bleeding following cardio-thoracic procedures is usually approached
according to established clinical algorithms [44]. The first step in management is hemody‐
namic resuscitation and normalization of coagulation parameters. The bleeding usually
stops following these initial maneuvers. If the bleeding does not stop, the next step is the
identification of the source of hemorrhage, either endoscopically [45] or by imaging (nuclear
scan versus angiography) [46, 47]. In many cases, the bleeding can be controlled endoscopi‐
cally [48, 49]. Select cases can be treated with endovascular embolization [47]. Surgery
should be reserved for refractory cases, with the major determinants for surgery being the
failure of non-operative therapies, hemodynamic instability and/or the requirement for
transfusion (usually 4-6 units of packed red blood cells) [48, 49].

8. Mesenteric ischemia

Mesenteric ischemia (Figure 3) is a well known complication of CTS that usually occurs
within hours to several days after surgery. The gastrointestinal tract is vulnerable to ische‐
mia because it is often unable to acutely compensate for systemic hypotension. Further, due
to the potential for persistent vasoconstriction following the initial “low flow” state, gastro‐
intestinal ischemia may continue despite return of hemodynamic stability (i.e., non-occlu‐
sive mesenteric ischemia or NOMI). Intestinal ischemia may lead to complications such as
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mucosal sloughing, gangrenous changes of the bowel wall, and perforation. Mortality may
exceed 65% for patients with acute mesenteric ischemia [8]. Early recognition of signs and
symptoms of bowel ischemia and early intervention are integral to successful outcomes and
lower mortality rates [50]. One of the earliest signs of mesenteric ischemia is abdominal pain
out of proportion to physical examination findings [51]. However, this can be quite difficult
to elicit in postoperative CTS patients as many are mechanically ventilated and sedated fol‐
lowing surgery. In the setting of high clinical suspicion, sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy can
aid in diagnosis of colonic ischemia [52]. The subsequent sections will discuss post-CTS mes‐
enteric ischemia as divided into two major pathophysiologic types: (a) “low flow state” sec‐
ondary to systemic hypoperfusion; or (b) thrombo-embolic events.

Figure 3. Abdominal CT scan of a patient who developed peritonitis several days after undergoing coronary artery
bypass grafting. The study shows diffuse portal venous gas (left) and pneumatosis of the bowel and the mesentery
(right). The patient underwent laparotomy with segmental resection of necrotic small bowel. A planned "second-look"
laparotomy showed no further bowel necrosis and primary small bowel anastomosis was performed.

9. Ischemia secondary to low flow state

Patients with poor cardiac functional status are at risk for splanchnic hypoperfusion secon‐
dary to a number of pre-operative (i.e., pre-existing mesenteric arterial disease), intra-opera‐
tive (i.e., hypotension/tissue hypoperfusion), and post-operative (i.e., low cardiac output)
risk factors. Preoperative presence of conditions such as low left ventricular ejection fraction
and peripheral vascular disease have been shown to be significant risks for developing post‐
operative gastrointestinal ischemia [32].

Intraoperatively, hypovolemia and use of vasoconstrictors can contribute to splanchnic hypo‐
perfusion [53]. Additionally, patients requiring longer cardiopulmonary bypass times may be
at greater risk for developing intestinal hypoperfusion [53]. This may be due to the non-pulsa‐
tile cardiopulmonary bypass flow characteristics, in conjunction with other factors such as the
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associated hemolysis, inflammatory cascade activation, the use of anticoagulation, the pres‐
ence of hypothermia, and the reduced end-organ perfusion. Further, cardiopulmonary bypass
may be associated with increased gastrointestinal permeability and enhanced cytokine release,
contributing to microcirculatory dysfunction and mucosal injury [32].

In the postoperative setting, inadequate blood flow to the intestines and subsequent intesti‐
nal ischemia/infarction can be associated with hypotension and/or cardiogenic shock [10]. In
one study, patients with renal failure (Creatinine >1.4), prior myocardial infarction, and
those requiring intra-aortic balloon pump support were at higher risk of developing mesen‐
teric ischemia secondary to “low flow” state [8]. Prolonged mechanical ventilation requiring
high positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) can also result in hypotension and impaired
cardiac output, leading to splanchnic vasoconstriction and hypoperfusion. Furthermore,
high PEEP is associated with activation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system and in‐
creases in catecholamine levels [54]. This, in turn, results in shunting of blood away from the
gastrointestinal system, leading to mismatch between oxygen delivery and demand. Persis‐
tent deficit in oxygen delivery then leads to mucosal ischemia and damage. Moreover, dur‐
ing the process of tissue re-perfusion after restoration/normalization of adequate oxygen
delivery, the persistent vasoconstrictive state of non-occlusive mesenteric ischemia (NOMI)
may be seen [32]. Management of NOMI consists of restoration of adequate circulating intra‐
vascular volume, maintenance of adequate cardiac output, and selective angiographic ap‐
proaches utilizing intra-arterial vasodilating agent infusion therapy [55]. Surgery is reserved
for cases requiring resection of necrotic bowel, exploration for suspected perforation, and/or
revascularization procedure.

10. Embolic phenomena

Mesenteric ischemia following cardiac surgery results from embolic disease secondary to
macrovascular embolism or thrombosis, such as SMA embolus, or microvascular emboli,
such as embolic cholesterol “showering” secondary to aortic manipulation. Septic emboliza‐
tion with occlusive phenomena has also been reported in cases of endocarditis following
open heart surgery [56]. The size of the embolus may be an important prognostic factor. For
example, patients with large vessel emboli may have better outcomes when compared to pa‐
tients with microvascular or “distal” emboli [8]. High index of suspicion is critical to optimal
patient outcomes. If recognized promptly, occlusive emboli to the mesenteric circulation can
be treated via either endovascular and/or open surgical approaches, with acceptable success
rates [51]. Patients with hypotension, cardiogenic shock, and/or pump failure requiring in‐
tra-aortic balloon pump not only are at risk of significant intestinal hypoperfusion, but are
also at risk secondary to embolization and thrombus formation which may further exacer‐
bate the original insult to the intestinal tract. Surgical therapy is indicated if the patient de‐
velops peritonitis, perforation, sepsis, and/or end-organ failure in the setting of elevated
clinical suspicion [57]. Planned or "second look" surgery is warranted if ischemic (but non-
necrotic) bowel segments are noted at the conclusion of the initial procedure [58, 59]. Open
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abdominal approaches using temporary abdominal coverage with negative pressure wound
therapy have been described in such situations [27].

11. Pancreatitis

Acute pancreatitis is relatively uncommon (incidence 1-3%) following cardiopulmonary by‐
pass [15]. Clinically apparent pancreatitis usually occurs slightly later following cardiac sur‐
gery than other gastrointestinal complications, such as bleeding or mesenteric ischemia.
Patients typically complain of upper abdominal and left upper quadrant pain, nausea, vom‐
iting, and/or abdominal distension. Laboratory values including elevated amylase and li‐
pase are usually present. However, due to high incidence of hyperamylasemia in cardiac
surgery patients (>33%) [15], clinical correlation is required before definitive diagnosis of
pancreatitis is made.

The severity of pancreatitis ranges from subclinical (i.e., noted only on laboratory values) to
severe hemorrhagic, necrotic pancreatitis (seen in <0.5% of patients) (Figure 4) [60]. In one
study, nearly 20% of patients who underwent cardiac surgery were found to have evidence
of pancreatitis on autopsy [61]. Although the mechanism explaining the development of
pancreatitis after cardiac surgery has not been discovered, it has been hypothesized that low
flow state, tissue ischemia, gallstone disease, micro-embolization, and history of pre-existing
pancreatic disease all contribute to post-CTS acute pancreatitis.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Abdominal CT of a patient who developed acute upper abdominal pain following aortic valve replacement
surgery. Representative images of severe necrotizing pancreatitis are shown. Non-operative management resulted in
resolution of pancreatitis approximately 2 weeks after the diagnosis was made.
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12. Acute cholecystitis

Acute cholecystitis is another commonly seen gastrointestinal complication following CTS
(Figure 5). In one study, incidence of acute cholecystitis was approximately 8% among all
postoperative gastrointestinal complications [5]. Many cases of acute cholecystitis associated
with CTS are termed “acalculous cholecystitis” and are secondary to biliary stasis as a result
of multiple factors such as lack of enteral feeding and gallbladder wall ischemia secondary
to a “low flow” state. Mortality rates associated with acalculous cholecystitis are significant
(>50%) which may reflect the overall poor general health status of patients at risk for this
complication [62, 63]. Typical symptoms include right upper quadrant pain and tenderness
on examination. However, diagnosis is often delayed secondary to the presence of mechani‐
cal ventilation and sedation in significant proportion of patients with acalculous cholecysti‐
tis. Patients with acute cholecystitis, diagnosed most often on right upper quadrant
ultrasound or cholescintigraphy scan, require surgical intervention or percutaneous chole‐
cystostomy tube placement for treatment of cholecystitis. For poor surgical candidates, per‐
cutaneous cholecystostomy can serve as “bridging” therapy that facilitates the patient’s
recovery until he or she is ready to undergo cholecystectomy [64].

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Elderly male patient developed cerebral infarction 2 days after undergoing aortic valve replacement. His re‐
covery was further complicated by acute cholecystitis, as demonstrated by right upper quadrant ultrasound showing
distended gallbladder with wall thickening, sludge and pericholecystic fluid (left). His operative risk for cholecystecto‐
my was prohibitive at that time, prompting the placement of percutaneous cholecystostomy (right). Following good
functional recovery and hospital discharge, the percutaneous drain was removed and the patient underwent elective
laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

13. Gastrointestinal complications unique to transplant recipients and
immunosuppression

Immunosuppressive regimens administered to transplant recipients predispose this patient
population to elevated risk for bacterial, fungal, parasitic, and viral infections [65]. Within
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this broad pathophysiologic spectrum, gastrointestinal infection and associated manifesta‐
tions feature prominently. While a complete discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of
this chapter, we thought it would be important to mention some of the more prominent
among these post-transplant sequelae. The list of potential gastrointestinal complications
seen after solid organ transplantation is diverse, including cytomegalovirus enteritis [65],
herpes simplex virus mucocutaneous manifestations [66], candidal esophagitis [67], Clostri‐
dium difficile and Yersinia enterocolitica infections [4], parasitic (protozoan/metazoan) enteritis
[67], and Helicobacter pylori infection [68]. Among other post-transplant gastrointestinal com‐
plications, organ recipients may be more likely to exhibit diarrhea, luminal ulcerations, per‐
forations, biliary tract complaints, pancreatitis, and gastrointestinal malignancy (i.e., post-
transplant lymphoproliferative disorder) [65, 69]. For more detail regarding post-transplant
and immunosuppresion-related gastrointestinal complications among heart and lung recipi‐
ents, the reader is referred to more specialized literature on this expansive topic [65, 67, 68].

14. Miscellaneous gastrointestinal and abdominal complications related
to cardiac surgery

Among less commonly encountered (and reported) complications of cardiac surgery are
those associated with trans-esophageal echocardiography (TEE). Likely under-reported,
TEE-related complications in cardiac surgical patients occur in as many as 1.2% of patients
[70]. In one series, esophageal and gastric tears were seen within 24 hours of the TEE in 2
patients, with additional gastric ulceration and gastric tear seen within 5 days of the proce‐
dure. Moreover, gastric perforations were described presenting between 4-11 days post-
TEE. Among the 6 reported cases, 3 required a laparotomy, 2 were treated endoscopically,
and 1 patient required transfusion [70].

Epigastric (sub-xiphoid) and chest tube site hernias [71] following cardiac surgery occur in as
many as 3-4% of patients following median sternotomy [72]. Another, much less common com‐
plications related to the mediastinal tube thoracostomy is superior epigastric artery pseudoa‐
neurysm [73]. Management of these rare conditions is mostly surgical, although minimally
symptomatic high-risk surgical patients may be followed with clinical observation.

Due to the growing volume of mechanical cardiac and pulmonary assistive technologies
(i.e., ventricular assist devices, intra-aortic balloon pumps, extra-corporeal membrane oxy‐
genation devices), it is important to mention potential gastrointestinal and abdominal com‐
plications associated with these devices. Not unexpectedly, the use of cardio-respiratory
mechanical assistive devices has been found to be associated with clinically significant ab‐
dominal and gastrointestinal complications [32, 74, 75]. For example, extracorporeal mem‐
brane oxygenation has been associated with embolic phenomena of the systemic circulation,
end-organ ischemia, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, and abdominal compartment syndrome
[74, 76-78]. Patients who undergo ventricular assist device placement are also exposed to a
number of potential gastrointestinal and abdominal complications, including abdominal in‐
fection, bowel injury, acalculous cholecystitis, pancreatitis, various hernias (i.e., incisional,
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inguinal, diaphragmatic), peritoneal fluid leaks, and mesenteric ischemia [75, 79-83]. Of
note, gastrointestinal hemorrhage has also been reported in patients with ventricular assist
devices [84, 85], with higher bleeding rates seen among recipients of non-pulsatile devices as
compared to pulsatile devices [86]. There is a trend toward higher mortality among patients
receiving ventricular assist devices who experience abdominal complications [75]. Intra-
aortic balloon pumps are among known risk factors for gastrointestinal complications fol‐
lowing CTS [8, 32]. Some of the reported GIC associated with intra-aortic balloon pump use
include gastrointestinal bleeding, bowel ischemia, and pancreatitis [78, 87, 88].

15. Conclusions

Gastrointestinal complications following cardio-thoracic procedures continue to significant‐
ly contribute to morbidity and mortality in this patient population. Preventive strategies,
coupled with early recognition and aggressive management of GIC-CTS constitute the foun‐
dation of the general clinical approach to these complications. Therefore, it is imperative
that all practitioners who care for postoperative cardiac and thoracic surgical patients are fa‐
miliar with the full spectrum of potential gastrointestinal complications in this patient popu‐
lation, as well as with general therapeutic approaches to these complications.
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1. Introduction

Penetrating aortic ulcers were initially described by Shennan in 1934 [1]. Shumacker and King
reported the first operative repair of a ruptured descending aorta secondary to a penetrating
aortic ulcer in 1959 [2]. The clinical and pathologic entity of penetrating aortic ulcers was not
established, however, until 1986 by Stanson [3]. Since that time, the body of literature on this
disease has increased significantly. This chapter provides a broad overview of penetrating
aortic ulcers.

2. Pathophysiology

Acute aortic syndromes are a group of disease entities that include penetrating aortic ulcers
in addition to aortic dissections and intramural hematomas. Aortic dissections are defined by
a tear of the intima that results in passage of blood and separation of the intimal and medial
or adventitial layers of the vessel wall (Figure 1) [4]. This typically occurs in patients with cystic
medial necrosis or medial degeneration. This creates a false lumen, and propagation of the tear
either antegrade or retrograde can result in aortic valve insufficiency, cardiac tamponade, and/
or organ malperfusion [5]. Intramural hematomas are caused by rupture of the vaso vasorum.
This leads to hemorrhage within the aortic media, and can subsequently lead to rupture of the
aortic wall or inward disruption of the intima with resultant secondary aortic dissection [6,7].

As the name suggests, penetrating aortic ulcers arise from atheromatous plaques that ulcerate,
causing disruption of the internal elastic lamina [6]. Erosion into the medial layer can lead to
development of an intramural hematoma or dissection, complications that can eventually lead
to pseudoaneurysm formation or aortic rupture. Penetrating aortic ulcers tend to occur in
patients with advanced atherosclerosis. Furthermore, they can occur in isolation or in multiples
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[8]. Most commonly, penetrating aortic ulcers affect the descending thoracic aorta and less
commonly the aortic arch, abdominal aorta, or ascending aorta [9].

3. Epidemiology

Penetrating aortic ulcers comprise 2% to 11% of acute aortic syndromes [10]. In a classic
autopsy study, only 4.6% of aortic dissections were found to originate from penetrating aortic
ulcers [11]. In one study of incidental findings during cardiac computed tomography for acute
chest pain in an emergency department setting, only 1 (0.3%) of 395 consecutive patients was
found to have a penetrating aortic ulcer [12]. Another study of incidental findings during
cardiac computed tomography similarly found a low prevalence of penetrating aortic ulcers,
with only 2 (0.2%) detected in a sample of 966 patients [13].

4. Clinical presentation

The risk factors and clinical presentation of penetrating aortic ulcers are similar yet differ‐
ent in some ways from intramural hematomas and aortic dissections. Similar to patients
with intramural hematomas, patients with penetrating aortic ulcers tend to be elderly and
are typically older than patients with aortic dissection. As with the other acute aortic syn‐
dromes,  symptoms include severe chest  pain or  midscapular  pain.  An important  differ‐
ence between penetrating aortic  ulcers and aortic  dissections is  that the former tends to
be  focal  disease  with  absent  signs  of  malperfusion  or  branch  vessel  occlusion,  whereas
the  latter  can be  extensive  and present  with  aortic  insufficiency or  organ malperfusion.
The atherosclerotic burden also tends to be the greatest in patients with penetrating aortic
ulcers  as  compared to  those  with  intramural  hematomas  or  aortic  dissections  in  whom
the degree of atherosclerosis is variable.

Figure 1. Acute aortic syndromes include aortic dissections, penetrating aortic ulcers (PAU), and intramural hemato‐
mas (IMH), each with different pathophysiologies. Aortic dissections are defined by a tear in the intima and separation
of the intimal and medial or adventitial layers. Penetrating aortic ulcers result from lesions that ulcerate and disrupt
the internal elastic lamina. Intramural hematomas can arise from penetrating aortic ulcers, or can occur in isolation
after disruption of the vaso vasorum (from Reference 4 – permission granted).
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In a study of 19 patients with penetrating aortic ulcers,  common comorbidities included
hypertension (95%),  chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (63%),  cardiac disease (42%),
chronic renal insufficiency (26%), and diabetes mellitus (16%) [14]. This comorbidity pro‐
file was similar to that seen in patients with intramural hematomas. Patients with pene‐
trating aortic ulcers were found to have the highest rate of concomitant abdominal aortic
aneurysms (42%).

A large series of 105 patients with penetrating aortic ulcers demonstrated similar results [15].
Moreover, patients tended to be elderly with an average age of 72 years, and most patients
were males (70%) and symptomatic (75%). Common comorbidities included hypertension
(92%), smoking (77%), coronary artery disease (46%), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(24%), and chronic renal insufficiency (21%). Concomitant abdominal aortic aneurysms were
found in 61% of patients, and 30% had a pleural effusion on presentation.

5. Diagnosis

5.1. History and physical examination

The diagnosis of penetrating aortic ulcers relies first upon a thorough history and physi‐
cal  examination.  The  typical  patient  is  elderly  with  a  history  of  hypertension.  As  men‐
tioned  previously,  these  patients  can  also  have  a  history  of  coronary  artery  disease,
chronic  obstructive  pulmonary  disease,  renal  disease,  and  tobacco  use.  They  typically
present with anterior chest or midscapular pain. Similar to aortic dissections, those with
anterior chest pain usually have ascending aortic involvement and those with back pain
typically have descending aortic involvement. The differential diagnosis with this typical
presentation includes acute coronary syndrome, aortic aneurysm, aortic dissection, intra‐
mural hematoma, and pulmonary embolism.

Physical examination should initially include a review of airway, breathing, and circulation to
ensure that the patient is stable. Murmurs indicative of aortic insufficiency typically reflect
aortic dissection as opposed to isolated penetrating ulcers, which are focal in nature. Similarly,
signs of malperfusion such as neurologic deficits, acute renal insufficiency, visceral vessel
compromise, or limb pain with pulse deficit usually occur with dissection as opposed to
isolated penetrating aortic ulcers. It is important to note, however, that penetrating aortic ulcers
and aortic dissections can occur concomitantly, and therefore, the presence of these signs on
physical examination does not exclude a diagnosis of penetrating aortic ulcer. Penetrating
aortic ulcers may also be discovered incidentally in asymptomatic patients with imaging
performed for other indications.

5.2. Diagnostic modalities

Radiological imaging is essential to the diagnosis of penetrating aortic ulcers given its
similarities to other acute aortic syndromes with respect to clinical presentation. A plain chest
roentgenogram is frequently obtained in patients presenting with these symptoms and may
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demonstrate findings that support a diagnosis of penetrating aortic ulcer, although these
findings are often nonspecific. Such findings including enlargement of the thoracic aorta,
pleural effusion, widened mediastinum, and deviated trachea.

Although once considered the gold standard in diagnosis, angiography has fallen out of favor
as the preferred diagnostic modality for acute aortic syndromes. Indeed, contrast-enhanced
computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging are currently the modalities most
frequently employed for diagnosis of penetrating aortic ulcers. The typical radiological
features of penetrating aortic ulcers appreciated by these modalities includes severe aortic
atherosclerosis, aortic calcification, thickening or enhancement of the aortic wall, and a crater-
like focal outpouching of the aortic wall (Figure 2) [16]. If associated with an intramural
hematoma, inward displacement of the intima may be appreciated. Transesophageal echo‐
cardiography can also be used for diagnosis with a reported high sensitivity and specificity,
although its invasive nature and need for a skilled operator are relative disadvantages.

Figure 2. Computed tomography demonstrating a penetrating aortic ulcer as indicated by the black arrow (from Ref‐
erence 18 – permission granted).

6. Treatment

6.1. Medical management

Patients diagnosed with a penetrating aortic ulcer without rupture or impending rupture, and
without involvement of the ascending aorta, can initially be treated medically. Medical
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management includes afterload reduction and beta-blockade to reduce shear stress on the
aortic wall. Intravenous analgesia should also be used to control pain in symptomatic patients.
In symptomatic patients whose pain resolves and no evidence of hemodynamic instability,
recurrent symptoms, expanding hematoma, or pseudoaneurysm formation occurs, transition‐
ing to oral antihypertensives and re-imaging in 6 to 12 weeks is a reasonable approach.
Asymptomatic patients should also be monitored for disease progression and be placed on an
antihypertensive regimen.

6.2. Indications for operative repair

Although there is general agreement to treat ulcers with involvement of the ascending aorta
surgically, indications for operative management of penetrating aortic ulcers particularly in
the descending aorta remain controversial. A single institution series spanning 25 years and
including 105 patients with penetrating aortic ulcers employed nonoperative management in
the majority of cases (n=76) [14]. In this nonoperative cohort, 89% of those with an associated
intramural hematoma had a decrease in the mean thickness of the hematoma at 1-month, and
85% had a completely resolved hematoma at 1-year. The 30-day mortality rate was significantly
lower in the nonoperative (4%) versus operative (21%) group. The only predictors of nonop‐
erative management failure were aortic rupture and earlier era (prior to 1990).

Another study provided a longitudinal analysis of computed tomography scans in patients
with aortic ulcers [17]. Of 33 lesions with available follow-up scans, 21 (64%) were found to be
stable at a mean follow-up of 18.4 months. In 10 (30%) cases, there was progression of the lesion
at a mean follow-up of 19.8 months, with the most common changes consisting of an increase
in aortic diameter along with increase in size of lesion (n=7), increase in aortic diameter with
incorporation of the ulcer into the aortic wall contour (n=2), and increase in aortic diameter
without changes in the ulcer itself (n=1). In the remaining 2 (6%) patients, an associated
intramural hematoma decreased in thickness over 1 to 2 months with no changes in the ulcer
itself.

Based on these reports, many groups have recommended a conservative approach to pene‐
trating aortic ulcers, with surgical repair indicated only in cases of rupture, impending rupture,
persistent pain, or enlarging ulcer or aortic diameter. Other reports, however, have indicated
that penetrating aortic ulcers should be treated more aggressively. In a single institution series,
the risk of aortic rupture with penetrating aortic ulcers was found to be significantly greater
than with type A or type B aortic dissection (40% versus 7% versus 4%; p<0.0001) [18]. An
updated series by the same group similarly advocated operative management in all patients
with penetrating aortic ulcers as long as comorbidities do not preclude surgery given the high
early rupture rate, risk of late rupture, and frequency of radiographic progression [19]. Another
group advocated aggressive management in patients with penetrating aortic ulcers associated
with intramural hematoma given a 48% rate of disease progression [20]. Predictors of disease
progression in this latter series included increasing pleural effusion, increasing ulcer diameter,
increasing ulcer depth, and persistent or recurrent pain.
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demonstrate findings that support a diagnosis of penetrating aortic ulcer, although these
findings are often nonspecific. Such findings including enlargement of the thoracic aorta,
pleural effusion, widened mediastinum, and deviated trachea.
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features of penetrating aortic ulcers appreciated by these modalities includes severe aortic
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like focal outpouching of the aortic wall (Figure 2) [16]. If associated with an intramural
hematoma, inward displacement of the intima may be appreciated. Transesophageal echo‐
cardiography can also be used for diagnosis with a reported high sensitivity and specificity,
although its invasive nature and need for a skilled operator are relative disadvantages.

Figure 2. Computed tomography demonstrating a penetrating aortic ulcer as indicated by the black arrow (from Ref‐
erence 18 – permission granted).
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the risk of aortic rupture with penetrating aortic ulcers was found to be significantly greater
than with type A or type B aortic dissection (40% versus 7% versus 4%; p<0.0001) [18]. An
updated series by the same group similarly advocated operative management in all patients
with penetrating aortic ulcers as long as comorbidities do not preclude surgery given the high
early rupture rate, risk of late rupture, and frequency of radiographic progression [19]. Another
group advocated aggressive management in patients with penetrating aortic ulcers associated
with intramural hematoma given a 48% rate of disease progression [20]. Predictors of disease
progression in this latter series included increasing pleural effusion, increasing ulcer diameter,
increasing ulcer depth, and persistent or recurrent pain.
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6.3. Operative approach

Open repair of the descending thoracic aorta in patients with penetrating aortic ulcers is a
significant operation with mortality rates as high as 15-20% [20, 21]. This is in part a reflection
of the advanced age and comorbidity burden of the typical patient with this disease. Given the
frequently segmental nature of aortic ulcers and the higher risk patient profile, an endovascular
approach to treatment appears particularly well suited. However, it is important to mention
that patients with penetrating ulcers typically have extensive atherosclerotic disease, and
therefore, access for endovascular delivery of grafts is challenging if not unfeasible in many
patients.

A single-center experience with endovascular treatment of penetrating aortic ulcers in 21
patients demonstrated successful deployment in all patients, with no endoleaks or mortalities
at 30-days (Table 1) [22]. Another single institution study compared open repair in 37 patients
with endovascular repair in 58 patients [23]. The endovascular cohort was significantly older
and had a higher frequency of prior cerebrovascular disease. As expected, the open group
involved repair of the aortic arch more frequently. The operative mortality rate was 5.1% in
the endovascular group, which was one-third of that observed in the open cohort (16.2%;
p=0.07). Furthermore, rates of perioperative stroke and prolonged ventilation were higher in
those treated with an open approach.

In a European study of 72 patients undergoing endovascular repair of penetrating aortic ulcers,
there was an in-hospital mortality rate of 4%, with an early endoleak rate of 7% and late
endoleak rate of 4% [24]. Long-term survival was also favorable, with 1-, 5-, and 10-year
survival being 93%, 72%, and 60%. Age greater than 75 years was an independent predictor
of survival in their analysis. Another European study of 22 patients undergoing endovascular
treatment of aortic ulcers similarly demonstrated excellent outcomes, with no in-hospital
mortalities and no complications aside from stroke in 1 (5%) patient [25].

Although outcomes of an endovascular approach to penetrating aortic ulcers appear favorable,
it is unclear if lower volume institutions or surgeons can attain comparable results to those
reported in the literature. Referral to centers with significant experience in endovascular
surgery is therefore advisable. Furthermore, open surgical repair will always remain an
important component of the treatment armamentarium, as certain ulcers are not anatomically
amenable to an endovascular approach due to their location, due to unfavorable aortic
dimensions or anatomy, or due to an inability to gain access given the frequently extensive
atherosclerotic burden of these patients.

7. Conclusions

Understanding the defining characteristics of the various acute aortic syndromes is essential
as their pathophysiology and potential therapeutic implications are different. Penetrating
aortic ulcers are defined by their focal nature and a patient population that tends to be elderly
with significant comorbidities. Given these characteristics, endovascular approaches to
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Study
No. of

Patients
Patient Characteristics

In-hospital or 30-

day Mortality
Complications

Brinster et al

[22]
21

Mean age = 73 years

33% male

76% acute symptoms

76% smoking history

73% hypertension

18% COPD

18% diabetes mellitus

18% coronary artery disease

9% renal failure

0%

Reoperation 5%

Endoleak 0%

Stroke 0%

PE 0%

Wound infection 0%

Patel et al [23] 58

Mean age = 73 years

47% male

43% aortic rupture

50% smoking history

81% hypertension

89% COPD

12% diabetes mellitus

52% coronary artery disease

Mean creatinine = 1.4 mg/dL

5.1%

Stroke 3.4%

Dialysis 3.4%

Prolonged ventilation 1.7%

Endoleak 13.8%

Czerny et al [24] 72

Median age = 67 years

70% male

58% emergency cases

36% aortic rupture

93% hypertension

27% COPD

12% diabetes mellitus

32% coronary artery disease

14% renal insufficiency

8% cerebrovascular accident

4%

Overall complications 29%

Early endoleak 7%

Late endoleak 4%

Open conversion 1%

Secondary intervention 21%

Eggebrecht et

al [25]
22

Mean age = 69 years

73% male

64% acute presentation

14% aortic rupture

100% hypertension

5% COPD

55% coronary artery disease

41% renal insufficiency

0%

Early endoleak 5%

Open conversion 0%

Paraplegia 0%

Stroke 5%

Table 1. Operative Outcomes following Endovascular Repair of Penetrating Aortic Ulcers.
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treatment in those with suitable anatomy appear particularly attractive, and indeed, initial
reports from experienced centers have demonstrated favorable outcomes. A growing cumu‐
lative experience with penetrating aortic ulcers will hopefully be met with continuing advances
and improvements in therapy. This will be particularly important as the population ages and
imaging techniques improve, changes that will likely result in increases in the prevalence of
this disease.
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1. Introduction

Total arch replacement (TAR) is still a challenging procedure for cardiovascular surgeons
because of the high incidence of mortality and brain accident. We have developed a fast-track
TAR technique which is completed within 3-4 hours. In the present chapter, we describe in
detail our surgical procedure for improving TAR outcomes.

Historically, TAR has required deep hypothermic circulatory arrest (DHCA) or retrograde
cerebral perfusion with DHCA during distal anastomosis. However, DHCA has been shown
to have adverse effects upon multiple organ systems. Moreover, these techniques do not give
the surgeon adequate time to complete the aortic arch repair, the safety margin for which is
limited to 40 to 60 minutes.

The antegrade selective cerebral perfusion (SCP) technique has been applied worldwide with
various modifications. However, there is no common guideline as to the temperature that
should be achieved before extracorporeal circulation can be stopped and replaced by initiation
of SCP. Many institutions have recently attempted to elevate body temperature and reported
excellent results in SCP with mild to moderate hypothermic circulatory arrest. We have begun
to use milder levels of hypothermia based on a tympanic temperature of 25-28℃. We present
our experience of using an SCP technique with mild hypothermia in total arch replacement.

2. Preoperative evaluation

A contrast enhanced computed tomography of the chest and the abdomen was performed to
evaluate systemic atherosclerotic disease. A coronary angiography was performed routinely
to evaluate the coronary artery disease in elective cases and also magnetic resonance angiog‐
raphy of carotid, vertebral and intracranial arteries to evaluate potential cerebral ischemia.
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to use milder levels of hypothermia based on a tympanic temperature of 25-28℃. We present
our experience of using an SCP technique with mild hypothermia in total arch replacement.
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3. Indication for open surgery

Our threshold diameter for the treatment of aneurysm was 5 cm, however, the presence of risk
factors influenced the individual indication for surgery such as age, pain symptom, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, renal insufficiency and the expansion rate of the aneurysm. A
saccular type aneurysm was indicated for surgery regardless of the size.

4. Surgical technique

The arterial cannulation site is decided according to preoperative computed tomography (CT)
and intraoperative epiaortic ultrasonography findings. Our first-choice site is the ascending
aorta. If the ascending and arch aorta is severely atherosclerotic, we use axillary artery
cannulation. Venous cannulae are inserted into the superior and inferior vena cava. A left
ventricular vent cannula is inserted through the right superior pulmonary vein and systemic
cooling is started immediately. The head is packed in ice to maintain cerebral hypothermia
until cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) is restarted. Myocardial protection is ensured by
retrograde infusion of cold blood cardioplegia solution. Tympanic and bladder temperature
are monitored; systemic cooling is considered adequate for circulatory arrest when the
tympanic temperature falls to 25℃-28℃. Circulatory arrest is achieved at a tympanic temper‐
ature of 25-28℃, at which point the arch aorta is opened. SCP is always used in total arch
replacement. A 14Fr balloon-tipped cannula is inserted into the brachiocephalic artery, and
12Fr cannulae into the left common carotid and left subclavian arteries. Antegrade SCP flow
is 10-13ml/kg/min, brain oxygen monitoring is carried out using INVOS 5100C (Somanetics,
Troy, Mich.), and bilateral radial artery pressure is monitored. Distal anastomosis is performed
with a 4-0 monofilament continuous suture reinforced with Teflon felt strips. An ESTECH
retractor is often used during the distal procedure to create a comfortable surgical field.(Fig
1) A sealed quadrifurcated Dacron graft is always used for arch repair. After completion of the
distal repair, the vascular prosthesis is clampe, antegrade systemic circulation restarted
through the side-branch of the prosthesis, and rewarming begun. Next, proximal anastomosis
is performed with Teflon felt strip reinforcement approximately 1 cm above the sinotubular
junction after completion of which, coronary circulation is started. Finally, the three arch
vessels are reconstructed using 5-0 monofilament continuous sutures from the left subclavian
artery to the brachiocephalic artery.(Fig 2,3) When this is completed, systemic rewarming and
heart-beat adequate for weaning from CPB can be achieved.

Sequence of surgical procedure

1. CPB establishment with ascending aortic cannulation and bicaval venous drainage

2. Systemic cooling with topical head cooling in ice pack

3. Circulatory arrest at tympanic temperature of 25-28℃

4. SCP insertion into three arch vessels
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5. Distal anastomosis using ESTECH retractor to create good surgical field

6. CPB restart from side branch and start of systemic rewarming to 35℃

7. Proximal anastomosis to ascending aorta

8. Coronary reperfusion and heartbeat start

9. Arch vessel reconstruction from subclavian artery to brachiocephalic artery

10. Weaning from CPB immediately after reconstruction of arch vessels

5. Clinical presentation

From January 2008 to July 2012, a total of 112 patients underwent total arch replacement under
a single surgeon (A.T.) at Shiga Medical University Hospital. Of these 112 patients, the 45
requiring concomitant procedures were excluded and the remaining 67 isolated TAR patients
(including 11 emergent cases), whose mean age was 73.3 years were admitted as subjects. The
type of aortic disease was aortic dissection in thirteen (including three emergent) cases and
atherosclerotic true aneurysm in 54 (including eight emergent) cases.
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The operation time was 2.5 to 3 hours in eight cases, 3 to 4 hours in 31 cases, 4 to 5hours in 16
cases, and more than 5 hours in 12 cases. The CPB time was 82-268 minutes (mean 140 ± 36),
the coronary ischemic time 38-158 minutes (mean 76 ± 26), the circulatory arrest time 28-137mi‐
nutes (mean 45 ± 21), and the SCP time 57-212 minutes (mean 83 ± 29). (Fig 4)

Figure 4. Surgical view of distal anastomose site using ESTECH retractor

5.1. Early morbidity

Hemorrhage requiring rethoracotomy occurred in three patients (4.5%), cerebrovascular
deficit in three patients (4.5%), mediastinitis in two patients (3%), pulmonary failure in four
patients (6%), and acute renal failure in four patients (6%). Prolonged intubation (>48H) was
required in four patients (6%), and prolonged intensive care unit stay (>72H) in five.(Fig 5,6)
The hospital stay from surgery to discharge was from 9 to 102 days with a mean of 14 days.

5.2. Mortality

No thirty-day mortality occurred. Two hospital mortalities occurred (3%), one due to multi‐
system organ failure following emergent rupture and the other to cerebrovascular accident.
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Figure 5. CT finding of distal arch aneurysm of thoracic aorta

Figure 6. CT finding of repaired arch with a sealed quadrifurcated Dacron graft
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6. Comment

6.1. Moderate hypothermia

Historically,  total  arch  replacement  has  required  deep  hypothermic  circulatory  arrest
(DHCA)  or  retrograde  cerebral  perfusion  with  DHCA  during  distal  anastomosis.[1,2]
However, these techniques do not give the surgeon adequate time to complete the aortic
arch repair. The SCP technique, which extends the safe limits of time for arch surgery, has
now gained acceptance.[4,5,6]  As reliable  SCP allows a  high temperature setting during
distal anastomosis, we have begun to use more moderate levels of hypothermia based on
a tympanic temperature of 25-28℃. Core temperature based on bladder or rectal tempera‐
ture has generally been used as the minimum setting and the safety of  using tympanic
temperature as the minimum setting is controversial. Ehrlich and coworkers [7] showed that
brain oxygen consumption is  reduced to 50% of  baseline values if  the patient  is  cooled
systemically to a core temperature of 28C, while Zierer and coworkers [6] showed that SCP
in combination with mild hypothermia (core temperature of 30C) offers sufficient cerebral
protection and may be safely applied to aortic arch surgery requiring SCP time of up to 90
minutes or more. Our minimum temperature setting is tympanic temperature of 25-28℃. In
almost all cases, when the tympanic temperature reaches 25℃, which takes approximately
10-20 minutes, the core temperature is still at 30-32℃. Our clinical outcomes show a low
incidence of neurologic deficits and suggested that the application of this perfusion and
temperature management protocol to aortic arch surgery was safe.

6.2. Sequence of reconstruction procedure

After completion of distal anastomosis, CPB was restarted from the side branch of the graft
and rewarming initiated immediately. This early rewarming protocol with SCP is also
controversial. Okada, who also used the INVOS system for monitoring brain oxygenation and
increased SCP flow to maintain the INVOS index at preoperative values, reported that early
rewarming can minimize CPB time, but that monitoring of brain oxygenation during rewarm‐
ing is particularly important. [8]

After restart of CBP and rewarming, the proximal anastomosis is performed next and coronary
perfusion restarted. Infusion of cardioplegic solution is thus needed only once. During arch
vessel reconstruction, the heart-beat and progress of rewarming were sufficient to allow
weaning from CPB, so that CPB could be discontinued immediately after reconstruction of the
brachiocephalic artery. This sequence of reconstruction procedures minimizes CPB time and
coronary ischemic time.

Recently, a number of studies have reported the safety of SCP with mild-moderate hypother‐
mia for protection of the brain and visceral organs. In the present chater, the excellent surgical
results also indicate the safety of SCP under mild hypothermia.
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Operative Data Total arch replacement (n=67)

Operative time 156~419 minutes (mean 238 ± 64)

CPB time 82-268 minutes (mean 140 ± 36)

Coronary ischemic time 38-158 minutes (mean 76 ± 26)

Circulatory arrest time 28-137minutes (mean 45 ± 21)

SCP time 65-212 minutes (mean 83 ± 29).

(Postoperative Data)

Reoperation for bleeding 3 (4%)

Deep sternal infection 2 (3%)

Permanent stroke 3 (4%)

Respiratory failure* 4 (6%)

Mortality

30days 0 (0%)

Hospital 2 (3%)

CPB = cardiopulmonary bypass

*Requiring prolonged ventilation support of more than 48 hours

ICU = intensive care unit

Table 1. Operative and Postoperative Data
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Chapter 17

Contemporary Surgical Management of
Acute Massive Pulmonary Embolism

Dawn S. Hui and P. Michael McFadden

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/53969

1. Introduction

Pulmonary  embolism (PE)  is  the  most  lethal  pulmonary  condition  in  the  United  States
and internationally.  It  is  also the third most common cause of death in hospitalized pa‐
tients. Since the introduction of computed tomographic pulmonary angiography (CT-PA),
the estimated incidence of PE has risen from 62.1 to 112.3 cases per 100,000 [1]. Untreated,
the associated mortality of PE is as high as 30% with recurrent embolism being the most
common cause.  Globally,  systemic anticoagulation is  the mainstay of  treatment for  both
chronic and acute PE. In the case of acute massive PE (presenting with hypotension and
systolic arterial pressure less than 90 mm Hg) the prognosis is much graver and associat‐
ed with a mortality of 30-60%, second only to sudden cardiac death as a cause of sudden
death. This condition mandates a more aggressive and urgent algorithm for diagnosis and
treatment. Prompt and appropriate treatment, which may include surgical pulmonary em‐
bolectomy, can be life-saving.

2. Historical developments

The history of venous thrombosis and PE is intertwined with landmark developments in the
disciplines of anatomy, pathology, hematology, and surgery [2]. While pathologic observa‐
tions of postmortem pulmonary thrombi were detailed by Morgagni [3], Laennec [4], and
Cruveilhier [5] in the 18th and 19th centuries, it was not until the late 19th century that the
concept of thromboembolism was by recognized by Virchow. Virchow wrote “A plug may
extend into the vena cava as thick as the last phalanx of the thumb. These are the thrombi
that constitute the source of real danger; it is in them that ensues the crumbling away which

© 2013 Hui and McFadden; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

© 2013 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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leads to secondary occlusion in remote vessels” [6]. He was thus the first to ascribe a single
pathophysiologic mechanism to these anatomically separate phenomena (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Autopsy photo demonstrating a sudden fatal saddle embolism which occurred six days following pulmonary
lobectomy.

The surgical treatment of pulmonary embolism was first proposed by Friedrich Trendelen‐
burg, a German professor of surgery from Leipzig. Having studied the cases of nine patients
who died from acute pulmonary embolism, he developed a technique of pulmonary embo‐
lectomy through animal experimentation. His first two human patients died at 15 hours and
37 hours, from heart failure and hemorrhage of the internal mammary artery respectively
[7]. Trendelenburg’s student Martin Kirschner reported the first successful pulmonary em‐
bolectomy to the German Surgical Conference in Berlin in 1924 [8]. In Europe this became a
popular emergent bedside operation for patients in whom PE was strongly suspected. Surgi‐
cal residents were relegated to a bedside vigil and watched for sudden circulatory collapse
and respiratory compromise in high-risk patients. Fewer than 10 patients survived the oper‐
ation in 300 cases over a decade [2]. Though popular in Europe, the first successful pulmo‐
nary embolectomy was not reported in the United States until 1958 [9]. Operative mortality
was frequently due to myocardial ischemia resulting in ventricular fibrillation and death at
anesthetic induction [10]. The development of extracorporeal circulation by John Gibbon
was in fact stimulated by his reflections while keeping vigil over a patient who underwent
an unsuccessful attempt at pulmonary embolectomy: “…During the hours that night, John
watched the patient’s distended veins and recorded the faltering pulse, respirations and
blood pressure, the thought occurred to him and constantly recurred to him that her condi‐
tions could surely be improved if only there were some form of continuously withdrawing
some of the blue blood from the swollen veins into an apparatus where the blood could pick
up oxygen and discharge carbon dioxide, and then be pumped back into the patient’s arter‐
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ies” [11]. This stimulated his work over the next twenty years to develop the heart-lung ma‐
chine, ultimately opening the doors to modern cardiac surgery and to the first successful
pulmonary embolectomy on cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) by Edward Sharp in 1962 [10].

Figure 2. The saddle embolism isolated

Other surgical developments benefited from Virchow’s legacy by attacking the problem at its
more proximate source. The American surgeon Alton Ochsner, who had been present at
Kirschner’s 1924 address, proposed with Michael DeBakey to ligate the IVC in 1932 [12, 13].
John Homans, a general surgeon focused on venous disease, performed prophylactic lower ex‐
tremity vein ligation [14]. Caval interruption commonly resulted in chronic lower extremity
edema with the complications of varices, edema, and ulceration. As Spencer stated, “Because
of the morbidity often following ligation of the vena cava, it is probably used too seldom and
too late, being reserved as last resort...” [15]. Narrowing of the IVC via a right flank incision as
an adjunct to pulmonary embolectomy has also been described, with the authors abandoning
this technique due to impaired venous return [16]. Refinement of venous interruption came in
the form of the Miles clip [17], partial caval plication, and finally percutaneous intraluminal oc‐
clusive devices (Figure 3). Early occlusive devices were hampered by complications of migra‐
tion, embolization, vena cava wall rupture, and the need for femoral cutdown. Current filters
have evolved in ease of insertion, lower complication rates, and efficacy with long-term paten‐
cy rates of 98% and 3% recurrent embolism rates [18,19] (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Vena Cava Filter.

Figure 4. Nitinol OptionTM Vena Cava Filter (Argon Medical Devices, Plano, TX). Features of contemporary filters in‐
clude retrievability, MRI compatibility, and percutaneous insertion.
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Concurrent with the developments in surgical techniques to treat PE were discoveries in an‐
ticoagulation. Heparin, discovered by McLean [20] and validated by Murray [21], has be‐
come the workhorse of initial therapy of PE. The discovery of oral dicumerol in the 1940s
has led to the use of anticoagulation as the mainstay of both prevention of and therapy for
venous thrombosis and PE. The efficacy of anticoagulants, thrombolytics, and vena caval fil‐
ters combined with the high mortality rate of pulmonary embolectomy, had led to a para‐
digm shift towards nonoperative management of acute massive PE.

3. Contemporary management: diagnosis and prognostication

Classification of PE was historically based on the angiographic burden, using the Miller In‐
dex [22]. Current classification by American Heart Association differentiates between mas‐
sive PE (sustained hypotension for at least 15 minutes or requiring inotropic support,
pulselessness, or persistent profound bradycardia) from submassive (acute PE without sys‐
temic hypotension but with either RV dysfunction or myocardial necrosis) (Table 1) [23].
Early identification and risk stratification is mandatory at the time of diagnosis in order to
coordinate multimodality treatment strategies. Prompt diagnosis and initiation of treatment
can reverse RV failure and reduce mortality. Current tools for prognostication include clini‐
cal parameters, radiographic findings, and laboratory markers.

Massive PE

Acute PE with sustained hypotension (Systolic blood pressure <90 mm Hg for at least 15

minutes or requiring inotropic support)

Not due to a cause other than PE, such as arrhythmia, hypovolemia, sepsis, or left

ventricular [LV] dysfunction

Pulselessness

Persistent profound bradycardia (heart rate<40 bpm with signs or symptoms of shock)

Submassive PE

Acute PE without systemic hypotension (systolic blood pressure <90 mm Hg) but with

either right ventricular (RV) dysfunction or myocardial necrosis

RV dysfunction means the presence of at least 1 of the following:

RV dilation (apical 4-chamber RV diameter divided by LV diameter > 0.9) or RV systolic

dysfunction on echocardiography

RV dilation (4-chamber RV diameter divided by LV diameter > 0.9) on computed

tomography

Elevation of beta-natriuretic peptide (BNP >90 pg/mL)

Elevation of N-terminal pro-BNP (> 500 pg/mL)

Electrocardiographic changes (new complete or incomplete right bundle-branch block,

anteroseptal ST elevation or depression, or anteroseptal T-wave inversion)

Myocardial necrosis is defined as either of the following:

Elevation of troponin I (>0.4 ng/mL) or

Elevation of troponin T (>0.1 ng/mL)

Table 1. American Heart Association Classification of Pulmonary Embolism [23].
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Clinical signs consistent with major PE include transient syncope, cyanosis, elevated jugular
venous pressure, tachypnea, unilateral restriction of chest wall movement, fever, and signs
of RV dysfunction (Table 2).

Clinical Signs of RV dysfunction

Left parasternal heave
Accentuated P2
Murmur of tricuspid regurgitation
Distended neck veins
Unilateral restriction of chest wall

Electrocardiogram Signs of
Right Heart Strain

RBBB
Right axis deviation
T-wave in V1-V4
Qr pattern in V1

P2 = pulmonic second heart sound
RBBB = right bundle branch block
RV = right ventricle

Table 2. Clinical and Electrocardiographic Signs of RV dysfunction [24]

Several scoring systems including the Pulmonary Embolism Severity Index [25] and Revised
Geneva Score [26] have been developed based primarily on clinical signs and history (Tables
3 & 4). They have been shown to have prognostic value [23] and do not require diagnostic
studies, making them a valuable tool for early prognostication.

Pulmonary Embolism

Severity Index

Score

Age 1 point per year
Male Sex 10
History of Cancer 30
History of Heart Failure 10
History of Chronic Lung Disease 10
Pulse > 110 beats/min 20
Systolic Blood Pressure < 100 mm Hg 30
Respiratory Rate > breaths/min 20
Temperature < 35 ˚C 20
Altered Mental Status 60
Arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation level <90% 20

Class Mortality Risk
Class I - < 65 points 0 - 1.6%
Class II - 65-85 points 1.7 - 3.5%
Class III - 85-105 points 3.2 - 7.1%
Class IV - 106-125 points 4.0 - 11.4%
Class V - >125 points 10.0 - 24.5%

Table 3. Pulmonary Embolism Severity Index [25]
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Revised Geneva Score Points

Age > 65 years 1

Previous DVT or PE 3

Surgery under general anesthesia or lower limb fracture within 1 month 2

Active malignant condition (solid or hematologic, currently active or considered cured < 1 year) 2

Unilateral lower limb pain 3

Hemoptysis 2

Heart rate 75-94 beats/min 3

Heart rate > 94 beats/min 5

Pain on lower limb deep venous palpation and unilateral edema 4

Clinical Probability

Low: 0 - 3 points

Intermediate: 4-10 points

High: >10 points

Table 4. Revised Geneva Score [26]

Biomarkers assessing the degree of right ventricular dysfunction associated with massive PE
that have been studied include troponin and beta-natriuretic peptide (BNP). Right ventricu‐
lar strain results in elevated troponin levels through acute shear stress causing microinjury
and microinfarction, as well as increased oxygen demand and diminished perfusion from an
acutely dilated and overloaded RV. Troponin levels have been found to correlate with the
presence of RV dysfunction [27,28], and cutoff values for troponin prognostication in PE are
identical to those in acute MI [29] while cutoff values for BNP are lower than those in con‐
gestive heart failure. Negative predictive value for both troponin and BNP are 97-100%;
however the positive predictive values are low, with a wide range of sensitivities and low
specificity for adverse events.

While most patients with suspected PE will have computed tomography angiography of the
chest, on occasion concerns for acute renal injury will prompt workup with ventilation-per‐
fusion scans. RV enlargement, defined as RV to LV dimension ratio > 0.9 on a reconstructed
CT 4-chamber view, has been found to correlate with echocardiographic findings of RV dys‐
function [30]. Subsequently, a study of 431 consecutive patients with acute PE found that RV
enlargement predicted 30-day mortality (15.6% vs 7.7%, hazard ratio 5.17) as well as the
composite end-point of death and in-hospital complications [31]. Dynamic CT assessment of
right ventricular response to reperfusion therapy or surgical embolectomy found that al‐
though RV enlargement persisted in 43%, significant reductions in mean RV dimension and
RV/LV ratio and significant increases in mean LV occurred with therapy, and did so equally
in patients treated with thrombolysis versus embolectomy. Patients presenting with cardio‐
genic shock had a greater degree of initial RV enlargement and a greater reduction post-
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therapy [32]. Echocardiography may demonstrate the McConnell sign of acute pulmonary
embolism, a characteristic pattern of akinesis of the mid free wall and normal motion of the
apex [33]. Other signs include right ventricular hypokinesis, right ventricle dilation, and
signs of pulmonary hypertension. In normotensive patients, RV dilation is present in 30-40%
and predicts in-hospital mortality as well higher non-resolution and recurrence of pulmona‐
ry thrombus burden [34].

4. Contemporary multimodality management

While chronic conditions such as heart failure and malignancy are responsible for most of
the late deaths in acute PE, early 30-day mortality results primarily from right ventricular
failure [31]. Contemporary diagnostic modalities such as computed tomography and echo‐
cardiography allow for improved risk stratification and patient selection for pulmonary em‐
bolectomy, while evolution of surgical techniques has prompted a renewed enthusiasm for
surgical pulmonary embolectomy as part of a multimodality approach to massive acute PE
(Figure 5). The indications for open surgical embolectomy have traditionally been for clearly
documented acute massive pulmonary embolism with persistent hypotension refractory to
maximal pharmacological support.

Anticoagulation 

Pharmacological 
Support 

Surgical Therapy 

Prevention of Re-
Embolization 

Systemic heparin 

Aggressive pharmacological cardiac support and 
ventilatory support with iNO 

Surgical pulmonary embolectomy 

Prevention of re-embolization with IVC filter 

Figure 5. Contemporary multimodality approach to treatment of acute massive PE

Multimodality treatment begins with immediate systemic heparinization at diagnosis, car‐
diogenic support with inotropic agents and vasopressors as indicated, and correction of hy‐
poxemia with supplemental oxygen or ventilatory support with pulmonary arterial
vasodilation using inhaled nitric oxide. The underlying critical pathology is acutely elevated
pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) leading to pressure overload of the right ventricle and
acute RV distention. Through ventricular interdependence, LV filling is reduced, compro‐
mising cardiac output and oxygen delivery. (Figure 6). The initial goals of medical manage‐
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ment are optimization of RV preload and systolic function, reduction of pulmonary vascular
resistance, and maintenance of right coronary perfusion pressure by adequate aortic root
pressure [35]. Acute massive pulmonary embolism is initially a pressure overload problem
of the RV. Higher filling pressures may be required; however an altered Frank-Starling
curve in the setting of RV dysfunction may lead to volume overload as well. For patients
with low cardiac output and normal blood pressure, modest fluid challenges may be benefi‐
cial, and the use of dobutamine and dopamine is a class IIa recommendation. Class I recom‐
mendations include correction of systemic hypotension and use of vasopressors, although
the use of norepinephrine lacks clinical data, while the beneficial use of epinephrine in PE
with shock has been reported [36].
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Figure 6. Hemodynamic effects of acute massive PE
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RV function is coupled to pulmonary vascular resistance. Agents to reverse elevated PVR
may be intravenous, inhaled, or oral. All intravenous forms (prostacyclin, iloprost, sildena‐
fil, milrinone, and adenosine) carry the risk of systemic hypotension and should be institut‐
ed only after resuscitation and adequate perfusion of the RV. These agents may worsen the
ventilation/perfusion ratio, increasing the degree of pulmonary shunt. Inhalational agents
target the therapy to well-ventilated regions of the pulmonary bed, improving V/Q ratio and
decreasing shunt fraction. Inhaled nitric oxide (iNO) has been studied in ARDS, pulmonary
hypertension, and post mitral valve surgery, while evidence of its use in pulmonary embo‐
lism is limited to case reports and small case series. [37, 38, 39, 40]. While controlled studies
supporting its routine use as an adjunct are lacking, anecdotal evidence based on timing of
the institution of iNO seems to point to reductions in mean pulmonary artery pressures, in‐
creases in arterial oxygenation, and improvement in hemodynamics [38].

4.1. Surgical pulmonary embolectomy

The Trendelenburg operation was performed through a second transthoracic incision with
resection of the second rib, occlusion of the aorta and pulmonary artery with an encircling
rubber tube, and rapid removal of the embolism through a limited arteriotomy. Occlusion
was limited to “forty-five seconds to two minutes, beyond that, death occurs” [7]. Modern
surgical approach is by median sternotomy. After systemic heparinization, normothermic
CPB is instituted via aortic and bicaval cannulation. The vena cavae are encircled with um‐
bilical tapes. The operation is performed either with a beating heart and vacuum-assisted
venous drainage or with the heart arrested. Deep hypothermic circulatory arrest has also
been used in cases to optimize visualization for complete embolectomy [41]. The cavae are
snared to isolate right heart inflow. A longitudinal incision of the pulmonary trunk is made
two cm above the pulmonary valve. The extent of pulmonary arteriotomy is tailored to the
location of thrombus. The incision can be carried in a hockey-stick fashion onto the left main
pulmonary artery (Figure 7). For right-sided embolectomy, the right pulmonary artery is in‐
cised between the superior vena cava and the aorta. A variety of techniques of thrombus ex‐
traction have been described. Large clot can be retrieved with Randall stone forceps,
vigorous suction, and Fogarty embolectomy catheters passed into branch arteries. Opening
of the bilateral pleura and manual compression of the lungs to extrude peripheral clot has
been described but has the drawbacks of mechanical injury to the arterial walls and lung pa‐
renchyma, as well as possibly causing endobronchial bleeding [42].

Retrograde flushing via direct cannulation of the pulmonary veins from the left atrium has
been described to remove not only residual thrombotic material but air embolism as well.
As described by Zarrabi et al, if the right atrium is opened to look for suspected clot, a septal
incision through the fossa is then made, the left atrium entered, and the pulmonary veins
identified. A cannula is attached to the pump oxygenator, inserted into each pulmonary
vein sequentially, and flushed for 60-80 seconds with a mean pressure of 15-17 mm Hg. Clot
and debris thus flushed retrograde through the pulmonary veins is extracted through the
pulmonary arteriotomy [43]. If the right atrium is not entered, retrograde flushing of the left
atrium can be performed via a 20 Fr cannula. This is inserted through the right superior pul‐
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monary vein and attached to the arterial line through a Y connector [44]. Finally, adequate
visualization of the distal arterial tree can be extended with use of an arterioscope. Postoper‐
ative mortality in these patients is felt to be due to eventual right ventricular failure from
residual thrombus causing persistent pulmonary hypertension and interstitial pulmonary
edema [41]. However, data concerning which of the above techniques is best to remove
thrombus burden in the lungs, reduce RV strain, or improve outcomes is lacking. Intraoper‐
ative use of TEE during pulmonary embolectomy is recommended and can identify intra‐
thoracic extrapulmonary thromboemboli which may alter planned surgical maneuvers [45].
Reflecting back towards the original Trendelenburg procedure, inflow occlusion pulmonary
embolectomy is an option where CPB is not immediately available. This technique consists
of caval occlusion for 3-minute maximal periods, beyond which there is great risk of cardiac
and neurologic complications [46].

Figure 7. Technique of cardiopulmonary bypass with bicaval cannulation, arrows indicating direction of blood flow.
Randall stone forceps are inserted through the main pulmonary arteriotomy to extract a portion of embolus from the
left pulmonary artery. Inset: The three arteriotomy sites: main pulmonary artery, left and right pulmonary arteries

4.2. Contemporary surgical outcomes and expanded indications

A systematic review of pulmonary embolectomies in the period from 1961 to 2006 showed
the average mortality to be 30%. Several important factors in mortality included the time pe‐
riod, with higher mortality reported in studies before 1985 (32% vs 20%) and in patients
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with preoperative cardiac arrest (59% vs 29%) [47]. Prospectively studied patients that have
failed an initial course of thrombolytics have lower mortality with embolectomy than with a
second course of thrombolysis (7% vs. 38%) [48]. More recent studies have begun to examine
results in patients not meeting strict criteria of sustained hypotension or cardiogenic shock,
but rather using evidence of RV dysfunction as an expanded criteria for pulmonary embo‐
lectomy, with operative mortality in contemporary series being 6-8% [49-53]. Expediency of
operation has also found to have improved outcomes, particularly with surgical therapy oc‐
curring within 24 hours of diagnosis [54]. The improvement in operative mortality in the
modern era may be due to several factors: improved patient selection, early identification of
RV dysfunction with contemporary diagnostic modalities, extent of pulmonary thrombecto‐
my to prevent residual thrombus and thus pulmonary hypertension, the prophylactic use of
IVC filters, and early operation before the development of cardiogenic shock or the need for
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, both of which confer a significantly increased in-hospital
mortality (25% and 65%, respectively vs 8.1%) [55]. By instituting a criteria of RV dysfunc‐
tion as an indication for pulmonary embolectomy, the population to be considered expands
to include patients with submassive PE.

4.3. Thrombolytics, special populations, catheter-based therapy, and IVC filters

The benefit of thrombolytic therapy in the treatment of acute PE has been controversial. A
meta-analysis showed that overall, there was no significant reduction in PE or death when
comparing thrombolysis with heparin; neither was the risk of major bleeding significantly
increased. Subgroup analysis showed a significant reduction in PE and death in the trials
that included patients with major (i.e. hemodynamically unstable) PE and no benefit in
those trials that excluded those patients [56]. A review of current evidence concluded that,
“Despite the lack of a verifiable mortality benefit associated with thrombolytic therapy in
patients with massive PE resulting in hemodynamic instability, most clinicians accept this
clinical scenario as indication for thrombolytics and it is guideline based” [57]. In the most
recent guidelines (2012), The American College of Chest Physicians evidence for thrombo‐
lytic administration is graded 2C for unstable patients without high bleeding risk; recom‐
mendations are against thrombolytics in stable patients (Grade 1C) [58].

Because the effects are systemic, thrombolytics poses a risk of serious perioperative bleeding
and should be approached with caution in patients with acute massive PE that may be con‐
sidered for surgical embolectomy.

This decision is of particular interest in populations whose underlying disease places them
at increased risk of bleeding elsewhere. Trauma patients with immobility and/or traumatic
brain injury are prone to DVT and PE; sites of bleeding risk include concomitant solid organ
injury and intracranial hemorrhage. Reluctance to place prophylactic IVC filters has been
due to filter-related complications and inconsistent follow-up; this has been tempered by
more recent studies showing low complication rates and safe retrievability at greater inter‐
vals. Limited data consisting of matched-control trials have shown reduced PE and PE-relat‐
ed mortality rates with prophylactic filters [59]. Yet, prophylactic IVC filter placement in at-
risk patients remains a Level III recommendation by the Eastern Association for the Surgery
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Trauma guidelines [60]. Increased risk of both thromboembolic disease and intracranial
hemorrhage is seen also in patients with brain tumors. Successful pulmonary embolectomy
has been reported in a patient with advanced glioblastoma multiforme, suggesting that this
clinical scenario may represent an extended indication for surgery [61]. In patients with sig‐
nificant cardiac disease, pulmonary symptoms are often ascribed to cardiac etiology, but
rarely concomitant PE may be discovered [62], in which case surgical pulmonary embolecto‐
my may be combined with the operation to treat the primary cardiac disease.

Catheter-based techniques include aspiration thrombectomy, fragmentation, and rheolytic
thrombectomy. Rheolytic thrombectomy using the AngioJet and Rotarex devices has been
shown to be technically feasible with success rates of 92.2% to 100%, with significant im‐
provements in both angiographic indices and clinical indices (i.e, Miller Index, obstruction
index,  perfusion index,  mean pulmonary artery pressures,  partial  arterial  pressures)  [63,
64]. Data is limited to small series, and this therapy requires experienced laboratories. Its
role  as  primary  therapy  is  for  patients  with  contraindications  to  thrombolysis,  failed
thrombolysis, or impending death from shock prior to thrombolysis when no other inter‐
vention is available [58].

The placement of IVC filters is prudent even after treatment with pulmonary embolectomy
to prevent recurrent embolism from lower extremity sources. In several series, this has re‐
sulted in a zero recurrence rate [53, 65], while a 23% recurrence rate was noted in a series of
patients without IVC filter placement after embolectomy [48].

5. Conclusion

Acute massive pulmonary embolism is a disease best treated by multimodality therapy, be‐
ginning with systemic heparinization and IVC filter placement. A multitude of diagnostic
modalities, including transesophageal echocardiography and computed chest tomography,
are available in the contemporary setting to guide risk-stratification and to assess RV dys‐
function. Contemporary series of pulmonary embolectomy have demonstrated low opera‐
tive mortality with improved surgical techniques, and survival is increased when operative
therapy occurs before the development of hemodynamic collapse. Thus, the modified Tren‐
delenburg procedure with extended distal pulmonary embolectomy should be part of an ag‐
gressive approach to an otherwise lethal problem in the current age.
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